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Better Designs 
Faster E . >wP n+ ® F:'iiïrl IT Irwrc_u rr' lol 

- - ' r netlnsa _ _ `.. 

Guaranteed with 
Electronics Workbench! 

Just click and drag to create and edit 

schematics. Mix analog and digital 

devices in any combination with full 

control over values, models and 

behavior. Try 'what if'scenarios and 

fine tune effortlessly. And on- screen 

waveforms always match actual circuit 

response. You'll create better designs 

faster - Guaranteed! 

Guaranteed Satisfaction 
Join over 70,000 customers and experience the 

power, flexibility and value that only Electronics 

Workbench offers. Receive unequaled service and 

free, unlimited technical support by phone, fax, 

e -mail, WWW, CompuServe and BBS. You'll be 

delighted. We guarantee it. * 

Electronics 
orkbench 

The elernnttl,, lah Irr a rornpiner 

True Mixed -Mode Power 
Connect any analog or digital device to any other 

device without limit. Only Electronics Workbench offers this 

professional power for under $2,000. 

Real -World Digital 
Real -world TTL and CMOS, complete with propagation 

delays and fanout. Unique at this price. 

32 -Bit Speed 
Integrated SPICE analog and native -mode digital simulation 

in full 32 -bit. Unique at this price. 

Real -World Results 
Unlimited supply of over 200 components and ICs and 350 

real -world models -all perform as real devices. 

Electronics Workbench 
$299 

'30 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
VERSION 4.1 FOR WINDOWS 95/NT/3.1, DOS AND MACINTOSH. 

Ask about our Engineer's Pack with thousands of additional models and more. 

Version 4.0 users call for your free upgrade. 

INTERACTIVE 

Fax: 416- 977 -1818 Internet: http: / /www.interactiv.com 
CompuServe :71333,3435 /BBS:416-977-3540/ E-mail:ewb@interactiv corn 

INTERACTIVE IMAGE TECHNOLOGIES LTD., 908 Niagara Falls Boulevard, #068, North Tonawanda, New York 14120- 2060 /Telephone 416- 977 -5550 
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Popular Electronics 
C O V E R S T O R Y 

29 Build an Anti -Carjack Module 
Fight the forces of evil with this easy -to- build, easy -to- install circuit 
that protects your property from carjackers without placing your- 

self, or your loved ones, in any further danger. It can even be used to 

deter normal car theft- Anthony J. Caristi 

C O N S T R U C T I O N 

34 Build an Undercover Scanner Antenna 
This simple and unusual accessory allows you to be unobtrusive 
when using a handheld scanner, yet works better than a "rubber 
ducky" -John R. Somers 

45 Build a Caller -ID Computer Interface 
It lets you send the caller -ID information that accompanies nearly 
every telephone call to your personal computer. Use it for comput- 
er-BBS security, or just to keep track of who's been calling you - 
Terry J. Weeder 

F E A T U R E S 

38 Sky Cops 
Ever wonder who keeps the airwaves clear and usable for all of us? 

Here's a look at those responsible for working out the differences 
between governments worldwide, and governments and their citi- 
zens. Also, learn how you can lend a hand -Karl T. Thurber, Jr. 

50 Electronic Search and Rescue 
When either man -made or natural disaster strikes, these electronic 
aids can help searchers find victims faster, dramatically improving 
their chances for survival -Bill Siuru 
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LED sequencers, and more - Charles D. Rakes 
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Mapping the U.S. -Dan Karagiannis 

20 Multimedia Watch 
CD -R drives -Marc Spiwak 

56 Ham Radio 
Twin -lead antennas -Joseph J. Carr 
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Even then, people asked if we 
had the whosy whatsit that connects 

to the watchamacallit 

We've been helping people with personal electronics since before there was a personal electronics industry! 

Whether you need a tube for your vintage radio, something _o clear up your TV reception, advice on 

putting together a home theater system, or a place to get your out -of- 

warranty electronics repaired, help is as close as your nearby 

RadioShack. We've got the products, the parts and the people to he p 

you put it all together. For a store near you, call 1 -800- THE -SHACK. 

CIRCLE 14 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

i RadioShacksM 
You've got questions. 
We've got answers 3 
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4 

E A R N Y O U R 

B.S. DEGREE 
COMPUTERS 

OR 

ELECTRONICS 

By Studying at Home 
Grantham College of Engineering, 

now in our 40i11 year, is highly experi- 
enced in "distance education " - teaching 
by correspondence-through printed 
materials, computer materials, fax, 
modem, and phone. 

No commuting to class. Study at 
your own pace, while continuing on your 
present job. Learn from easy -to- 
understand but complete and thorough 
lesson materials, with additional help 
from our instructors. 

Grantham offers three separate distance - 
education programs, leading to the follow- 
ing accredited degrees; 

(1) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in 
Electronics. 

(2) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in 
Computers. 

(3) The B.S.C.S. - the Bachelor of Sci- 
ence in Computer Science. 

An important part of being pre- 
pared to move up is holding the right 
college degree, and the absolutely neces- 
sary part is knowing your field. 
Grantham can help you both ways -to 
learn more and to earn your degree in 
the process. 

Write or phone for our free catalog. 
Toll free, 1 -800- 955 -2527, or see 
mailing address below. 

Accredited be 
the Accrediting Commission of the 

Distance Education and 
Training Council 

GRANTHAM 
College of Engineering 

Grantham College Road 
Slidell, LA 70460 

EdiToRiAl 
Changes 
As you might have guessed from the title of this 
month's editorial, changes are afoot. First and fore- 
most, this will be my last issue as Editor of Popular 
Electronics. 

That leaves me more than a little sad. Popular 
Electronics has been an important part of my life for a 
long time: I have been with the magazine since the title 
was re- acquired by Gernsback Publications in the late 
1980s, and merged with Hands -on Electronics. It 

helps me to know that the magazine will be in good 
hands. Dan Karagiannis, who has been my associate 
editor for nearly two years, will be taking my place. 

What's to become of me? Not to worry -I'm not going 
far. In fact, I am just moving next door, where I'll be 
taking the helm of our sister magazine, Electronics 
Now. When I first started with Gernsback, some 16 
years ago, it was as an assistant editor with that mag- 
azine (which then was known as Radio -Electronics). 
It will be nice to be re- united with an old friend. 

In closing, I want to thank everyone that has made my 
time at Popular Electronics so enjoyable. That 
includes a group of the finest electronics writers and 
columnists in the industry; a bunch of wonderful col- 
leagues, both past and present; and, most of all, each 
and every Popular Electronics reader -you have all 
made my time and efforts here meaningful and worth- 
while. 

Carl Laron 
Editor 
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Ci i ittiaker® 
The Virtual Electronics Lab 
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30 day satisfaction guarantee 
user definable `Design Rules" 
imports CircuitMaker PCB netlist 
automatic or manual routing of tracks 
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automatic or manual component placement 

Ne 
Pr eodt CircuitMaker` 

still only $299 
PCB netlist export 
includes 1500+ devices 
SPICE netlist import/export 
30 day satisfaction guarantee 
professional schematic features 
digital, analog and mixed -mode simulation 
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Call now to order your complete circuit design system 
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800- 419 -4242 
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MicroCode 
c 'Engineering 

573 W. 1830 N. Suite 4 
Orem, UT 84057 USA 

Phone (801) 226 -4470 
FAX (801) 226 -6532 

FREE ON -LINE DEMO: 
AOL; file search, CircuitMaker 
CompuServe; GO MICROCODE 
Internet; http: / /www.microcode.coo 
All trademarks are the property of their owners. 
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A Stimulating Correction 
BIO- STIMULATOR 
CORRECTION 

It was brought to my attention that I 

made two errors in my article, "Build a 

Bio- Stimulator" (Popular Electronics, 
June 1996): Transistor Q1 should be a 

2N4401 unit, and capacitor C5 should 
be a non -polarized, 1 -p,F, 50 -volt 
monolithic unit. Sorry for any inconve- 
nience those errors might have 
caused. 
-Robert A. Heil 

DTMF TONE PAD 
CORRECTIONS 

It appears that my article, "Build a 

Versatile DTMF Tone Pad, " which 
appears in the June 1996 issue of 
Popular Electronics, contains a few 
errors. On the schematic diagram, the 
connection labeled " -12V" should be 
labeled "Ground" with a ground symbol 
connected to the junction of Cl and D2. 
There should also be a ground connec- 
tion at the junction of R7 and R9. 

Also, due to printing problems, the 
PC board looks a little blurry, which 
means that the following might not be 
clear: On the PC board, the pad con- 
nected to pin 8 of IC1 forXTAL1 should 
not be connected to the trace running 
to R7. And the pads associated with C5 
and C9 should not be connected to the 
ground trace running between their 
respective pads. On a different note, 
another possible source for a suitable 
keypad is Circuit Specialists, Inc., PO. 
Box 3047. Scottsdale, AZ 85271- 
3047. Brian Pliler 

HOW MINE TURNED OUT 
As a copier technician, finding 

squeaks and rattles is an everyday 
battle. So when I saw Charles 
Hansen's article, "Build the Auto 
Stethoscope," in the April 1995 issue 
of Popular Electronics, I knew there 
was hope. 

Although I have an EET degree, I 

had never built an electronic project 
6 before. However, the Stethoscope 

plans looked so good, I was sure it 

would work. I went to Gateway 
Electronics to get the components. 

I found a PC- board -making process 
where the artwork is copied onto a 

transparency, ironed onto a piece of 
copper -clad PC -board material, and 
etched off. It took about one hour. 
Except it was a mirror of the art! Oops! 
Turning over the transparency solved 
the problem. 

I drilled the board and stuffed 
the components. The soldering went 
quickly and there were no problems. I 

put it in a Radio Shack box and used a 

Radio Shack 4 -pin connector for the 
microphone connection. 

The plans called for a 3 -wire micro- 
phone, but Radio Shack was out, so I 

had to use a 2 -wire microphone. A 20- 
µF capacitor wired between signal and 
power for the microphone solved that 
problem. 

When I powered it up, the 
Stethoscope gave a lot of feedback at 
high volume. So instead of using walk- 
man headphones, I mounted a pair of 
8 -ohm B speakers wired in series into 
a set of shooting ear muffs. That solv- 
ed the feedback problem. 

No design is ever really done. But I 

can't think of another way to improve 
this one. The proof of that is that my 
boss borrowed my Stethoscope and 
hasn't given it back yet. So I might 
have to build another one. By the way, 
it also makes a great shop amp. 
D. M. W. 

Lakewood, CO 

HAVES & NEEDS 
I'm interested in obtaining any infor- 

mation, including instruction booklets, 
service manuals, schematics, theory 
of operation, parts lists, and general 
information regarding two different 
items that I am trying to restore. The 
first is a 1959 "King of Diamonds" pin- 
ball machine, manufactured by D. 

Gottlieb & Co. The second is a Kellogg 
hand -crank wall telephone. I also need 

an ear -piece cord for the phone. 
LOUIS M. IANNUZZELLI 
1315 West 53rd Street 
Davenport, IA 52806 

I saved from the trash heap an 
AC /DC instrument calibration standard 
manufactured by Radio Frequency 
Laboratory Inc. of Boonton, New 
Jersey (P /O Model 829B, Stock No. 
6625 -804 -4993, Contract No. AF 
33(604)38770, 115V 10 50 to 400cy). 

Now I am trying to figure out what to 
do with it! I have no manuals. Can 
someone out there help me with infor- 
mation on this device? 
MICHAEL PEARCE 
811 East 7th 

Superior, NE 68978 

I am looking for copies of the man- 
uals for a Dynakit FM -1 Dynatuner FM 

tuner and an EICO HF -22 power 
amplifier. I will gladly reimburse copy- 
ing and postage costs. Thank you. 
ALAN JOHNSON 
2490 Sharon Way 
Reno, NV 89509 

I have a radio -detector -type S.E. 
183A, serial number 2611, which was 
made for the Navy Department Bureau 
of S.E. by Wireless Specialty App. Co. 
of Boston, Massachusetts. It has three 
crystal contacts. 

I hope that some of my fellow 
Popular Electronics readers can tell 
me about it, including the year it was 
used on ships. 
KENT MUELLER 
30 Hamilton Avenue 
Clifton, NJ 07011 

A few years ago, Popular 
Electronics offered free Fact Cards. I 

need a copy of the guitar preamplifier 
circuit. I would appreciate it if someone 
could send me a copy. 
GENE HENKEMEYER 
409 24th Avenue North 
St. Cloud, MN 56303 
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The Four -Year Electronics Degree 
Program That Really Hits Home! 

Bring The Technology Home With A Bachelor Of Electronics 
Engineering Degree. No Hassles. No High Cost! 

Nows the time to prepare for a profitable career. 

We've lowered the cost of 
higher education. 

Its true! You can earn a four -year 

Bachelor of Electronics Engineering 

Technology degree today ... and 

prepare yourself for a high- paying 

electronics career ... without quitting 
your job or ever leaving your home. 

Because World College, an affiliate of 

the Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 

offers you the total flexibility of indepen- 

dent study programs proven effective for 

people like you who truly want to suc- 

ceed! World College independent study 

lessons help you build valuable skills 

Mail /Fax Today 
or Call 

1- 800 -696-7532 

step -by -step, and expert instructors are 

personally available to you with a toll -free 

call. What a way to earn an education! 

A world of opportunity. 
Where is your career headed? 

With a four -year bachelor's degree 

from World College, you call the shots, 

choosing from incredible, high -paying 

opportunities in electronics, tele- 

communications, computer, electrical 
power, and many other growing fields. 

World College gives you the skills, 

the knowledge, the power to take 

advantage of your best opportunity in 

electronics. And you can do it all at 

your own pace! 

Without leaving home. 
World College continually works 

to provide its students with the most 

advanced education tools. From the 

latest equipment and reference books 

to breakthrough computer -simulated 

experiments, students are exposed to 

the latest technological advancements. 

All the equipment, parts, and soft- 

ware you need are included in your 

affordable tuition, including more than 

300 hands -on lab experiments you 

can complete in your home. 

Choose your own pace. 
Earn your bachelor's degree 

on your time - and at your pace - 
because you pay tuition to World 

College only as you complete the 
upper -level semesters close to 

graduation. The faster you make it 

through, the less you pay. So you 

have an incentive to make your future 

happen quickly - yet the freedom 

to choose your own pace! 

Send today for your FREE 

course catalog -- and give yourself that 

future you've always wanted - 
with an electronics degree education 
from World College. 

Four Powerful Reasons 
To Connect With 

World College Today: 

1 Earn your four -year 
degree! 

Self -paced 
training! 

Independent study in 
your home! 

4 Expert 
instruction! 

3 

r 
Give Me The 

Take charge of your future in electronics. 

Power! . 
Send me a FREE Sr.a ' 

World College course 

catalog today! 

(Please Print Neatly) 

Name 

Address 

City 

State, Zip 

Phone ( 

Age 

For faster service, call 
1 -800 -696 -7532, 

or call 
1- 804 -464 -4600. 

Or fax this coupon to 
1- 804 -464 -3687. 

4403 
WORLD 
C O L L E G E 

Lake Shores Plaza 
5193 Drive, Suite 113 

Virginia Beach, VA 23455 -2500 

II'1 113 
Affiliated with 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 

WAH30 
J7 
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PROdUCT TEST REPORT 
JVC GR -SV7 Camcorder 

ike its predecessor, the GR- 
SV3 -the first Compact -VHS 

(VHS -C) camcorder with a color, LCD 
monitor -viewfinder -JVC's new GR- 
SV7 takes a two- fisted approach to 
video moviemaking. It's styled like a 

35mm film camera -two hands even 
for pros. Moreover, the multi -angle ver- 
satility of the LCD screen lends itself to 
use as a waist -level or over -the -head 
viewfinder -even as a face -forward 
monitor for those times when the direc- 
tor gets out from behind the lens to get 
into the picture. 

camcorder exhibited fine performance 
overall. Although some measurements 
could have been better, those usually 
represented a tradeoff with others that 
were stellar. Regardless, the appeal of 
the GR -SV7 will largely be its big LCD 
monitor and other convenience fea- 
tures, not its test scores. 

FEATURES 
A 3.25 -pound camcorder seems 

heavy these days, but the weight's 
irrelevant in a two -hand model -more 
so considering the additional function- 

.11/C's new GR -SV7 S -VHS camcorder features both a color LCD screen and a 
viewfinder 

That's not to say that there are not 
some important differences. Besides 
sporting a 4 -inch (diagonal) color LCD 
(compared to the previous model's 3- 
inch screen), the new entry also offers 
S -VHS video recording with Hi -Fi 
stereo sound. And while it retains 
auto -everything, point- and -shoot sim- 
plicity, this upgrade's feature -trim adds 
myriad customizable functions and 
special effects. If the GR -SV3 was the 
film- camera equivalent of a snap - 
shooter, the GR -SV7 is an SLR with a 

lazy -man's mode. 
8 On the test -bench in the lab, the 

conventional 

ality of the LCD monitor. In combina- 
tion with the built -in speaker and 
headphone jacks, the color display 
makes this type of camcorder a mobile 
entertainment center. Sure, you may 
use it to view your raw camcorder 
footage as you go. But families travel- 
ing with young kids will probably 
appreciate the ability to play prere- 
corded entertainment even more. 

By the way, you don't have to use 
the color LCD as a viewfinder, conve- 
nient though that might be. The GR- 
SV7 retains a traditional, black -and- 
white CRT of the peep -hole type. 

BY STEPHEN A. BOOTH 

Using that alone, without the LCD, will 
buy you an additional ten minutes of 
power using the standard battery. 

You needn't use the LCD only as a 

viewfinder, either. It swivels around to 
face forward, so that subjects can see 
themselves as others will see them - 
as they're being taped. That probably 
isn't as vital to the cast as it is to the 
director (poor -old Mom or Dad), who 
might occasionally want to get into the 
action. The option to monitor the 
scene from in front of the lens -and 
change zoom -lens through the includ- 
ed, wireless remote control -is anoth- 
er factor in this camcorder's appeal. 

In the front -facing mode, the LCD 
can be used as a Video Message cen- 
ter- families can leave sight -and- 
sound notes on the GR -SV7 instead of 
Post -lt notes on the refrigerator (a 

blinking light alerts you to "mail "). 
Additionally, in this "interface" position 
the GR -SV7 functions as a playback 
monitor for videos. 

Of course, prerecorded programs 
generally don't come on VHS -C cas- 
settes- you'll have to make your own 
(from TV, or by dubbing from other 
tapes). Usually, line -in recording to a 

camcorder is a pain, but not with the 
GR -SV7. 

It comes with a clever "junction box" 
that acts as a docking station for the 
camcorder, and offers multiple 
audio /video inputs and outputs (includ- 
ing S- Video) for easy hookup to TVs or 
other video devices. Since this is an S- 
VHS camcorder, with about two- thirds 
greater resolution than standard VHS, 
you could use the EP mode to stretch 
a 40- minute VHS -C cassette to hold 
two hours' worth of cartoons -and still 
have a really fine picture (instead of 
EP fuzz). 

For sedentary entertainment, you'll 
run the GR -SV7 off AC with the includ- 
ed adapter /battery charger. For vehic- 
ular viewing, though, you'll want the 
optional 12 -volt DC powercord, if only 
to spare your camcorder battery. 
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The downside of monitor -style color 
LCD viewfinders is power consump- 
tion. In moviemaking, the supplied BN- 
V12U NiCd (nickel- cadmium) battery 
is rated for 30 minutes when using 
both the color LCD and eye -level 
monochrome viewfinder -or 40 min- 
utes with the LCD off. Those times 
reflect typical hands -on use -zoom- 
ing, pausing, multiple starts and stops. 
The battery needs 70 minutes to take 
a charge. JVC offers two other batter- 
ies good for 65 and 90 minutes under 
high -load conditions. 

As a camcorder, the GR -SV7 has a 

huge bag of tricks. Focus and white - 
balance are automatic (or color -tern- 
perature setting), but manual options 
abound for these and other moviemak- 
ing functions. The lens itself is a 10X 

power zoom in its optical form, the 
photographic equivalent of a 32mm 
semi -wideangle through 324mm tele- 
photo. Digital signal processing 
extends your reach further. For exam- 
ple, 20X magnification is instantly 
available in the full -auto mode -and 
100X "digital zoom" in the preset mode 
(which contains other custom settings 
for more advanced videography). 
Such extreme telephoto settings aren't 
the province of hand -holding -even 
two- handed. But in lieu of a tripod, the 
GR -SV7 has digital image stabilization 
to quell operator shake. 

Though the image might remain 
steady, JVC candidly points out that 
image quality does deteriorate in the 
digital -zoom modes. Those merely 
enlarge a smaller portion of the optical 
image, so sharpness is sacrificed 
because fewer lines of resolution 
appear on your TV screen. At extreme 
magnifications, images bear the tell -tale 
pixelization of the CCD image sensor. 

As you'd expect in a full- featured 
camcorder, the GR -SV7 provides mul- 
tiple special- effects to entertain your 
audience, and others to either improve 
or embellish your home movies. The 
fun stuff includes snapshot, motor - 
drive, slow- shutter, and classic -film 
modes. Snapshot yields video stills - 
with photoprint -like white borders - 
while motor drive records a succession 
of those. Slow shutter is the by -now 
cliché, MTV -style, disjointed music - 
video look. Classic film emulates the 
syncopated look of 24-frames-per-sec- 

ond film when played without speed - 
compensation at NTSC- video's 30- 

frame -per- second rate. 
As for embellishment, the GR -SV7 

Fig. 1. This vectrnscope photograph .chows 

phase to he right on the mark, hut chronut (red) 
to he a little oversaturated. 

has several built -in fades, wipes, and 

dissolves. And regarding the automat- 
ed functions that just make any movie 
look better, there are back -lit and 
sports modes. The former handles 
tricky lighting- situations such as sun- 
sets and fireworks. The latter shifts 
gears to faster shutter -speeds to 
record clear images for slow- motion 
playback -for all you folks who want to 

study the mechanics of your tennis 
backhand or golf swing. This mode's 
high shutter- speeds require very bright 
light for optimal recording. Which gets 
us to the lab . .. . 

TEST RESULTS 
Here's the tale -of- the -tape as mea- 

sured by the Advanced Product 
Evaluation Laboratory (APEL), an 

independent testing facility located in 

Bethel, Connecticut. When you read 
APEL's electrical measurements in the 
Table 1, keep the following in mind. 

Minimum illumination rates the 
camcorder's ability to record in low 
light and still capture a viewable 
image. It's measured in lux -the lower 
the number, the better -and most 
companies vie to advertise a cam - 
corder with capabilities of a night - 
vision scope. Unfortunately, until there 
is a uniform way of measuring lux, 

comparing manufacturers' specs is 

meaningless. 
A standardized rating for lux is in 

progress; in fact, APEL is among the 
parties developing the methodology 
with the Electronic Industries 
Association. For the time being, 

APEL's lux measurements as pub- 

lished here are at least consistent and 

comparable. Accordingly, you can 

compare the minimum illumination of 
competing camcorders tested here. 

JVC's 3.8 -lux doesn't seem as good 

the 0.9 -lux posted by a Sony's model 
in an earlier test -but lux, with modern 

camcorders (compared to the forma- 
tive years), is an overhyped spec any- 
way. 

You'll probably never shoot movies 
in sheer darkness. Average household 
lighting produces decent pictures - 
and an inexpensive accessory lamp 

will punch up colors. Actually, the GR- 
SV7 tested slightly better than the 4- 

lux minimum that JVC specified. It's 

encouraging to see that JVC didn't 
make claims to infrared -type light sen- 
sitivity. The company must feel that the 

GR -SV7 stands up on its other merits. 
These include resolution, white bal- 

ance and color contamination. At 380 
lines of horizontal resolution recorded 
to tape at the video output, the GR- 
SV7 comes within a hair of the theo- 
retical ceiling for S -VHS. Resolution 
means sharpness, and it is gauged by 

the number of image- making lines the 

camcorder records, in picket -fence 
fashion across your TV screen. By 

comparison, top resolution for stan- 
dard VHS is 240 lines, and a live TV 
broadcast weighs in at 330. For your 
information, the resolution of the GR- 

SV7's camera measured 400 lines. 

Usually, test reports don't fuss 
about camera resolution, because all 

that most people care about is the 
image that winds up on videotape. But 
with the popularity of home multimedia 
computers and the multitude of appli- 
cations that invite input from video 
images, APEL and Popular 
Electronics believe camera resolution 
should be of concern to serious com- 
puter and video buffs. 

White balance reveals a cam- 
corder's ability to adjust to different 
temperatures of light (say, sunshine or 

indoor light- bulbs) to reproduce pure 
whites and therefore, correctly bal- 
anced colors. JVC's auto white -bal- 
ance circuitry scores better than 
most -and it could be manually adjust- 
ed if you're a perfectionist. 

Meanwhile, color contamination 
was an astoundingly perfect 0 IRE 9 
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(that's zero). That test reveals the pres- 
ence of unwanted color specks as 
found in a black- and -white test pattern. 
In other words, no color -speckles even 
when you're doing critical close -up stills 
in the macro -mode. You can focus to 
within a half -inch in the macro -mode of 
the GR- SV7 -good news for videogra- 
phers with coin, stamp, or butterfly col- 
lections. 

The GR -SV7 posted only average 
numbers for signal -to -noise ratio - 
average, that is, for conventional VHS. 
But APEL measured the camcorder's 
S -VHS performance -why else would 
anyone be interested in this model (and 
its two -grand price tag)? This is mea- 
sured under optimal lighting conditions 
and shows the amount of usable signal, 
for color (chroma AM) and brightness 
(luminance, black- and -white), above 
the threshold of electrical noise. By a 

rule -of- thumb, noise increases with pic- 
ture- sharpness (resolution) of which 
the GR -SV7 has plenty. 

Oddly, color contamination too is 

often a tradeoff for resolution -but the 

EARN YOUR \ 
B.S.E.E. 
DEGREE 

THROUGH HOME STUDY 
Our Higniy Effective Advanced -Placement 
Program for experienced Electronic 
Technicians grants credit for previous 
Schooling and Professional Experience, and 
can greatly reduce the time required to com- 
plete the program and reach graduation. No 
residence schooling required for qualified 
Electronic Technicians. Through our Special 
Program you can pull all of the loose ends of 
your electronics background together and 
earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Upgrade your 
status and pay to the engineering level. 
Advance rapidly! Many finish in 12 months or 
iessl Students and graduates in all 50 states 
and throughout the world! Established Over 
50 Yearsl Write or call for free Descriptive 
Literature. (601) 371-1351 

COOK'S INSTITUTE 
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

CTE 4251 CYPRESS DRIVE 
E JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39212 

TABLE 1 -TEST RESULTS 
The following test results were furnished by the Advanced Product Evaluation Laboratory, 
an independent testing facility located in Bethel, CT. Measurements were taken in the S- 
VHS format, standard -play mode, using JVC's ST -20 S -XG VHS -C (compact) videocas- 
sette. Mimimum illumination was measured using the "gain -up" feature of the full -auto 
mode. 

Brand: 
Model: 
Price: 

Video Measurements: 
Minimum Illumination 
Resolution 

Record /Play Video Out 
Camera 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio (Record /Play Video Out) 
Chroma AM 
Luminance 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio (Camera) 
Chroma AM 
Luminance 

Color Contamination 
White Balance 
Streaking /Lag, Image Retention 
Color Quality 

Phase Accuracy 
Chroma Saturation 

Minimum Focus Distance 
Normal 
Macro 

Audio Measurements: 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio 
Maximum Output (built -in mic) 
Input Sensitivity (external mic) 

Other Measurements: 
Power Requirements (with color LCD monitor on) 
Weight (including battery and cassette) 
Dimensions (inches, H x W x D) 

GR -SV7 measures none. There must 
be something special about the 570,00 - 
pixel 1/3 -inch CCD that JVC is using 
here. Because in streaking /lag and 
image- retention, and in color quality, 
the camcorder produced excellent rat- 
ings. The test for streaking /lag and 
image retention looks for flares or tails 
of light and color that trail behind the 
highlights of a moving subject. Look for 
that during baseball games on TV, 

when light reflects off batting helmets or 
other shiny gear. It's virtually nonexis- 
tent in home camcorders. 

With phase accuracy and chroma 
saturation, the color red is the test -case 
because it's the most difficult for video 
to handle correctly. Phase accuracy 
looks for deviation from true red, toward 
magenta or yellow. Chroma saturation 
gauges depth, or intensity of hue. 

The bouncing ball in APEL's vec- 
torscope photo (see Fig. 1) shows 

JVC 
GR -SV7 
$1,999.99 

3.8 lux 

380 lines 
400 lines 

39.5 dB 
42.8 dB 

41.0 dB 
42.3 dB 
0 IRE 
4.0 IRE 
Excellent 

Excellent 
Excellent 

38 inches 
0.5 inch 

52.0 dB 
0.4 volt 
4.0 mV 

17 watts 
3.25 pounds 
5.0625 x 7.625 x 4.25 

phase to be on the mark. And although 
chroma appears to be just a hair above 
the cross -hairs -and therefore a bit 
oversaturated -visual inspection 
shows that the GR -SV7 compensates 
for that in playback. (Some camcorders 
do record a bit "hotter" than needed, 
then fix it in the mix by showtime.) It 

wouldn't matter much anyway: If you 
were to find a deep -red too rich for your 
blood, you could always adjust to taste 
with the color controls of your TV. 

For more information on the JVC 
GR -SV7 camcorder, contact the manu- 
facturer directly at the address given 
below, or circle 120 on the Free 
Information Card. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

JVC Company of America 
41 Slater Drive 
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407 

CIRCLE 120 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 
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Great Gift Ideas 
TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

500 miles from nowhere, 
it'll give you a cold drink 
or a warm burger... 
NASA space flights inspired this portable fridge that 
outperforms conventional fridges, replaces the ice chest 
and alternates as a food warmer. 

By Charles Anton 

Recognize the ice cooler in this picture? 
Surprisingly enough, there isn't one. 
What you see instead is a Koolatron, 

an invention that replaces the traditional ice 
cooler, and its many limitations, with a tech- 
nology even more sophisticated than your 
home fridge. And far better suited to travel. 

What's more, the innocent looking box be- 
fore you is not only a refrigerator, it's also a 
food warmer. 
NASA inspired por- 
table refrigerator. 
Because of space trav- 
el's tough demands, 
scientists had to find 
something more de- 
pendable and less 
bulky than traditional 
refrigeration coils and 
compressors. Their re- 
search led them to dis- 
cover a miraculous 
solid state component 
called the thermo-elec- 
tric module. 

Aside from a small 
fan, this electronic 
fridge has no moving 
parts to wear out or 
break down. It's not 
affected by tilting, jar- 
ring or vibration (situ- 
ations that cause home 
fridges to fail). The 
governing module, no 
bigger than a match- 
book, actually delivers 
the cooling power of a 

10 pound block of ice. 

From satellites to station wagons. 
Thermo-electric temperature control has now 
been proven with more than 25 years of use in 
some of the most rigorous space and labora- 
tory applications. And Koolatron is the first 
manufacturer to make this technology avail- 
able to families, fishermen, boaters, campers 
and hunters - in fact anyone on the move. 

Home refrigeration has come a long way 
since the days of the ice box and the block of 
ice. But when we travel, we go back to the 
sloppy ice cooler with its soggy and sometimes 

spoiled food. No more! Now 
for the price of a good cool- 
er and one or two seasons 
of buying ice, (or about five 
family restaurant meals), all the 
advantages of home cooling are available for 
you electronically and conveniently. 
Think about your last trip. You just got 
away nicely on your long- awaited vacation. 

You're cruising corn- 

The refrigerator from outer space. 

The secret of the Koolatron Cooler/Warmer 

is a miniature thermo- electric.module that 

effectively replaces bulky piping coils, loud 

motors and compressors used in conven- 

tional refrigeration units. In the cool 

mode, the Koolatron reduces the outside 

temperature by 40 degrees F. At the 

switch of a plug, it becomes a food warmer, 

going up to 125 degrees. 

Easy to 

side 
handles 

light 
sealing 
latches 

High 

pact 
plastic 

light 
sealing 

lid 

Large 
capacity 

Urethane 
insulation 

cord with cod with 

lighter 
adapter 

fortably in your car 
along a busy interstate 
with only a few rest 
stops or restaurants. 
You guessed it... the 
kids want to stop for a 
snack. But your Kool- 
atron is stocked with 
fruit, sandwiches, cold 
drinks, fried chicken... 
fresh and cold. Every- 
body helps themselves 
and you have saved 
valuable vacation time 
and another expensive 
restaurant bill. 

Hot or cold. With the 
switch of a plug, the 
Koolatron becomes a 
food warmer for a 
casserole, burger or 
baby's bottle. It can go 
up to 125 degrees. 

And because there 
are no temperamental 
compressors or gasses, 
the Koolatron works 
perfectly under all 
circumstances, even 

upside down. Empty, the large model weighs 
only 12 pounds and the smaller one weighs 
just seven. Full, the large model holds up to 
40 12-oz. cans and the smaller one holds six. 

Just load it up and plug it in. On motor 
trips, plug your Koolatron into your cigarette 
lighter; it will use less power than a tail light. 
If you decide to carry it to a picnic place or a 
fishing hole, the Koolatron will hold its cool- 
ing capacity for 24 hours. If you leave it 
plugged into your battery with the engine off, 
it consumes only three amps of power. 

Limited time 
offer. Because Comtrad is bringing this offer 
to you directly, you save the cost of middle- 
men and retail mark -ups. For a limited time 
only, you can get this advanced, portable 
Koolatron refrigera- 
tor at the introduc- 
tory price of $99. 
Call today to take 
advantage of this 
special promotional 
pricing. Most orders 
are processed with- 
in 72 hours. 
Try it risk free. 
We guarantee your 
satisfaction with 
any product from 
Comtrad Industries. 
With the Koolatron 
you get our com- 
plete "No Questions 
Asked" 30 day 
money -back guar- 
antee. Plus you get 
a full one year manufacturer's limited warran- 
ty. If you are not satisfied for any reason, just 
return the product for a complete refund. 

Koolatron (P24A) holds 30 quarts $99 $16 S&H 

Koolatron (P9) holds 7 quarts $79 $6 S&H 

Optional AC Adapter (AC 10) $49 $6 S &H 

Please mention promotional code 1207 -PL -6663. 

For fastest service call toll -free 24 hours a day 

The versatile Koolatron is avail- 

able in two sizes. The P24A holds 

30 quarts and the smaller P9 holds 

seven quarts. An optional AC 

adaptor lets you use them in your 
rec room, patio or motel room. 

They plug into any regular outlet. 

800 -992 -2966 
i1 ° 

To order by mail send check or money order for the 
total amount including S&H (VA residents add 4.5% 
sales tax). Or charge it to your credit card by en- 
closing your account number and expiration date. 

INDUSTRIES 
2820 Waterford Lake Drive Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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CiRCUiT CIRCUS 
LED Sequencers, and More 

Greetings, fellow circuiteers. Are 
you ready for some circuitry 

fun? If so, stay tuned and see what's 
happening here at the Circus this 
month. 

LED LIGHT SEQUENCER 
Our first entry places a 74C164 8- 

bit shift register IC in an LED light - 
string sequencer. But before we start 
plugging in parts, let's take a look at 
the register's input/output pins, as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

} 

114 113 112 111 110 19 18 

IC1 
74C164 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

PIN # FUNCTION 

1 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

12 
13 
14 

SERIAL INPUTS 

OUTPUT 1 

OUTPUT 2 
OUTPUT 3 

OUTPUT 4 
GROUND; BATTERY NEGATIVE 
CLOCK INPUT 
CLEAR INPUT 
OUTPUT 5 

OUTPUT 6 
OUTPUT 7 
OUTPUT 8 

+ POWER; 3 - 15V 

Fig. I. The 74C164 8 -hit shift register is at the 
heart of the LED light sequencer. The pinout for 
that integrated circuit is shown here. 

Input data goes to the serial inputs 
at pins 1 and 2. When pins 1 and 2 are 
high, data moves one step forward 
with each clock pulse. The IC's eight 
serial /parallel outputs are pins 3 -6 and 
10 -13. The data flows from output 1 to 
2 to 3 and sequentially on to 8 with 
each clock pulse. The data at the out- 
put register may be cleared to zero by 
taking the clear input (pin 9) momen- 
tarily low. 

The shift register transfers data on 
the positive edge of the clock pulse. 

12 For glitch -free operation, the clock's 

Rt t R2 R3 R4 
1K 1K 1K 1K 

V\coVcol\(5.\61 
LED8 LEDI LEDO LEDS 

14 13 12 11 10 

R9 
10K 

BY CHARLES D. RAKES 

+12V 

61 
2 

1/4 4011 

R11 
1 MEG 

IC1 
74C164 

R10 
7. 100K 

3 4 5 6 

LEDI LED2 LED3 LED4 

//CIP(24(® 
R1K 

R6 R7 S R8 
1K 

C2 M 22 

Cl 
.1 

10IC2-c g 

1/4 4011 

Fig. 2. Here is the complete schematic fir the LED 
LEDs first on. then off, in order. 

output must produce only a single pos- 
itive transition per clock pulse. 

Now on to the sequencer circuit, 
which is shown in Fig. 2. Two gates, 
ICI -a and ICI -b, of a 4011 quad two - 
input NAND -gate IC are connected in a 

low- frequency, astable oscillator circuit 
with the operating frequency set by the 
values of Cl and R11. That circuit 
arrangement makes a good clock - 
pulse generator for the 74C164 shift 
register, IC1. The clock's positive out- 
put pulses, available at pin 4 of IC2, 
are fed to the shift register's clock 
input at pin 8 of IC1. 

An LED is connected to each of the 
shift register's outputs. A 1000 -ohm 
current -limiting resistor is placed in 

series with each LED. 
The shift register's eighth output, at 

pin 13, connects through a time -delay 
RC network, made up of R10 and C3, 
to the input of gate IC2 -c. That gate's 
output is capacitor coupled to the shift 
register's clear input at pin 9. When 
the eighth clock pulse turns on LED8, 
pin 13 of IC1 goes positive, charging 
C3. After a brief time period, IC2 -c's 

K 
C3 
4.7 

light sequencer: The cùruit turns one of eight 

output goes low clearing the shift reg- 
ister's outputs. 

Here's how the LEDs light: The first 
clock pulse turns LED1 on, the second 
pulse turns LED2 on, and the process 
continues until all eight of the LEDs 
are lit. After the eighth LED turns on, 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
LED SEQUENCER (Fig. 2) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC1- 74C164, 8 -bit shift register, 

integrated circuit 
IC2 --4011 quad 2 -input NAND gate, 

integrated circuit 
LED1- LED8- Light- emitting diode, any 

color 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.) 
R1 -R8 -1000 -ohm 
R9-- 10,000 -ohm 
R10-100,000-ohm 
R 11 -1- megohm potentiometer 

CAPACITORS 
C1- 0.1 -pF, ceramic -disc 
C2-0.22-pF, ceramic -disc 
C3- 4.7 -pF, 35 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
IC socket, wire, solder, etc 
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R1 

10K 

It . 

19 11611 

11 

IC2 

40193 

+12V 

5 

7 

C3 
1 

22 

21 

2 3 

14 

U; O 

S3 i p DOWN 

okO UP 

+12v 

R2 t10K 

O 

S1 

START 

14 

8 
10 

1/4 4011 

12 

13 

Cl 
S2 

02 
STOP 

11 

1/44011 

. +12V 
11 241 

11 R4 
A 

w. O 
9 R5 

10 R6 % 
944 

O 
R8 

IC3 
4514 

`.J 
4144 v 

6 R9 O 
R10 
'M \.J 
R11 

Ws, O 
R12 
WA O 
R13 

O 
R14 O 
R15 

O,/." 
R16 

140*o 
R17 
1W O 
R18 ^ 
1M {.vl ) 

15 R19 
VN O 

12 R4K19 LED1- 
LED16 

18 

17 

20 

19 

14 

13 

16 

23 

R3 
2.2K 

LED17 

// 
Fig. 3. This upldown sequencer will sequence the LEDs either up or down depending on the setting 
of S3. 

the clear pulse from IC2 -c turns off all 

of the LEDs and the sequence is 

repeated. 
The values of R10 and C3 may be 

varied to allow LED8 to remain on for 
the same time period as each of the 
other LEDs. The RC time -delay circuit 
will need to be shorter for a faster 
sequence and longer for a slower 
sequence. The delay time may be 
increased by making the value of 
either R10 or C3 larger, and 
decreased by making the values 
smaller. 

UP /DOWN LIGHT 
SEQUENCER 

Our next LED circuit, shown in Fig. 
3, uses a 24 -pin 1 -of -16 decoder IC to 
turn 16 LEDs on and off in a sequential 
order. The CMOS 4514 binary -to -deci- 
mal decoder, IC3, uses a four -bit bina- 

ry input to select and turn on one of the 
sixteen outputs. 

A 40193 binary up /down counter, 
IC2, supplies the binary input data to 

the 4514 decoder. Two gates of a 4011 

quad 2 -input NAND gate, IC1 -c and IC1- 

d, are connected in a low- frequency, 
astable -oscillator clock circuit. The 
operating frequency is set by C2 and 

TO IC3 
PIN 16 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
UP /DOWN SEQUENCER 

(Fig. 3) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC1 -4011 quad 2 -input NAND gate, 

integrated circuit 
IC2 -40193 binary up -down counter, 

integrated circuit 
IC3 -4514 1 -of -16 decoder, integrated 

circuit 
LED1- LED17- Light- emitting diode, any 

color 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are' /4 -watt, 5% units.) 
R1, R2- 10,000 -ohm 
R3- 2200 -ohm 
R4 -R19 -1000 -ohm 
R20- 100,000 -ohm potentiometer 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
C1- 0.02 -pF, ceramic -disc capacitor 
C2 -1 -pF, 35 -WVDC, electrolytic 

capacitor 
C3- 0.1 -NF, ceramic -disc capacitor 
S1, S2 -SPST pushbutton switch, 

normally open 
S3 -DPDT switch 
IC sockets, wire, solder, etc. 

R20. The remaining two gates of the 
4011, IC1 -a and IC1 -b, are configured 
in a set -reset flip -flop latching circuit. 
Switch S1 serves as the start switch, 
S2 as the stop switch, and S3 selects 
IC2's up /down counting feature. 

The circuit operation goes like this: 
Pressing S1 latches IC1 -a's output 
high at pin 10, starting the oscillator by 

taking pin 2 of IC1 -c high. At the same 
instant, the reset input of IC2, at pin 

14, is latched low, allowing the IC to 

count up or down depending on the 
position of S3. The LEDs (LED1 
through LED16) turn on and off in a 

sequential manner, one at a time, as 

the clock operates. When the last LED 
in the sequence turns on and off, the 
sequence starts over and continues 
until the stop switch is activated. 

When S3 is in the UP position, LED1 

10 TO IC2 
PIN 4 

C5 

TO IC3 1 

PIN 9 

TO IC1 

PIN 4 

11 TO 1C2 

PIN 5 

Fig. 4. This add -on circuit for the sequencer in Fig. 3 will cause that circuit to first sequence up, 

then down, and repeat until the circuit is manually stopped. 13 
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14 

starts the sequence and LED16 ends 
it. With S3 in the DOWN position, LED16 
starts the sequence counting down to 
LED1. 

UP /DOWN SEQUENCER 
ADD -ON 

Because IC2 is an up /down counter 
why not use that feature to have the 
LEDs count up to LED16 and then 
back down to LED1? O.K., we can do 
that! Take a look at the circuit in Fig 4. 
That additional 4011 set -reset flip -flop 
latching circuit connects to the 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
ADD -ON CIRCUIT (Fig. 4) 

R21, R22- 10,000 -ohm, 1/4-watt, 5% 
resistor 

C4, C5- 0.1 -pF, ceramic -disc capacitor 
IC4 -4011 quad 2 -input NAND gate, 

integrated circuit 

sequential circuit in Fig. 3 as shown. 
To make the modification, first remove 
the up /down selector, switch S3, in the 
circuit of Fig. 3, then connect the two 
circuits together. 

When the LED sequence reaches 
either end of its cycle, the set -reset 

FREE 
HOME AUTOMATION CATALOG! 

ti1, 

---,---\ :1 - `t .`--,. 

:... 

Home Controls' color catalog features truly 

affordable X -10 powerline controls, IR products, 

CCD cameras, wireless home control devices, 

security products, drapery controls, audio systems, 

and everything you can imagine for the remote 

and automated control of your home! 

Call Toll Free 

1- 800 -CONTROL 
Contact us by E -Mail: homectrlaelectriciti.com 
Loseá Peaces Guaranteed time Shippte Superior kdincal Suppri 

W Minimum Order fabulous freebits Great Seiwnoa+ 

CIRCLE 158 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

---1--- 

2 

+12v 

i 14 5 

6 
11 

1/4 4093 
12 

1/4 4093 8 

3 ICI -c 13 110 IC1-a 
IC1-d 9 

1/4 

Cl. 

4093 
R2 
10K 

R4 
100K 

1/4 4093 

R1` 

7 

IC2-b 
1/4 4093 

'SEE TEXT 

6 

2 

5 

IC2-a 
114 4093 

LED2 

K LED1 
NYV 

9 

IC2-c 
1/4 4093 

10 

13 12 

0 
IC2-d 

114 4093 

11 

14 
+12V 

Fig. 5. This capacitor comparator will let you tell quickly if capacitors are close to each other in 
value. 

state of IC4 -a and IC4 -b reverses 
causing ICI -b and ICI -c to direct the 
clock output from the up or down to the 
down or up input of IC2. The sequence 
continues on until S2 is pressed. 

Those two circuits are great fun to 
play with, so why don't you see what 
neat applications you can find for 
them? 

CAPACITOR 
COMPARATOR 

Our last item this go -a -round is a 

capacitor- comparator circuit that's 
shown in Fig. 5. Two 4093 quad 2- 
input NAND Schmitt -trigger IC's make 
up the active components in the cir- 
cuit. The four gates of IC1 are con- 
nected in two similar astable oscillator 
circuits. The output of each oscillator 
connects to the inputs of a gate in IC2. 
The outputs at pin 4 of IC2 -b and pin 
11 of IC2 -d are fed to two cross -cou- 
pled LEDs through a 1000 -ohm cur- 
rent- limiting resistor. 

When both oscillators are operating 
at the same frequency and phase, the 
output between pins 4 and 11 of IC2 
will be zero and neither LED will light. 
If a 47,000 -ohm resistor is selected for 
R1 and two matched capacitors are 
used for Cl and C2, the two oscillators 
can be set to the same frequency and 
phase by adjusting R4. 

The comparator circuit can now be 
used to select matching capacitors by 
placing the desired value of capacitor 
in the Cl position and checking the 

matching values in the C2 location. 
When the two capacitors are very 

close in value, the two LEDs will slow- 
ly flicker on and off, and with a perfect 
match both LEDs will go out. To find 
out how close two capacitors are that 
don't match, mark the original balance 
position of R4 and slowly rotate it back 
and forth until a match is found. If the 
balance point was very close to the 
marked position, the two capacitors 
are close in value. If a large change in 
R4's setting is necessary to acheive a 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
CAPACITOR COMPARATOR 

(Fig. 5) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC1, IC2 -4093 quad, 2- input, NAND 

Schmitt trigger, integrated circuit 
LED1, LED2- Light- emitting diode, any 

color 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% units.) 
R1 -See text 
R2- 10,000 -ohm 
R3 -1000 -ohm 
R4- 100,000 -ohm potentiometer 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
Cl, C2 -See text 
IC socket, wire, solder, etc. 

balance, the two capacitors are not 
close in value. 

Well, we've reached the end of our 
space for this time so it's lights out 
time again for now. Until we meet here 
again next month, may all of your cir- 
cuits perform as planned. 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Fifteen years of microelectronic 
research makes conventional 
antennas a thing of the past! 
This little box uses your home's electrical wiring to give non -sub- 

scribers, cable subscribers and satellite users better TV reception! 

by David Evans 

Technology corner 
1. Why don't conv!. Tonal antennas 
work as well as the Spectrum? 

Bandlwidth of TV Signal 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Megahertz 

Spectrum system 
Precision tuning 

Other systems 
Non -precision tuning 

When TV signals 
are tuned at the TV 

channels center fre- 

quency. optimum 
tuning has been 

achieved. 

Other antennas 
can't offer center fre- 

quency tuning like the 

Spectrum Antenna 
can. They only offer 
such tuning up to the 

edge of the center fre- 

quency. As a result 
your TV picture 
remains snowy. 

2. How does Spectrum use a home 
electrical wiring as ai antenna? 

Believe it or not. the Spectrum Antenna simply 

activates the giant antenna that already 
exists in your home. Essen tally. it uses all of the 

wiring throughout your homes walls and ceilings 
to make an antenna as large as your house for 

unbelievably clear reception of local broadcasting. 

3. Spectrum antenna features 
Parallel 75 ohm resistance _ 
For minimum loss of signal 

Signal search control 
For selecting multiple antenna 
cenfigurations 

Polarized three -prong plug 
for grounding 
For optimum signal grounding 
to eliminate noise and static 

Resonant fine tuner control 
For dialing in crisp. clear TVrstereo 
reception. eliminates ghosting 

Dual AC outlets with built -in surge protection 
For plugging in additional Tv stares equipment 
guarding against damage and electrical surges 

I ,` r' e, 
` `j 

Until recently, the only convenient 
way to guarantee great TV recep- 
tion was to have cable installed or 

place an antenna on top of your TV. But who 
wants to pay a monthly cable fee just to get 
clear reception, or have rabbit -ear antennas 
that just don't work on all stations? Some peo- 
ple just aren't interested in subscribing to ca- 
ble. Or they may live in an area where they 
can't get cable and TV -top antennas aren't 
powerful enough. And what about those peo- 
ple who have cable or satellite systems but still 
can't get certain local stations in clearly? 

Now, thanks to fifteen years of microelec- 
tronics research, a new device has been devel- 
oped that is so advanced, it actually makes 
conventional antennas a thing of the past. It's 
called the Spectrum Universal 
Antenna /Tuner. 
Advanced technology. 
Just imagine watching TV and 
seeing a picture so clear that 
you'd almost swear you were 
there live. Just plug the 
Spectrum Antenna into a stan- 
dard AC outlet and plug your 
TV into the Spectrum You can 
remove the unsightly clutter 
of traditional TV -top devices 
gathering more dust than tele- 
vision signals. Get ready for 
great reception. Your TV will 
suddenly display a sharp, fo- 
cused picture thanks to its ad- 
vanced design "Signal Search" 
and "Fine Tuner" controls. 

processing circuit. It then processes and sepa- 
rates the signal into 12 of the best antenna con- 
figurations. These specially processed signals 
route themselves into 12 separate circuits. The 
Spectrum Antenna includes a 12- position rotary 

tapping switch, the "Signal 
Switch" control, which gathers 
twelve of the best antenna con- 
figurations. 

The "Signal Search" offers 
varying antenna configura- 
tions for the user to select from 
the best signals of all those be- 
ing sent. The signal then pass- 
es through the Spectrum 
Antenna's special "Fine 
Tuner" circuit for producing 
crisp, clear reception. 

Risk -free offer. The Spec- 
trum Universal Antenna/ 
Tuner comes with our exclu- 
sive 90-day risk -free home tri- 
al and a 90-day manufacturer's 
warranty. Try it, and if you're 

not satisfied, return it for a full "No Questions 
Asked" refund. 

Who can use Spectrum? 

Cable users -You have 
cable but you can't get 
certain local stations in 
clearly. 

Non -cable users -You 
don't have cable and 
want the stations to 
come in more clearly 

Satellite users -You 
have a digital satellite 
system but can't get 
local stations in clearly 

Uses your home's electrical wiring. The 
Spectrum Antenna is a highly sophisticated 
electronic device that connects into a standard 
wall outlet. The outlet interfaces the Spectrum 
Antenna with the huge antenna that is your 
home wiring network. It takes the electrical 
wiring in your house or apartment and turns 
it into a multi- tunable, giant TV reception sta- 
tion which will improve your TV's overall tun- 
ing capability. The results are incredible. 
Just think how much power runs through 
your home's AC wiring system -all that 
power will be used to receive your local 
broadcasting signals. 
How It works. Broadcast TV signals are sent 
out from the local broadcast station (ABC, CBS, 
NBC, etc.). They interface with your home's AC 
power line system, a huge aerial antenna net- 
work of wiring as large as your home itself. 
When the Spectrum Antenna interfaces with 
the AC line, the signal is sent to its signal 

Limited time offer! We realize that 
most people have more than one TV 
in their home. We are offering a spe- 
cial discount on additional Spectrum 
Antennas so you get great reception 
on all your TVs! 

Spectrum AntennaTM $39 $4 S &H 

Additional antennas lust $34 S &H free 

Please mention promotional code 1492 -PL -6662. 

For fastest service, call toll -free 24 hours day 

800 -992 -2966 
4140 

COMTRAD INDUSTRIES 
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106 

Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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NET WATCh 
Mapping The U.S. 

Virtually speaking, the Web is a 
big place. That's part of the rea- 

son why more and more search 
engines are appearing on it on a 
somewhat regular basis. Internauts 
need a way to navigate through all the 
twists and turns of the Net Information 
Superhighway. 

Likewise, the United States is a big 
place with its own physical highways. 
This month, we'll take a look at a place 
that makes navigating those roads a 

able. So what do you do? 
Well, if you have a Net connection, 

and don't feel like ordering street 
atlases every time you plan on going 
somewhere, point your browser to 
MapQuest. It can make your travel 
planning easier in two unique ways. 

First, the site contains a searchable 
and customizable Interactive Atlas. 
Simply enter a full address or some 
aspect of one, like a town, state, 
and /or zip code. The Atlas will search 

File Edit Yew go Bookmarks Options girectory Window Help 

óo«a 

MapQuest lets you either access a street guide to 
the shortest driving distance between two places. 

bit easier. Also, for all you hobbyists 
who don't wish to ignore interests you 
picked up before the Net explosion, 
we'll take a look at a couple of antique - 
radio sites. 

MAPQUEST 
If you're like me, you love a good 

road trip. And while you might know 
the route to your favorite getaway, 
eventually you'll want to go some- 
where else. That's when a map of the 
country comes in handy. Of course, 
even with such a map, detailed street 

16 information of each city is not avail- 

the continental U.S., or get directions describing 

for a street map of the area and pre- 
sent it to you as a modifiable view. By 
that I mean you can zoom in and out to 
get the level of detail and area of cov- 
erage you require. Finding a map of 
the area around the Gernsback offices 
took about 30 seconds (including typ- 
ing time). 

The sizes of the maps and certain 
aspects of their appearance can be 
customized before you perform your 
first search. A great feature of the 
Interactive Atlas is that it remembers 
such customizations and even what 
you were looking for during your last 

BY DAN KARAGIANNIS 

visit. To take advantage of that feature, 
the site requests your name and e-mail 
information to open a free "user page° 
the first time you sign on. (Note: Be 
sure to bookmark the resulting page 
that will be created for you, or else you 
won't be able to access your stored 
user information.) 

Even if you're not looking to get 
away by car, the maps come in handy 
when you're looking for a particular 
house or place of business. As I men- 
tioned earlier, you can enter complete 
addresses, including street numbers. 
Just be careful; the little virtual pin that 
will appear on the map you retrieve 
does not correspond to where on the 
street the quest of your search lies. It 
simply indicates the center of your 
area of interest. However, knowing the 
streets around a destination make it 
easier to get to the correct street. 

If you find that an area you brought 
up on screen is not exactly right, you 
have two options. You can either zoom 
out using the slide indicator to the left 
of the map, or you can use the four 
directional arrows to move your area of 
view over. 

As you might be able to tell by my 
description, using this site is like own- 
ing an incredible street -atlas CD -ROM, 
without the strain such a disc would 
make on your wallet. If you drive, be 
prepared to spend a lot of time at 
MapQuest's Interactive Atlas. 

But we're not done talking about 
the site yet. Remember, I said 
MapQuest can make your travel plan- 
ning easier in two ways. Even if you 
downloaded a map of the complete 
state you wish to visit, that wouldn't 
necessarily tell you the shortest dis- 
tance between two points. In the past, 
to figure that out you'd need an accu- 
rate scale of the map, a bit of string, 
and a lot of patience. 

Now, with MapQuest's TripQuest, 
finding the shortest distance between 
two cities or towns is ridiculously sim- 
ple. Just type in the name of your start- 
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Netscape - (MapQuest! Interactive Atlas - View] 
Die Edit Liew Çto fookmarks Qptions 
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ing point, being as specific as possi- 
ble; then do the same for your destina- 
tion point. There are fields for 
city /town, state, and county. If you 
don't know the county, don't worry; 
TripQuest will give you choices if there 
is more than one town of the same 
name in the same state. 

Once you enter the information you 
will only have to wait a few seconds 
before a complete itinerary appears on 
your screen. The directions you get will 
be clear and easy to understand. You 

should be able to follow them to your 
destination without a map; however, 
having one along (especially because 
this site can give you one free) never 
hurts. 

Keep in mind that the shortest dis- 
tance between two places is not 
always the quickest way. TripQuest 
seems to consider mileage when cal- 
culating its directions for you, but not 
how many traffic lights are on a partic- 
ular road or if there is road work at this 
time of year. Only use TripOuest if you 

Netscape - [Antique Radio Page] 
Eile Edit view go Bookmarks Qpdons QUectory Window 

A Collection of Galleries and Information 
Over 100 items on exhibit! 

Vs 1110 
30$ 1940s 1950s 

'+iifSe " tkelaiínert 
A visually pleasing site, the Antique Radio Page lets you view photos and read descriptions of radios 
from the 1920s to the 1950s. 

MapQuest 
http://www.mapquest.com 

Antique Radio Page 
http://members.aol.com/ 

djadamson /arp.html 

Bellingham Antique Radio Museum 
http://www.pacificrim.net/-radio/ 

old_html 

would like to be sure of preventing 
excess mileage during a trip. 

ANTIQUE -RADIO SITES 
Now, let's turn our attention to two 

spots on the Web where antique -radio 
information is made available using 
modern technology. If you have an 
interest in the radios of yesteryear, 
here are some places you should visit: 

One of the most impressive sites is the 
Antique Radio Page. In the Galeries found 
there you can view radios from the 1920s to 
the 1950s, and read descriptions of each. You'l 
find early transistor, tube, and even novelly 
radios, al just a dick away. Those who Be vis- 
iting attradilne sites MI appreciate not only the 
quality of the pictures cite radios found here, 

but also the way they are laid out. 

This site is also a great starting point for 
exploring antique radb sites and information 
on the Net. Youl fnd plenty of Inks to general 
antique-radb pages, other online radio collec- 
tions, sources for restoration and pats, and 
irfv.7",asinn about rado dubs in your area. 

A!so, if you're new to the hobby, 
there's a thorough bibliography of refer- 
ences in Books. For those who don't 
feel like running off to the library, there's 
a lot of information available in Articles. 

As a final note, there's another par- 
ticularly useful feature at this site. If 
you're looking to buy an old unit, or 
perhaps a part for one, read what oth- 
ers are selling in the Marketplace. You 
can even place an ad if there's an item 
you'd like to sell. 

Our last hot spot is the Bellingham 
Antique Radio Museum site, which is 
the Web presence of the museum of 
the same name, located in downtown 
Bellingham, Washington. Like 
theAntique Radio Page, this site has 
images and descriptions of radios to 
explore as well, including one of the 
world's largest radio (which you have 
to see to believe). 

continued on page 22 19 
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CD -R Drives 

1 

is amazing! No matter how big a 

hard drive I have, I always manage 

to get to the point where it's too full for 

comfort. I'm talking about 1- gigabyte 
drives and up here, so a larger drive 

isn't necessarily the answer. Sure I can 

always compress a drive, and I have 

never really had any trouble with drive 

compression, but it always introduces 
new hassles that I don't want to deal 

with. Besides, I can fill up a com- 

pressed drive just as easily. 

have a whole CD's worth of free space 

on a hard drive to arrange the contents 

of a new disc that you want to record. 

Many hard drives can't hold 700 

megabytes to begin with, let alone 

have that much free space. But not 

only does this CD -R dilemma con- 

tribute to the full hard -drive syndrome, 
it also helps solve it by allowing you to 

shove massive amounts of junk off 

your hard drive onto cheap read -any- 

where discs. 

Virtual Pool turns your PC into a pool table. You can walk around the table to eye up a shot, move 

back, get a different angle, and just play pool. 

I suppose that part of my problem is 

due to all of the hardware and software 
I test. Almost every piece of hardware 
has its own software, and software is 

huge these days. Multimedia files and 

general junk off the Internet only add to 

the problem. But another part of my 

problem is that I often need huge 

amounts of free space on a hard drive. 

Things like video capture could swal- 

low your hard drive whole! 
I also need extra drive space for the 

CD -R drives I've been testing recently. 

CD -R drives can record on special 

blank CD -ROM discs, as well as read 

regular ones. Sometimes it's neces- 

20 sary-and it's always convenient -to 

CD -R drives are now available for 

under $1000. And I've seen the blank 

discs selling for less than $7 each. 

That's around a penny a megabyte! It's 

the cheapest storage in town when you 

get right down to it. So if you need to 

free up a CD's worth of space, one 

thing you can do is transfer stuff from 

your hard drive to a CD. Of course you 

can't put your working software there, 

at least not permanently. But they are 

great for archiving old software and for 

off- loading the junk that piles up on 

your drive that you just can't part with. 

And the discs you make can be read on 

any CD -ROM drive -at least in theory. 

I've seen some strange problems 

BY MARC SPIWAK 
TECHNICAL EDITOR 
WINDOWS MAGAZINE 

with some of the discs I've made. For 

example, some CD -ROM drives can't 

read some of the discs (all very recent 
drives, by the way). Or some see only 

the first entry on a multi- session disc 

(portions recorded in separate ses- 
sions). A disc that was partially record- 

ed on one drive couldn't be added to 

on another. But that's all part of the 

growing pains -the drives are getting 
better, faster, and cheaper all the time, 
and they will be standard soon on 

high -end systems. And if the discs are 
$7 now, they will probably be only a 

couple of dollars each a few years 
from now. How could they not become 
standard? 

NEW STUFF 
If you've always wanted to play 

pool, but can't afford your own table or 

don't have the room for one, or if you 

play pool all the time and just want to 

keep in practice, then you should 
check out Virtual Pool from Interplay 

Productions. That very realistic game 

turns your PC into a pool table -or as 

close as it's going to get to one. All of 
the physics and geometry of real pool 

are here. The game lets you walk 

around the table to eye up a shot, 

move back, get a different angle, or 

whatever. Anything you can do in real 

pool- except send a ball crashing 
through a window -you can do here. 

You can select the game variety you 

like (straight pool, 8 ball, etc.), play 

with a friend or computer opponent, 
and in general feel as though you are 

really playing pool. Realistic sound 

effects and pool -hall music put the fin- 

ishing touches on this amazing game. 

Activision's already excellent 
MechWarrior 2 is available in a new 

version that's been designed exclu- 
sively for Windows 95 and a Pentium 

processor. You can get by with any 

Pentium processor, but you also need 

a minimum of 12 MB of RAM and VLB 

or PCI video. But hey, this is a serious 
piece of software, and any Pentium or 
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Win 95 system should really be 
equipped with at least 16 MB of RAM, 
anyway. So long, 486! Also new from 
Activision is the Commodore 64 15 
Pack, which contains fifteen of the 
best selling games for that platform, 
but optimized to run in Windows 95. 
The disc includes Beamrider, 
Decathlon, Hacker, Little Computer 
People, Portal, Zenji, Top Fuel 
Eliminator, Alcazar, Toy Bizarre, Zone 
Ranger, Rock N' Bolt, Park Patrol, 

an adventure game based on an 
Oriental premise of reincarnation. The 
player, Rin, must travel to the island of 
Tong Nou to search for his lost soul. 

Epic MegaGames' Radix: Beyond 
the Void! Is a 3D flying game that takes 
place in the alien- infested tunnels of 
the Theta -2 base, and deep into a 

huge alien ship. You must fly the Radix 
class experimental ship to save human 
hostages trapped beyond the void. 
You've got to avoid enemy ships, alien 

7th Level's Anude America stops in New Orleans. 

Web Dimension, The Great American 
Cross -Country Road Race, and 
Master of the Lamps. 

Creative Multimedia's Travel & 
Leisure: Great Cities Europe can help 
as a trip planner if you're planning a 

trip there. Or it can send you on a vir- 
tual trip to 15 major cities in Europe 
with its videos, slide shows, travel 
information, maps, and more, for 
around $29.95. Consumer Reports 
Cars: The Essential Guide contains 
the information you've trusted for 
years on cars from 1987 through 1996 
on CD -ROM, which makes it easy to 
find what you're looking for. You can 
get this one for around $19.99. 

ESPN Extreme Games! from Sony 
Interactive is a racing game based on 
the popular TV shows on ESPN. 
Players can compete on inline skates, 
skate board, mountain bike, or street 
luge, on courses located in San 
Francisco, Lake Tahoe, Utah, South 
America, and Rome. Eastern Mind is 

zombies, missiles, crushing floors and 
ceilings, steep slopes, and more. 

The V for Victory Commemorative 
Collection from IntraCorp celebrates 
the 50th anniversary of the Allied vic- 
tory in World War II. The CD -ROM 
contains all four V For Victory games. 
There's Utah Beach, Gold Juno 
Sword, Market Garden, and Velikiye 
Luki. 

7th Level's Arcade America is a 

humorous adventure in which the 
hero, Joey, must travel across America 
in search of his pals and get to 
Woodstock for their musical debut. 
Players drive, run, and jump from 
Alcatraz to Las Vegas to the Alamo 
and New York. There are plenty of 
obstacles along the way, hidden 
objects you need to find, multiple 
game levels, and more. 

The Memorex Software Series from 
Entertainment Technology is a new 
line of software to be distributed by 
mass merchants, drug chains, ware- 

house clubs, computer chains, and the 
like. Battlefield Warriors combines 
Jetfighter ll Advanced Tactical Fighter, 
Operation Combat ll, and Project X on 
one disc. Mud Pies is for younger kids 
with Mario's Early Years Collection, 
Shelley Duvall's It's A Bird's Life, and 
Cardshop Plus! on one disc. 

One new disc this month is intend- 
ed for video distributors and retailers. 
Republic Entertainment's interactive 

WHERE TO GET IT 

Activision 
11601 Wilshire Blvd. 
Suite 1000 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 

CIRCLE 50 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Creative Multimedia 
225 SW Broadway 
Suite 60D 
Portland, OR 97205 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Entertainment Technology 
18000 Studebaker Road 
Suite 200 
Cerritos, CA 90703 

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Epic MegaGames, Inc. 
3204 Tower Oaks Blvd. 
Suite 410 
Rockville, MD 20852 

CIRCLE 53 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Interplay Productions 
17922 Fitch Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92714 

CIRCLE 54 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

IntraCorp, Inc. 
501 Brickell Key Drive, 6th Fl. 
Miami, FL 33131 

CIRCLE 55 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Republic Entertainment, Inc. 
5700 Wilshire Blvd. 
Suite 525 North 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 -3659 

CIRCLE 56 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

7th Level, Inc. 
1110 E. Collins Blvd., #122 
Richardson, TX 75081 

CIRCLE 57 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Sony Interactive 
919 East Hillside Blvd. 
Foster City, CA 94404 

CIRCLE 58 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 21 
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Reaching 
The National 
Professional 

Service Convention 
and 

Trade Show 

New 
at 

NPSC '96 
(Formerly NPEC) 

Heights 
August 5- 10,1996 

Special 3 -day packages 
available Aug. 5-7 & Aug. 8 -10 

Hyatt- Regency 4 
Union Station 

St. Louis, Missouri 

HANDS -ON TECHNICAL SEMINARS FOR PROFESSIONALS 
Two Day PC School All day Monitor School 

Big Screen TV Covergence Introduction to DVD 
Building and Troubleshooting Computer Networks 

and many, many, more! 

Courses FREE when registered at the National Professional Service Convention 

August 5 -10, 1996, St. Louis, MO 

Full $300 Registration (at door) includes: 
All Technical Training Seminars Head -to -head Meetings with Manufacturers' 
(limited seating) National Service Managers 
All Management & Business All Sponsored Meals and Functions 
Seminars NESDA / ISCET / NIAS Association Meetings 

Continuing Education units for all seminars attended 
Price discounts available for pre- registration 

Sponsored by. National Electronic Service Delaers Assoication, 
International Society of Certified Electronics Technicians, 

National Independent Applicance Servicers, Professional Service Association 

For more information, contact NPSC '96 
2708 W. Berry St., Fort Worth, Tx 76109 -2356 (817) 921 -9061; Fax (817) 921 -3741 
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Have you ever given a gift 

so wonderful, 

someone carries it with them 

the rest of their life? 

Please give blood. 

There's a life to be saved right now. 

Call 1 -800 GIVE LIFE 

American Red Cross 

Home Video Catalog is basically a 

multimedia catalog of about 1200 
movies, many of them familiar to me, 

produced over Republic's 60 -year his- 

tory. The CD -ROM includes trailers for 
many of the movies, as well as press 
kits, background information, and 

more. Video distributors can keep up 

to date on Republic's full product line, 

and learn of new releases with the disc 

being updated four times a year. Now 

what would be really neat is if the disc 
were given out free, say at 

Blockbuster. That way, people on their 
way out of the store could pick one up 

and spend some time at home 
researching movies of interest. Playing 
with this disc, I actually learned that 
two Stephen King TV movies I really 

enjoyed, The Stand and The 

Langoliers, are available on video 
through Republic. Perhaps I'll try to get 

copies of those for myself. 

NET WATCH 
(continued front page 19) 

But the photos are not really this site's 

most interesting features. Believe it or 

not in this visual age, the most impres- 

sive aspect of the Bellingham Antique 

Radio Museum is the text. In particular, 

there are two sections, Explore the 

History of Radio and Explore the History 

of Broadcasting, which are quite valu- 

able to information seekers. When you 

click one of those on, you are presented 
with a timeline covering important 
events. Further, several of the terms and 

names in those timelines provide links to 

definitions and biographical information. 
The site claims to be a "work-in - 

progress," and promises to have sound 
bites of early significant radio broad- 

casts and, on occasion, a short film clip. 

Also, the Museum welcomes submis- 
sions from the Net, and will provide 
space for them. So be sure to check 

there often, and if you have something 

to submit, feel free to do so. 

And while we're on the topic of sub- 

missions, please feel free to contact me 

with any sites you'd like to see covered 

or with any other comments you have. I 

can be reached via e-mail at peeditor @ 

aol.com and via snail -mail at Net Watch, 

Popular Electronics, 500 Bi- County 
Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

New breakthrough 
clones N signals 
and sends them 
to any other TV in 
your home 
Recoton's new development duplicates 
cable, TV, VCR and satellite signals and 
transmits them...without any wires! 

by Charles Anton 

T 
oday, television choices 
are virtually unlimit- 
ed. Between cable, 

satellite TV, videos and 
network programming, 
it's almost a full-time job 
trying to keep up with all 
the alternatives. And it promises to 
get more complicated in the future. 
Breakthroughs in fiber optic technology will 
bring over 500 channels into your home. 
Home broadcasting breakthrough. The 
problem with all this technology is the ex- 
pense required to maintain your system and 
keep it up-to -date. Now, a wireless video broad- 
casting system from 
Recoton gives you the 
power to utilize this 
technology without the 
hassle and expense of 
re- wiring your entire 
home. 

Today, Recoton in- 
troduces the next gen- 
eration in wireless 
broadcasting. The wire- 
less video broadcaster 
transmits (re- broad- 
casts) cable, TV, VCR or 
satellite programs to 
any other TV in your 
home...wirelessly! 
Wave of the future. 
Never drag your VCR 
from room to room 
again: Recoton's wire- 
less video broadcasting 
system transmits video 
or TV signals to any 
other TV in your home. 

Because the system 
is totally wireless, you 
won't have to worry 
about running miles of 
wires. Besides, who 
wants to install cable in 
every room of their 
home? With Recoton's 
wireless video broad- 
casting system, you 

won't have to. You can even 
watch one program on your main 
TV while someone else watches 
something different on another 
TV. It's just like having a per- 

sonal broadcasting system in your 
home -and it's legal in every state. 

HI -tech home broadcast. Recently, the 
Federal Communications Commission allocated a 
band of radio frequencies specifically for wire- 
less, in -home product applications. Recoton 
took advantage of the FCC ruling by creating 
and introducing wireless equipment that can 
transmit within the prescribed frequency over 
distances of up to 150 feet. 

One transmitter, un- 
limited receivers. 
One transmitter will 
operate an unlimited 
number of receivers. 
This means that a 
transmitter in the den 
can send signals to a 
TV in the living room, 
kitchen, bedroom and 
anywhere else you 
may have a TV. Reco- 
ton puts your favorite 
programs where you 
want them most. 
Unlimited choices. 
Since the broadcasting 
system uses the latest 
in 900 MHz frequency 
signals, there is no 
time -consuming or 
complicated wiring. 
The receiver can be 
easily moved from one 
television to another. 

The transmitter will 
also broadcast to mul- 
tiple receivers, so you 
can watch the same 
program on multiple 
TVs simultaneously. 
The transmitter con- 
nects to the source TV; 
the receivers simply 
connect to the others. 

Ylbreless Video B reakthrough... 
amble Broadcast cable channels, even 
,'s mium channels, to other TVs in your 
acme that are not wired for cable 

Transmit signals from one VCR 
sonny room, even if someone is watching 
T in the room that the VCR is in. 

J deos 

l' ate) ne pro grams Watch satellite 
reagrams throughout your home without 
stringing miles of cable ererywhene. 

Live video View home videos as you f t n them or turn your camcorder into 
e. security camera. 

Network programs If the main TV is 
lio)ked up to an antenna, you can broad- 
ci t its clear signal to all the othe,s. 

Recoton's video broadcasting system 
chies the accessories (cable. satellite, 
VCR, etc.) of one TV and broadcasts it to 
ary other TV in your home...withoJt wires' 

Satellite in bedroom 

VCR in guest room 

fir 
wassw 

Exclusive factory -direct offer. With this 
breakthrough in home video broadcasting tech- 
nology, you can have the convenience of your 
own personal wire- 
less broadcasting 
system for a frac- 
tion of the cost of 
owning your own 
TV station. For a 
limited time only, 
we are offering 
Recoton's wireless 
video broadcasting 
system (one trans- 
mitter and one re- 
ceiver) for the low 
price of $99. You 
can order addition- 
al receivers for oth- 
er TVs for just $59 

each. 
Risk -free offer. 
The wireless video 
broadcasting sys- 
tem by Recoton 
is backed by Corn - 
trad's exclusive 
risk -free home trial. Try it, and if you are not 
completely satisfied, simply return it within 30 
days for a full "No Questions Asked" refund. 
It also comes with a 90 -day manufacturer's 
limited warranty. Most orders are processed 
within 72 hours and shipped UPS. 

Video Broadcasting System $99 $9 SMH 
Includes one transmitter and one receiver. 

Additional receivers (each) $59 $7 S&H 

Please mention promotional code 173 -PL -6664 
For fastest service, call toll -free 24 hours a day 

ADD A TV TOWER? 

Buying your own 

/v tower would 

cost you about 

$3.5 million. The 

video broadcast- 

ing system is 

like buying your 

own Tv Ratios, 

but without the 

expense. For 

just 599. the 

Recoton system 

is like adding a 

cable box. VCR 

and satellite 

dish to every TV 

in your home. 

800-704-1201 
OS ® = 

To order by mail, send check or money order for the 
total amount including S&H (VA residents include 
4.5% sales tax). Or charge it to your credit card by 
enclosing your account number and expiration date. 

CUMMian 
INDUSTRIES 

2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 106 
Midlothian, Virginia 23113 
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SOCKET 

COMMUNICATIONS 

GPS CARD 

The GPS Card is the best back -seat driver ever. 

People are constantly on the 
move these days. Modern so- 

ciety relies on the transporta- 
tion system to get the things it needs 
where they are needed. Food, 
clothing, medical supplies, and more 
are needed by all. Large trucks carry 
tons of merchandise from place to 
place so that stuff gets from the facto- 
ry to your local store. Smaller ship- 
ments are transported in vans and 
cars. Sometimes it's just a skill that must 
be transported to where it needed. 
For example, medical personnel roust 
get to an accident scene as quickly 
as possible if lives are to be saved. No 
matter what is being transported, 
however, as long as it's staying on the 
ground, the shipment depends on the 
roads and highways to get through. 

While we all depend on the intri- 
cate network of streets and highways 
to get what we need, we also depend 
on the drivers to know how to get from 
point A to point B. Unfortunately, no 
matter how skilled we are at reading 
maps and following directions, we are 
only human, and virtually everyone 
has gotten at least "a little lost" at one 
time or another. But if you own or have 
access to a laptop computer, a new 
accessory card could make getting 
lost a thing of the past. 

The GPS Card from Socket Commu- 
24 nications, Inc. is a miniature Type II GPS 

receiver that slides into an empty 
PCMCIA slot in a laptop computer 
and lets the computer tell you exactly 
where you are. With the GPS card up 
and running, you'll know exactly 
where you are on the globe with long- 
itude and latitude readings. There's 
also altitude, speed, course, and 
time -of -fix indications. 

But now for the best part: The GPS 

Card also works with City Streets for 
Windows, a mapping program from 
Road Scholar. City Streets lets you see 
in an instant whore you are on a map 
by superimposing a little car on it that 
traces your route as you drive. City 
Streets can also run without the GPS, 

and it can provide you with distances, 
directions, and other travel informa- 
tion. But ifs much more useful, and 
exciting, with the GPS. 

The GPS Card is very easy to use. It 

installs in an empty PCMCIA slot, and, 
once installed, the laptop computer 
should instantly recognize what it is. 

There are steps you can take that will 
make the computer recognize the 
card if it does not do so automatically, 
but I had no problem with it in a fairly 
new Pentium 90 laptop. Note, how- 
ever, that you do not need a Pentium 
to run any of this software. Anything 
that can run Windows will do. Ifs just 
that some do a better job of it than 
others. 

The program that does all the dirty 
work is called WinMobile. That soft- 
ware interprets the GPS data coming 
from the GPS Card and displays it as 

longitude, latitude, altitude, speed, 
course, and time in a nice little win- 
dow. 

WinMobile also displays the relative 
signal strength of all satellites being 
received. If your GPS system is not 
locking on to your location, you can 
watch the progress in the WinMobile 
window to see which satellites are de- 
tected and how well data is being 
received. But watching longitude and 
latitude readings change in a text - 
based window isn't all that exciting. It's 

only when City Streets is running that 
you begin to feel like "James Bond" or 
"Buck Rogers" with your high -tech 
gear in hand. 

The GPS Card comes with the PC 

Card receiver, a magnetic antenna 
for auto -roof mounting, and all neces- 
sary software including the basic City 
Streets program. You also get a cou- 
pon good for the free City Streets 
map of your choice. Maps of over 
1600 U.S. cities and several cities in 

Europe are available. Additional city 
maps cost $29.95 (less if you buy more 
than one map). The city maps also 
cover much of the outlying area in 

case you're not interested in the main 
part of the city. Living on Long Island 
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Inch by inch, the little car will follow you home. The maps continuously flip to the next 
page as the little car leaves one section and enters another. 

(that's in New York for those that don't 
know), we checked out the combina- 
tion Nassau /Suffolk map. 

By the way, the maps contained in 
City Streets are not just any old maps, 
they're Etak maps. Those electronic 
road maps, supplied by Etak, Inc., 
contain addresses, landmarks, bodies 
of water, and more. The digitally en- 
coded maps are extremely accurate, 
which is necessary to work with a GPS 
system. 

GPS. The Global Positioning System, 
or GPS, is a constellation of 24 Naystar 
satellites that orbit the earth in six or- 
bital planes. There are four satellites in 

each plane, with circular 20,200 -kilo- 
meter orbits at an inclination angle of 
55 degrees and a period of 12 hours. 
Due to that configuration, the satel- 
lites appear in the same position at 
the same sidereal time each day (ac- 
tually they appear four minutes earlier 
each day, but that's accounted for in 

software), and at least five satellites 
will be in "view" from anywhere in the 
world at any given time. If a GPS re- 
ceiver can lock onto the signals from 
at least three of these satellites, a posi- 
tion fix can be maintained. 

Positioning is determined by cal- 
culating the timing differences from at 
least three signals. The signals are en- 
coded in such a way that a receiver 
can tell which satellite the signal is 

from. Accurate time -of -day signals 
from an atomic clock on board each 
satellite are also transmitted. Each 
satellite transmits a signal containing 
its orbital elements, clock behavior, 
system time, and status messages. An 
included almanac gives the approxi- 
mate data for each active satellite 
and allows all satellites to be located 
once the first one has been suc- 
cessfully locked in. 

Atomic time -keeping is very accu- 
rate. By examining a Naystar satellite 
signal and calculating the time it took 
for the signal to reach the receiver 
(there is a delay associated with each 
signal), the receiver knows how far it is 

from the satellite. With delays calcu- 
lated for at least three signals, the re- 
ceiver can triangulate an exact 
location on a map. The more valid 
signals received, the more accurate 
the positioning. Altitude can be calcu- 
lated if the unit receives at least two 
signals. 

Driving Home. When we first tested 
the GPS Card, it didn't seem to want to 
work. It said that it was working prop- 
erly, but it wouldn't lock onto satellite 
signals. Later on, we determined that 
the GMT offset -time was set incor- 
rectly. The offset time tells the GPS re- 
ceiver which satellites to look for. 
However, even if the offset time is set 
incorrectly, the receiver will eventually 
lock onto one of the satellites and 
then figure everything out. If the GMT 
offset is set properly, though, the sys- 
tem works in a matter of minutes. 

The magnetic antenna normally 
adheres itself to the roof of the car, but 
the car we were driving (a 1994 Ca- 
maro) didn't have a steel roof. For- 
tunately the antenna will also work on 
the dashboard at the base of the 
windshield. Glass is transparent to sat- 
ellite signals, while steel and other 
building materials are not. The anten- 
na is a small plastic- encased disc with 
a magnetic base. At the end of the 25 
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antenna's cord is a small plug that fits 

into a mating socket on the GPS re- 
ceiver PC Card. 

With the antenna connected and 
Windows up and running, we brought 
up City Streets and started the GPS. 

WinMobile can be launched by itself, 

but starting GPS in City Streets auto- 
matically starts WinMobile in the 
background. WinMobile interprets the 
GPS data and passes it on to the City 
Streets program. WinMobile displays 
satellite signal strength, longitude and 
latitude readings, altitude, speed, 
course, and time of fix. If you get 
bored waiting for GPS to become ac- 
tive in City Streets, you can watch the 
signal reception progress in the Win - 
Mobile window to see which satellites 
are detected and how well data is 

being received. 
With the GMT offset set properly, we 

didn't have to watch WinMobile for 
very long; City Streets popped a little 
car into place before we even got out 
of the office parking lot. And inch by 
inch, that little car traced our route 
home, right to our home street. As a 
matter of fact, City Streets can even 

indicate where a certain address is on 
a map, although it might stop a few 
houses off due to the accuracy (or 
inaccuracy) of the GPS system. But at 
least it will get you right near a home 
or business. The maps continuously flip 
to the next page as the little car 
leaves one section and enters an- 
other. 

Sometimes the little car will appear 
slightly off the road you are traveling. 
That is usually due to inaccuracy intro- 
duced into the GPS signals by the gov- 
ernment. The GPS signals are intend- 
ed primarily for U.S. military use. That 
inaccuracy, or Selective Availability 
(SA), blocks full GPS accuracy by ma- 
nipulating navigation data and /or 
satellite -clock frequency. That 
lessened accuracy is intended to foil 
use by enemies, and is the level of 
accuracy that is available to the gen- 
eral public. 

The worst thing about the GPS Card 
is that it's distracting, or perhaps just a 
bit too entertaining, especially for 
new users. As a matter of fact, we ac- 
tually passed our exit because we 
were paying more attention to the 

laptop than to our driving! However, at 
$ 799, it's probably a bit too expensive 
for the average gadget freak, plus 
you will need a laptop computer-a 
considerable additional expense for 
those who don't have one. But for 
those whose work involves a lot of 
traveling, the system could be a life- 
saver. Emergency personnel, delivery 
men, and anyone else who works out 
in the field could spend a lot less time 
asking for directions and more time at 
the job site if only they had a GPS Card 
and laptop computer. Surely all cars 
will have something like this built right 
into the dashboard in the near future. 
Or at the very least it will bean option! 

For more information on the GPS 

Card, contact Socket Communica- 
tions directly at the address given be- 
low, or circle 119 on the Free 
Information Card. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Socket Communications, Inc. 
6500 Kaiser Drive 
Fremont, CA 94555 

NOW Find the Right Part for Your VCR! 

a 
Crsss 

petsranc*3 
Pa rtd 

Mods' Numbs. 

The 119 -page Fifth Edition of the VCR 
Cross Reference contains both model 
and part number cross references. Over 
1300 new parts and 360 new models 
have been added. 

VCR's are made in a few factories from 
which hundreds of different brand names 
and model numbers identify cosmetically - 
changed identical and near -identical man- 
ufactured units. Interchangeable parts are 
very common. An exact replacement part 
may be available only a few minutes away 
from you even though the original brand - 
name supplier is out of stock. Also, you may 
be able to cannibalize scrap units at no cost. 

wthe ISCET VCR CROSS REFERENCE 
NEW! The Fifth Edition is contained on a 
diskette for IBM PC AT /XT compatibles, 
DOS 2.1 or higher. The disk software allows 
technicians to search by manufacturer for 
model numbers and description of part num- 
bers. A parts editing sequence gives an on- 
screen view of all substitutes for parts en- 
tered. With the diskette, the technician can 
update files by adding model and parts 

crosses of future models. The Fifth Edition 
can be printed on pages completely from 
the diskette. 

The ISCET VCR Cross Reference, Fifth 
Edition, is on 8/: x 11 -in., pre -punched 
pages and sell for $38.00. The 3/2 inch 
diskette sells for $69.95 and you can view 
listings from a monitor or printed page. 

L 

Only $38.00 for pages 

$69.95 diskette 
Claggk Inc. 
VCR CROSS REFERENCE OFFER 
P.O. Box 4099 
Farmingdale, New York 11735 
Name 

Business 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Phone 

Enclosed $38.00 for the ISCET VCR Cross 
Reference, Fifth Edition. 

Enclosed $69.95 for the diskette containing 
the ISCET VCR Cross Reference, Ver. 6.0. 
Please specify: 

5y. Diskettes (2) 31/2 Diskette (1) 

Include $3.00 for shipping each Cross 
Reference (Pages or Diskette) 

The total amount of my order is $ 

Check enclosed -do not send cash. 

Visa MasterCard Exp. Date_ /_ /_ 
Signature 

New York State residents must add 
applicable local sales tax to total. CBo3 
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What's better than speed reading? 

Speed Learning. 
Speed Learning has replaced speed reading. It's a whole new way to read and learn. It's easy 
to learn...lasts a lifetime... applies to everything you read. It may be the most productive course 
you've ever taken. 

Do you have too much to read and too 
little time to read it? Do you mentally pro- 
nounce each word as you read? Do you fre- 
quently have to go back and reread words, or 
whole paragraphs, you just finished reading? 
Do you have trouble concentrating? Do you 
quickly forget most of what you read? 

If you answer "Yes" to any of these 
questions - then here at last is the practical 
help you've been waiting for. Whether you 
read for business or pleasure, school or col- 
lege, you will build exceptional skills from this 
major breakthrough in effective reading, cre- 
ated by Dr. Russell Stauffer at the University of 
Delaware. 

Not just "speed reading" - but 
speed reading - thinking - 

understanding - remembering - 
and - learning 

The newSpeed Learning Program shows 
you, step -by- proven step, how to increase your 
reading skill and speed, so you understand 
more, remember more and use more of every- 
thing you read. The typical remark from over 
one million people taking the Speed Learning 
program is, "Why didn't someone teach me 
this a long time ago." They were no longer 
held back by their lack of skills and poor read- 
ing habits. They could read almost as fast as 
they could think. 

What makes Speed Learning 
so successful? 

The new Speed Learning Program does 
not offer you a rehash of the usual eye-exer- 
cises, timing devices, and costly gadgets you've 
probably heard about in connection with speed 
reading courses, or even tried and found inef- 
fective. 

In just a few spare minutes a day of easy 
reading and exciting listening, you discover an 
entirely new way to read and think -a radical 
departure from anything you have ever seen 
or heard about. Speed Learning is the largest 
selling self -study reading program in the world. 
Successful with Fortune 500 corporations, 
colleges, government agencies and accred- 
ited by 18 professional societies. Research 
shows that reading is 95% thinking and only 5% 

eye movement. Yet most of today's speed 
reading programs spend their time teaching 
you rapid eye movement (5% of the problem), 
and ignore the most important part, (95 %) 

thinking. In brief, Speed Learning gives you 
what speed reading can't. 

Imagine the new freedom you'll have 
when you learn how to dash through all types 
of reading material at least twice as fast as you 
do now, and with greater comprehension. 
Think of being able to get on top of the ava- 
lanche of newspapers, magazines and corre- 
spondence you have to read...finishing a stimu- 
lating book and retaining facts and details 

LEI 
SI'EE 

R ÑING Etp 

SrEE lvrr EEAR 

FOR FASTER SHIPMENT CALL 1 -800- 729 -7323 OR FAX 1-609-273-7766 

more dearly, and with greater accuracy, than 
ever before. 

listen - and learn - 
at your own pace 

This is a practical, easy- to-learn pro- 
gram that will work for you - no matter how 
slow a reader you think you are now. The 
Speed Learning Program is scientifically 
planned to get you started quickly...to help you 
in spare minutes a day. It brings you a "teacher - 
on-cassettes" who guides you, instructs, and 
encourages, explaining material as you read. 
Interesting items taken from Time Magazine, 
Business Week, Wall Street Journal, Money, 
Reader's Digest, N.Y. Times and many others, 
make the program stimulating, easy and 
fun...and so much more effective. 

Executives, students, professional 
people, men and women in all walks of life from 
15 to 70 have benefitted from this program. 
Speed Learning is a fully accredited 
course...costing only 1/4 the price of less ef- 
fective speed reading classroom courses. Now 
you can examine the same easy, practical and 
proven methods at home...in your spare 
time...without risking a penny. 

Examine Speed Learning 
RISK FREE for 15 days 

You will be thrilled at how quickly this 
program will begin to develop new thinking 
and reading skills. After listening to just one 
cassette and reading the preface, you will 
quickly see how you can achieve increases in 
both the speed at which you read, and in the 
amount you understand and remember. ' 

You must be delighted with what you 
see, or you pay nothing. Examine this remark- 

able program for 15 days. If, at the end of that 
time you are not convinced that you would like 
to master Speed Learning, simply return the 
program for a prompt refund. (See the coupon 
for low price and convenient credit terms.) 

RISK -FREE ORDER FORM 

YES! I want to try Speed Learning for 15 days 
without risk. Enclosed is the first of 4 monthly 
payments of $32.25'. If I'm not completely 
satisfied, I may return it for a prompt refund. 

Li SAVE 8.00! I prefer to pay the $129.00 now, 
and save the $8.00 shipping & handling charge. I 

may still return the program for a full refund. 

Method of payment: (Federal Tax Deductible) 
L Check or money order payable to Learn 
Incorporated 

U Charge to: L' Visa L' MC L l Am Ex D Discover 

Card # Exp 

Signature 

Phone ( 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

'Plus $8.00 shipping and handling. U.S. funds 
only. For New Jersey residents, sales tax will 
be added. 

learn Dept. LPE -01, 113 Gaither Drive, 

INCORPORATED Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 -9987 27 
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Consider this scenario: You are 
driving your vehicle, and are 
stopped for a red light. A per- 

son approaches and demands the 
vehicle, which you quickly surrender. 
The thief drives away, but about 60 
seconds later the engine stops and 
can't be restarted. Unable to use the 
dead vehicle, the perpetrator has no 
choice but to abandon it. 

That story might raise a few ques- 
tions. The most important of those 
being: How'? Well, the exact form of 
theft prevention you just read about is 

possible with the Anti - Carjack Module 
described in this article. It's an auto- 
matic circuit that "knows" when a car - 
jacking takes place. You might never 
need the protection it provides, but 
should the occasion ever arise, you 
could thank the day you decided to 
build this project. 

The Anti -Carjack Module also pro- 
vides additional benefits. It can help 
prevent a traditional theft-where an 
attempt is made to steal the vehicle 
while it is parked unattended, and the 
would -be thief unknowingly triggers 
the protection circuit. Additionally, this 

anti -theft system always gives you the 
option of purposely arming its disab- 
ling circuit when you must leave the 
vehicle parked in a high- crime -rate 
area. That feature alone is reason 
enough to install the Anti -Carjack 
Module. 

Once installed, the Module is al- 
ways on duty with no attention to it 

ever required; it is totally automatic in 

operation. The time -delay circuit that 
disables the engine is never activated 
until a door is opened while the igni- 
tion is turned on. Such a situation will 

almost certainly occur during a car- 
jack attempt, or can be made to hap- 
pen if you simply turn on the ignition 
switch (there's no need to actually 
start the car) before exiting the car. 

The only requirement for you and 
other drivers and passengers in your 
family to remember is not to open a 
door while the engine is running. How- 
ever, should the circuit be acciden- 
tally tripped, it is easily reset by a 
hidden pushbutton switch. The Mod- 
ule features two LED indicators that 
quietly notify you of the status of the 
system, but which mean nothing to a 
thief. 

The Module itself can be built on a 
small printed- circuit board that can 
be concealed anywhere. It features a 

BUILD AN 
Anti-Ca rjack 

MODULE 
This easily concealed device will make sure 

no carjacker gets very far in your car. 

BY ANTHONY J. CARISTI 

miniature heavy -duty relay that cuts 
power to the vehicle's ignition or fuel 
pump when the circuit is activated. 
Also, the Module is permanently 
powered by the vehicle's battery, and 

its negligible stand -by current drain of 
less than 100 microamperes will never 
cause the battery to run down. That 
means you can be sure of being pro- 
tected all year round. 29 
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D4 
R6 1N4148 

10K 

Circuit Description. The schematic 
diagram for the Anti -Carjack Module 
is shown in Fig. 1. As mentioned, the 12- 
volt DC power source for the circuit is 

taken from the equipped vehicle's 
battery. Diode D1 provides protection 
against any possible reverse -voltage 
transients that might appear on the 
12 -volt line. 

The "thinking components" of the 
circuit consist of a 4011 quad 2 -input 
NAND gate, ICI, and a 555 timer chip, 
IC2. In addition to the connection to 
the vehicle's 12 -volt line, two other log- 
ic connections to the circuit are re- 
quired: one from any accessory - 
power line that is energized by the 
ignition switch, and the other from the 
line that connects the dome or 
courtesy lights to the door switch. 

The door switches in the vehicle 
provide the ground return for the 
dome or courtesy lights when any of 
the doors are opened; the line con- 
necting a door switch to the lamps is 

at a potential of + 12 volts when the 
doors are closed, and at zero volts 
when any door is open. The logic level 
on that line is fed through D2 to pins 12 

and 13 of ICI -d, which inverts it and 
drives pin 9 of ICI -c. At the same time, 
the accessory -power wire, which is at 
+ 12 volts only when the ignition 
switch is turned on, is connected to 
the other input of ICI -c through D3. 
Under normal driving conditions, 

D1 

1N4004 
+12v 

TO 

C1 

100 

D2 
1N4004 

+ T 
R1 

4.7K 

C2 _ 
4.7 #. 

e. 
2 12 

14 

DOME 
13 

LIGI-IT 
N 

IC1-d 

D3 
TO 1 N4004 

ACCESSORY 4 H 
WIRE 

GND 

R2 
4.7K1 

1/44011 

when the ignition switch is on and the 
doors are closed, the output of ICI -c 
at pin 10 is high. However, should a 
door be opened, the logic output of 
ICI -c goes to zero volts. 

The negative -going output wave- 
form of ICI -c is coupled to the trigger 
input of IC2, which is connected as a 
one -shot multivibrator. That waveform 
causes the output of IC2 at pin 3 to go 
high for a period of time determined 
by R4 and C5. With the values shown, 
the RC time constant is about 60 sec- 
onds. 

The two remaining sections of the 
4011, ICI -a and ICI -b, are connected 
in a bistable -multivibrator configura- 
tion with Iwo input terminals, pins 1 

and 6. That configuration has Iwo sta- 
ble states, with the logic output levels 
at pins 3 and 4 always being opposite 
to each other. A negative transition at 
the input terminal of the gate that has 
a zero output -logic level will cause the 
multivibrator to change state. 

When the timing period of IC2 is 

completed, its output at pin 3 goes to 
zero. That negative -going wavefront is 

coupled to the input of ICI -a, causing 
the bistable circuit to change state. As 

a result, pin 3 of ICI -a goes to + 12 

volts. 
The positive output of ICI -a forward 

biases MOSFET Q2, causing relay RY1 

to be energized. As a result the nor- 
mally closed contacts of RY1 open, 

11 

7 

C4 
.1 

10 

IC1-c 
1/4 4011 

8 

IC2 
555 

3 

7 

depriving power to the ignition or fuel- 
pump circuit, and thereby stalling the 
vehicle. 

When reset -switch S1 is pressed, a 
negative transition is applied to pin 6 
of ICI -b. That causes pin 3 of ICI -a to 
go to zero, releasing the relay and 
allowing the vehicle to be started. 

A yellow LED, LEDI, which is driven 
by 01, alerts the driver of the vehicle if 
the timer has been activated, either 
by a carjack attempt or by inadver- 
tently or purposely opening a door 
when the ignition is on. That gives the 
driver warning that the circuit has 
been triggered and a stall -out will oc- 
cur in 60 seconds. 

A red LED, LED2, will light whenever 
the system is set to the disable mode 
(more on that later). When purposely 
set to the disable mode, the circuit will 
draw about 40 milliamperes of cur- 
rent; however, there's no need to wor- 
ry about discharging the vehicle's 
battery as that is still a very small load. 

The circuit has been designed to be 
'fail safe." That is, the normally closed 
contacts of RY1 are used to control 
vehicle operation. The relay is never 
energized unless the circuit is 

powered and the timer triggered. In 

the unlikely event a component 
failure should cause the relay to be 
actuated, removing jumper JU1 will 
disable the relay coil circuit and RY1's 

contacts will remain closed. 

R4 
1 MEG 

R7 
470c 

LEDI 
YELLOW 

C6 
.1 

S1 

C5 + RESET 
47T 

'SEE TEXT 

Fig. 1. Here's the schematic for the Anti -Carjack Module. When the circuit senses that 
a door is opened while the ignition is on, it will use relay RYI to kill the ignition after 

30 60 seconds. 
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Construction. The author's pro- 
totype for the Anti -Carjack Module 
was built on a printed- circuit board. If 

you'd like to do the same, you can 
either etch your own board using the 
foil pattern shown in Fig. 2, or order 
one from the source mentioned in the 
Parts List. Alternatively, the circuit can 
be built on a perforated board using 
point -to -point wiring. 

If you are using a PC board, refer to 
the parts- placement diagram shown 
in Fig. 3 when building the circuit. Be- 

gin assembly by installing all the re- 

sistors and capacitors; make sure to 
properly orient the polarized capaci- 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
ANTI -CARJACK MODULE 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC1 -4011 quad 2 -input NAND gate, 

integrated circuit 
1C2 -555 timer, integrated circuit 
Ql, Q2 -BS170 or equivalent N- 

channel MOSFET transistor 
Dl D3, D5- 1N4004 silicon rectifier 

diode 
D'1 IN4148 silicon diode 
LEDI- Light -emitting diode, yellow 
LED2- Light -emitting diode, red 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are %a -watt, 5% units.) 
Rl, R2 -4700 -ohm 
R3, R5, R6- 10,000 -ohm 
R4- 1- megohm 
R7-470 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 
CI- 100 -p.F, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C2, C3- 4.7 -p,F, 25 -WVDC, 

electrolytic 
C4, C6 0.1 -PF, ceramic -disc 
C5- 47 -4 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND 
MATERIALS 

RYI -12 -volt SPDT relay, normally 
closed 7 -amp contacts (Magnecraft 
276XAXH -12DC or similar) 

SI -SPST pushbutton switch, 
normally open 

Printed- circuit materials, plastic 
enclosure, electrical tape, 16- and 
18 -gauge stranded hookup wire, 
solder, hardware, etc. 

Note: The following parts are 
available from A. Caristi (69 White 
Pond Road, Waldwick, NJ 07463): 
etched and drilled PC board - 
$9.95; Ql and Q2 -$2.75 each; 
ICI- $2.50; IC2 -$3.00; RYI- 
$12.75. Please add $5.00 postage 
and handling. NJ residents must 
add appropriate sales tax. 

la 

tors. Next, following the orientations 
show' in Fig. 3, mount the MOSFETs 

and diodes. 
The relay you use for RY1 will deter- 

mine how you orient the part. Check 
to make sure the relay- contact con- 
nections are made to the pads that 
lead to the vehicle's ignition or fuel 
pump (i.e., the pads at the bottom of 
RY1 in Fig. 3). 

Solder jumper JU1 in place next. If 

you'd like, you can use an SPST switch 
instead of the jumper. That way you 
won't have to cut the jumper in case 

2 INCHES i 
Fig. 2. If you'd like to etch your own PC 

board, use this full -size template. 

TO u D3 -n- ACCESSORY 
WIRE 

TO 
-R2- 
_____142- 

DOME 
LIGHT -R1- 

D1 
+12v 

GND 

TO 
IGNITION 

OR 
FUEL PUMP 

Jul* 

-,--° 
-C1-+ 

D5 -R6- - 

of a circuit malfunction; you could just 

turn it off instead. 
Go on to solder 16- gauge, stranded 

insulated wire to the pads for the igni- 
tion or fuel pump connections. The 

leads only have to be long enough to 
exit whatever enclosure you'll put the 
circuit within; you can attach longer 
wires later. Solder 18- gauge, stranded 
insulated wire to the pads for the ac- 
cessory -wire, dome -light, + 12V and 
ground connections. Keep those 
wires just long enough to exit the en- 
closure as well. 

As you can see from the parts - 
placement diagram, S1, LEDI, and 
LED2 are mounted off -board. Use wire 
leads and connect those compo- 
nents to the circuit. When the circuit is 

mounted later (after it is tested) you 
will want to hide reset- switch S1. 

To complete the board, directly sol- 

der the integrated circuits to it; do not 
use sockets, as the circuit will be sub- 

jected to the vibration and the harsh 

environment present in a vehicle. Be- 

fore soldering the ICs, be absolutely 
sure that each is properly oriented as 

illustrated in Fig. 3. Be careful; it is diffi- 
cult to remove an IC from the board 
once it has been soldered in place. 

When the board is complete, ex- 

amine it very carefully for any mis- 

takes. It is far easier to correct 
problems at this stage rather than 
later on if you discover that the circuit 
does not work. 

C3 

+ Ç2 

IC1 

'SEE TEXT 

-R4- 

C6 

S1 

Q1 

( 

C5 

+ 

IC2 

R7 

LED2 LEDI 

Fig. 3. Use this parts -placement diagram as a guide when building the Module. Reset - 

switch SI should be mounted in a hidden location in the vehicle. 31 
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It is recommended that you place 
the circuit board into a small, covered 
plastic enclosure to protect it from dirt 
and inadvertent short circuits. Drill 
holes in the sides of the enclosure for 
the wire leads. 

That completes the Module's as- 
sembly; however, do not install it into a 
vehicle at this time. You have to first 
test it to ensure that it is working prop- 
erly. 

Preliminary Test. To perform the ini- 
tial test, you will need to assemble the 
temporary test circuit shown in Fig. 4. 
As you can see, you will need a 12 -volt 
DC source, Iwo SPST switches, and an 
ohmmeter, Wire those components 
as shown. The open -circle connec- 
tion points shown to the right of the 
diagram correspond to the matching 
arrow connection points on the PC 
board, Make those connections at 
this time, 

Before applying power, check the 
resistance between the two wires that 
connect to the normally closed relay 
contacts (labeled "ignition "). Verify 
that the resistance reading is zero 
ohms. 

Make sure that test-switches 1 and 2 
are open, then turn power on. If the 
yellow LED is lit, allow at least 60 sec- 
onds for it to be extinguished, then 
momentarily press the reset button. If 
the red LED is illuminated press the 
reset button to extinguish it. 

Close test -switch 1. Both LEDs should 
be extinguished. Open test -switch 1, 

then close test -switch 2. The LEDs 
should remain extinguished. 

Close both test switches, then open 
them. The yellow LED should be illumi- 
nated and remain so for about 60 
seconds. When it goes out, the red LED 

OHMMETER IGNITION 

0 

.411 

12VDC 

0 +12v 

Cero OACCESSORY 
TEST- 

SWITCH 1 

O'r O O DOME 
TEST- 

SWITCH 2 

O GND 

Fig. 4. This test circuit will help you 
figure out if the Module is working 

32 before you install the unit in your car. 
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Fig. 5. Using this diagram should make installing the Module in your vehicle a little 
easier. Note that the connections to the ignition line are the only ones that require you 
to cut a wire. The rest of the connections are splices. 

should light. Use an ohmmeter to ver- 
ify that the resistance reading taken 
between the two wires connected to 
the relay contacts is infinite. Then press 
the reset switch; the red LED should be 
extinguished. 

If the circuit performs as described, 
the preliminary test is complete and 
the Module may be installed in the 
vehicle. If not, troubleshoot the circuit 
to locate and fix the problem, which 
could be a short between closely 
spaced conductors or a bad solder 
joint. Also, double -check the orienta- 
tion of all of polarized components in 
the circuit. 

If you're having a difficult time lo- 
cating a problem, try using a DVM to 
measure the voltage at various points 
in the circuit to determine logic levels. 
Ascertain that the output voltage at 
pin 11 of IC1 -d is high (+ 12 volts) at all 
times except when both test switches 
are closed. Then, momentarily con- 
nect pin 2 of IC2 to circuit ground and 
measure the output voltage at pin 3, 
which should rise to + 12 volts. If IC2 
does not time out properly, check R4 

and C5. You might need to replace 
the IC that is not responding properly. 

If the yellow LED fails to light as de- 
scribed above, check the orientation 
of Q1 and the LED. If the relay or red 
LED does not energize, check the ori- 
entation of Q2, LED2, and D5. If those 
are correct, try a new transistor or LED. 

When the board is operational as 
described, it is ready to be installed in 
the vehicle. Let's look at how to do 
that. 

Installation. Before installing the 
Anti -Carjack Module in the vehicle, lo- 
cate the wires that you will connect to 
the unit. Those include the door - 
switch wire that turns on the dome or 
courtesy lamps, any accessory wire 
that is powered by the battery only 
when the ignition switch is turned on, 
the power -feed wire to either the igni- 
tion module or electronic fuel pump 
(if so equipped), and the battery 
+ 12V terminal. 

The choice of whether to disable 
the ignition or fuel pump is up to you. 
Disabling the ignition causes the en- 
gine to stop immediately; disabling 
the fuel pump allows the vehicle to 
sputter to a halt down the road a bit, 
making it seem more like a typical 
mechanical problem, somewhat 
masking the presence of the module. 

There are literally thousands of 
models of vehicles on the road today, 
so it is not possible to address each 
one. However, Fig. 5 is a simplified 
schematic diagram showing a typical 
automotive electrical system. Note 
the wiring to the door switch, accesso- 
ries, ignition module, and electric fuel 
pump. Just as in the test circuit, the 
open -circle connection points corre- 
spond to the arrow connection points 
in the circuit board. 

The best way to locate the desired 
wires is to refer to the shop manual for 
your vehicle, which will provide infor- 
mation concerning the location and 
color of each wire. Alternatively you 
might wantto consult the dealer, or an 
automotive technician, who is familiar 
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with your vehicle's particular make 
and model. 

After locating the necessary wires, 

use the voltmeter to verify the voltage 
levels of each. The door- switch wire 

should be at + 12 volts with the door 
closed, and zero volts with it open. The 

accessory wire is at + 12 volts only 
when the ignition switch is turned on. 

Also, the ignition module or fuel - 
pump power feed wire is energized 
only when the ignition switch is on. 

After verifying the proper voltage 
levels, disconnect the ground (chas- 
sis) wire from the vehicle's battery. That 

will ensure that any inadvertent short 
circuit occurring during installation 
will cause no damage. 

Determine the desired location of 
the Module in the vehicle, which 
could be in either the passenger or 

engine compartment. Then, estimate 
the required length of each wire nec- 
essary to connect to the Module. 
Measure carefully to avoid cutting the 
wires too short. Use the same gauge 
wire for each lead as you used for its 

matching connection on the board 
(match 16 -gauge with 16 -gauge and 
18 -gauge with 18 -gauge wires). If pos- 

sible, use several different wire colors 
to help avoid miswiring. Solder all 
connections and insulate them with 

electrical tape. 
Secure the Anti -Carjack Module at 

the desired location, and then mount 
the LEDs and reset -switch S1. The LEDs 

should be visible to the driver, but the 
reset switch must be hidden. A good 
location for the reset switch is inside 
the glove compartment. You will 
probably need to cut the leads you 
already soldered for those parts and 
attach longer ones. 

Find the lead labeled "to accessory 
wire" in Fig. 3. Take that long lead (you 

should have already attached the 
necessary added length) and splice it 

to the accessory -power wire of the 
vehicle. Do not cut the accessory wire; 
simply remove some insulation from it 

and solder the connection. Then insu- 

late it properly with plastic electrical 
tape. 

Repeat the procedure, this time 
using the wire labeled 'to dome light" 
in Fig. 3. Splice it to the door -switch 
line, solder the connection, and insu- 

late it with electrical tape. 
Next, locate the power line that 

feeds either the ignition module or 
electric fuel pump. Cut that line at a 

Here's the finished module prior to installation. 

suitable location and strip back each 
cut end about 'h inch. Then attach 
one of the relay contact wires (la- 

beled "to ignition or fuel pump ") to 
one cut end. Repeat for the other 
wire. Solder both connections care- 
fully and insulate each with tape. Ar- 

range the wires so that the modifica- 
tion will not be obvious to anyone 
looking atthe electrical harness of the 
vehicle. 

The next connection is to the 
positive side of the battery, using the 
wire labeled " +12V" in the parts - 
placement diagram. Many vehicles 
have two wires attached to the 
positive battery terminal -one for the 
starter and the other for the alternator 
and electrical system. Choose the 
smaller of the two wires, solder a con- 
nection to it carefully, and insulate the 
joint with tape. 

Finally, connect the ground lead 
(labeled "GNU') of the circuit to any 
metal part of the vehicle, such as un- 

der the head of a screw that threads 
into metal. Tighten the screw securely, 

but be careful not to strip the threads. 
Then reconnect the negative battery 
lead securely. That completes installa- 
tion of the Anti -Carjack Module. 

Final Test. When the installation is 

properly completed, verify that both 
LEDs are extinguished. If the red LED is 

illuminated, press the reset button to 
place the system into operation. Start 

the vehicle; it should run continuously 
with no stall -out. 

Now, with the engine running, open 
and close the door. The yellow LED 

should be lit. After a minute or so the 
yellow LED will be extinguished and 
the red one illuminated. The engine 
will stall and you won't be able to re- 

start it. Press the reset switch, verify that 
the LEDs are extinguished, and you 
should be able to restart the vehicle. 

Using the Module. The Anti -Carjack 
Module is always on duty, completely 
automatic, and never in need of at- 
tention. Always remember to turn off 
the ignition switch before exiting the 
vehicle. If at any time the circuit is ac- 
cidentally triggered, as indicated by 

the yellow LED, wait for the red LED to 
come on and then press the reset but- 
ton to extinguish it. 

The vehicle will always protect itself 

in the event of a carjack attempt 
while the ignition switch is on. How- 

ever, should the ignition happen to be 
off, casually turn it on (remember, you 
don't need to actually start the en- 
gine) before leaving the vehicle. 

If at any time you wish to take ad- 
vantage of the disable feature before 
leaving the vehicle, open the door 
before turning off the ignition switch. 

The yellow LED will come on, indicat- 
ing that the circuit has been acti- 
vated. If you wish, wait 1 minute for the 
red LED to come on, indicating that 
the relay has been energized and the 
vehicle is disabled. Remember, you 
must press the reset button before 
starting the engine when you return. 

We hope you will never need the 
protection of the Anti -Carjack Mod- 
ule. But it's a nice feeling to know that 
it's there, just in case. 33 
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Recently, while coordinating 
graduation ceremonies at a 
local university, I was forced to 

communicate with my coworkers on 
three different radio frequencies. 
When preparing for the assignment, I 

anticipated the situation, and decid- 
ed to take my scanner along. How- 
ever, before I could use my handheld 
in that situation there were a few 
problems I had to overcome prob- 
lems that the Undercover ScannerAn- 
tenna described in this article 
solved. 

Originally, I planned on 
using the flexible "rubber 
ducky" antenna on my scanner. 
I knew it wasn't worth much for 
DX, but thought the antenna would 
work for reasonably close range, even 
though our radios would be using rel- 
atively low power. The antenna might 
have worked, too, had I wanted to 
hold the scanner in my hand all day. 
But I already had one hand occupied 
with a radio. I wanted to wear the 
scanner on my belt and monitor by 
means of an earphone. 

Unfortunately, when I tried using the 
scanner with the antenna in close 
proximity to my body, I received next 
to nothing. I assumed my body was 
detuning the receiver, but whatever 
the cause, using a rubber ducky 
would never do. 

My next idea was to use a quarter - 
wave, two -meter whip I had made. 
That worked quite well on the scan- 
ner -much better than the flexible 
antenna -but it had an irritating habit 
of poking me in the eye whenever I 

sat down. I realized I was going to 
have to use a longer antenna for 
more gain, but one with enough flex- 
ibility not to pose a problem when 
worn under a suit coat. 

It dawned on me that my ear- 
phone's wire would make a fairly de- 

PL1 
(TO 

SCANNER 
AUDIO OUT) 

Cl 
1 

J1 

(TO SCANNER 
ANTENNA PLUG) 

J2 
(TO 

EARPHONE/ 
ANTENNA) 

Fig. I. Here's the schematic for the 
Undercover Scanner Antenna. As you 
can see, it contains only four common 
components. 

BUILD AN 

UNDERCOVER 
Scanner Antenna 

It's a useful and unusual 
accessory for your 
handheld scanner. 

BY JOHN R. SOMERS 

cent antenna if I could devise a 
method of connecting it to both the 
antenna connector and the ear- 
phone jack at the same time. That 
would have the advantage of elim- 
inating the cumbersome whip or the 
ineffective rubber ducky, while at the 
same time the length would, with luck, 
improve reception. 

Circuit Description. The schematic 
for the Antenna circuit is shown in Fig. 
1. Because the circuit is passive, no 
power supply is needed. 

Plug PL1 connects to the audio -out- 
put or earphone jack of a scanner. 

The audio signal is then fed to J2, the 
earphone /antenna jack of the circuit. 
A 0.1 -11,F capacitor, C1, connects the 
center ("hot') terminal of J2 to a BNC 
jack, J1. 

When an earphone is plugged into 
J2, C1 feeds RF from the earphone 
wire to the front end of the scanner, 
through J1, without directly con- 
necting the audio circuit to the re- 
ceiver. An earphone connected to J2 
will therefore both provide audio and 
act as an antenna. 

PL1 

SHORT LENGTH 
OF AUDIO CABLE 

GROMMET 

CENTER 
CONDUCTOR 

Cl 

FILM 
CANISTER 

J2 

RG58/U CABLE 

SCREW COLLAR 

J1 

Fig. 2. When assembling the Antenna, 
use this wiring diagram as a guide. 

Construction. Figure 2 is a simple 
connection diagram that should 
make wiring the project easier. My 
prototype was built in a 35 -mm -film 
canister, primarily because it was 
handy. You can do the same, or find 
another suitable enclosure. 

(Continued on page 70) 
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Just like these 
Fully Trained 
Electronics 
Professionals 

"Thanks to CIE I have tripled my previous 
salary, and I am now in a challenging and 
rewarding new field where only the sky is 
the limit." 
Daniel Wade Reynolds 
Industrial Electrician 
Ore -Ida Foods 

CIE was recommended to me by my boss. 
t was appealing since I could study at my 
own dace at home and during business 
ravel." 
Dan Parks 
Marketing Manager/Consumer Products 
Analog Devices, Inc. 

I loved the flexib lily CIE offered. It was the 
only way I could continue both school and 
my demanding job." 
Britt A. Hanks 
Director of Engineering 
Petroleum Helicopters, Inc. 

"I liked the way the school was set up with 
laboratory assignments to enforce 
conceptual learning. The thing which 
impressed me the most about CIE's 
curriculum is the way they show application 
for all the theory that is presented." 
Daniel N. Parkman 
Missile Electro-Mechanical Technician 
U.S. Air Force 

Completing the course gave me the ability 
o efficiently troubleshoot modern 
microprocessor based audio and video 
systems and enjoy a sense of job security." 
Tony Reynolds 
Service Manager /Technician 
Threshold Audio 8 Video 

Graduate with an Associate 
Degree from CIE! 

CIE is the best educational 
value you can receive if you 
want to learn about 
electronics, and earn a good 
income with that knowledge. 
CIE's reputation as the world 
leader in home study 
electronics is based solely 
on the success of our 
graduates. And we've 
earned our reputation with 
an unconditional commit- 
ment to provide our students 
with the very best electronics 
training. 

Just ask any of the 
150,000 -plus graduates of 
the Cleveland Institute of 
Electronics who are working 
in high -paying positions with 
aerospace, computer, 
medical, automotive and 
communications firms 
throughout the world. 
They'll tell you success 
didn't come easy...but it 
did come...thanks to their 
CIE training. And today, a 
career in electronics offers 
more rewards than ever 
before. 

career skills. Each lesson is 
designed to take you step - 
by -step and principle -by- 
principle. And while all of 
CIE's lessons are designed 
for independent study, CIE's 
instructors are personally 
available to assist you with 
just a toll free call. The result 
is practical training... the kind 
of experience you can put to 
work in today's marketplace. 

LEARN BY DOING...WITH 
STATE -OF- THE -ART 
EQUIPMENT AND 
TRAINING. 
CIE pioneered the 
first Electronics 
Laboratory 

electronics. And every CIE 
Course earns credit towards 
the completion of your 
Associate in Applied Science 
Degree. So you can work 
toward your degree in stages 
or as fast as you wish. In fact, 
CIE is the only school that 
actually rewards you for fast 
study, which can save you 
money. 

.$$, 
ioe, i,.°4- 

ED 

NH SC 
:3 
M 

CIE'S COMMITTED TO 
BEING THE BEST...IN ONE 
AREA...ELECTRONICS. 
CIE isn't another be- 
everything-to-everyone 
school. CIE teaches only 
one subject and we believe 
we're the best at what we 
do. Also, CIE is accredited 
by the National Home Study 
Council. And with more than 
1,000 graduates each year, 
we're the largest home study 
school specializing exclu- 
sively in electronics. CIE has 
been training career- minded 
students for nearly sixty 
years and we're the best at 
our subject... 
ELECTRONICS... 
ITS THE ONLY SUBJECT 
WE TEACH! 

CIE PROVIDES A 
LEARNING METHOD SO 
GOOD IT'S PATENTED. 
CIE's AUTO -PRO- 
GRAMMED® lessons are a 
proven learning method for 
building valuable electronics 

Course 
and the first 
Microprocessor 
Course. Today, no 
other home study 
school can match CIE's 
state -of- the -art equipment 
and training. And all your 
laboratory equipment, books 
and lessons are included in 
your tuition. It's all yours to 
use while you study and for 
on- the -job after you 
graduate. 

PERSONALIZED 
TRAINING....TO MATCH 
YOUR BACKGROUND. 
While some of our students 
have a working knowledge of 
electronics others are just 
starting out. That's why CIE 
has developed twelve career 
courses and an A.A.S. 
Degree program to choose 
from. So, even if you're not 
sure which electronics career 
is best for you, CIE can get 
you started with core lessons 
applicable to all areas in 

Send for CIE's FREE Course Catalog and 
See How We Can Help Your Career Too! 

YES! I want to get started. 
Send me my CIE course catalog 
including details about the 
Associate Degree Program. (For 
your convenience, CIE will have a 
representative contact you - there 
is no obligation.) 
Please Print Cleady 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip Age 

Phone No 

Check box for G.I. Bill Benefits. 
Veteran 
Active Duty AH80 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street 
Cleveland, OH 44114 

A School of Thousands. 
LA Class of One. Since 1934. j 
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Here's a look at those who guard the 

electromagnetic spectrum and keep it usable for all of us. 

Most radio amateurs and 
shortwave listeners have 
heard of the FCC or 

Federal Communications Commis- 
sion, which governs telecommunica- 
tions in the U.S. But few know about the 
"other" regulators of the airwaves, 
such as the International Telecom- 
munication Union (ITU) and other na- 
tional and international organiza- 
tions. Those "sky cops" are the radio 
peacekeepers that keep chaos out of 
an important global resource -the 
electromagnetic spectrum. And it's 

those protectors and their protected 
domain that we'll be looking at in the 
pages that follow. 

The Electromagnetic Spectrum. 
Just what are sky cops protecting? 
Well, the part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum where radio communica- 
tion can take place. That part of the 
spectrum generally is considered to 
extend from a few Hz to at least 300 

38 GHz. Scientists break up that immense 

BY KARL T. THURBER, JR. 

range of frequencies into ten smaller 
groupings or bands; most of the 
bands are ten times as high in fre- 
quency as a band lying just below 
them in the spectrum. 

In the lowest band or range are 
those frequencies known as the ultra - 
low frequencies (ULF), from essentially 
zero to 3 Hz. Just above ULF lie the 
extremely low frequencies (ELF); they 
cover 3 Hz to 3 kHz. Above that, from 3 

to 30 kHz, are the very low frequencies 
(VLF). Next are the low frequencies (LF), 

from 30 to 300 kHz. The medium fre- 
quencies (MF) extend from 300 to 
3000 kHz (3 MHz). 

From 3 MHz to 30 MHz are the high 
frequencies (HF). Above them are the 
very -high frequencies (VHF), from 30 
to 300 MHz. The ultra -high frequencies 
(UHF) extend from 300 to 3000 MHz, or 
3 GHz. From 3 GHz to 30 GHz are the 
super -high frequencies (SHF), and 

from 30 GHz to 300 GHz, the extremely 
high frequencies (EHF). 

Spectrum Management Basics. If 

you want to communicate by radio, 
you have to cooperate to avoid inter- 
ference problems. If other users oper- 
ate on the same frequencies, at the 
same time and in the same area as 
you, you'll produce mutual inter- 
ference, something to be avoided if 

possible. 
For a moment, let's turn from elec- 

tronics to economics. The radio spec- 
trum has some of the properties of 
what economists call a "common 
good," which is a special kind of natu- 
ral resource. Its use is essentially free. 
Users have no incentive to use the 
spectrum efficiently because there's 
no savings in doing so. Instead, they're 
motivated to secure the maxdmum 
amount of spectrum they can. The re- 
sult is that everyone suffers from inter- 
ference and new users are denied 
spectrum access. 
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The spectrum is an unusual com- 
mon good in that -unlike coal, oil, or 
iron --ifs not depleted or destroyed by 
use; and when one user stops using a 
portion of it, another can use it. The 
spectrum is scarce, though, because 
at any time and place one use of a 
portion of the spectrum precludes 
other use of that portion. 

Spectrum usage is regulated, ac- 
cess is controlled, and usage rules are 
enforced because of the possibilities 
of interference between users. All that 
requires some policing, both at home 
and internationally, because minimiz- 
ing interference lies at the heart of 
effective spectrum management. 

Spectrum Management: A His- 
tory. The practical application of ra- 
dio transmission and reception be- 
gan in the last decade of the previous 
century, and it didn't take long for the 
U.S. government to step in. From 1902 
to 1912, at least 28 bills dealing with 
radio regulation were introduced in 

Congress, and in 1910 a law was 
passed requiring certain ocean ves- 
sels to carry radio transmitting and 
receiving equipment. The Titanic pas- 
senger ship disaster of 1912 drew pub- 
lic attention to the use of radio on the 
high seas, especially for safety and 
rescue. 

Ultimately, the clamor for regulation 
resulting from users experiencing in- 
terference caused by unchecked 
and uncoordinated transmissions re- 
sulted in passage of the Radio Act of 
1912, which required registration of 
transmitters with the Department of 
Commerce. That act also relegated 
radio amateurs to wavelengths of 200 
meters or shorter -wavelengths that 
at the time were considered to be 
practically worthless. Surprisingly, the 
act didn't control frequencies, oper- 
ating times, and station power, so the 
government still had no real regulato- 
ry power. 

In 1922, government spectrum 
users formed the Interdepartment Ra- 

dio Advisory Committee (IRAC) under 
the Secretary of Commerce to coor- 
dinate their use of the spectrum. Of 
course, the governmenfs own use of 
the spectrum was much more easily 
coordinated than that of the public, 
and federal users found that cooper- 
ation was mutually beneficial. 

Then, the Radio Act of 1927 estab- 
lished the Federal Radio Commission 

(FRC). From 1927 until 1934, the FRC 

handled radio matters while the De- 
partment of Commerce regulated 
wireline telegraphy and telephones. 
The Communications Act of 1934 es- 
tablished the FCC, which nicely corn - 
bined those Iwo functions. 

The 1934 Act gave the FCC broad 
regulatory powers in both wireline 
(telephone and telegraph) commu- 
nications and radio communications. 
Under the 1934 Act, the President had 
the authority to assign frequencies to 
all federally owned or operated radio 
stations, assign frequencies to foreign 
embassies, and regulate the govern- 
ment's own radio equipment. 

The Act served the country well for 
many years, and it still does. But the 
many dramatic changes in telecom- 
munications over the past 10 to 20 
years have put great pressure on 
Congress to overhaul the Act, which is 

now beginning to show its age. 

The International Telecommunication 
Union's modern headquarters building, 
shown here, is located in Geneva, 
Switzerland. 

Spectrum Management Today. 
The result of the 1934 Act overhaul was 
the Telecommunications Act of 1996. 
That new act reshaped the tele- 
phone, cable, and media industries, 
promoting competition. It also placed 
regulations on electronic publishing, 
particularly on the Internet (which re- 
sulted in much protest that is still ongo- 
ing). However, the new act still didn't 
change the radio spectrum. Rather, it 
left the way clear for possible follow - 
on legislation that could change 
spectrum allocations later this year or 
next. 

So, spectrum usage remains pretty 
much the same. In the United States, 
the National Telecommunications 
and Information Administration (NTIA) 

manages the federal government's 
use of the spectrum, while the FCC 
manages all other uses -notably that 

of the public. The 1934 Act provides for 
developing different classes of radio 
service, allocating bands to the vari- 
ous services, and authorizing frequen- 
cies. However, the act doesn't 
specifically allocate bands for ex- 
clusive federal or nonfederal use. 
Such allocations stem from agree- 
ments between the FCC and NTIA 

rather than from the law itself; there- 
fore, coordination between the two 
agencies is important. 

As long as there's plenty of spec- 
trum space available, merely assuring 
that multiple users don't operate in 
the same part of the spectrum in the 
same geographic area usually is suffi- 
cient. But as the spectrum becomes 
more crowded, ensuring that the 
spectrum is used efficiently becomes 
critical. 

Fortunately -at least until re- 
cently- technology has kept ahead 
of spectrum demand. Now, however, 
the demand for spectrum is growing 
rapidly, especially for cellular radio, 
personal communications, digital -au- 
dio broadcasting, and high -resolution 
TV. The technical advances needed to 
meet the demand are pushing the 
envelope of practicality, at least in the 
short term. 

Communication systems are more 
numerous today than they were in the 
past and they have become more 
complex. Also, there has been a rapid 
growth in the number of active fre- 
quency authorizations from both the 
FCC and NTIA. 

The casual glance just provided of 
the twin guardians of spectrum man- 
agement in this country should make 
it obvious how important their exis- 
tence is. Now, let's look at each more 
closely. 

The FCC. The FCC is an indepen- 
dent federal regulatory agency re- 
sponsible for managing spectrum use 
by the public. Its commissioners are 
appointed by the President (who des- 
ignates one as Chairman) and con- 
firmed by the Senate; they serve five - 
year terms. The FCC's annual budget 
is about $100,000,000, although re- 
cent budget and personnel cuts are 
expected to adversely affect many 
FCC activities, particularly those of the 
field offices, which are expected to 
be cut back. 

Under the 1934 Act, the FCC regu- 
lates the spectrum so as to make 39 
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available rapid, efficient, worldwide 
wire- and radio -communication ser- 
vices. The Act authorizes the FCC to 
regulate the "channels of radio trans- 
mission," including radio- station li- 

censing and operation, but the law 
provides few details on FCC spec- 
trum- management objectives. The 
"public interest" is the primary criteri- 
on for non -federal spectrum man- 
agement, although the 1934 Act 
doesn't define just what that is. 

The FCC recently restructured and 
reinvented itself, resulting in an "al- 
phabet soup" of acronyms with which 
well have to contend. The Common 
Carrier Bureau regulates interstate 
wireline "common- carrier" services 
such as telephone and telegraph 
companies, and it investigates corn - 
plaints about them. The Mass Media 
Bureau regulates radio -and televi- 
sion- broadcasting stations and issues 

station licenses. 
The Cable Services Bureau handles 

cable -television issues, while the Inter- 
national Bureau regulates interna- 
tional facilities and services and 
licenses satellite facilities. It also repre- 
sents the FCC in international organi- 
zations. 

The Compliance & Information Bu- 

reau (CIB) is the FCC's primary public 
point of contact, and it carries out 
various enforcement, public -service, 
and engineering programs. The CIB 

inspects stations, resolves interference 
problems, monitors the spectrum to 
make sure that channels remain usa- 
ble and free from interference, and 
certifies radio -equipped ships. It also 
pursues administrative and criminal 
sanctions against those who violate 
the laws and FCC rules. 

Finally, the FCC's sprawling Wireless 
Telecommunications Bureau (WTB) is 

of particular interest. It handles all 
FCC domestic wireless- telecom- 
munications programs and policies, 
except those involving satellites. In- 

cluded are cellular -telephone, pag- 
ing, personal -communications, pub- 
lic- safety, and other commercial and 
private services. 

Among the WTB's seven divisions, 
the Enforcement Division and the Pri- 

vate Radio Division are of special con- 
cern. The Enforcement Division en- 
sures compliance with FCC rules, 
orders, and policies, and it responds 
to public inquiries regarding rates 

qp and practices. The Private Radio Divi- 
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Fig. 2. As its Web page graphically suggests, the National Telecommunications and 
Information Administration is at the very heart of the "information superhighway." 

Sion regulates the Public Safety, Indus- 
trial, Land Transportation, Aviation, 
Marine, Amateur, Broadcast Auxiliary, 
and Personal Radio Services. 

If you have Internet access, and 
would like to learn more about the 
FCC, you could visit the organization's 
web site at http: / /www.fcc.gov (see 
Fig. 1). 

The NTIA. A part of the Department 
of Commerce, the NTIA was estab- 
lished in 1978. Although the agency is 

little known outside the government, 
its importance shouldn't be underesti- 
mated. The NTIA is both the telecom- 
munications policy advisor to the 
President and the manager of federal 
spectrum use. Like the FCC, the NTIA is 

experiencing deep budget and per- 
sonnel cuts that might curtail many of 
its activities. 

The NTIA has five major offices and 
three staff groups. The five offices are 
International Affairs, Spectrum Man- 
agement, Telecommunication Ap- 
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Telecommunication Sciences. Sev- 
eral of those offices are especially im- 
portant to us. The Office of Internal 
Affairs, for example, provides tech- 
nical guidance and recommenda- 
tions that advance U.S. strategic 
interests and international competi- 
tiveness. 

The Office of Spectrum Manage- 
ment establishes policy regarding al- 
locations and regulations concerning 
federal spectrum use, prepares for in- 
ternational radio conferences, as- 
signs frequencies, reviews federal 
agencies' new communications sys- 

tems and certifies that spectrum will 
be available for them, assesses spec- 
trum resources, and participates in 
emergency readiness activities. 

An important NTIA staff group is the 
Interdepartment Radio Advisory 
Committee (IRAC). Created in 1922, 
the IRAC has advised, over the years, 
whoever has been responsible for ex- 
ercising the President's powers under 
the 1934 Act. Today the powers are 
delegated to the Assistant Secretary 
of Commerce for Communications 
and Information, who is also the NTIA 

Administrator. 
The IRAC assists in assigning fre- 

quencies to government radio sta- 
tions and in developing policies, 
programs, procedures, and technical 
criteria relating to spectrum alloca- 
tion, management, and use. It consists 
of a main committee, three subcom- 

mittees, a group for notifying the ITU of 
frequencies used, and several spec- 
trum policy working groups. 

To keep current on what the NTIA is 

up to, you can visit the agency's web 
site at http : / /www.ntia.doc.gov (see 
Fig. 2). 

No let's turn our attention away 
from the United States. As hinted at 
earlier there are also international 
conservators of the radio spectrum. 
But exactly what are those organiza- 
tions, and just what do they do? 

The United Nations. Established at 
the end of World -War II to promote 
international peace and security, the 
United Nations' (UN) main purpose 
was to "save succeeding generations 
from the scourge of war." It is head- 
quartered in New York, and is the sec- 
ond such organization, having re- 
placed the largely ineffective League 
of Nations, which was founded in the 
aftermath of World War I. 

The UN has six major internal agen- 
cies: the Security Council, General As- 

sembly, Economic and Social Council, 
Trusteeship Council, International 
Court of Justice, and Secretariat. Vari- 
ous specialized agencies also are at- 
tached to the UN to deal with specific 
international problems. 

A group of UN specialized agencies 
we're particularly interested in has as 
its purpose broadening and promot- 
ing communications among nations. 

The group includes the Universal 
Postal Union, the International Civil Avi- 

ation Organization, and the Interna- 
tional Telecommunication Union (ITU), 

among others. You can visit the UN's 

web site at http : / /www.un.org (see Fig. 

3) if you'd like more information on 
that international organization. 

The ITU. As an international inter- 
governmental organization, the ITU 

administers a system of frequency al- 
locations to various regions of the 
world-a necessary undertaking be- 
cause spectrum space is so scarce 
and valuable. Its mission includes 
technical, development, and policy 
domains. To those ends, the ITU holds 
periodic global meetings. 

The ITU has three "sectors." The Radi- 
ocommunication Sector promotes 
efficient spectrum use by all Radi- 
ocommunication services; the Stan- 
dardization Sector works toward 
standardizing telecommunications 
worldwide; and the Telecommunica- 
tion Development Sector enhances 
planning, technical cooperation, and 
assistance. Other elements of the ITU's 

organization include a Plenipotenti- 
ary Conference, the ITU's supreme au- 
thority; a Council of members; 
periodic world conferences on inter- 
national telecommunications; and a 
General Secretariat. 

The ITU's organization provides for 
the convening of World Radiocom- 
munication Conferences every two 
years to accommodate new tech- 
nologies in a timely manner. Those 
conferences provide a vehicle to re- 
vise the ITU's radio regulations and as- 
sociated frequency- assignment 
plans to accommodate such new 
and emerging technologies. 

The ITU also is divided geograph- 
ically into three regions. Region One is 

made up of Europe, Africa, and most 
of north Asia; Region Two contains 
North and South America; and Region 
Three consists of south and southeast 
Asia, including China and India, plus 
Australia and the Pacific. 

Like the other organizations we've 
discussed so far, the ITU also has a web 
page. You can visit it at http: // 
www.itu.ch (see Fig. 4). 

Radio's Unofficial Guardians. So 

far, we've considered the roles of gov- 
ernmental and intergovernmental or- 
ganizations. However, since the 41 
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founding of the UN, non- governmen- 
tal organizations (NGOs) have made 
valuable contributions to the interna- 
tional community. They draw atten- 
tion to issues, suggest programs, 
disseminate information, and mobi- 
lize public opinion. 

So, just what is an NGO? An NGO is a 
nonprofit, voluntary citizens' group or- 
ganized on a local, national or inter- 
national level. NGOs bring citizen 
concerns to governments, advocate 
and monitor policies, and encourage 
political participation. They also offer 
analysis and expertise, serve as "early - 
warning mechanisms" on developing 
problems, and help monitor and im- 
plement international agreements. At 
least 1,500 NGOs have programs on 
issues of concern to the UN. We'll look 
at some of them here, starting with the 
International Amateur Radio Union 
(IARU). 

The IARU. In March 1924, recog- 
nizing the international implications of 
amateur radio, pioneering radio am- 
ateur and cofounder of the American 
Radio Relay League (ARRL), Hiram Per- 
cy Maxim, W1AW, met with a small 
group of amateurs in Paris to make 
plans for a new international organi- 
zation. The organization became the 
IARU. On April 17, 1925, the IARU's con- 
stitution was adopted by 25 countries' 
representatives. The IARU's formation 
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was confirmation of Maxim's idea that 
amateur radio had become truly in- 
ternational in scope. 

Today, the IARU is a worldwide or- 
ganization that represents the inter- 
ests of more than 1.5- million radio 
amateurs, with over 125 national am- 
ateur -radio societies as members. It 

has consultative status with the UN as 
an NGO. As such, it's a member of two 
ITU sectors, Radiocommunication and 
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Fig. 4. The International Telecommunication Union is one of the numerous specialized 
agencies attached to the United Nations system. To keep up with the times, they've 
created an excellent Web page that's loaded with information. 

Telecommunication Development, 
and it participates in the ITU's World 
Radiocommunication Conferences 
every iwo years. 

The IARU's constitution spells out its 

goals and objectives in some detail. 
Those include representation of ama- 
teur radio at and between con- 
ferences and meetings of interna- 
tional organizations; encouragement 
of international goodwill and friend- 
ship; promotion of technical training 
of young people; use of amateur ra- 
dio in natural disaster relief; develop- 
ment of amateur radio in countries 
not yet represented by member so- 
cieties; and support of amateur radio 
as valuable national resources. 

Also, the IARU operates the IARU 

Monitoring System. It's used to detect 
non -amateur stations causing 
harmful interference with amateurs, in 
coordination with the ARRL Monitor- 
ing System (ARRLMS), described be- 
low, as well as with the ITU. 

The IARU has its international secre- 
tariat collocated with the ARRL head- 
quarters in Newington, CT. Its central 
policy- making functions and man- 
agement are carried out by an Ad- 
ministrative Council, But the IARU also 
is divided into three,regional organi- 
zations, paralleling the three regions 
of the ITU. The regional organizations 
may levy dues and investigate ap- 
plications for membership from pro- 
spective member societies. 
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HIRAM PERCY MAXIM 

The formation of the International Am- 
ateur Radio Union (IARU) largely is 
credited to the efforts of radio pioneer 
and inventor Hiram Percy Maxim 
(1869- 1936). Richard L. Baldwin, 
W1RU, IARU President, notes that Max- 
im's work has great significance for the 
international amateur -radio community. 
Indeed, it was Maxim who '''got the ball 
rolling" towards formation of the IARU 
72 years ago. 

In March 1924, recognizing the inter- 
national implications of amateur radio, 
Maxim met with a small, international 
group of radio amateurs in Paris to 
make plans for the new international or- 
ganization, the IARU. On April 17, 1925, 
the IARU's constitution was unan- 
imously adopted by some 25 countries' 
representatives. 

Maxim, of course, is associated 
closely with the birth and early develop- 
ment of amateur radio. A long- standing 
tradition in amateur radio is that of "The 
Old Man," or "T 0.M," That refers to 
Maxim, who, with Clarence D. Tuska, 
co- founded the American Radio Relay 
League (ARRL) in 1914. He is recog- 
nized as the father of amateur radio, 
and he served as the League's presi- 
dent for 22 years until his death in 1936. 
Maxim, whose callsign, W1AW, later 
was awarded by the FCC to the ARRL 
for its headquarters station in his mem- 
ory, was an imaginative engineer and 
inventor who pioneered in the develop- 
ment of the automobile and who also 
invented the Maxim silencer for fire- 
arms. 

T.O.M. was known as a feisty stan- 
dards- setter who was revered highly in 
the amateur community. Many,TO.M. 
stories grew up around his accomplish- 
ments, principles, and philosophies. 
Even today, some older amateurs might 
judge controversial developments in 
the hobby by asking themselves, "What 
would the Old Man (OM) think about 
that ?" 

Maxim also is associated with the tra- 
dition and symbols of the Wouff Hong, 
long a part of amateur radio lore. Not 
merely a silly spontaneous word inven- 
tion, the Wouff Hong was a mythical 
creation of a then -anonymous writer 
using the name "The Old Man," found 

Broadcasting Organizations. There 
also are a number of international or- 
ganizations involved with the ITU's 

work; those organizations represent 
the interests of international broad- 
casters. The objectives of such organi- 
zations include promoting coopera- 
tion among member broadcasting 
organizations; fostering program ex- 
changes; and representing the inter- 
national interests of its members in the 

Hiram Percy Maxim, a true amateur - 
radio pioneer, co-founded the American 
Radio Relay League in 1914 and also 
helped form the International Amateur 
Radio Union in 1925. 

after h s death to be Maxim, From that 
mythical, mystical symbol emerged the 
Royal Order of the Wouff Hong, a sort of 
radio -amateur secret society intended 
to symoolize an honorary inner circle of 
the ARfRL. 

The Nouff Hong first was mentioned 
in a series of humorous stories in Max- 
im's "Rotten Radio" series in the ARRL's 
journal OST. In the January 1917 issue, 
T.O.M. eferred to the Wouff Hong for the 
first time, discussing it in his article 
"Rotter QRM," in which he referred to 
unnecessary interference by crummy 
operators -who amateurs of the pres- 
ent era would call "lids." 

Actually, the Wouff Hong was just one 
of three mythical instruments of torture 
or strangulation designed by T.O.M. It, 

along with his two other nonsense -word 
creations, the Rettysnitch and the Ug- 
gerumph, were used to attack poor op- 
erating practices and ensure good 
radio -operating techniques. 

legal, technical, and programming 
aspects of broadcasting. 

Most of those communications - 
and broadcasting- oriented organiza- 
tions have specialized memberships. 
Regional organizations predominate, 
such as the European Broadcasting 
Union, Asia -Pacific Broadcasting 
Union, Caribbean Broadcasting 
Union, and North American National 
Broadcasters Association. Others 

serve specialized geopolitical and re- 
search interests, such as the Com- 
monwealth Broadcasting Association, 
International Institute of Communica- 
tions, and International Broadcasting 
Society. 

With the growth in international 
shortwave religious broadcasting, 
you'll also find numerous organiza- 
tions that serve similar purposes for 
religious broadcasters. Some of those 
include the National Religious Broad- 
casters; World Association for Christian 
Communication; and International 
Catholic Association for Radio, Televi- 

sion, and Audiovisuals. 

ARRL Monitoring System. 
Protecting the spectrum largely is the 
job of governments and other inter- 
national organizations. However, in 

the U.S., the ARRL sponsors two pro- 
grams that promote spectrum disci- 
pline, one of which is the ARRL 

Monitoring System ( ARRLMS). 

The ARRLMS grew out of the old In- 

truder Watch that also supported IARU 

monitoring efforts. The Intruder Watch 
was formed in the 1960s by the ARRL to 
provide a mechanism for doing 
something about the many commer- 
cial and foreign broadcasting stations 
that operated (and still operate) il- 

legally in the amateur bands -es- 
pecially on the 40 -meter band. The 
ARRL took action because many of 
those stations -radio poachers - 
thought that appropriating amateur 
frequencies would pose little prob- 
lem. 

The ARRLMS now consists of a rela- 
tively small group of amateurs - 
membership is strictly limited by the 
ARRL to those who have the right 
combination of radio equipment and 
experience. It has three objectives. 
Those are to: (1) report non- amateur 
stations causing harmful interference 
to hams to the government, so that it 
can take steps to have the interfering 
stations removed; (2) establish a rec- 
ord of vigilant protection of the ama- 
teur bands (especially on frequencies 
allocated exclusively to amateurs) so 
that other countries at international 
conferences can be apprised of their 
out -of -band operations; and (3) de- 
velop band -occupancy data and 
conduct special studies, such as 
spectrum- occupancy studies. 

ARRLMS activities stress finding inter- 
ference that seriously degrades, 43 
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obstructs, or repeatedly interrupts 
communications. There's judgment in- 
volved in reporting intruders; the mere 
existence of a non -amateur station on 
the amateur bands, or a one -time oc- 
currence, doesn't constitute harmful 
interference and so isn't reported. Nor 
is amateur -to- amateur interference 
such as jamming or deliberate QRM 
(interference) reported through the 
ARRLMS. 

ARRL Official Observers. The 
other ARRL volunteer group is the Of- 
ficial Observer (00) program, which is 

affiliated with the FCC Amateur Auxili- 
ary. Members of the 00 (called, natu- 
rally enough, OOs) are amateurs who 
help fellow hams maintain their 
equipment and operating pro- 
cedures to be in compliance with 
FCC regulations through an energetic 
on- the -air monitoring program. 

The 00 program has been spon- 
sored by the ARRL for over 50 years to 
help amateurs help each other. Their 
objectives include notifying amateurs 
by mail of operating or technical ir- 

regularities before they come to the 
attention of the FCC, fostering wider 
knowledge of and better com- 
pliance with FCC rules, extending am- 
ateur self -regulation, and helping the 
FCC better use its very limited man- 
power and resources. 

The affiliated FCC Amateur Auxiliary 
consists of about 700 volunteer ARRL 

00 appointees. While OOs monitor 
the amateur bands and notify ama- 
teurs of technical and operating dis- 
crepancies as a service to them, 
they're not radio police, and they 
don't directly enforce FCC rules. But 
they're trained to help the FCC, if 

need be, in enforcement. 
In rare, hard -core rules violations, 

OOs refer problems to the higher ech- 
elons of the Amateur Auxiliary and 
might be requested to gather evi- 
dence for possible FCC enforcement 
actions. OOs might even be called 
on- deputized, if you will -to assist 
the FCC as members of the Amateur 
Auxiliary. 

The OOs do their job by listening 
rather than transmitting. They keep an 
ear cocked for frequency instability, 
harmonics, hum, key clicks, broad sig- 
nals, distorted audio, overdeviation, 
out -of -band operation, and the like. 
OOs also look for amateur -repeater 

44 jamming, malicious interference, 

NAMES AND ADDRESSES 

American Radio Relay League 
225 Main St. 
Newington, CT 06111 -1494 

Asia -Pacific Broadcasting Union 
P.O. Box 1164 
Jalan Pantai Bahru 
59700 Kuala Lumpur 
Malaysia 

Broadcasting Research Institute 
39c Highbury Place 
London N5 l0P 
England 

Caribbean Broadcasting Union 
Wilkins Lodge 
Two Mile Hill 
St. Michael 
Barbados, W.I. 

Commonwealth Broadcasting 
Association 

Broadcasting House 
London W1A 1AA 
England 

European Broadcasting Union 
Ancienne Route, 17A 
Case Postale 67 
CH -1218 Grand -Saconnex (GE) 
Switzerland 

Federal Communications Commission 
1919 M Street N.W. 
Washington, DC 20015 

International Amateur Radio Union 
International Secretariat 
P.O. Box 310905 
Newington, CT 06131 -0905 

rude on- the -air remarks, racial slurs, 

and obscene or indecent words. 
But OOs don't resolve radio fre- 

quency interference (RFI) problems. 
Nor do they handle non -amateur HF 

intruders (those are the business of the 
ARRLMS). Cases involving unlicensed, 
on- the -air "bootleggers" are simply 
turned over to the FCC for follow -up. 

OOs complete their task once they 
send a notification postcard. The 
postcard isn't an official FCC citation; 
rather, it's a friendly note to alert the 
recipient to possible equipment fac- 
tors or operating practices that might 
have contributed to a departure from 
FCC rules or good operating prac- 
tice. No reply is required, but if you 
receive one you should take steps to 
determine what caused the problem 
and fix it. 

On the other side of the 00 coin, 
there are "Good Operator Report 
Cards." Those all- smiles reports are 
sent to operators noted by OOs 

International Catholic Association for 
Radio, Television, and Audiovisuals 

12 rue de l'Orme 
B -1040 Brussels 
Belgium 

International institute of 
Communications 

Tavistock House South 
Tavistock Square 
London WC1H 9LF 
England 

International Telecommunication 
Union 

Place des Nations 
CH- 1211 Geneva 20 
Switzerland 

National Religious Broadcasters 
299 Webro Rd. 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 

National Telecommunications and 
Information Administration 

2100 Wisconsin Ave. 
Washington, DC 20007 

North American National 
Broadcasters Association 

1500 Bronson Ave. 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada K1G 3J5 

United Nations (UN) 
1st Ave. and 46th St. 
New York, NY 10017 

World Association for Christian 
Communication 

357 Kennington Lane 
London SE11 50Y 
England 

whose on- the -air signals and /or oper- 
ating practices stand out as being 
consistent with the highest standards 
and thus are a model for newcomers 
to follow. 

OOs must be trained and certified. 
They use an extensive training manual 
and pass a comprehensive examina- 
tion before issuing notifications. They 
also must be full ARRL members and 
have been licensed at the Technician 
Class or higher for at least four years. 
00 applications are handled 
through the ARRL's field organization. 

If you're interested in the public ser- 
vice aspects of amateur radio, the 
ARRL offers several other field ap- 
pointments. Those include Official Re- 

lay Station, Official Emergency Sta- 
tion, Official Bulletin Station, Technical 
Specialist, Public Information Officer, 
and Local Government Liaison. All re- 
quire ARRL membership, and some re- 
quire a particular class of license or 
other experience. 
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Since the early 1990s, tele- 
phone accessories have 
been appearing on the mar- 

ket that, when plugged into the 
phone line, will display the number 
and /or name of the calling party of 
each incoming call. Those caller -ID 

devices tap into the data stream sent 
down the phone lines and use it to 
identify the origin of the call. However, 
such units do not usually provide any 
way for you to implement the data 
received: You can see who's calling, 
and that's about it. 

The Caller -ID Computer Interface 
described in this article changes all 
that. It's a device that directly links your 
computer to caller -ID information, 
and enables you to create programs 
that can import and use the data. 
Your computer can keep a running 
log of all incoming calls, automat- 
ically retrieve information from a 
database related to a caller, or verify 
a caller's name and phone number if, 
for example, he or she wished to gain 
access to your BBS or other modem 
applications. 

All decoding and processing of the 
caller -ID data is handled by the on- 
board microcontroller. That chip con- 
verts the data to a one -line, format- 
ted ASCII string that can be easily 
imported by your PC with very little 
programming. The serial communi- 

12) 
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Caller -ID 
COMPUTER 
Interface 
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Use it to keep track on your PC 
of who's been calling. 

cations interface used on the Caller ID 

was specifically designed to share the 
same RS -232 port with other projects 
of its kind. Multiple units can be pig- 
gybacked on the same port and 
plugged into different phone lines, 
thus allowing one computer to man- 
age calls received from several tele- 
phones. 

About Caller ID. There are a 
number of features now offered by 
local telephone companies that are 
part of Custom Local Area Signaling 
Services (CLASS), which include dis- 
tinctive ringing, call forwarding, etc. 
Among the CLASS features are two 
services that deliver information per- 
taining to the calling party: Calling 
Number Delivery (CND) and Calling 
Name Delivery (CNAM). Both CND 
and CNAM are part of a subscriber 
feature that transmits data (date, 
time, number, and name) of the call- 
ing party during the silent period be- 
tween the first and second ring. You 

must subscribe to those services or no 
data will be sent, but once sub- 
scribed, you will receive the data on 
calls whether the caller subscribes or 
not. 

The date and time information is 

sent on all calls, but the actual calling 
party's name or number might not al- 
ways be available. If the caller wishes 

BY TERRY J. WEEDER 

to be anonymous, a special code is 

sent instead of the name and number 
indicating that the call is private. Also, 
though in the very near future all 
areas of the U.S. will be connected to 
the system, at the time of this writing 
there are still gaps in the data link, 

such as calls originating from some 
very rural areas and /or some calls re- 
ceived via long- distance lines. In 

those cases, a code is sent indicating 
that the call is coming from out of the 
area. 

Data Message Format. Caller -ID 

data is transmitted serially (least -sig- 
nificant bit first) at 1200 bits per sec- 
ond. Each 8 -bit word is preceded bya 
start bit (space) and followed by a 
stop bit (mark), with 1200 Hz being a 
logical 1 (mark) and 2200 Hz being a 
logical 0 (space). In addition, up to 10 

mark bits could be added between 
words. That data is delivered to your 
home using one of Iwo different for- 
mats: Single Data Message Format 
(SDMF) and Multiple Date Message 
Format (MDMF). 

Figure 1 shows the order in which 
the data is sent when using SDMF The 

portion of the message that contains 
the calling number is preceded by a 
'type code" of 04 (hex). Following that 
is a "length" word that is the number of 
words in the message, then the date 45 
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SINGLE DATA 
MESSAGE FORMAT 

MESSAGE TYPE 
CODE = 04 HEX 

MESSAGE LENGTH 

MONTH 

DAY 

HOUR 

MINUTE 

DIGIT 1 OR "P" OR "O" 
DIGIT 2 

UP TO 10 DIGITS 

Fig. 1. This diagram shows the order in 
which caller -ID data is sent when using 
Single Data Message Format. 

time and number followed by a 
"checksum" word. 

For example, 07 -31 -93 1:30 pm 
513 -555 -1212 would be sent as fol- 
lows: {type} {length} 073193133051 
35551212 {checksum}. Note that 
the time is in 24 -hour format. The 
message type and length are sent 
in binary, while each character of 
the month, day, hour, minute, and 
telephone number are sent in 
standard, 8 -bit ASCII codes. 

If for some reason a calling party's 
number is not available (i.e. if it's out- 
side your service area, or originating 
from a phone where CND is not sup- 
ported), the letter "O" is sent instead 
of a telephone number. If the calling 
party is deliberately blocking the de- 
livery of his or her number (that can 
be done, in most areas, by pressing 
'67 on your touch -tone phone prior to 
making a call), the letter "P" will be 
sent instead of the telephone 
number. 

In order to provide for future addi- 
tions to the data stream sent over the 
phone line, MDMF was created, which 
allows for transmissions of multiple 
blocks of data (messages), not neces- 
sarily related to each other. Bell Com- 
munications Research group (Bell- 
core) has hinted that in the future 
SDMF might eventually be phased out 
in favor of MDMF 

The structures of the two different 
46 formats are rather incongruous with 

each other. In addition to being able 
to deliver multiple messages (other 
then Just caller -ID information), the 
data associated with each message 
in the MDMF is broken up into sepa- 
rate parameters. In the case of the 
CND information, for example, the 
date and time are delivered in a 
completely separate parameter than 
that of the calling number. The mes- 
sage might contain different param- 
eters in various order, depending on 
the services subscribed to. In either 
format, the last word to be transmitted 
is a checksum word, which is the corn - 
plement of the sum of the bits in all 
words in the data transmission, and is 

used to ensure that the data was re- 
ceived correctly. 

When using MDMF the message - 
type word that indicates delivery of 
CND and /or CNAM is 80 (hex). That is 

followed by a message -length word 
that is the sum of all the words in all the 
different parameters associated with 
the message. Figure 2 shows each 
parameter that could be included, 

DATA AND TIME 
PARAMETER 

PARAMETER TYPE 
CODE = 01 HEX 

PARAMETER LENGTH 

MONTH 

DAY 

HOUR 

MINUTE 

NAME 
PARAMETER 

PARAMETER TYPE 
CODE = 07 HEX 

PARAMETER LENGTH 

CHARACTER 
CHARACTER 2 

UP TO 15 

CHARACTERS 

and the type code that identifies it. 

Note that each parameter has its own 
length word also. That word is impor- 
tant when designing a program that 
will decode the message. For exam- 
ple, if you want your program to look 
for just the name of the calling party, 
you would want it to ignore those pa- 
rameters that have the wrong type 
code. When receiving each type 
code, the length word can be used to 
indicate how many words your pro- 
gram will have to skip before the be- 
ginning of the next parameter. 

Whether you subscribe to CND, 
CNAM, or both determines which pa- 
rameters will be included in the mes- 
sage. In all cases, either the "number" 
parameter or "reason for absence of 
number" parameter will be sent, but 
not both. The same applies to the 
"name" and "reason for absence of 
name" parameters. At the present 
time, the maximum number of 
characters in the name parameter 
will not exceed 15. That number is ex- 
pected to increase in the future. 

NUMBER 
PARAMETER 

PARAMETER TYPE 
CODE = 02 HEX 

PARAMETER LENGTH 

DIGIT 1 

DIGIT 2 

UP TO 10 DIGITS 

REASON FOR ABSENCE 
OF NUMBER 

PARAMETER TYPE 
CODE = 04 HEX 

PARAMETER LENGTH 

"O" OR "P" 

REASON FOR ABSENCE 
OF NAME 

PARAMETER TYPE 
CODE = 08 HEX 

PARAMETER LENGTH 

"O" OR "P" 

Fig. 2. Here are the parameters and parameter -type codes that might be included in a 

caller -ID data stream when Multiple Data Message Format is used. 
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PARTS LIST FOR THE CALLER -ID COMPUTER INTERFACE 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
ICI- MCI45447 calling -line 

identification receiver, integrated 
circuit 

IC2- PICI6C54 (preprogrammed) 8- 

bit microcontroller, integrated 
circuit 

IC3 -93LC56 serial EEPROM, 
integrated circuit 

IC4 -78L05 low -power 5 -volt 
regulator 

Q1- 2N4403 general -purpose PNP 
silicon transistor 

BR1-1-amp, 200 -Ply, full -wave 
bridge rectifier 

D1, D2- 1N4148 general- purpose 
silicon diode 

LEDI- Light -emitting diode, yellow 
LED2 -Light- emitting diode, red 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are '/a -watt, 5% units.) 
R1 R4- 10,000 -ohm 
R5- 470,000 -ohm 
R6- 18,000 -ohm 
R7- 15,000 -ohm 
R8, R9-620 -ohm 
RIO, R11-2000-ohm 
R12 R14, R16 47,000-ohm 
R 15 -1000 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 
Cl, C2- 0.2 -11F, Mylar 
C3, C4-470-pF, ceramic -disc 

C5, C8 C10- 0.1 -p,F, Mylar 
C6, C7- 15 -pF, ceramic -disc 
C11- 10 -µF, 35 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND 
MATERIALS 

MOV1-130-VRMS metal -oxide 
varistor 

XTALI- 3.58 -MHz, TV- colorburst 
crystal 

BI- 9-volt alkaline battery (optional, 
see text) 

Printed- circuit materials, suitable 
enc osure, IC sockets, 12 -VDC 
wall adapter, telephone cord with 
modular plug, RS -232 connector 
(see text), four -conductor cable, 
wire. solder, hardware. etc. 

Note: The following items are 
available from Weeder 
Technologies (P.O. Box 421, 
Battvia, OH 45103; Tel. 
513- 752- 0279): double -sided 
etched and drilled PC board 
(WTCCI -B)- $9.50; kit of parts 
including all on -board components 
and pre -programmed PIC16C54 
(WTCCI -C)-- $25.00; pre- 
programmed PIC16C54 (PIC- 
CCI)- $16.00. All orders must 
include an additional $4.00 for 
shiçping and handling. Ohio 
residents please add 6% sales tax. 

Circuit Description. The schematic 
diagram for the Caller ID is shown in 

Fig. 3. Power is supplied by a 12 -volt- 
DC wall transformer or other fixed sup- 
ply. A 78L05 regulator, IC4, then con- 
verts that supply to 5 -volts DC for use 
by the circuit; that output is filtered by 
C11, and C10 stabilizes IC4. A 9 -volt 
battery, B1, can be used with switch- 
ing diodes D1 and D2 as a back -up at 
times when there is a loss of AC line 
current. 

An MC145447 calling -line identifi- 
cation receiver, ICI, strips the FSK 

tones from the telephone line and 
converts them to TTL -level data. The 

tones are coupled through C3, C4, R3, 

and R4 to input -pins 1 and 2 of ICI. 
Bridge- rectifier BR1 converts the ring 
voltage to DC and applies it, through 
an attenuator made of R5R7, to ring - 
detect -pins 3 and 4 of ICI. 

The heart of the circuit is IC2, a 
PIC16C54 EPROM -based 8 -bit CMOS 
microcontroller. That chip has one 8- 
bit I/O port, one 4 -bit I/O port, and 
internal EPROM memory that holds 
the program used for decoding the 
data being output by ICI, reading 
and writing data to and from a 
93LC56 EEPROM (IC3), and sending 
serial data to a connected PC's 47 
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RS -232 port. A detailed description of 
IC2's firmware is presented later. 

The voltage levels used for serial 
communications on an RS -232 port 
are + 3V to + 25V for a logic 0, and 
- 3V to - 25V for a logic 1. Most 

RS -232 devices use + 12V and -12V 
respectively. Bit 6 (pin 12) of IC2 is used 
to send data to the serial port. A logic 
1 is generated when bit 6 is at a high 
level; that turns off Q1, allowing the 
- 12V from the transmit -data (TD) pin 
of the RS -232 to be applied to the 
receive -data (RD) pin through resistor 
R2. When bit 6 is sent low, it produces a 
logic 0 that turns on Q1, thereby pull- 
ing the RD pin to + 5V. Because the TD 

pin of an RS -232 port is normally at a 
marking level ( -12V), it provides the 
negative voltage needed for com- 
munications at RS -232 levels. 

Bit 7 (pin 13) of IC2 is tied to the 
data -terminal -ready (DTR) pin 
through R14 and determines when 
the Caller ID is plugged into an active 
RS -232 port. Bit 3 (pin 2) of IC2 is tied to 
the RD pin through R13 and is used to 
verify an idle RS -232 state prior to 
sending any serial data. That will 
avoid a collision with the data sent 
from an adjacent Caller -ID Computer 
Interface unit, or any other projects 
that are sharing the same RS -232 port. 

A 93LC56 2K serial EEPROM (I03) is 

used as a 256- character buffer to 
store all caller -ID data until it has the 
chance to be sent to the computer. 
The chip -select (pin 1), data -in /out 

°e 

0000 
e 

00 

(pins 3 and 4), and clock (pin 2) of the 
EEPROM connect to pins 1, 17, and 18 

of IC2, respectively. Because the data 
in /out pins of IC3 share the same I/O 
pin of IC2, resistor R15 is used to limit 
the current flow during those transition 
times between write and read func- 
tions when there are conflicting logic 
levels. 

Here's how IC2 communicates with 
the EEPROM: First, the microcontroller 
places a high on the chip -select pin 
of IC3. Data is then transferred serially 
to and from the EEPROM on the 
positive transition of the clock pin. 
Each read or write function is pre- 
ceded by a start bit, an opcode 
(identifying the function to be per- 
formed -read, write, etc.), then an 8- 
bit address, which is followed by the 8 

bits of data that are being written to, 
or read from, that address. 

The PIC Firmware. As mentioned, 
microcontroller IO2 must be pro- 
grammed with the Caller -ID Comput- 
er Interface firmware in order to work 
with the circuit. If you have the equip- 
ment and can program your own PIC, 

the source and object code files are 
available on the Gernsback BBS 

(516- 293 -2283). Otherwise, you can 
order a pre -programmed micro - 
controller from the source mentioned 
in the Parts List. 

Here's how the firmware works: At 
power -up, and after the micro - 
controller initializes several of its inter- 

O 
-1 

O 
o 
o 

2 -7/16 INCHES 

nal registers and sends a series of 
commands to the EEPROM that en- 
ables the write function, IC2 monitors 
ring- detect -pin 12 of IC1. When a ring 
is detected by IC1, and verified for at 
least 2.3 ms, IC2 waits for the end of 
the ring then looks for the presence of 
the caller -ID carrier by watching the 
carrier -detect pin (pin 13) of IC1. If a 
carrier is detected within 2 seconds, 
IO2 reads the first word that is transmit- 
ted serially from IC1's data -out pin (pin 
15). That word represents the type 
code of the message. If the type is 

found to be 04h (SDMF) or 80h 
(MDMF), IC2 retrieves all subsequent 
words in the message and stores the 
complete string in the EEPROM. 

Following the retrieval of the caller - 
ID data, IC2 checks the DTR pin of the 
RS -232 interface to determine if it is 

connected to an active serial port. If 

so, the data stored in the EEPROM is 

transmitted to the RS -232 port in the 
following format: "12/31 08:45 
513 - 752 -0279 Weeder,Terry"; that's in- 
cluding all spaces and separators. 
That string is preceded by an "I" (iden- 
tifying it as an incoming call) and fol- 
lowed by a carriage return. 

The ASCII string is stored in the corn - 
puter's internal RS -232 buffer ready for 
input into a program (for example, a 
QuickBASIC program with a "line input 
#" command). If the DTR shows an 
inactive serial port (i.e. the program is 

not running, the computer is turned 
off, etc.) IC2 returns and watches for 

r oo e 
e oo o O 

00o 0 e 
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48 Fig. 4. The PC pattern for the solder side of the Caller ID board. Fig. 5. Here's the pattern for the component side of the board. 
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Fig. 6. Use this parts -placement diagram as 
Caller -ID PC board. Battery BI should only 
power source. 

another ring detect, taking the data 
from any subsequent call and adding 
it to the EEPROM, then dumping all 
data to the RS -232 port as soon as the 
latter is active. 

Construction. The author's pro- 
totype for the Caller ID was built on a 
double -sided PC board. If you would 
like to do the same, you can either 
etch your own board using the solder - 
and component -side templates 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, or 
order a pre- etched and drilled board 
from the source mentioned in the 
Parts List. 

Refer to the parts -placement di- 
agram shown in Fig. 6 and begin as- 
sembly as follows. Solder sockets to 
the board for ICI -IC3, being sure they 
are oriented properly. Next, install all 
resistors and capacitors, paying at- 
tention to the polarity of capacitor 
C11. Go on to mount D1, D2, LEDI, and 
LED2, positioning them as shown in 

Fig. 6. 

Solder the bridge rectifier (note 
BR1's polarity) and metal -oxide vari- 
stor (MOV1) to the board. Then, install 
the transistor (Q1) and regulator (104), 

positioning them as shown; be sure to 
avoid creating a solder bridge be- 
tween those closely spaced pads. 
Mount XTAL1 next, leaving a small gap 

LED1 LED2 0--R9 

(1) (11) 

a guide when you're assembling the 
be connected if you wish to have a backup 

between the bottom of the crystal 
and the PC board to avoid the 
chance of its metal case shorting the 
two pads together. 

Obtain a piece of 4- conductor 
telephone modular cord (available 
from Radio Shack and other sources), 
cut off one of the connectors, strip 
and tin the red and green wires, and 
solder them to the terminals marked 
"red" and "green" in Fig. 6. The yellow 
and black wires are not used. 

Use another piece of 4- conductor 
telephone cord to run between the 
PC board to an RS -232 connector. To 

make sure the Caller ID is compatible 

25-PIN 

SG TD RD DTR DSR DCD RTS CTS 
7 2 3 20 6 8 4 5 

O O O 

SG TD RD 
5 3 2 

O O O 

9 -PIN 

DTR DSR DCD RTS CTS 
4 6 1 7 8 

'LLT 
Fig. 7. The Caller ID unit can be used 
with either a 9- or 25 -pin RS -232 
connector. Just make the connections 
shown here to the four appropriately 
labeled leads from the circuit. 

with all PCs, hook -up diagrams for 
both 9- and 25 -pin RS -232 connectors 
are shown in Fig. 7. Simply match the 
DTR, RD, TD, and SG connections on 
the board with their corresponding 
pins on the connector you are using. 
Then, solder a jumper wire on the 
RS -232 connector between RTS and 
CTS pins, and between the DTR, DSR, 

and DCD pins, as shown. 
You will now need to make the nec- 

essary power connections to the cir- 
cuit. If you have a 12 -VDC wall 
transformer you wouldn't mind dedi- 
cating to use with the Caller ID, cut off 
the connector at the end of the wires, 
use a voltmeter to determine which 
lead is positive and which is negative, 
and solder those wires to the appro- 
priate pads on the PC board. Alter- 
natively, you could add a power jack 
that matches the power adapter you 
have. 

Note that B1 is listed as being op- 
tional. That battery can be used as 
back -up during a power outage. If 

you want to use it, solder a 9- volt -bat- 
tery clip to the terminals shown in Fig. 

6. Note, if you're not using a battery for 
backup, a 9 -VDC wall transformer can 
be substituted for the 12 -VDC one. 

After all components and wires 
have been soldered, closely examine 
both sides of the PC board for any 
mistakes. Then, carefully plug ICI -I03 
into their sockets using the orienta- 
tions shown in Fig. 6. If you can't find 
ICI locally, you can order it from New- 
ark Electronics (Tel. 516- 567 -4200) and 
other Motorola distributors. 

Mount the board in a plastic en- 
closure and cut three notches in the 
seam of the box for the cords to exit. 

Tie a knot in each cord for strain relief, 
then assemble the Iwo halves of the 
box, placing the knots on the inside. 

Operation. The Caller -ID Computer 
Interface can share the same RS -232 
serial port with other units of its kind if 

you wire each in parallel to the same 
RS -232 connector. You must, however, 
remove R1 and R2 on any subsequent 
unit; in other words, of all the units par- 
alleled on the same port, only one 
should have R1 and R2 installed. 
Doing that will allow you to piggyback 
additional units for monitoring multi- 
ple lines. 

You must call your phone company 
and subscribe to the Caller -ID service 

(Continued on page 76) 49 
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rs find victims of 
man-made- 

survival. 

BY BILL SIURU 

Many of us have watched on 
television as search -and- 
rescue teams frantically at- 

tempted to locate survivors of the 
Oklahoma City bombing; the collaps- 
ed department store in Seoul, Korea; 
the earthquake in Kobe, Japan; and 
other man -made and natural disas- 
ters that were equally devastating. 
While people have been found days, 
even weeks, after some of those dis- 
asters, every second counts during 
search -and -rescue operations. 

Trained search dogs are usually the 
first alternative in search -and -rescue 
situations. Dogs can cover an area to 
detect victims more quickly than hu- 
mans. Also, they can often reach 
areas that are inaccessible or too 

50 dangerous for human searchers. A 

dog can find victims who cannot 
communicate. 

But there are drawbacks to using 
dogs. For one, dogs are a scarce re- 
source that require a highly trained 
handler. Further, winds, layers of con- 
crete, elevator shafts, and so forth can 
redirect smells making the dog's job 
difficult, if not impossible. 

That's where today's high -tech elec- 
tronic gear comes into play. Such 
gear is not designed to replace 
trained search dogs; for one thing, 
electronic listening devices, for exam- 
ple, usually require a cooperative vic- 
tim who can produce a sound to 
make his or her presence known. In- 

stead, the technology is used to com- 
plement search dogs in searching for 
survivors. 

Listening For Victims. In their fight 
for life, trapped victims will cry, knock, 
scratch, or make other sounds as they 
struggle to be heard and subse- 
quently rescued. Sometimes body 
motion or mere breathing can be 
used in locating survivors. Most of the 
time, those sounds are barely audible 
because of the victim's weakened 
condition and often confined posi- 
tion beneath mounds of rubble, dirt, 
mud, or snow. The problem is further 
compounded by the general din of 
equipment and vehicles, as well as 
radio communications during a ma- 
jor rescue operation. Because the 
feeble sounds made by victims will 
probably not be heard by the un- 
aided ear, high -tech sensing systems 
have been developed. 
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One of those is the TPL 310 Trapped 
Person Locator offered by Mistral Inc., 

located in Bethesda, MD. The Trapped 
Person Locator was developed by 
Elpam Technologies in Tel Aviv, Israel to 
find survivors in collapsed buildings 
caused by terrorist bombings. The 

TPL -310 uses a combination of four 
acoustic and seismic sensors -typ- 
ically one acoustic and three seismic 
sensors, though four of the latter can 
be used. The sensors are lowered into 
the site at the end of a cable. Cover- 
ing the entire acoustic and seismic 
spectrum, that combination of sen- 
sors can detect audible sounds as 
well as vibrations such as victims' tap- 
ping and scratching. Sound detection 
is especially important for locating 
babies or small children who are 
much more likely to cry than knock or 
tap. 

Various listening strategies can be 
used to pinpoint the precise location 
of a victim, or to determine if there is 

more than one survivor. For instance, 
several sensors can be placed at dif- 
ferent locations for triangulating the 
location. Or, by simultaneously listen- 
ing to two signals with Iwo separate 
display units, the presence of two 
sources, and thus two victims, can be 
determined. The TPL 310 system can 
be used in the aftermath of earth- 
quakes, collapsed buildings, ava- 
lanches, land slides, mud slides, and 
mine disasters. 

Frequency -band filters are used to 
eliminate noise from rescue machin- 
ery and vehicles, as well as nearby 
radio -frequency transmitters. If a sur- 

vivor is found, the acoustic sensor can 
be replaced by a sensor /speaker unit 
so the operator can have two -way 
communications with the survivor 
using a handheld microphone. Typ- 

ically, the TPL 310 with four sensor in- 
puts requires three people -an 
operator and Iwo assistants. The sys- 

tem is battery operated, either a 12- 

volt car battery, 12 -volt commercial 
battery, or a dozen C -cell batteries. 
There is also a simpler TPL -310 C /Mini 
system with only one acoustic and 
one seismic sensor. It operates on four 
9 -volt batteries. 

The German -made Wandel & Golt- 
ermann Life Detector (offered in 
North America by Delsar, Inc. of Chap- 
el Hill, NC) is another system that de- 
tects survivors using vibrations trans- 
mitted through solid media. The 

;k-; 
The Trapped Person Locator lets 
rescuers locate and communicate with 
survivors. It was successfully used after 
earthquakes in Armenia and the 
Philippines. 

seismic oscillations excite a mass in- 
side the sensor, which is connected to 
a piezoelectric cable. The movement 
of the mass generates a voltage that 
is converted into an audio signal by 
the Life Detector. Headphones are 
used to listen to that audio signal or 
the signal can be displayed on the 
Life Detector control unit. The sensor is 

sensitive to motion in all three axes, so 
position, for instance, on the rubble 
heap is not critical. The signals can be 
summed or listened to one at a time 
so you can more accurately locate 
the source of the signal. 

Accessory magnetic clamps are 
used to attach the sensor to steel 
structures. Spikes are used to pene- 
trate soil or concrete. Each sensor can 
detect infrasonic frequencies down 
to 1 Hz. Frequencies in that range 
propagate particularly well in earth, 
sand, and rubble. The upper limit is 

3000 Hz. Filters are used to suppress 
extraneous outside noise. 

Delsar offers another important res- 

cue tool -the AC Hot Stick. While not a 
sensing device, the AC Hot Stick uses a 
high -sensitivity AC amplifier to detect 
downed high -voltage AC wires, a 
constant danger to rescue workers. If 

a "hot' wire is detected, the AC Hot 

Sticks sounds an audible alarm. 

Visual Searches. The latest, smaller, 
lighter, and better- performing video 
technology allows remote, visual 
searches for trapped victims. For in- 

stance, Search Systems of Bakersfield, 
CA is offering its Search Cam, which 
consists of a sensor package on a 12- 

foot -long, rigid, telescoping pole. At its 

tip, the 1.75- inch -diameter head con- 
tains a video camera, microphone, 
speaker, and lights so rescue workers 
can see, hear and communicate with 
survivors in voids of collapsed build- 
ings. 

The video monitor is worn on the 
operator's chest so it can be viewed 
while extending the probe. The video 
camera at the end of the probe can 
swing through 180 -degrees using a 
gear -motor mounted inside the 
head. The 12 -foot probe length allows 

The WG Life Detector with three of the six sensors that can be used to locate 
survivors. Signals from two sensors can be compared visually using the display, or 
audibly in the earphones. 51 
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searching even in pancaked con- 
crete flooring at depths of up to 10- 
foot thickness, 

The Search Cam has already 
proven itself in a major disaster. One 
unit had been purchased by the 
Seoul Fire Department only four 
months before the collapse of the 
five -story department store. The 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) has acquired Search 
Cams for all its 26 search -and -rescue 
teams. 

Another system, the Mini -Portable 
Integrated Video System (MiniPIVS), 
was developed by Sandia National 
Laboratories in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico for use in nuclear weapons 
accidents. Now MiniPIVS is being 
commercialized for use by rescue 
workers in disasters ranging from 
earthquakes to terrorist attacks. Mini- 
PIVS is a fully portable, self- contained 
unit that provides one -way video and 
Iwo-way audio communications be- 
tween a remote on -scene disaster lo- 
cation and a base station some 
distance away. The portable video/ 
audio unit, or camcorder, can be 
mounted on a tripod and operated 
by remote control. Or it can be used in 
a handheld mode with auxiliary 
equipment carried in a field vest. The 
system allows rescuers to keep in con- 
stant communication with a team of 
disaster and medical experts who 
can observe the rescue operation 
and provide advice from a safer, 
more secure base station. 

The MiniPIVS technology has been 
turned over to two Native- American- 
owned companies located in the 
Navajo Nation for commercializa- 
tion -They are First American Coop- 
erative Engineering of Leupp, AZ and 
SunMart Inc. of Window Rock, AZ. They 
are combining the MiniPIVS with the 
Personal Medical Interpreter (PMI) de- 
veloped by both companies. The PMI 
uses a CD -ROM and is capable of 
translating 1900 medical phrases into 
43 languages to make the system 
useful virtual anywhere in the world. 
With MiniPIVS and PMI, if a rescuer 
found a disaster victim who spoke 
only a foreign language, the rescuer 
could program the PMI to communi- 
cate vital information to the victim. 

Fire - Rescue Gear. Building collaps- 
es, earthquakes, and other similar dis- 

52 asters are not the only search -and- 

Mini -Portable Integrated Video System (MiniPIVS) 
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The MiniPIVS, developed by Sandia National Laboratories, can be used to 
communicate with victims of disasters. 

The Fire Finder II looks and operates like a flashlight, but it can quickly spot hidden 
hot spots that can further endanger both victims and rescuers. 

rescue situations to benefit from mod- 
ern technology. Firemen frequently 
have to make rescues in complete 
darkness and in dense smoke, moving 
on hands and knees, searching es- 
sentially blind for people who might 
be unconscious or hiding under beds 
or behind obstructions. Sometimes an 
unseen fire can be raging under the 
floor on which rescuers are crawling; if 
undetected, that could place both 
victims and rescuers in further jeopar- 
dy. 

Cairns & Brother Inc. in Clifton, NJ 
with the assistance of GEC -Marconi 
Avionics Inc. in Britain has combined 
the latest in infrared -imaging, virtual - 
reality, and microprocessor tech- 

nology so firefighters can see even in 
total darkness or in the densest blind- 
ing smoke. The CairnslRlS Infrared 
Imaging System consists of three main 
parts. The IRIS sensor and tiltable 
helmet- mounted display (HMD), both 
mounted on the firefighter's helmet 
shell, allow completely hands -off op- 
eration. The processor /power module 
(PPM) is located on the fireman's belt, 
well protected inside a thermally insu- 
lated pouch. 

The totally self- contained infrared 
sensor weighs 1.4 pouhds. Inside there 
is a latest -technology germanium 
lens and heat -sensitive, miniature 
CCD sensing chip operating in the 

(Continued on page 70) 
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HAM RAdio 
Twin -Lead Antennas 

ne of the things that has inter- 
ested me over the years is 

cheap antennas that work well. By 

"well" I mean with reference to a 

dipole -I tend to judge every antenna 
against a resonant half -wavelength 
dipole on the same frequency. While 

not as "scientific" as comparing the 

antenna to a theoretical construct 
called an "isotropic source" (which is 

how professional antenna engineers 
define antennas), it works in the real 

world -after all, I don't know how to 

build an isotropic radiator, so, to me, 

comparisons made to one are little 
more than a dreary figure on paper. By 

"cheap" I mean something that I can 

build for less than $25 given a little 
ingenuity and a well- stocked junk box 

(or, if you ask my wife, "junk room "). 

A 

---C : .3-- 
8 

Fig. 1. Before coax became as popular as it is 

today, twin -lead was the most popular type of 
TV- antenna transmission line. a section of 450 - 
ohm twin -lead is shown in A, and 300 -ohm 
twin -lead is shown in B. 

Not long ago I was in a Radio Shack 

store and they were offering some old 

stock for sale at a tremendous discount, 
and among the items were several 100 - 

foot rolls of 300 -ohm television twin - 

lead. "Hmmmmmmm ... ," I wondered, 
"how many different antennas can I 

build with this stuff ?" Because I also 

have about 65 feet of 450 -ohm twin - 

lead, left over from my experiments with 

the G5RV antenna not long after I 

assumed the writing of this column, I 

also wondered what could be done with 

56 that material. 

TWIN -LEAD 
Before tackling twin -lead antennas 

let's first look at what this stuff called 
"twin- lead" really is -after all, readers 
raised in the cable -TV generation 
might not recognize this older form of 
TV transmission line. Two basic forms 
of twin -lead transmission line are 

shown in Fig. 1. Both forms are basi- 
cally parallel- conductor transmission 
lines, but with an insulator material 
between the wires (as opposed to 

open line, which uses air dielectric and 

spacers). The form in Fig. lA is repre- 
sentative of 450 -ohm twin -lead. It is 

heavier than 300 -ohm twin -lead (Fig. 
1B), and usually has square holes 
punched in it to beat down losses (and 

also raise the velocity factor a little bit). 
The smaller and more flexible 300 - 

ohm twin -lead once was the most 
common form of television- antenna 
transmission line. Some 300 -ohm line 

has holes punched in it, and the holes 
might be squared (as in Fig. 1A), 

round, or elongated with rounded 
ends. The effect of those holes is, as 

above, to reduce losses on higher fre- 
quencies (UHF), and raise the velocity 
factor from about 0.82 to about 0.87. 

TWIN -LEAD ANTENNAS 
Antennas come in two basic fla- 

vors: Marconi designs and Hertzian 
designs. Marconi antennas are unbal- 
anced with respect to ground, so one 
side of the transmission line is ground- 
ed at the antenna end. Examples of 
the Marconi form are the end -fed, sin- 

gle, random -length wire and the quar- 
ter- wavelength vertical. 

Hertzian antennas are balanced 
with respect to ground. Examples of 
those antennas are dipoles and dou- 
blets of all forms. 

TWIN -LEAD MARCONI 
ANTENNA 

Figure 2 shows the basic Marconi 
form of antenna made with 300 -ohm 

twin -lead. The overall length of the 

BY JOSEPH J. CARR, K4IPV 

radiator is quarter wavelength, but 
because the transmission line used for 

the element has a velocity factor less 

than 1.00, the overall length is a tad 

shorter than the free -space quarter 
wavelength. To find the proper length 

(in feet) divide 234 by the frequency in 

megahertz: LFT = 234 /fvHz. 

Note that at the far end of the twin - 
lead Marconi antenna the two conduc- 
tors of the twin -lead are shorted 

ENDS 
SHORTED 

TWIN -LEAD 
RADIATOR 
ELEMENT 

COAX TO RIG 

RADIALS 

GROUND 
ROD 

Fig. 2. A twin -lead Marconi antenna is shown 
here. Note that the conductors are shorted at the 
far end and that a good ground is required. 

together. Because the radiator is a 

quarter -wavelength long, a short cir- 
cuit at the far end reflects a high 

impedance to the feedpoint. 
The feedline end of the radiator is 

connected directly to a length of 52- 

ohm coaxial cable, which goes to the 
rig. The shield of the coaxial cable is 

connected to one conductor of the 
twin -lead, while the center conductor is 

connected to the other. 
As is true of all Marconi antennas, 

this one needs a really good ground 
connection. The shield of the coaxial 
cable is connected not just to the twin- 
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lead, but also to either an 8 -foot cop- 
per -clad steel or copper ground rod, a 

set of four or more quarter -wavelength 
wire radials, or both. 

FOLDED DIPOLE 
Perhaps the most common form of 

twin -lead antenna is the folded dipole 
(Fig. 3). This Hertzian -form antenna is 

made using a length of 300 -ohm twin - 
lead that is a half -wavelength long. 
The overall length of the antenna radi- 
ator element is: LFT = 468 /fMHZ. The 
ends of the transmission line are 
stripped back about 1 inch and then 
soldered together. One of the wires of 
the twin -lead is cut in the center to 
form the feedpoint. A second piece of 
twin -lead is connected to the feedpoint 
on one end and the rig or receiver at 
the other. 

The antenna of Fig. 3 requires an 
antenna tuner or other matching sys- 
tem that has a balanced output. Most 
radio transmitters and receivers today 

RADIATOR ELEMENT MADE 
FROM 300 -OHM TWIN -LEAD 

300 -OHM TWIN -LEAD 
(TO RIG) 

Fig. 3. A good old-fashioned folded dipole is the 
most common type of twin -lead antenna. If you 
want to use standard coax as a transmission 
line, a 4:1 BALUN must he used at the feed - 
point. 

have a coaxial antenna connector, and 
not a balanced connector. To use 
coaxial cable with this antenna, 
replace the transmission line with 75- 
ohm coaxial cable and use a 4:1 
BALUN transformer at the feedpoint to 
the antenna. 

WIDEBAND FOLDED 
DIPOLE 

All resonant antennas are band- 
width limited ... that's what "resonant" 
implies, after all. In "the old days," this 
wasn't too much of a problem because 

B B 

A e 465//mHZ 

B m 200/twi= 

4:1 

BALUN 

75 -OHM COAX 
(TO RIG) 

Fig. 4. To get an acceptable VSWR across an entire hand, use this wideband folded dipole. 

transmitters in those days had either 
an adjustable loop coupling or pi -net- 
work that could be used to match a 

wider range of impedances than the 
untuned outputs used on today's ham 
rigs. The rigs we use today usually 
have a VSWR shutdown circuit that 
limits RF power when VSWR reaches 
1.5:1 and shuts off the transmitter alto- 
gether when the VSWR reaches some 
magic figure above 2:1. Most resonant 
dipoles designed for the middle of an 
HF band will reach a VSWR in the 
shutdown region at the ends of the 
band. As a result, most of us either tol- 
erate poor performance, or use a line - 
flattener form of antenna tuner to tune 
out the impedance difference. There is 

a better way. 
Figure 4 shows a wideband folded 

dipole. It is very much like the regular 
folded dipole, although a tad shorter. 
The radiator element is shorted on 
both far ends, as is true of all folded 
dipoles. But it is also shorted at two 
points at about 86 percent of the dis- 
tance from the center -feed point and 
the ends. A 4:1 BALUN transformer is 

used at the feedpoint to allow a coaxi- 
al cable to be used as the transmission 
line back to the rig. One way to look at 
this antenna is that it is actually two 
folded dipoles (one longer at a lower 
frequency, and the other shorter at a 

higher frequency), built so that their 
VSWR curves overlap. 

HALF 
WAVELENGTH 

Fig. 5. These stacked folded dipoles provide 3 dB gain over a conventional dipole. The two anten- 
nas are spaced a half -wavelength apart. 
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5$ 

300 -OHM 
TWIN -LEAD 

1:1 BALUN 

COAX (TO 
RECEIVER) 

Fig. 6. ZL- Special twin -lead beam features two dipoles, spaced 0.2 wave lengths apart, and whose 

feedpoints are connected together 180 degrees out of phase. 

DIPOLE BEAMS 
Figures 5 and 6 show two methods 

for getting gain out of folded dipoles. 
The gain of a folded dipole is about 0 

dB with respect to a regular dipole (in 

other words, there is no difference), 

although if you want to make it sound 
like a big deal you can claim it has a 

gain of 2.14 dB above isotropic. To 

make the antenna exhibit gain one 
needs to use two or more in an array. 

The version shown in Fig. 5 uses two 

half -wavelength folded dipoles spaced 
a half wavelength apart (spacing in 

feet =, 492 /fiiHZ). It doesn't matter 
whether these antennas are stacked 
side -by -side or one-on- top- of -the- 
other. The gain of this antenna is about 
3 dB compared to a single dipole. 

The other method to obtain a few 
dB of gain is shown in Fig. 6. That 
antenna is sometimes called the "ZL- 
Special." It consists of two half -wave- 
length dipoles spaced about 0.2 
wavelengths apart. The center feed - 
points of the two dipoles are connect- 
ed 180 degrees out of phase by using 

a phasing harness consisting of a third 
piece of twin -lead. Note that the trans- 
mission line is crossed over (i.e. twist- 
ed over on itself once). 

Before we conclude our discussion 
on twin -lead antennas, a short warning 
is required. Twin -lead is limited as to 

the amount of RF power it will handle. 
Do not use more than about 200 watts 
with 300 -ohm twin -lead antennas. The 
450 -ohm twin -lead can handle a bit 
more, but don't push it with either 
type -use too much power and the 
insulation will melt! 

FACTCARDS 
I 

Jampacked with 
information at your 

fingertips 

ALL YOU NEED to know about 
electronics from transistor packaging 
to substitution and replacement 
guides. FACTCARDS numbers 34 
through 66 are now available. These 
beautifully -printed cards measure a 
full three -by -five inches and are 
printed in two colors. They cover a 

wide range of subjects from Triac cir- 
cuit/replacement guides to flip -flops, 
Schmitt triggers, Thyristor circuits, 
Opto -Isolator /Coupler selection and 
replacement. All are clearly explained 
with typical circuit applications. 

WANT TO EXPAND your knowl- 
edge of electronics? Do it the easy way 

by studying the Electronics Fact 
Cards. Do you travel to and from your 
job each day? Drop a handful of cards 
in your pocket before you leave, and 
the bus becomes a schoolroom! At 
home, you can build some of the proj- 
ects and not only have fun building and 
using them, but learn how they work at 
the same time. 

YOU'LL BE AMAZED both at how 
rapidly you learn with these cards, and 
how easy it is to understand. These 
new cards are available right now. 
Don't miss out. Send your check or 
money order today. 

FACTCARDS-Facts at your fingertips for 
Experimenters and Project Builders! 
f 1 Please send one copy of FACTCARDS at $3.50. Shipping $1.00 (U.S. and Canada only). 

PI Please send copies of FACTCARDS. Total cost is sum of copy price and First Class 
postage and handling cost multiplied by number of card sets ordered. 

New York residents add sales tax to total cost of each order. 
Please print Allow 6 -8 weeks for the material to arrive. 

(Name) 

(Street Address) 

(City) (State) (Zip) 

Detach and mail today: 
CLAGGK Inc. 
P.O. Box 4099 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

All Payment must be in U.S. 
Funds! 

BS168 
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COMPUTER BITS 
H is for Hypertext 

Here's our quiz for this month: 1. 

What is the world's most popu- 
lar programming language? 2. What is 

the world's simplest programming lan- 
guage? 3. What is the world's most 
complex programming language? For 
each question, choose one from the 
following list: Machine language, 
Assembly language, C, C + +, BASIC, 
FORTRAN, COBOL, Pascal, Modula, 
Smalltalk, Eiffel, Dylan, Visual Basic, 
Java, TCL /TK, other, some of the 
above, all of the above, none of the 
above. 

Do you give up? Maybe this will 
help: This language has only two 
statements (PRINT and GOTO). It is 

completely platform independent; 
some version of it runs on nearly every 
machine ever invented. 

Need more? OK: This language 
has its roots back in the 1940s, got a 

boost in the early 1960s, started accel- 
erating in the mid 1980s (with a little 
help from Apple and the Macintosh), 
and underwent a hyperexplosion (hint 
hint) in the mid 1990s with the rise of 
W3 (the World -Wide Web). 

Still don't get it? Try this: There is 

no standard for the language, but a 

cool reference model exists. Many, 
many application and tool vendors 
support at least one variation of it, and 
in some cases, several overlapping 
and contradictory versions. 

Need more? Here are some char- 
acteristics of the language: It doesn't 
support object- oriented programming. 
It doesn't support structured program- 
ming. It has no looping constructs (For, 
While, etc.). It supports neither static 
nor dynamic code libraries. It has no 
data types, and it supports no data 
structures. It's weak in numerical sup- 
port. Writing code in this language is 

simplicity itself, but managing and 
organizing that code is a huge prob- 
lem. One thing it can do is call pro- 
grams in other languages. 

Time is up. The answer for all three 
quiz questions: Other. 

What is this mystery language? It 

doesn't even have a name. For now, 
let's simply call it H. H is implemented 
in many products. If I mentioned the 
Windows Help System, you'd start to 
get an inkling of what this is all about. 
If I mentioned HyperCard, you Mac 
people would get an even better idea. 
If I mentioned W3 and HTML, every- 
one should get an immediate, intuitive 
flash. (You might think that H is some 
variation on HTML, the markup lan- 
guage used to create Web pages -but 
it's not. W3 has been good for raising 
consciousness about H, and that's it.) 

THE ANSWER 
OK, H is not really a programming 

language. It's a concept. It's a class 
(mammals) from which derive many 
instances (primates, bovines, etc.). 

H is hypertext. I used to write in this 
magazine and others almost evangeli- 
cal articles about hypertext (and 
hypermedia and multimedia). It 

BY JEFF HOLTZMAN 

what's happening is that many of the 
spokes of the technical wheel are 
being reinvented (by Netscape, 
Microsoft, Oracle, Sun, and others) in 

an effort to dominate the market. 
The interesting thing is the aston- 

ishing rate of evolution. In twenty 
years of participation in the computer 
industry, I've never seen anything take 
off so fast with so much serious money 
behind it. 

HOW 
From the point of view of a technical 

person, it's not enough to just use H in 

its various manifestations. We want to 
know how it works. So with this col- 
umn, I am inaugurating a series of arti- 
cles on H tools -tools for building H 

systems. Table 1 lists some of the tools 
that we'll be examining. The tools are 
arranged by the traditional categories 
they fall under, or have until now. 

I'm not promising to examine every 
tool in every category. I couldn't if I 

TABLE 1 -WEB AND HYPERTEXT PUBLISHING TOOLS 

Category Example Tools 

SGML /HTML Servers, Browsers, and 
Editors 

PageMill, Blackbird 

Help System Development Tools Roboheip, Doc -To -Help, Hypertext Suite 

Multimedia Authoring Tools Macromedia Director, Asymetrix Toolbook 

Electronic Publishing Tools Adobe Acrobat, Common Ground, 
OpenText, DynaText, Verity Topic 

Coding tools C, C + +, Basic, Java, TCUTK, JavaScript, 
BasicScript, VBA, PERL 

Word processors and text editors Word, Word Pro, TSE 

seemed that I had to convince people 
that there was something to the notion. 
Society has embraced the notion, so 
evangelism is no longer required. Now 
it's self- evident. 

The problem is that the self- evident 
portion -W3- represents a ram- 
shackle, stripped -down version of 
what is really possible. Much of what is 

currently at stake technically has 
already been solved. Technically 

wanted to. Nor can I state that the cat- 
egories themselves are all that mean- 
ingful. The problem is that there is lots 
of overlap even now, and as W3 gains 
momentum, new categories may 
emerge. 

WHY 
What I really want to obtain is a 

good understanding of the strengths 
continued on page 63 59 
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On The Campaign Trail 

Change used to be what they 
gave along with the pack of 

chewing gum you bought. These days, 
change is what keeps happening to 
electronic hardware as manufacturers 
strive to continually update and 
improve their products. It just hap- 
pened to Uniden's Bearcat BC6OXLT 
handheld receiver. Like mythology's 
fabled Phoenix, the new BC6OXLT -1 

was reborn from the ashes of the pre- 
vious BC6OXLT model. 

The upgraded BC6OXLT -1 scans 
30 channels set up on five banks. 
Those five banks can be selected indi- 
vidually, or in any combination, for 
scanning as well as for searching. The 
frequency coverage is 20 to 54 MHz, 
137 to 174 MHz, and 406 to 512 MHz. 

A dedicated keypad button provides 
instant access to the 162 -MHz weath- 
er channels. 

Sensitivity is 0.4 IN (12 -dB SINAD) 
from 137 to 174 MHz, and 0.5 .tV 
above 406 MHz. Selectivity is -50 dB 
at ±15 kHz. 

The BC6OXLT -1 provides manual 
channel access, allowing you to go 
directly to any channel without the 
bother of stepping through other chan- 
nels. Other standard features include a 

priority channel, lockouts, delays, key- 
pad, and a low -battery indicator. 

Power is supplied by four AA alka- 
line or rechargeable batteries (not 
included), or by an optional AC 
adapter accessory. A memory backup 

6 
retains programmed frequencies for 

'a three days after loss of power. 
The BC6OXLT -1 is available from 

w Uniden Bearcat dealers, and is priced 
Za quite reasonably. 

MONITORING THE 
ELECTION 

In the June issue, we explored 
monitoring Air Force One and Air ' Force Two. With the election campaign 
in full gear, it's good to keep an ear 
peeled there on a regular basis. Now 

60 is the time to punch up several addi- 

tional frequencies -those used by 
U.S. Secret Service personnel and 
White House staffers. The channels 
are assigned code names, which are: 

Bravo on 165.7875 MHz, Charlie on 

165.375 MHz, Mike on 166.2125 MHz, 
Tango on 164.65 MHz, and Oscar on 
164.8875 MHz. Other related frequen- 
cies that might produce additional 
communications include: Golf on 

166.50 MHz, Hotel on 166.2125 MHz, 

Lima on 168.7875 MHz, Papa on 
164.40 MHz, Victor on 164.10 MHz, 
November on 166.70 MHz, Sierra on 
166.5125 MHz, and Romeo on 
165.6875 MHz. 

Uniden's newly updated Bearcat BC6OXLT -1 

handheld receiver. 

Eagle is the code name for 
President Clinton, while Evergreen 
refers to the First Lady. Sundance is 

Vice President Al Gore, and Skylark is 

the code name for Tipper Gore. 
Yes, some Secret Service commu- 

nications are digitally scrambled. Still, 
many transmissions are in the clear, so 
you'll be able to copy them. 

TOWER OF BABBLE? 
William Oaden, of Belford, New 

BY MARC SAXON 

Jersey, writes to tell us that his local 
police have begun scrambling. When 
they speak, he describes it "like 
squelch noise with a jackhammer at 

the end of the transmission." He would 
like to know what he can get to moni- 
tor the communications, because 
other area police also use the same 
system. 

Frankly, Will, that description of the 
scrambling doesn't provide an abun- 
dance of information, but it doesn't 
matter. For Will, and the other readers 
who have asked similar questions, the 
answer comes down to basics. 
Essentially, there are two approaches 
to voice scrambling in VHF- and UHF - 

communication systems. Those are 
digital and analog, and although there 
are several different types of digital 
scrambling, that fact isn't relevant 
here. 

Digital communications sound like 
"white noise "-a hiss -when moni- 
tored on a scanner. You might hear 
them on some federal communica- 
tions, trunked systems, and even on 

other public- safety and cellular fre- 
quencies. Most 900 -MHz cordless 
phones are digital. There is presently 
no way that sophisticated digitally 
scrambled transmissions can be 
understood when monitored on a 

scanner. Thousands of easily change- 
able security codes are available in 

digital systems. Therefore, it is unlike- 
ly that scanners or adapters enabling 
reception will be available to the gen- 
eral public in the foreseeable future. 

Analog scrambling is an inexpen- 
sive, low -tech type of communications 
security. On your scanner, its sounds 
like garbled voices. That makes it 

effective in providing at least a limited 
measure of privacy against casual 
eavesdropping. It's typically used by 
taxi dispatchers, broadcast -news 
assignment desks, and smaller public - 
safety agencies. It is used in all 
"scrambled" 46/49 -MHz cordless 

continued on page 63 
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History of Radio Detectors 
I n order for communication to take 
I place by radio, two things are 

needed: a method of generating a 

radio signal and a means of detecting 
that signal. During the early part of this 
century, fueled by competition among 
inventors and scientists, and spurred 
on by the communications needs of 
the first World War, both technologies 
evolved dramatically. In its own way, 
the evolution was not too different from 
the dramatic changes taking place in 

digital technology today. 
In this month's column, I thought it 

would be interesting to take a broad 
look at the evolution of detector tech- 
nology and discuss some of the major 
milestones of those early years. 

HERTZ'S EXPERIMENTS 
Most historians associate the birth 

of radio technology with the experi- 
ments of Heinrich Hertz (Germany, 
1886). Hertz was attempting to test 
and verify the work of James Clerk 
Maxwell, a Scottish mathematician, 
who had theoretically predicted the 
existence and behavior of radio 
waves. Hertz's experimental radio 
waves were generated by the dis- 
charge of an electrical spark (created 
by an induction coil) across a gap 
formed by a pair of ball- shaped elec- 
trodes. 

Hertz's detector was nothing but a 

loop of wire with a tiny gap in it. When 
the loop was oriented properly, a tiny 
spark could be seen in its gap when- 
ever a spark jumped at the 'transmit- 
ter." By placing experimental objects 
between the transmitter and detector, 
Hertz was able to prove that the waves 
passed through insulators, were 
reflected from metallic surfaces, and 
could be refracted by prisms. 

THE COHERER 
Even before Hertz's experiments, it 

had been observed that metal filings 
placed in the vicinity of a "Leyden Jar" 
(really a large capacitor) would cling 

together ( "cohere ") when the jar was 
discharged. That phenomenon was 
noted and further explored by 
Professor E. Branly of the Catholic 
University of Paris. In 1890, he partly 
filled a glass tube with such filings and 
closed the tube with a metallic plug at 
each end. Connecting a battery and 
indicating device across the tube, he 
found that the filings would not only 
cohere in the vicinity of an electrical 
discharge, but also decrease their 
electrical resistance-causing current 
to flow through them. 

By now, scientists, engineers, and 
visionaries were beginning to perceive 
that Hertz's electromagnetic waves 
might be used as the basis for estab- 
lishing communications over long dis- 
tances without wires. That was a 

heady idea indeed, and it was obvious 
that a practical scheme for doing it 

could be extremely valuable for its 

inventor. In 1893 -1894, Sir Oliver 
Lodge repeated Hertz's experiments, 
using the Branly coherer as a detector 
instead of the original loop- and -spark- 
gap. Thus equipped, he found that he 
could detect the presence of electro- 
magnetic waves over a much greater 
distance than could Hertz. 

By 1895, Alexander Popov (Russia) 
had devised methods for increasing 
the sensitivity of the coherer. He also 

BY MARC ELLIS 

found that the coherer, after detecting 
a discharge and passing a current, 
could be returned to its original high - 
resistance state with a light tap. He 
devised a "tapping -back mechanism," 
very much like the clapper of an elec- 
tric bell, to jar the tube after the detec- 
tion of each pulse. That made the 
instrument capable of responding to 
the repetitive pulses of a Morse -code 
signal. 

That same year Marconi, who had 
also been following the work of Lodge, 
Hertz, and the other experimenters, 
made a number of innovations that 
improved the coherer's receiving 
range. He used a controlled mixture of 
nickel and silver filings in the instru- 
ment; and he sealed and removed the 
air from the tube. He was also the first 
to use an antenna and a ground for the 
purpose of transmitting and receiving 
signals. Marconi continued to improve 
his apparatus and increase its range 
until at last, in 1901, he was able to 
transmit that historic letter "S" across 
the Atlantic ocean. 

IMPROVING SPEED OF 
RECEPTION 

From that point on, many other 
inventors, particularly in the U.S., 
began to make contributions to radio 
technology. And during the next few 

In early crystal detectors, a wire "cat's whisker" would he used to probe a galena or silicon crys- 
tal. 61 
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years, there was considerable focus 
on increasing the speed of reception. It 

was envisioned that the human ear 
could be substituted for the mechani- 
cal Morse inker used in the early 
Marconi installations -just as the ear 
had replaced mechanical receiving 
means in land -line Morse telegraphy 
years before. The operator could sim- 
ply recognize the Morse character 
groups and write them down. 

A I, 
PRIM. SEC. 

was probably the first "rectifying" 
detector. Known as the electrolytic 
detector, it was simply a length of plat- 
inum wire dipped in nitric acid. 

During the next few years, the recti- 
fying properties of crystalline minerals 
were discovered. Electrical contact 
would be made with the minerals via 
wire probes called "cat whiskers." The 
surface would be explored with the 
probe to find the most sensitive spot. 

SHORT WAVE 
VAR.COND 

The first radio diode, the Fleming Valve detector replaced crystal detectors in receiving circuits. 

It might have been possible simply 
to substitute a Morse sounder for the 
inker used in the coherer circuit. But 
the coherer itself was a speed bottle- 
neck. It was slow to react and needed 
to be "decohered" (tapped) after 
receiving each pulse. The thinking was 
that it should be possible to listen to 
the signal directly using a sensitive 
telephone receiver. A different type of 
detector was required one that didn't 
need to be reset after each pulse, and 
one that would "rectify" the radio sig- 
nal, converting it into a pulsating direct 
current that would be audible in the 
receiver. 

In 1902, Marconi himself designed 
a "magnetic detector" to replace the 
coherer. The detector used a multi -turn 
loop of iron wire passing through the 
field of two permanent magnets. The 
radio signal was impressed on the 
wire, and the received signal removed, 
via coils surrounding the wire. The out- 
put of the detector could be used to 
trigger a relay for mechanical detection 
of the signal, but was also audible in a 

telephone receiver. 
That same year, R.A. Fessenden, 

whose later innovations in radio would 
62 become legendary, would invent what 

Magnetite, carbon, molybdenum, and 
galena were tested and used, with 
galena becoming a favorite in both 
commercial and amateur service. 
From then on, until vacuum -tube tech- 
nology became practical and widely 
available, most radio reception was 
done with crystal detectors. 

THE DAWN OF TUBE 
TECHNOLOGY 

At the same time the properties of 
crystal detectors were being inves- 
tigated, another researcher was pro- 
ceeding down a different avenue. John 
Fleming, who was on the staff of 
British Marconi, was studying an effect 

L-i 

noticed by Thomas Edison in his 
development of the electric light bulb. 

While studying the problem of 
unwanted carbon deposits on the 
inside of the glass, Edison had sealed 
a metal plate into one of his bulbs. He 
was startled to discover that a mil - 
liammeter connected between the 
positive filament terminal and the plate 
showed a reading -which meant that 
an electric current was flowing 
between the filament and the plate 
through the vacuum separating them. 
But no current would flow if the mil - 
liammeter were switched to the nega- 
tive terminal. 

The eminent British scientist J.J. 
Thompson theorized that the current 
was a flow of infinitesimal "particles of 
electricity" which he termed electrons. 
Those negatively charged particles 
were emitted by the heated filament of 
the lamp and attracted to the plate 
whenever it possessed an opposite 
(positive) charge. 

Fleming constructed an "Edison 
Effect" lamp and connected a source 
of alternating current between filament 
and plate. He found that current flowed 
in this loop during the portion of the AC 
cycle when the plate was positive with 
respect to the filament, but not during 
the portion of the cycle when it was 
negative. In other words, the alternat- 
ing current was rectified (changed to 
direct current). 

Now Fleming connected his device 
in place of the crystal detector in a 

standard receiving circuit. It worked 
quite well and freed the operator from 
the fussy "cat's whisker" adjustments 
required with the crystal. There was 
some loss in sensitivity, however. 
Fleming had developed the first radio 
diode (2- element tube). It became 

In Armstrong's original regenerative circuit, note how the plate circuit is coupled hack to the grid 
circuit. 
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known as the "Fleming Valve" because 
of its ability to regulate the direction of 
the current flowing through it 

THE AUDION 
In 1906 -1907, Lee De Forest 

patented a profoundly important inno- 
vation in vacuum -tube technology. 
Physically, there was nothing much to 

it. De Forest had simply surrounded 
the filament of Fleming's "valve" with a 

few turns of fine wire, positioning the 
coil between filament and plate. In 

use, a DC voltage was applied (posi- 
tive to plate) between the filament and 

plate, establishing a current flow 
between those two elements. Now a 

DC voltage applied between filament 
and grid could be used to control the 
current in the plate circuit. 

Making the grid positive with 
respect to the filament would acceler- 
ate the flow of electrons towards the 
plate, increasing plate current. Making 
the grid negative would repel the elec- 
trons back towards the filament, reduc- 
ing the current. But the important thing 
was this: Very small voltages, and volt- 
age variations, would cause corre- 
sponding, but much larger, variations 
in plate current. This meant that the 
Audion, as De Forest called it, could 
not only detect radio signals, but also 
amplify them greatly. The Audion was 
the first three -element tube, or triode. 

In 1913, E.H. Armstrong patented a 

circuit that increased the Audion's sen- 
sitivity as a detector. His innovation 
was to feed part of the plate circuit's 
output back into the grid circuit, creat- 
ing a controlled feedback loop. The 
process was called regeneration. 

Even so, the first large -scale use of 
the Audion was not in radio, but as a 

voice amplifier for long- distance tele- 
phone lines-including the first U.S. 

transcontinental line, established in 

1915. The application of the device to 
radio communications lagged, partly 
because ownership of the vital patents 
was divided between Marconi and De 

Forest. Realizing the critical need for 
vacuum -tube development during 
World War I, the U.S. government 
intervened, and eventually cross - 
licensing agreements were worked 
out. By 1920, tubes had all but 
replaced the use of crystalline devices 
in the detection of radio signals. 

SCANNER SCENE 
(continued from page 60) 

phones, and even in a few cheaper 
900 -MHz models. Analog scrambling 
shields nothing from determined moni- 
tors. It might be clarified on any scanner 
by means of commercial descramblers, 
such as the Ramsay SS -70 (from 
Ramsay Electronics, Inc., 793 Canning 
Parkway, Victor, NY 14654; Tel: 716- 

924- 4560). 

WEATHER OR NOT 
From a meteorological standpoint, 

this time of the year is eventful (for bet- 
ter or worse). You know about the 162 - 

MHz weather -service broadcasts, but 
why not also tune in the two -way com- 
munications between pilots and 
ground -based meteorologists? Pilots 
obtain the latest ground weather at 

their destinations, and they advise 
ground stations about the current con- 
ditions as they appear from above. 

One frequency used by general avi- 
ation, 122.0 MHz, is active in all areas 
of the U.S. Depending upon your loca- 

tion in the continental U.S., at least two 
(and possibly more) of the following 
frequencies will also bring you weather 
communications from commercial and 

military aircraft: 124.675, 126.625, 
127.625, 128.475, 132.725, 133.025, 
133.675, 133.775, 133.925, 134.175, 
134.525, 134.725, 134.825, 134.875, 
135.425, 135.475, 135.675, 135.7, 
135.9, 135.925, 239.8, 263.5, 317.0, 
342.5, 344.6, 359.6, and 375.2 MHz. 

Remember that aircraft flying at 

high altitudes can be copied from sev- 
eral hundred miles away, even on VHF 
and UHF frequencies. That gives you 

a chance to get extra -early behind -the- 
scenes reports on approaching weath- 
er fronts, situations, conditions, and 

storms, as well as inside news of 
weather -related airline delays. 

Please write and let us know about 
your loggings, frequencies, questions, 
and comments. Your input lets us 

know what you want to read about. 
Write to Scanner Scene, Popular 
Electronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

Free Best Seller! Write: 
Consumer Information Catalog 
Dept. BEST, Pueblo, CO 81009 

COMPUTER BITS 
(continued from page 59) 

and weaknesses of various tools and 

how they can be applied to solve vari- 

ous problems in H. Why? I'm currently 
involved with a project that is design- 
ing and developing the next generation 
of a multi -million dollar industrial -man- 
ufacturing machine. Every aspect of 
the machine, including control- system 
software, electric power distribution, 
and mechanical design is modular and 

object- oriented. I'm under heavy -duty 
nondisclosure, so I can't tell you about 
the machine. But I can tell you about 
my role in the project, and some of my 

activities. 
Part of my task is to define an up- 

to -date process and toolset for making 
all of the documentation -from design 
specs to manufacturing literature to 

end -user help- congruent with the 
rest of the architecture. A six -inch thick 
pack of specs would not represent a 

desirable outcome. An electronically 
searchable database available to all in 

real time would represent a desirable 
outcome. 

For years, H developers have 
struggled with poor tools and lack of 
standards. H is not just the W3. There 
is a tremendous amount of hype and 
hogwash associated with W3, but the 
sheer market forces involved might 
help drive the H industry in a common 
direction. My hope is that instead of 
more than half a dozen categories of 
tools with overlapping capabilities and 

strong incompatibilities, we'll end up 

with a single architecture that supports 
a multitude of integrated development 
tools and integrated presentation 
engines. Something like a Web brows- 
er with plug -ins, but applicable across 
the entire life cycle. 

Next time we'll take a look at the 
category of help- system development 
tools. 

ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED 
Free Sample! ., 

Largest Circulation Monthly. raj Antique Radio's 

Articles, Ads & Classifieds. 
6 -Month Trial: $18.95. 1 -Yr: $36.95 ($53.95.1st Class). 
A.R.C., P.O. Box 802 -L16, Carlisle, MA 01741 

Phone:(508) 371-0512 VISA/MC Fax:(508) 371-7129 
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ThiNk TAN 
More from Nick 

Qnce again, Nick Cinquino has 
sent in enough quality circuit 

ideas to fill out a column. In keeping 
with our contest, he'll receive a kit, a 

1967 MCL1010 quad AND chip, and a 

book. The contest is still on, but if you 
want to participate, do so before the 
kits are all gone. Also, if you just have 
a circuit or two, send it in. You'll get a 

free book for each submission printed. 
Before we get to the letters, I'd like 

to start a new tutorial topic: induc- 
tance-a property of components that 
has its basis in magnetism. At one 
time, electrical phenomena like charge 
and current flow were not linked to 
magnetism. But for some time now 
we've known that electricity and mag- 
netism are fundamentally linked, and 
we study them jointly under the name 
"electromagnetism." Electronic compo- 
nents called "inductors" take advan- 
tage of that relationship, affecting how 
circuits function through their magnetic 
properties. 

WIRE A 

WIRE B 

Fig. I. If current is passed through two parallel 
wires, in the same direction, they are mutually 
attracted to each other. 

A fairly simple statement summa- 
rizes the relationship between electric- 
ity and magnetism: a moving electric 
field (like the fields of electrons moving 
through a wire) creates a magnetic 
field; a varying magnetic field (either 
one that's moving or changing in inten- 
sity) creates an electric potential or 
voltage. I've read that principle over 
and over again in numerous texts, but 
only once did I see the relationship 
between electricity, magnetism, and 
velocity explained. This month I'd like 
to pass along this rarely printed expla- 
nation for the curious. 

As a starting point, you'll have to 
64 accept a principle offered up from rela- 

lo 10K 

JOHN YACONO 
TECHNICAL EDITOR 
WINDOWS MAGAZINE 
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10052 

R6 
3305 
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Q2 
IRF510 

Q, 
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SEE TEXT 

Fig. 2. This so /id -state Tesla coil will output /0 kilovolts, which means you should keep your dis- 
tance from the arcs it produces! 

tivity theory: when an object moves, it 

experiences the space around it as 
compressed, almost as though the 
fabric of space becomes more dense. 
For a person to experience that he or 
she would have to travel at incredible 

TO 
EARTH 

GROUND 

speeds, but the effect does happen, 
albeit imperceptibly, at mundane 
velocities. 

With that under our belt, look at the 
two wires in Fig. 1. If the electrons in 

either wire could peer across the gap, 

PLAS lIC BLOCK 

TO 10,000VAC, 
20 kHz 

Fig. 3. The grounded ring surrounding this ion motor will help increase the amount of discharge, 
and therefore speed, of the S- shaped bar. 
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they'd see that the number of elec- 
trons per unit length in the other wire is 

equal to the number of protons per unit 
length. So the net charge in either wire 
is zero and the wires neither repel or 

attract each other. 
Now let's see what happens if we 

pass a current though wire A. To the 

stationary electrons and protons in wire 

B, the relative motion of the electrons 
in wire A now makes them appear 
more dense than their companion pro- 

tons. It would appear as if there are 
more electrons per unit length than 

protons. That appearance attracts the 
protons in wire B but equally repels the 

electrons in wire B, so there's no net 

effect. 
Now let's see what happens if cur- 

rent flows through both wires in the 
same direction, and for simplicity, that 
the electrons flow at the same velocity. 

To an electron it looks as though all the 
protons are whipping by, while the 
other electrons seem stationary. So to 

+9V 

an electron it looks as though the num- 

ber of protons per unit length has 

increased, while the number of elec- 
trons per unit length has remained the 
same. Because electrons see more 
protons per unit length in the adjacent 
wire than electrons per unit length, the 
wires mutually attract. Note the nice 

stationary protons experience a com- 
plementary increase per unit length in 

the electron population. 
What happens when the currents 

flow in opposite directions? Well, the 

wires repulse; as to why, well I'll leave 
it as an exercise for the ambitious to 

explain. (Hint: Remember the greater 
the relative velocity, the greater the 

compression of space.) Now, on to the 
letters. 

CHEAP HIGH VOLTAGE 
I never get tired of experimenting 

with high voltage. After building a cou- 
ple of spark -gap Tesla coils, I thought 
I'd try a solid -state version. In my cir- 
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cuit (see Fig. 2), a 555 timer (IC1) pro- 

duces a squarewave of roughly 20 

kHz. The frequency, and thus the out- 

put, are tuned via two 10,000 -ohm 

potentiometers, R1 and R2. A general - 
purpose NPN 2N2222 transistor, Q1, 

is an interface between IC1 and Q2, a 

power MOSFET. The power MOSFET 
is available at Radio Shack and other 
sources for a couple of dollars. 

MOSFET Q2 switches power on 

and off to the primary coil of a flyback 
transformer, T1. You can usually get a 

suitable flyback transformer from a 

local television- repair shop. Try to find 

one that doesn't contain a high -voltage 
diode, which would have to be 

removed anyway. To prepare the fly- 

back, simply remove the primary and 

wind ten turns of 14 -gauge wire on it. 

Ground the unit to earth as shown in 

Fig. 2, and connect a metal ball to the 

other wire connected to the secondary. 
For the power supply try using 12 

volts at a minimum of 2 amps. When 
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Fig. 4. Monitor VLF and HF signals generated by lightning with the receivers shown in A and B, respectively. Note the many similarities between the 

circuits. 
65 
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operating the device, you'll hear a con- 
tinuous high -pitched whistle. Expect a 

minimum output of 10 kilovolts and 
quarter- to half -inch sparks, so watch 
your fingers! 
-Nick Cinquino, Schaumburg, IL 

Experimenters, be sure to mount 
T1 at a fair distance from the drive cir- 
cuit. Also, insulate all the high- voltage 
connections with silicon caulk, and do 
not mount the project on wood. The 
moisture in wood could make it into a 

conductor. Use a plastic mount 
instead. 

IMPROVED ION MOTOR 
An ion motor is simply a copper 

wire bent into an "S" shape, and care- 
fully balanced horizontally on a vertical 
wire or nail tip. When connected to a 

+9V 

could just barely get a normal ion 
motor going. A big Tesla coil, of 
course, has absolutely no problem 
spinning the wire fast; there's so much 
corona at the tips it looks like a micro- 
miniature bonsai tree! 

The simple solution I came up with 
is illustrated in Fig. 3. In that approach 
you can coax more corona out of the 
ion motor by placing a grounded wire 
loop or ring around, and on the same 
plane, as the ion motor with a diameter 
just large enough to avoid sparking 
between the motor and the loop. In my 
system, the loop's diameter is 3/4 -inch 
wider than the ion -motor wire. 
-Nick Cinquino, Schaumburg, IL 

Use two separate leads of high - 
voltage wire to connect the ion motor 
to the high- voltage generator. Using 
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strikes per flash, leader steps, ampli- 
tude or relative range, and the ratio of 
cloud -to- ground or cloud -to -cloud dis- 
charge. The pair of simple receivers in 

Fig. 4 separately monitor both VLF and 
HF. With them you can stay inside dur- 
ing a storm, away from the rain and 
hundred -kilojoule discharges! 

Take a look at both receiver 
schematics. Note that they're both 
extremely similar, except for their 
respective antenna coils. The VLF - 
antenna coil, L1, in Fig. 4A is made of 
94 turns of 33 -gauge magnet wire 
wound on an 11- inch -diameter card- 
board disc. The HF- antenna coil (L1) in 

Fig. 4B is a common RF choke, or 
about 100 turns of very fine magnet 
wire on a ' /2- inch -long ferrite core (any 
similar junkbox choke should do). 
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Fig. 5. Here's a Theremin that uses RC instead of LC oscillators to provide those eerie noises. 

source of high voltage such as a Tesla 
coil or Van de Graaff generator, the S- 
shaped wire quickly picks up speed 
and continues spinning until power is 

disconnected. 
It works like this: Corona discharge 

is greatest at the tips of the S- shaped 
wire. When the tip is charged to either 
polarity, the air in the vicinity picks up a 

like charge and they repel each other, 
setting the wire in motion. 

Here's the problem I ran into: small 
66 Tesla coils such as the one in Fig. 2 
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coax or twisted pair is hazardous. 
Also, if you use hanger wire or magnet 
wire for the components, be sure to 
remove every scrap of varnish. Some 
StripX insulation remover should do it. 

LIGHTNING RF 
RECEIVERS 

It's known that cloud -to- ground light- 
ning strikes emit far more VLF emis- 
sions than do cloud -to -cloud ones. So 
by monitoring both VLF and HF, light- 
ning can be analyzed for such things as 

C8 IC5 

.047 LM386 4 

Antenna ANTI is a 6 -inch wire antenna. 
The receivers are similar enough to 

be discussed together from here on. 
The first LF411 FET op -amps (IC1 in 
both circuits) are preamps. The sec- 
ond LF411s (IC2 in both) add more 
gain. Test -point 1 in either circuit can 
be used to connect high- impedance 
headphones or an oscilloscope. The 
diode /resistor /capacitor sections recti- 
fy, then shape the output for fast 
attack /slow decay. Test -point 2 in 

either circuit is for a connection to 
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chart recorders or event counters. 
The outputs of both circuits go to 

LM3914 bargraph -display drivers (IC3 
in both circuits), which power both LED 
bargraphs (DISP1 in both) and low - 
voltage piezo buzzers (BZ1, again, in 

both receivers). The negative leads of 
the buzzers, while shown connected to 
pin 1, can be connected to any of the 
bargraph outputs. That makes the 
buzzers act as selectable -level warn- 
ing devices. Both circuits are powered 
by split supplies. 

To test them, power up both cir- 
cuits. A good broadband noise source 
such as a light dimmer should register 
on the HF circuit. Switching a distant 
incandescent bulb on and off registers 
on the VLF circuit, but not the HF one. 
By the way, note the similarity between 
these receivers and the lightning 
receiver in "Lightning" by Martin A. 
Uman, Think Tank, April 1996. 
-Nick Cinquino, Schaumburg, IL 

Very cool, and very complete! 
Weather watchers, take Nick's advice 
and only use the circuits indoors. I fur- 
ther caution you not to mount LI out- 
doors. 

THEREMIN -ON -A -CHIP 
Theremin theory is pretty simple if 

you think of them as misapplied metal 
detectors. Typically, a Theremin uses 
two separate Colpitts LC oscillators, 
one of which can be slightly varied in 

frequency. That can be done by plac- 
ing your hand nearby, which varyies 
the capacitance a few picofarads. The 
two frequencies are mixed together, 
and demodulated to reveal a beat fre- 
quency. If the two oscillators are at the 
same frequency, there's no beat or 
audio, but if they're off due to the prox- 
imity of your hand, a difference or 
beat -frequency results, which is the 
audio output of the Theremin. 

But I wanted to try a shortcut. 
Typically, LC oscillators require many 
components, and the coils they require 
can be hard to find. Further, when 
assembled, the oscillators can be 
awfully touchy. I figured, if LC works, 
why not RC? As it turns out, it does! 

Look at the schematic in Fig. 5. A 
4011 quad +scnand +xsc gate, IC1, is 

the heart of this Theremin, and is in 

essence a Theremin -on -a -chip. Two 
gates are used for each of the two 

required oscillators running at 250 
kHz. For the aerial, use a metal toilet - 
tank float. It works great and provides 
much better sensitivity than just a 

length of bare or insulated wire. The 
two RF signals are mixed, then ampli- 
fied by IC2, an LM741 op -amp. Audio 
is detected by D1, a 1N34 diode. 
Another LM741, IC3, is set up as an 
adjustable band -pass filter, allowing 
the output to be "shaped" consider- 
ably. And another LM741, IC4, further 
ampilifies the audio for IC5, an LM386 
audio amp. 

I originally built this circuit on a 

breadboard, and it works fine so long 
as the oscillator components don't get 
moved. That would make re- tuning 
necessary. Here's how to tune the unit: 
Potentiometer R3 is a 15 -turn, 1000 - 
ohm unit. Preset R3 so that the com- 
bined series resistance of R3 and R17 
is 4700 ohms. Keeping your hand 
away from the float aerial and oscilla- 
tor section, adjust R3 with an insulated 
screwdriver, turning it so the output 
audio frequency continues to decrease 
and finally goes silent. It's now tuned, 
and waiting for your hand to approach. 

The sensitivity, or distance of hand 
to aerial at which audio breaks out is 

also adjustable via R3. The Theremin 
described here will start up at about 
500 Hz (professional versions start 
much lower) and rise in pitch with the 
approach of your hand to well over 10 
kHz! 

A proximity- sensitive volume con- 
trol could be added with another 4011 
dual oscillator at a different frequency, 
and for those experimenters with more 
practical- joking tendencies than musi- 
cal ability, try bypassing the 386, and 
running the signal to a 100 -watt audio 
amp. That will get everyone's attention 
fast, and it makes finding the resonant 
frequency of various items around the 
house easy! 
-Nick Cinquino, Schaumburg, IL 

What might be neat is a pair of 
plates, each connected to an oscillator 
mounted in the heads of a pair of bon- 
gos. Talk about "beat" frequency! 

That's another month's worth of 
electronic fun. Until next time, keep 
those soldering irons hot, and send 
your best work to Think Tank, Popular 
Electronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

r -t 
You can Build Gadgets! 
Here are 3 reasons why! 

BP345- GETTING 
STARTED IN 

PRACTICAL 
ELECTRONICS$5.95 

If you are looking into 
launching an exciting 
hobby activity, this text 
provides minimum es- 
sentials for the builder 
and 30 easy -to -build fun 
projects every experi- 

menter should toy with. Printed -circuit board 
designs are included to give your project a pro- 
fessional appearance. 

BP349- 
PRACTICAL OPTO- 
ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS $5.95 

If you shun opto -elec- 
tronic projects for lack of 
knowledge, this is the 
book for you. A bit of in- 
troductory theory comes 
first and then a number 
of practical projects 
which utilize a range of opto devices, from a fil- 
ament bulb to modern infrared sensors and emit- 
ters -all are easy to build. 

Practical 
Opto-Electronlc 

Projects 

Practical Electronic 
Music Projects BP363- 

PRACTICAL 
ELECTRONIC 
MUSIC PROJECTS 

$5.95 
The text contains a good- 
ly number of practical 
music projects most often 
requested by musicians. 
All the projects are rela- 
tively low -in -cost to build 

and all use standard, readily -available compo- 
nents that you can buy. The project categories 
are guitar, general music and MIDI. 

Mail to: 

Electronic Technology Today, Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Shipping Charges in USA & Canada 
$0.01 to $5.00 $2.00 $30.01 to $40.00 $6.00 

$5.01 to $10.00 $3.00 $40.01 to $50.00 $7.00 
$10.01 to $20.00 $4.00 $50.01 and above $8.50 
$20.01 to $30.00 $5.00 

Sorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and 
Canada. All payments must be in U.S. funds only. 

Number of books ordered. 

Total price of books $ 

Shipping (see chart) $ 

Subtotal $ 

Sales Tax (NYS only) $ 

Total enclosed $ 

Name 

Address 

City State _ZIP 
LPIease allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. ivery. 
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DX LISTENING 
Radio Habana Cuba 

It all began in 1961, a few days 
before what Lourdes Lopez, head 

of Radio Habana Cuba's correspon- 
dence department, calls the "merce- 
nary invasion of Playa Giron " -we call 

it the "Bay of Pigs." 
The first experimental broadcasts 

consisted of two -hour transmissions in 

Spanish and English. Today, celebrat- 
ing its 35th anniversary, Radio Habana 
Cuba broadcasts a total of 30 hours a 

day, in six additional languages - 
French, Portuguese, Haitian Creole, 
Esperanto, Quechua, and Guarani. 

A major international broadcaster, 
the station transmits with a series of 
powerful transmitters, ranging up to 

250 kilowatts. Lopez says that Radio 
Habana Cuba is the "friendly short- 
wave station of the Caribbean," and 

has received letters from listeners in 

160 countries on all five continents. 
Indisputably, Radio Habana Cuba 

offers some of the best Latin music on 

shortwave. It is home to Cuban salsa 
and a savory selection of rhythms from 
other countries. 

On Sundays it airs The Jazz Place, 
which features performances by the 
likes of Irakere, Arturo Sandoval, 
Gonzalo Rubalcaba, and Emiliano 
Salvador. The arts also are showcased 
on Sunday on programs like From 
Havana and Kaleidoscope. 

Lopez says that "items like The 

Mailbag Show; Cuba Today; The 

World of Stamps; and DXers 
Unlimited, our program for DXers; and 

many others have given us the oppor- 
tunity to strengthen the friendly ties 
with our listeners." 

RHC's English programming can 

be heard during much of the evening 
on 9,820 kHz. Not surprisingly, Radio 

CREDITS -Brian Alexander, PA; Jim Dar, NY; 

Richard D'Angelo, PA; Gary Froemming, AZ; 

Richard Hankison, KS; Richard Lemke, Alberta, 
Canada; Ed Newbury, NE; Mary Jo Ondrechen, 
MA; Ed Rausch, NJ; Doug Robertson, CA; Lloyd 

Roupe, WV; North American SW Association, 45 

68 Wildflower Road, Levittown PA 19057 

Habana Cuba very much wants to 
hear from SWLs, offering not only QSL 
cards in response to correct reception 
reports, but other mementos, such as 

pennants and calendars. The address 
is P.O. Box 7026, Havana, Cuba. 

SHORTWAVE FAX 
Every SWL listens to voice trans- 

missions. But have you ever seen a 

shortwave signal? You can if the trans- 
mission is in a mode called facsimile, 

Here's the logo of shortwave broadcaster Radio 
Habana Cuba, which marks its 35th anniversary 
this year 

or Fax. 
A leaflet, available for just a quarter 

and a self- addressed, stamped enve- 
lope from Universal Radio, 1280 Aida 
Drive, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068, 
offers an interesting introduction to 

shortwave Fax. 
Fax pictures are transmitted and 

received line by line, it explains. At the 
sending station, the image, usually a 

photo, map, or chart, is scanned, con- 
verting the visual picture elements, or 
pixels, into electrical voltages prior to 

SW transmission. At the receiving end, 
a Fax demodulator converts the radio 
signal back into electrical voltages, 
proportional to the lightness or dark- 

ness of the transmitted pixels. A print 
head or stylus reproduces the illustra- 
tion on paper, pixel by pixel, line by 

BY DON JENSEN 

line, at a rate of 60 -, 90 -, 120 -, or 240 - 
lines a minute. 

To the ear, a SW Fax transmission 
has an unpleasant sound, like the 
scratching of a needle on an old 
phonograph record. That distinctive 
noise makes it fairly easy to tune a Fax 

signal on a quality shortwave receiver 
with good frequency stability and sen- 

sitivity. To receive a Fax picture, you'll 
also need a special converter, such as 

Universal's Info -Tech M -800, and a 

suitable computer printer. 
The leaflet says that perhaps the 

strongest SW Fax signal heard in 

North America is NAM, a 24- hour -a- 
day U.S. Naval station at Norfolk, VA, 

which transmits on 3,357, 8,080 and 
10,865 kHz. The U.S. military uses 
that station to transmit oceanographic 
charts, satellite pictures, weather 
maps, broadcast schedules, and test 
charts. Other military Fax stations 
include NMF, Boston, on 7,530 kHz; 

NMC, San Francisco, on 8,682 kHz; 

and NPM, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii on 
14,826 kHz. 

Foreign press services send pho- 
tographs by shortwave Fax. 
Universal's leaflet lists a number of 
them, including TASS, Moscow, on 
12,828.5 kHz; LR083, Reuters, 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, on 18,433 
kHz; and JJC, Japan's Kyodo news 
agency, on 17,067 kHz. 

Shortwave is filled with meteorolog- 
ical Fax transmissions, sending weath- 
er maps, charts and satellite photos. 
Among those listed are AXI, Darwin, 
Australia, 7,535 kHz; GFE, Bracknell, 
England, 9,203 kHz; and BAF, Beijing, 
China, 16,025 kHz. Universal's leaflet 
illustrates what those radio pictures 
look like, details the equipment need- 
ed, and lists a number of reference 
books that will tell you more about 
DXing shortwave Fax signals. 

FREEBIES, ANYONE? 
If you're interested in getting cur- 

rent shortwave- station program sched- 
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ules without writing a lot of letters to 
individual broadcasters here's an 
address for you: Marbian Productions 
International, P.O. Box 1051, Pointe 
Claire, Quebec, Canada H9S 4H9, will 
send you a selection of up to date 
schedules from major international 
broadcasters. All you have to do is 

send a postcard asking for them. 
By the way, that free service is 

operated by retired Radio Canada 
International broadcaster Ian 
McFarland. 

FROM THE MAILBOX 
Letters this month include one from 

Frank Steffans, Palm Springs, CA: 
"Years ago, when I was a boy," writes 
Frank, "I was interested in radio. I even 
built some of my own sets, albeit sim- 
ple ones. Back then we spoke of kilo- 
cycles when we were talking about 
frequencies. 

In my retirement years, I have 
again become interested in shortwave. 
And now I see that frequencies are 
referred to in kilohertz units. When did 
this all change ?" 

According to Bob Grove, writing in 

the listeners' publication, Monitoring 
Times, the U.S. adopted kilohertz on 
Oct. 12, 1960, to honor Heinrich Hertz, 
the 19th Century discoverer of electro- 
magnet waves. The National Institute 
of Science and Technology then 
defined the new unit of frequency 
measurement as equal to one kilocy- 
cle per second, or kc /s. 

Adam McCarthy, Portland, ME, 
says he teaches junior -high young- 
sters. "As an SWL, I've always thought 
that shortwave would be an excellent 
way to teach students more about 
world geography and other cultures. 
I've persuaded my principal to let me 
develop a unit based on shortwave. 

"I would be surprised if other teach- 
ers had not already done this in other 
communities across the country. I'd like 
to get in touch with them. Any ideas ?" 

Sure, Adam. The Shortwave 
Classroom is an international newslet- 
ter for teachers who want to use SW- 
radio listening in the classroom to 
teach about global perspectives, 
media studies, world geography, social 
studies, and other subjects. It is pub- 
lished as a volunteer project three 
times a year, in August, December, 

and April. It is available for $10 a year, 
and a contributed feature to share with 
other teachers. 

For further information about 
Shortwave Classroom and a sample 
copy, send $2 to Neil Carleton, 
Naismith Memorial Public School, P.O. 

Box 280, Almonte, Ontario, Canada 
KOA 1A0. 

I'm looking for your letters. If you 
have a question or comment about 
SWLing, drop me a line. As always, 
I'm looking for your reception reports: 
Share your loggings -what SW sta- 
tions are you hearing, what sort of pro- 
gramming, when are you hearing 
them: and on which frequencies? 

I'm also looking for pictures of you 
readers doing your favorite thing, lis- 
tening to shortwave programs. Send in 

your clear, sharp, photos and I'll try to 
use them in future columns. Please 
describe your receiver and any other 
listening equipment shown in the pho- 
tographs. The address is DX Listening, 
Popular Electronics, 500 Bi- County 
Blvd., Farmingdale NY 11735. 

DOWN THE DIAL 
Here are some interesting listening 

targets to tune. 
BOTSWANA -4,820 kHz. Radio 
Botswana broadcasts on this frequen- 
cy, parallel to 3,356 kHz, at 0100 UTC 
with African language talk and music. 
BULGARIA -9,700 kHz. Radio 
Bulgaria was heard at 2257 UTC, end- 
ing an English- language program 
called "Time Out for Music." 
CANADA- 11,705 kHz. Radio 
Japan's English programming at 1400 
UTC is relayed from transmitters in 

Canada. So is the broadcast on 9,535 
kHz at the same time. 
CLANDESTINE -4,182 kHz. Voice of 
Iraqi Kurdistan might be the station 
noted with presumed Kurdish talk and 
music shortly after 0400 UTC. 
CUBA -5,025 kHz. Radio Rebelde is 

the other Cuban SW station, intended 
for Spanish- speaking listeners. It has 
been noted here with Cuban music 
and identification at around 0215 UTC. 
CZECH REPUBLIC -13,580 kHz. 
Radio Prague noted, parallel to 7,485 
kHz, with an English transmission, an 
economics feature, and news, at 1415 
UTC. 
MONGOLIA -7,530 kHz. Radio Ulan 

Bator signs on with a half -hour English 
program at 1930 UTC, with identifica- 
tion, schedule and a newscast. 
RUSSIA -5,930 kHz. Murmansk 
Radio is reported with Russian pro- 
gramming, signing on at 1558 UTC 
with bells. 
SLOVAKIA -5,91 5 kHz. Radio 
Slovakia is heard in English at 1930 
UTC, parallel to 6,055 kHz, with inter- 
val signal, ID, news, and a feature. 
TIBET -4,750 kHz. Xizang Peoples' 
Broadcasting Service, Lhasa, has 
Chinese -language talk and music at 
about 1100 UTC. 
TURKEY -6, 900 kHz. Turkish 
Meteorological Radio broadcasts in 

Turkish. Noted at about 0520 UTC with 
Turkish music and a long talk. 
ZAMBIA -4,965 kHz. Christian Voice, 
a relatively new SW station, heard 
after 2000 UTC until sign off at about 
2035 UTC, with Gospel music, identifi- 
cation, and jingles. 
ZIMBABWE -3,306 kHz. Zimbabwe 
Broadcasting Corp., is noted during 
the 0315 -0330 UTC period, with 
English ID and African music. 

TRANSISTOR 
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE 

BP85- Designed to help the user r 

find possible substitutes for a pop- 
ular use -oriented selection of mod - tr. 
ern transistors. Includes devices 
produced by more than 100 manu- 
facturers. Wherever possible, equiv- 
alents are sub -divided into Europe- 
an, American and Japanese types. 
Material type, polarity and manu- 
facturer are also shown. To order 

. 

BP85 send $9.95 (Includes shipping and handling) 
in the US and Canada to Electronic Technology Today 
Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762- 
0240. US funds only. Use US bank check or Interna- 
tional Money Order. Allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. 
MA08 

ELECTRONIC GAMES 
BP69 -A number of interest- 
ing electronic game projects 
using IC's are presented. In- 
cludes 19 different projects 
ranging from a simple coin 
flipper, to a competitive reac- 
tion game, to electronic 
roulette, a combination lock 
game, a game timer and 
more. To order BP69 send 
58.00 (Includes s &h) in the 
US and Canada to Electron- 
ic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Mas- 
sapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240. US funds only. 
Use US bank check or International Money 
Order. Allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. MA07 
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SCANNER ANTENNA 
(Continued from page 34) 

PARTS LIST 
FOR THE 

UNDERCOVER 
SCANNER ANTENNA 

rCI -ü.1 -µF. ceramic-disc capacitor 
t° .11 -BNC jack with threaded collar 
.3,J2-Miniature phone jack (should 

match the earphone used) 
PLI-Miniature phone plug (should 

", match the earphone jack on the 
scanner) 

Project enclosure (see text), earphone 
with wire, audio cable, RG58/U' 
coaxial cable, wire, solder;' 
hardware, etc. 

Secure BNC- connector J1 to the 
bottom of the canister by means of 
the jack's threaded collar. Next, mount 
the miniature phone jack, J2, on the 
lid. Then, connect a short piece of 
audio cable to plug PL1 and feed that 
through a grommet in the lid and into 
the canister, 

Go on to make the internal con- 
nections shown in Fig. 2. As shown in 
that diagram, connect a short piece 
of RG58 /U cable from J1 to capacitor 
C1. All other connections can be 
made with short bits of hookup wire. 
When you're finished, just snap on the 
lid, and the Undercover Antenna is 

ready to go. 

Using the Antenna. To try out your 
unit you have to make three simple 
connections. First, attach J1 to the an- 
tenna connector on your scanner. 
Second, insert PL1 into the scanner's 
audio -out or earphone jack. Third, 
plug an earphone into J2. Then just 
put the earphone in your ear and turn 
on your scanner. 

You'll probably find that, similar to a 
rubber ducky, the Undercover Anten- 
na works better when held away from 
your body. However, unlike a rubber 
ducky, the Antenna still works quite 
well when worn on your belt. 

I have used the simple little device 
a lot with my scanner, and have been 
quite pleased with the results. It will not 
rival a full -sized antenna, but was nev- 
er intended to. What it will do is pro- 
vide decent reception without being 

70 obtrusive or obvious. 

SEARCH AND RESCUE 
(Continued from page 52) 

8 -14 micron band. The IRIS "sees" all 
the emitted IR frequencies and pass- 
es the information to the sensing chip. 
It, in turn, transits the information to the 
PPM, which processes the image for 
display by the HMD. The sensor is sen- 
sitive enough to discern in great detail 
even tiny differences in temperatures, 
like hot spots behind walls and ceil- 
ings, or hot appliances and electrical 
terminals. Using Focal Plane Array 
(FPA) technology, the IRIS can detect 
temperature differentials as small as 
0.5 degrees F 

The helmet- mounted display, with 
its high -resolution CRT display inte- 
grated with an optical mirror /lens sys- 
tem in a binocular configuration, 
presents a single "virtual-reality" im- 
age in front of both eyes. The 1:1 dis- 
play lets firemen use size differentials 
to discern distances because the 
view is full -size. 

The PPM containing the processor 
and battery pack is housed in a 7'/2- 

by 4- by 2 -inch package that weighs 
only 1.8 pounds. Power is supplied by 
a 6 -volt nickel- cadmium battery pack 
that provides a minimum of 30 min- 
utes of continuous operation. The sys- 

tem comes with four batteries and a 
recharger. According to Cairns, the 
system has shown that it can reduce 
rescue times by an average of 50% 
because firefighters can visually scan 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Cairns & Brother, Inc. 
60 Webro Road 
P.O. Box 4076 
Clifton, NJ 07012 

Delsar, Inc. 
604 Caswell Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dyn-Optics 
2 McLaren, Suite F 
Irvine, CA 92718 

Mistral inc. 
7910 Woodmant Avenue; Suite 1070 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

Sandia National Laboratories 
Media Relations Department, MS 0167 
Albuquerque, NM 87185-0167 

Search Systems 
4117 Rio Del Norte 
Bakersfield, CA 93308 

areas quickly. 
The Fire Finder II, offered by Dyn- 

Optics, allows the use of thermal -sens- 
ing technology without the large in- 
vestment required for the CairnIRIS 
setup. The Fire Finder II looks and works 
much like an ordinary flashlight; it is 

powered by two standard, 9 -volt bat- 
teries. 

The device's sensitive infrared sen- 
sor can locate a 200 °F heat source as 
small as one -square -foot in area at 20 
feet, with much smaller ones detecta- 
ble at closer ranges. When a heat 
source is found, an audible alarm 
goes off within 1/,o second. The pitch of 
the alarm is proportional to the tem- 
perature of the hot spot or fire. The 
hotter the heat source, the higher the 
pitch. 

With no meters to read or lights to 
interpret, it can be used in complete 
darkness or in smoke -filled rooms. It 

will detect a hot spot even through a 
glass window or in bright sunlight. An 
optional built -in "Laser Pointer" will 
identify with pinpoint accuracy the 
exact direction in which the Fire Finder 
is aimed. The device will detect just 
about any hidden heat source, in- 
cluding super- heated air that can 
lead to flashover, as well as chemical 
fires such as with hydrogen and meth- 
yl alcohol, which burn with an invisible 
flame. 

9í1tIr,íPpB41I1;p1lp 
on the PC 

MULTIMEDIA 
on the PC! 

What is Multimedia? What can 
it do for you? It can do lots of 

g nice things! This 184 -page 
book helps you create your 
own multimedia presentation. 

Multimedia applications by people like you can 
revolutionize educational and business applications 
as well as bring more FUN, FUN, FUN into your 
leisure computer activities. 

Mail coupon to: 

Electronics Technology Today, Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Please send me my copy of Multiomedia on the PC 
(PCP120). I enclose a check or money order for $18.95 
to cover the book's cost and shipping- and -handling 
expenses. NY state resident must add local sales tax. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry, no 

orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. Please 

La llow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. 
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WIRELESS A/V SYSTEM 
RF -Link Technology's WAVECOM Jr. 

(Wireless Audio Video Everywhere 
COMmunicator) allows you to enjoy 
interference -free stereo -audio and 
video reception in or around your 
home or office, without running wires 
from room to room. The system's reli- 
able 2.4 -GHz signal penetrates walls, 
floors, doors, and ceilings, to a dis- 
tance of up to 300 feet. 

Consisting of a small portable 
transmitter and receiver, the system is 

fully compatible with any components 
that have standard audio and video 
input and output connections. The sys- 
tem sends FM signals over the 2.4- 
GHz ISM band, avoiding the 
interference associated with the 
crowded 900 -MHz band used by cord- 
less phones and other wireless 
audio /video transmitters. High -gain 
directional transmitting and receiving 
antennas, rather than omni antennas, 
are used to minimize interference from 
unwanted signals and eliminate the 
inherent problem of multipath. 

The WAVECOM Jr. has a wide 
range of applications. It can be used to 
watch cable or DSS programs, or 
videotapes or laserdiscs, on any TV in 

the house without a separate 
cable /satellite or VCR /LD hookup. 
Similarly, it can be used to send stereo 
audio signals from a CD player, tuner, 
or other source, throughout the house. 
By transmitting the signal from a cam- 
corder to the TV, parents can check on 
sleeping babies or children playing 
outdoors, using the WAVECOM Jr. as 
an audio /video baby monitor. With a 

CCD camera accessory, it can be used 
for home /office security. And with the 
addition of accessories available at 

most computer and electronics stores, 
computer users can watch anything on 
their computer screens that they nor- 
mally watch on TV, or can transmit 
computer -generated images to a TV. 

The WAVECOM Jr. has a suggest- 
ed retail price of $199.95. For more 
information, contact RF -Link Technol- 
ogy Inc., 411 Amapola Avenue, 
Torrance, CA 90501; Tel. 310 -787- 
2328; Fax: 310 -787 -2323; e -mail: 
rflinkmktg ©aol.com. 

CIRCLE 70 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

PC -RADIO UNIVERSAL 
INTERFACE 
The Optolinx universal interface from 
Optoelectronics adapts a wide variety 
of radios, scanners, decoders, fre- 
quency counters, global -positioning 
satellite (GPS) receivers, and other 
devices for connection to a personal 
computer's RS -232C serial port. Both 
full- and half -duplex devices can be 

connected simultaneously using soft- 
ware to switch between them. 

The Optolinx offers special provi- 
sions for connecting the AOE AR2700 
and AR8000 to a PC for full- featured 
computer -controlled scanning -even 
allowing the user to control multiple 
radios at the same time, all while 
switching back and forth between the 
radios. It also allows you to interface 
the AOR AR3000A receiver with the 
DC440 decoder to permit decoding of 
DCS and CTCSS tones and DTMF 
characters. 

The Optolinx can interface with an 
NMEA 0183 -compatible GPS or 
LORAN receiver. Together, the 
Optolinx, GPS receiver, and any com- 
munications receiver can be used to 
receive longitude and latitude coordi- 

nates for any signal that your scanner 
receives. (Future software by Software 
Developers will allow real -time position 
mapping.) 

With the Optolinx interfaced to an 
Optoelectronics Scout frequency 
recorder, you can download Scout fre- 
quencies to a PC using the disk sup- 
plied with the Scout, then check the 
frequencies against the FCC database 
using the Spectrum CD -ROM. The 
Optoelectronics M1 frequency counter, 
using Optolog software, can be inter- 
faced to the Optolinx to provide com- 
puter- controlled data logging of all 
frequencies captured by the M1. The 
Optolinx also provides computer con- 
trol for the ICOM R7000, R7100, and 
R9000 receivers. 

The Optolinx PC -radio universal 
interface costs $129. For further infor- 
mation, contact Optoelectronics, Inc., 
5821 NE 14th Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, 
FL 33486; Tel. 800 -327 -5912 or 954- 
771 -2050. 

CIRCLE 71 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

LOGIC -ANALYSIS TEST KITS 
Three logic test kits from Global 
Specialties offer logical solutions to 
digital troubleshooting problems. The 
Models LTC -6, LTC -7, and LTC -8 are 
DTL /TTL- and CMOS -compatible. 
Each features a logic probe, a digital 
pulser, a 16- channel logic monitor, a 

tone ohmmeter, and an accessory kit, 
all packaged in a rugged plastic carry- 
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The easy -to- install Multiscope con- 
nects to the PC parallel port. It has a 

user -friendly Windows graphical inter - 
72 face, and comes complete with two 

ing case. Aimed at anyone who 
designs, repairs, or tests digital circuit- 
ry, the kits can be used to troubleshoot 
all CMOS/TTL digital circuits such as 
counters, A/D and D/A converters, 
microprocessors, flip -flop latches, and 
shift registers. 

Eàch logic probe has a selectable 
memory and LEDs for indicating high 
and low logic states. The probe's pulse 
width varies with the kit selected-the 
LTC -6 comes with a 10 -MHz probe, 
the LTC -7 has a 35 -MHz probe, and 
the LTC -8 has a 100 -MHz probe. The 
digital pulser is a pocket -sized pulse 
generator that is used to simulate logic 
circuits with a single pulse or a contin- 
uous pulse train. The logic monitor 
simultaneously displays the static and 
dynamic states of 16 logic inputs. The 
pocket -sized audible -tone ohmmeter 
can be used for locating bad ICs and 
detecting short or open circuits. The 
accessory kit includes interchangeable 
probe tips, ground clips, tip adapters, 
and quick hook cables, for hands -free 
testing. 

The LTC -6, LTC -7, and LTC -8 logic 
analysis test kits cost $299.95, 
$324.95, and $379.95, respectively. 
For additional information, contact 
Global Specialties, 70 Fulton Terrace, 
New Haven, CT 06512; Tel. 800 -572- 
1028; Fax: 203 -468 -0060. 

CIRCLE 72 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

PC DIGITAL STORAGE MULTI - 
SCOPE PERIPHERAL 
Mission Technology's Multiscope is an 
external PC peripheral that turns any 
386 /486 /Pentium PC into a dual -chan- 
nel digital storage oscilloscope, spec- 
trum analyzer, and strip -chart recorder. 

sets of clip probes and a parallel print- 
er cable. It can be used by hobbyists, 
businesses, and schools, for scientific 
measurement and automotive diag- 
nostics. 

Mail -order prices for the Multiscope 
start at $399. For additional informa- 
tion, contact Amaze Electronics 
Corporation, 10395 Mary Avenue, 
Cupertino, CA 95014; Tel. 408 -996- 
8943; Fax: 408 -996 -0366; or Mission 
Technology, Inc., P.O. Box 3016, 
Teaneck, NJ 07666; Tel. 201 -837- 
8386; Fax: 201 -837 -6597. 

CIRCLE 73 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

SINGLE -AXIS 
ACCELEROMETER 
B &B Electronics' Model ACL1 single - 
axis accelerometer can be used to 
measure tilt, orientation, and accelera- 
tion, or to detect motion. The device is 

configured to measure acceleration up 
to ±2 g's. Simply supply the unit with 5 

volts DC and ground it through the 
attached six -foot shielded cable. The 
cable's third conductor is the 0- to 5- 
volt output signal, which provides a lin- 
ear voltage proportional to the force of 
acceleration. B &B Electronics also 
offers serial and parallel A/D products 
that provide an inexpensive means of 

logging the data to a computer. 
The ACL1 accelerometer costs 

$89.95. For further information, con- 
tact B &B Electronics Manufacturing 
Company, 707 Dayton Road, P.O. Box 
1040, Ottawa, IL 61350; Tel. 815 -433- 
5100; Fax: 815 -434 -7094; BBS: 815- 
434 -2927; e -mail: catrqst @bb -elec. 
corn; Web page: http: / /www.bb -elec. 
corn. 

CIRCLE 74 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS 
MANAGER 
B.E.L. - Tronics has dubbed its Model 
CF130 telephone the "Advanced 
Communications Manager." The 
phone provides users with the options 
they need for communications flexibili- 
ty, privacy, and convenience. 

The CF130's features are designed 
to optimize telephone- company Caller 
ID and messaging services. For 
instance, when the user subscribes to 
Caller ID, the phone's incoming -call 
storage features allow the users to 
memorize the numbers of incoming 
calls and separate them into those that 
should be rejected and those that 
should be stored as "preferred." The 
CF130 can simultaneously display the 
name, number, date, and time for up to 
100 calls. One -touch Caller ID dial - 
back is also provided. 

With the Call- Waiting Caller ID fea- 
ture, and the Call- Waiting service from 
the phone company, even when the 
user's line is engaged, subsequent 
incoming calls are identified on the 
CF130's display. The exclusive Call 
Reject feature allows the user to store 
into memory the number of any nui- 
sance call. When that number calls 
again, Call Reject answers with a pre- 
recorded digital message designed to 
discourage further calls. Preferred 
Caller Memory matches incoming calls 
with a personalized list of up to 50 
user -selected numbers. The CF130 
provides unique ring tones to distin- 
guish preferred calls from regular calls. 
The user can even program the phone 
to ring only for preferred calls. Other 
features include a speaker phone, 
message- waiting and line- status indi- 
cators, five speed -dial keys, and a 
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built -in clock and call timer. 
The CF130 has a suggested retail 

price of $199.95. For more informa- 
tion, contact B.E.L. -Tronics Limited, 
8100 Sagl Parkway, Covington, GA 
30209; Tel. 770 -787 -6500 or 800 -828- 
8804; Fax: 770 -784 -9898. 

CIRCLE 75 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

HANDHELD GLOBAL -POSI- 
TIONING -SYSTEM RECEIVER 
Aimed at outdoor enthusiasts, sports- 
men, and boaters, RadioShack's 
Magellan GPS 2000 is a pocket -sized 
GPS receiver that will guide you where 
you want to go-in any weather, any- 
where in the world with the push of a 

button. It can be used for marking trails, 
recording fishing spots, tracking game, 
or simply finding your way through diffi- 
cult or unfamiliar terrain. 

The GPS 2000 relies on U.S. 
Government Global Positioning System 
satellites, which transmit precise time 
and position (latitude, longitude, and 
altitude) information 24 hours a day 
from their orbit 12,000 miles above the 
earth. The GPS receiver uses signals 
from three or more satellites at once to 
pinpoint the user's exact position. 

The receiver's on- screen graphic 

display shows the exact location, direc- 
tion, and distance to a chosen destina- 
tion, and also indicates speed. The 
plotter screen draws a picture of the 
course, the route to be followed, the 
location of nearby landmarks, and 
progress to the destination. The GPS 
200 measures 6 -1/2 x 2 -1/3 x 1 -1/3 
inches, weighs just 10 ounces with bat- 
teries, and will run continuously for up 

to 17 hours on four "AA" alkaline bat- 
teries. 

The GPS 2000 receiver costs 
$229.99 and is available through 
RadioShack Unlimited, a special -order 
program through which orders placed 
at any RadioShack store will be deliv- 
ered directly to the customer within a 

few days. For more information, con- 
tact RadioShack, 700 One Tandy 
Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102; Tel. 800 - 
THE- SHACK. 

CIRCLE 76 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

MULTI -PURPOSE 
AUTOMOTIVE TESTER 
HC Protek's Model D -988 handheld 
automotive tester provides quick, 
accurate, time -saving diagnoses of 
problems, capturing glitches and sig- 
nal variations in less than one millisec- 
ond. The 4000 -count, 33i4 -digit 
auto -ranging meter can be used to test 

ignition and engine systems; sensors, 
solenoids, and components; alterna- 
tors, coils, and diodes; charging sys- 

tems; cooling and heating systems; 
and lighting systems for all modern 
vehicles, including both distributor - 
type and distributor -less models. 

The D -988 measures RPM with a 

magnetic pick -up probe, positive or 
negative on -time pulse and duty -cycle, 
min /max /average, temperature in 

fahrenheit or celsius, and relative 
change. It also features a 0- 2000 -kHz 
frequency counter, data hold, and con- 
tinuity buzzer. All features and func- 
tions are indicated on the unit's large 
backlit display, which also includes a 

42- segment bar graph. 
The D -988 automotive tester, com- 

plete with RPM inductive pick -up 
probe, test leads, alligator clips, tem- 
perature probe with adapter, remov- 
able rubber holster, padded carrying 
case, and illustrated instruction manu- 
al, costs $349.95. For more informa- 
tion, contact HC Protek, 154 Veteran's 
Drive, Northvale, NJ 07647; Tel. 201- 
767 -7242; Fax: 201 -767 -7343. 

CIRCLE 77 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

ACTIVE PRESELECTOR 
Aimed at SWLs and medium -wave 
DXers, Palomar Engineers' Model P- 

508 active preselector covers 200 kHz 
to 30 MHz in five bands. Its high -qual- 
ity tuned circuits reduce cross modula- 

tion and receiver overload from strong 
out -of -band signals. An FET bipolar 
amplifier tolerates higher signal levels 
without overload to operate in today's 
high -signal- density environment. The 
P -508 also features continuous control 
of gain and attenuation, SO -239 con- 
nectors, and 12- volt -DC operation. 

The Model P -508 active preselector 
costs $99.95 plus $6 shipping and 
handling. For additional information, 
contact Palomar Engineers, P.O. Box 
462222, Escondido, CA 92029; Tel. 

619 -747 -3343; Fax: 619 -747 -3346. 
CIRCLE 78 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 
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ELECTRONICS LibRARy 
1996/97 WORLD SATELLITE 
YEARLY 
by Dr. Frank Baylin 

Written for the professional as well as 
the educated layman, this book pro- 
vides all the up -to -date information 
needed to determine the satellite pro- 
gramming available at any site in the 
world, along with detailed coverage of 
the equipment needed to receive 
those signals. The book is divided into 
five tabbed sections titled Technical, 
New Developments, Programming, 
Satellites, and Companies. 

1996/97 
WORLD SATELLITE YEARLY 

by Dr. FRANK BAYLIN 

The Technical section begins by 
thoroughly exploring the function and 
use of broadcast satellites. It also 
describes how to read footprint maps, 
the role of polarity in the downlinked 
signal, and the components that make 
up a satellite earth station. That is fol- 
lowed by a study of the techniques 
needed to size satellite dishes and 
LNB, including the underlying analog 
and digital equations and detailed 
tables. A separate chapter is devoted 
to aiming the dish. Next, broadcast 
methods and standards are explored 
in a chapter that includes complete 
tables of broadcast formats organized 
by both country and format style, along 
with an overview of audio -transmission 

74 methods. 

The latest details about rapidly 
evolving compressed digital video and 
audio methods and the role of MPEG 2 

are presented in the first two chapters 
that fall under the New Developments 
heading. Subsequent chapters provide 
an overview of the basics and new 
developments in scrambling and 
encryption techniques; worldwide allo- 
cations of communications frequen- 
cies as well as spacecraft, systems, 
and channel frequency layouts for 
regional satellite systems; and marine 
satellite reception systems. A study of 
the explosive growth of DBS broad- 
casting rounds out this section. 

The Programming section lists 
polarity, frequency, and language of 
video programming available on all the 
world's geostationary broadcast satel- 
lites. The 500 -page Satellites section 
presents the characteristics and foot- 
prints of nearly all of the world's oper- 
ational satellites. Complete directories 
of satellite programmers, operators, 
and manufacturers, as well as manu- 
facturers of earth -station components, 
are found in the Companies section. 

The 1996/97 World Satellite Yearly 
is available for $90 plus $5 shipping 
and handling ($40 air shipping outside 
the U.S.) from Baylin Publications, 
1905 Mariposa, Boulder, CO 80302; 
Tel. 303 -449 -4551; Fax: 303 -939- 
8720; e-mail: fbaylin @entertain. corn. 

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

VEHICLE SECURITY SYSTEMS: 
Build Your Own Alarm & 
Protection Systems 
by A.L. Brown 

The threat of car theft affects all of us 
either directly or through spiralling 
insurance premiums. This book pro- 
vides electronics hobbyists with all the 
information and designs they need to 
comprehensively protect their cars. 

Every circuit in the book is clearly 
described and illustrated, and the parts 
are easy to find. The designs have all 

been rigorously tested on some of the 

most car -crime -ridden streets in the 
world, and the advice provided is 

based on real -life experience. 

The designs include systems as 
simple as a warning beacon, a range 
of immobilizers, and a basic alarm sys- 
tem. More advanced systems include 
add -on features such as a personal - 
attack button and a courtesy -light 
delay. Intruder detectors are de- 
scribed, and full construction details 
are provided, including a guide to fault 
diagnosis and step -by -step installation 
instructions. 

Vehicle Security Systems: Build 
Your Own Alarm & Protection Systems 
costs $28.95 and is published by 
Butterworth- Heinemann, 225 Wildwood 
Avenue, Unit B, P.O. Box 4500, 
Wobum, MA 01801; Tel. 617 -928 -2500. 

CIRCLE 81 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

ZWORYKIN, PIONEER OF 
TELEVISION 
by Albert Abramson 

Russian -born scientist Vladimir Kosma 
Zworykin was instrumental in the cre- 
ation of cathode -ray television. In this 
book, the author uses patents, pub- 
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lished and unpublished documents, 
and interviews with television pio- 
neers- including Zworykin himself -to 
reconstruct the inventor's life. 

Although the book covers 
Zworykin's early years in Russia 
through his death in 1982, its focus is 

on the years beginning in the late 
1920s, when Zworykin worked for 
David Sarnoff to create an RCA televi- 
sion system, and culminating in the tri- 
umphant television demonstrations at 
the 1939 World's Fair and later com- 
mercial success. The author argues 
that it was Zworykin's inven- 
tions-including the iconoscope, the 
first practical television camera 
tube-that made modern, all- electron- 
ic television possible, and that he 
deserves the title "father of television." 

Zworykin, Pioneer of Television 
costs $36.95 and is published by the 
University of Illinois Press, 1325 South 
Oak Street, Champaign, IL 61820. 

CIRCLE 82 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

1996 MASTER CATALOG 
from Jensen Tools 

Aimed at field- service technicians, radio 
amateurs, and electronic hobbyists, this 
catalog offers a wide assortment of test 
and diagnostic instruments, high -quality 
tools, and accessories. The latest addi- 
tions to the popular JTK (Jensen Tool 
Kit) line are presented, and seven mod- 
els of the economical new Vantage line 
are introduced in the 240 -page 
brochure. 

JENSEN 
(Haste, Catalog 1993.1996 

JENSFN... 
the brand to acquire 

O,dcr by Phony. 800-4261 194 ,n b02,4 44b2:41 
24 Hour rag'. 800-a66.1662 m 602+3381690 ..... -_. 

The catalog also features products 
from many leading manufacturers, 
including Fluke, Wavetek, BK 
Precision, Tektronix, Leader, Biddle, 
Navtel, and others. Additional product 
categories include wire, cable and con- 
nectors, inch /metric tools, PC diagnos- 
tic gear, fiber- optics, power monitors/ 
meters, soldering and SMT rework sta- 
tions, cases, and shipping containers. 

The 1996 Master Catalog is free 
upon request from Jensen Tools Inc., 

7815 South 46th Street, Phoenix, AZ 
85044 -5399; Tel. 800 -426 -1194; Fax: 
602 -438 -1690. 

CIRCLE 83 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

1996 EEM /ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERS MASTER 
from Hearst Business Publishing /UTP 
Division 

For the first time, the Electronics 
Engineers Master is available not only 
in its traditional printed version, but 
also on a CD -ROM. The electronic ver- 
sion combines the scope of the EEM 
database with the speed and ease of 

CD-ROM technology. It provides fast, 
efficient electronic access to all the 
product information in the world's 
largest catalog of electronic products. 
Users can conduct searches by prod- 
uct or by manufacturer. The EEM CD- 
ROM includes the complete EEM 
Manufacturers & Sales Offices 
Directory as well as more than 4400 
product catalog data pages from over 
1000 manufacturers. 

The updated and expanded 1996 
edition includes more than 4100 differ- 

ent product listings with hundreds of 
new products; 5300 manufacturer list- 
ings, including 300 new listings; 63 

product sections, including new sec- 
tions on LAN products, terminal 
blocks, and test accessories; 39 prod- 
uct selection guides; 20 mini -glos- 
saries and charts, expanded with the 
latest hard -to -find technical details; 
and more than 1000 manufacturers' 
address and phone- number changes. 

The 1996 EEM CD -ROM for 
Windows costs $115; the four -volume 
1996 EEM /Electronics Master Catalog 
costs $99 plus $10 shipping. They are 
available from Hearst Business 
Publishing /UTP Division, 645 Stewart 
Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530; Tel. 

516 -227 -1314 or 800 -833 -7138 for 
credit -card orders; Fax: 516 -227 -1453. 

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

VCR CROSS -REFERENCE AND 
PARTS CROSS -REFERENCE 
Version Seven 
from ISCET 

The International Society of Certified 
Electronics Technicians (ISCET) has 
released both paper and electronic 
versions of the seventh edition of the 
VCR Cross -Reference and Parts 
Cross -Reference. 

The software allows the user to 
search by manufacturer for model 
numbers and by description for part 
numbers. A sub -search by manufac- 
turer and part- description is also a fea- 
ture of the program. All the substitutes 
for the part entered are shown. 

The 144 -page, laser- printed book 
contains 1756 models and more than 
6000 parts with all updated prices. The 
book is three -hole punched and shrink 
wrapped for easy filing. 

The software is available to first - 
time purchasers for $69.95 plus $2 
shipping. Registered previous pur- 
chasers can buy an upgrade for 
$20.95 plus shipping. The book costs 
$29.95 plus $3 shipping. The book or 
disc(s) (one 3 -1/2- or two 5 -1/4 -inch) 
can be ordered from ISCET, 2708 
West Berry, Fort Worth, TX 76109; Tel. 

817 -921 -9101. 
CIRCLE 85 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 
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TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER 
PURCHASE 

It is impossible for us to verify the claims of ad- 
vertisers, including but not limited to product 
availability, credibility, reliability and existence 
of warranties. The following Information Is pro- 
vided as a service for your protection. It Is not 
intended to constitute legal advice and readers 
are advised to obtain independent advice on 
how to best protect their own Interests based 
upon their Individual circumstances and juris- 
dictions. 

1. Confirm price and merchandise information 
with the seller, including brand, model, color or 
finish, accessories and rebates included in the 
price. 

Z Understand the seller's return and/or refund 
policy, including the allowable return period, who 
pays the postage for returned merchandise and 
whether there is any "restocking" or "return" 
charge. 

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there 
a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it for a 

U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many 
manufacturers assert that, even if the product 
comes with a U.S. manufacturer's warranty, if you 
purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are 
not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If 

in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In 

addition to, or instead of the manufacturer's war- 
ranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In 

either case, what is covered by warranty, how 
long is the warranty period, where will the prod- 
uct be serviced, is there a charge for service, what 
do you have to do to obtain service and will the 
product be repaired or replaced? You may want 
to receive a copy of the written warranty before 
placing your order. 

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including 
but not limited to cancelled check, receipt and 
correspondence. For phone orders, make a note 
of the order including merchandise ordered, price, 
order date, expected delivery date and salesper- 
son's name. 

5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the 
promised time, or if no time was promised, with- 
in 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally 
have the right to cancel the order and get a re- 
fund. 

B. Merchandise substitution without your ex- 
press prior consent is generally not allowed. 

7. If you have a problem with your order or the 
merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the 

pertinent information and keep a copy. 

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from 
the seller, contact the consumer protection 
agency in the seller's state and your local Post 
Office. 

If, after following the guidelines, you experi- 
ence a problem with a mall order advertiser 
that you are unable to resolve, please let us 
know. Write to Advertising Department, 
Gernsback Publications Inc., 5008 BI- County 
Blvd. Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

76 Be sure to include copies of all correspondence. 

CALLER ID 
(Continued from page 49) 

before your unit will work. The date 
and time is included in any subscrip- 
tion to Caller ID; in addition, you can 
subscribe to just the number, just the 
name, or both. 

For your computer to work with the 
unit, you will need to either write a 
program (more on that later) or use 
the simple program shown in Listing 1. 

That QuickBASIC program will keep a 
running log of all incoming calls by 
displaying them on the screen and 
storing them in the file C:\CID. Type the 
program in and save it. 

Plug the wall transformer into an 
outlet, the modular plug into a tele- 
phone wall jack, and the RS -232 con- 
nector into your computer. Note, 
always apply power to the unit before 
plugging it into an active RS -232 port 
or the oscillator might fail to start. 

Start the QuickBASIC program and 
have someone call the telephone 
line that the unit is plugged into. The 
yellow LED (LEDI) will flash shortly after 
the first ring as the caller -ID data is 

being received, then the red LED 

(LED2) will flash as the data is being 
sent to the computer. The computer 
will then show the date, time, number, 
and name on the screen, and store 
that data in the C: \CID file. As each 
new call comes in, the information will 
be displayed on the next line of the 
screen and stored in the next line of 
the file. 

If LEDI fails to flash, there is either a 
wiring error somewhere between the 
unit and the phone jack, or the caller - 
ID data is not being sent down the line 
by the phone company. If LED2 fails to 
flash immediately following LEDI, 
there is either an error in the RS -232 
cable /connector wiring, or the pro- 
gram is not successfully opening the 
same serial port. Hit the ESC key at any 
time to exit the program. 

The Caller -ID Computer Interface 
will store the data from each call (up 
to 256 characters) when the comput- 
er is off or not running the program. As 

soon as the program is started, all 
caller -ID data stored in the EEPROM 

will be sent to the computer. 

Creating Your Own Program. It's 

possible to write your own program for 
the unit if you keep certain things in 

LISTING 1 

CLS 
OPEN'"COM1 :1200,N,8,1" FOR INPUT AS #1 
OPEN "C:tCID" FOR APPEND AS #2 
ON COM(1) GOSUB RECEIVE 
COM(1) ON 
DO 
LOOP UNTIL INKEYS=CHR$(27) 
CLOSE #1,#2 
END 

RECEIVE: 
COM(1) OFF 
IF INPUTS(1, #1)= "1" THEN 

LINE INPUT #1, CID$ 
PRINT CDDS 

PRINT #2, CID$ 
ELSE LINE INPUT #1, DISCARDS 
END IF 
COM(1) ON 
RETURN 

mind. The Caller ID communicates 
using 1200 baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 

and 1 stop bit. Your program should 
contain the line OPEN 
"COM1:1200,N,8,1" FOR INPUT AS #1, or 
similar. Also, the ON COM GOSUB 
statement should be used as shown in 

the sample program to handle 
branching to a subroutine when the 
caller -ID data is received. 

As mentioned, all caller -ID data 
sent from the unit to the serial port is 

preceded by an "I," which identifies 
the string as the caller -ID data, and 
ends with a carriage return. Note, al- 
ways use the COM(1) OFF statement 
at the beginning of your subroutine 
branched to by the ON COM GOSUB 
statement, then a COM(1) ON state- 
ment at the end after all characters 
have been received. Failure to turn off 
event trapping in this case will cause 
communications errors between the 
PC and the Interface. 

BBS Applications. The unit can be 
used to grab the name and /or 
number of any caller to your BBS or 
other modem applications, and can 
serve as your computer's security sys- 

tem. Two important notes here: Be- 
cause the caller -ID data is transmitted 
between the first and second ring, 
your modem must let two rings occur 
before it answers. 

Also, the carrier used for modem 
communications is the same as that 
which delivers the caller -ID data. The 

unit listens for that carrier for a total of 
two seconds following each ring. You 

must have your modem wait at least 
two seconds after pick -up prior to issu- 

ing its own carrier to avoid a false 
carrier detection by the unit. 
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Ponular Electronics 
Supplement to Popular Electronics 

AUGUST 1996 

Market Centel! 
er. 

ti 

PUT YOUR PC TO WORK 
THIS IS THE DREAM MACHINE YOU'VE BEEN W 

2.5,3, & `t AXIS C NCI V NC 51ART11 
AT 

DESKTOP MANUFACTURING UNITS S 
495,w 

/TING FOR 

AUTOMATICALLY PROTOTYPE PC BOARDS & MACHINE 3D PARTS FROM CAD 

CARVE, ROUTE, MILL, & DRILL WOOD, PLASTICS, & LIGHT METALS 
l 

1>1 FREE POWERFUL 3D CAD/CAM SOFTWARE WITH EACH UNIT / 
INEXPENSIVE CNC KITS AND ASSEMBLED CNC UNITS / 
NOW OVER 20 DIFFERENT MODEL -OPTIONS SIZES FROM 12 "x 12" 

EXPEDITE & SUPER -EXPEDITE AVAILABLE TO HUGE 6'x 6' UNITS 

ORDER NOW! 501- 839 -8293 U,S, CYBERLAB, INC. , 14786 SLATE GAP ROAD, WEST FORK, AR 72774 

C 501-839-8293 24 HR. FAX-BACK SERVICE 

Weeder Technologies 
Electronic 

KITS! 

Call for 
FREE 

CATALOG! 
From 

$29 to $55 P0- K,t 
PO Box 421, Batavia, OH 45103 

Home Automation 
Connects between a TW523 and 
an RS -232 serial port Use your PC 
or Mac to receive and transmit all 
X -10 commands. Create your own 
program to control your home 
automation system, turning on/off 
any device plugged into an 
electrical outlet wfth responce to 
time /date, other X -10 transmissions 
or any other computer Input stimuli. 

Telephone Scrambler 
Scrambles your voice before 
sending It over the telephone 
line. Prevent eavesdropping from 
an extension or tap. Connects 
between your telephone and wall 
Jack. No modifications are 
required to your telephone. Full 
duplex operation. 

Caller ID / FS -232 
Connects between a telephone 
wall jack and an RS -232 serial 
port Decodes the caller ID data 
sent over the phone line and 
sends it to your PC 3r Mac, in a 
pre -formatted ASCI character 
string. Create your cwn program 
to log the name, ni mber, date, 
and time of ail Incoming calls. 

Telephone Call Restrictor 
Connects to telephone wall Jack Disables 
all phones on the line if attempting to 
either: dial a number that has been stored 
in memory 'Block' mode or, dial a number 
that has not been stored In memory 
'Allow' mode. Use touch -tone phone to 
enter telephone numbers into memory, 
and choose mode. Program from any 
phone on the line using your password. 

IR Remote Control Receiver 
Learns and recods the data patterns 
emitted by standard Infrared remote 
controls used by TVs, VCRs, Stereos, etc. 
Lets you control all your electronic projects 
with your TV remo e. Seven Individual VO 
pins can be assigned to any button on your 
remote, and can be configured for either 
'toggle' or 'momentary' action. 

513 -752 -0279 

50 MHz Frequency Counter 
Reads frequency from 1 Hz to 50MHz and 
displays up to 7 digits on a 18x1 character 
LCD display. Auto-range feature provides 
floating decimal point and automatically 
affixes the correct suffix (Hz, KHz, or MHz). 
MIcrocontroller based provides for very 
small parts count, only 7 x 3' big. 

Vocal Filter 
An audio device which can be 
used with a home component 
stereo system to filter out the 
main vocal sound track from 
standard stereo recordings (CD, 
tape, record or FM), leaving the 
background music to sing along 
with. Produce your own karaoke 
tapes from your personal library. 

DTMF Decoder /Logger 
Keep track of all numbers dialed or 
entered from any phone on your 
line. Connects to your telephone 
wall Jack. Decodes all 18 touch - 
tones and displays them on an LCD 
display. Holds the last 240 digits In 
a nonvolltile memory. Scroll 
through and view all telephone 
numbers dialed, credit card 
numbers entered, etc. 
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'MINIATURE FM TRANSMITTER KIT 

SOLAR POWERED HAT FAN STEPPER MOTOR CO NTROLLER KIT 

Solar Powered 

Durable Fon in bill 

Keeps you Cool! 

Adjustable Fit 

Keeps you cool on hot days, 

while working or playing. 

Makes a great gift! Speedy color: 

red, light blue, navy blue, white, and yellow. 

SPHF -1 $15.00ea. 

0 645 Temple 7E A Long Beach A California 90814 

(310) 434 -5641 A FAX (310) 434 -9142 A 

Powerful 2 stage 

Audio Amplifier 

Tunes 100- 108Mhz 

Requires 9V Battery 

(Not Included) 

Sensitive mike picks up Whispers 

Works with any FM radio or broadcast receiver. 

Easy to assemble. 

FM 32 510.95 

VIDEO CLARIFIER 
Eliminate Copygeardsl 

Auto Sync Boost 

Fully Automatic 

State -of -the Art Circuitry 

Allows for flawless viewing of oll prerecorded tapes. 

Restores tapes to broadcast quality. Eliminates annoying 

interference. Compatible with all VCR's and T.V.'s. Operates 

on 4 AA batteries. (Nat Included) 

VC -3 $49.95 

Adjust speed 

Change direction 

of rotation. 

Single step or 

Continuous stepping 

Easy to assemble! LED's show 

sequence of motor steps. Runs on I 2VDC. Indudes Stepper 

Motor, PC Board, Parts, and Instructions. 

SMK -1 525.00 

MINI PHONE TRANSMITTER KIT 

Small Phone Transmitter 

Tunes 90 -95Mhz 

Attaches to phone 

line any where in home. 

Powered by phone line. 

Use with any FM radio or broadcast 

receiver. Easy to assemble. Just lift the 

handset to activate. 

FM -16 $9.95 

CAMCORDER VIDEO TAPE 

HI-8 

P6 -120 HMPX 

Major Brand Name 

Excellent Condition 

Jewel Box Included 

111.8 120 minute video cassette tape (used). They were 

recorded an once and played o few times. Then bulk erased. 

Ready to record on again. 

CG -1 ..53.00ea/10+ 2.80ea /50+ 2.65ea /100+ 2.50ea 

SUPER VHS VIDEO TAPES (USED) 

Super VHS Tapes 

T- 120Minute 

Major Brand Nomes 

Excellent Condition 

Great Price! 

These tapes were used for o brief period, her hulk erased. 

The record tabs have broken out, so you will need to cover 

the notch with a pire of tape. 

S-VHS ..53.00ea/10+ 2.80ea/50+ 2.65ea /100+ 2.SOea 

l 
AMAZING EMERGENCY FLASHLIGHT DC MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER 

Hand Powered! 

Never needs 

batteries 

Operates even 

underwater! 

Never be caught without a flashlight again due to dead 

batteries. Dynamo produces power to provide light. 

Great for the car, boat, and house. 

ELI 59.95 

Control speed 

Clockwise or Counter 

Clockwise Rotation 

Buns on 6 to 12VDC 

Easy to build. Control 

speed and directional 

small DC motors. Includes 

PC Board, Motor, Parts, and Instructions. 

MSC-1 $15.00 

B/W PINHOLE CAMERA WITH AUDIO MINI 8/W CAMERA W /STAND ULTRA PLIER 14 FUNCTION TOOL/ 
f" k& with Audio 

Ultra Miniature! 

3.7mm lens 

Prewired with RCA pings 

Ultra mini camera measures 

1 3/16" x 1 3/16" x 9/16" thick. 

420 Horizontal lines. .1 Lux 

Rum on 9- 12V8C @100ma 

PHC -1 5159.95 

B/W CCD CAMERA 

Prewired with RCA Plugs 

Metal Housing Stand w /Hardware 
Adapter Included 

Measures 3 7/8" Long (Including lens) 

e 1 1/47 x 1"H Small enough to fit in your 

hand! Has 0.2 Lux, 400 TV lines, operates on 12VDC ©1.5W. 

Includes stand 8 power adapter, 8 prewired with RCA plugs. 

CCD-2 S159.95 

Ultra Plier 

14 Functions 

Ultimate Handy Tool! 

Fits in the Palm of your Hand! 

You have every type tool in one implement. <; 

Includes Pry Bar, Wire Cutter, 2 Wire Strippers, 

Phillips Screwdriver, 2 Flathead Screwdriver, File, Small 

Blade and Bottle Opener. Comes with Nylon Pouch 

Plier 512.95 

CALL TOLL FREE 
7 -800 -526 -37 7 7 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 1. California residents must include sales tax. 

2. Visa, MC, & money orders accepted 

3. Ouanties limited - prices subject to change. 

4. Shipping '5.' 8 up. 

AW 

I Black Feather Fi OFigl ELECTRONICS 
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I 1 -LsEK Test & Measuring Instruments 
20 MHZ, 2- Channel, 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
model #0S -622B 
20MHz, Dual Channel 
High Sensitivity 1 mV /DIV 

A) TV Synchronization 
Z axis input 
ALT Triggering Function 

op Hold Off Function 
xz Trigger Level Lock Function 
4D CH 1 Output 

Includes Probes (x1, x10) 
2 Year Warranty 

PRINT ßíi iìß 
Products International 

rel 800 -638 -2020 
=1 

Test Instruments, Equipment, Tools & Supplies For Electronic Production, Maintenance & Service 
8931 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800 -638 -2020 * Fax 800 -545 -0058 

CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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New and Pre -Owned Test Equipment 
Substantial SAVINGS on New & Pre -Owned B +K Precision, Fluke, 
Hewlett- Packard, Goldstar, Leader, Tektronix, and more ... e Goldstar 

Model OS -9100P $999.00 
Full 100 MHz Bandwidth! 

Dual -Channel, High Sensitivity 
TV Synchronization Trigger 
Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPES 

AT AFFORDABLE PRICES! 

Bandwidth 20 MHz 40 MHz 60 MHz 
Model OS -3020 OS -3040 OS -3060 

SALE Price $1,199.00 $1,599.00 $1,899.00 

FREE SHIPPING! 

Transmit and Receive Data with Standard RS -232C Interface 
Includes FREE Comprehensive Communication Software 
Waveform Save, Calculation, and Print 
Dual Channel. Delayed Sweep, TV Synchronization Trigger 
20 MS /s Sampling Rate, Two Save Memories 
Switch Between Analog and Digital Modes 
CRT Readout Including Measurement Cursors 
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty 

ON ALL GOLDSTAR EQUIPMENT 
ANYWHERE IN THE U.S. 

Excluding AK & HI 

PreOwned Oscilloscope Specials 
B +K Precision 1476 10 MHz $229.00 

Great Starter Scope! 

Tektronix 465 
Tektronix 465B 
Tektronix 475 
Tektronix 475A 

100 MHz 
100 MHz 
200 MHz 
250 MHz 

$629.00 
$ 749.00 
$849.00 
$929.00 

The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes 
Dual Channel, Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
Professionally Refurbished 
'Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications 
.6 Month Warranty - The Longest Available! 

Full line of Oscilloscopes, RF, Video & Aud 

LOWEST PRICES EVER! 
NEW FLUKE MULTIMETERS & TEKTRONIX OSCILLOSCOPES 

The Industry Standard in Multimeters 

Model 75 II ..$128.00 Model 83 ..$232.00 NEW! TEKTRONIX TDS SERIES Model 77 II ..$153.00 Model 85 ..5265.00 
Model 79 11 ..$172.00 Model 87 ..$285.00 SUPER SALE! 

me_ 
rpaÇocimarsa 

.iv 
MAXTEC INTERNATIONAL CORP. 

20 MHz Sweep /Function Generator 
Model 4040 $499.00 

0.2 Hz to 20 MHz, 5 digit LED Display 
AM & FM Internal or External Modulation 
Sine, Square, Triangle, TTL, CMOS Outputs 
Burst Operation 
External 30 MHz Frequency Counter 

Fotronic Corporation offers the ultimate value in high quality 
test equipment. Our factory -trained technicians completely 
refurbish, align, and calibrate all Pre -Owned equipment to the 

original manufactures specifications. All New equipment 
shipped from Fotronic goes through a performance test and 
burn -in. This service is unmatched anywhere. Whether the 
*equipment is New or Pre -Owned our rigorous quality control 
assures that the product that you purchase will be the best 

possible. Don't Settle for Second Best! Call today to discuss 
your requirement. 

ío Test Equipment, {/FOTRONIC / Power CORPORATION Supplies, Meters, Probes and Accessories. 
P.O. BOX 
CORPORATI 

TI 

kmExl C.O.D. 
Medford, MA 02155 

Availability of Equipment Subject to Prior Sale TOLL F RE E I 8OO99M ETER (617) 665 -1400 
Prices Subject to Change Without Notice 1- 800 -996 -3837 FAX (617) 665 -0780 
Warranty Details Available Upon Request E -Mail AFoti @msn.com 
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ALFA ELECTRONICS ///(;/l el. I /J7')' TEST EeL Il'.1/I:.S T 

Rh-:ST l'R/('/: 

DMM 89 $179.00 
Most Advanced DMM 
All Purpose & Communication 
-80.7 to 81.4 dBm with 40 -12000 
20 reference impedances 

True RMS 
Frequency counter: 0.01 Hz -10MHz 
Capacitance: 1 pF- 50,000µF 
Measure AC volt to 20kHz 
5000 counts, 0.1% accuracy 
Auto/manual range, fast bar graph 
Min/Max/Ave/DH/Relative/Zoom 
Auto power off 
Input warning 
Splash proof 
Volt, amp, ohm, logic, diode, continuity 
Ruggerdized case 
Rubber holster included 

e ^ vrma. 
! *CM ]e- 

®ADtQi© 
01'04 mar ,N, 

DMM A91 

NOW $45.00 
Plus Free Case 
Solar Cell Powered 
Large Display 

Diode, Continuity 
Volt, Amp, Ohm 
Data Hold 
Auto power off 
7 functions, 19 ranges 
3.5 Digit, 0.6% accuracy 
Auto/Manual ranging 
Energy saver 
Student & hobbyists favor 

DMM 20 
$74.95 

Inductance: 1µH- 
2400HHrF Capapfance:lpF- 

pF Frequency 11-lz -20M 
Volt, amp, ohm, diode, 
20 Amp AC/DC current 
Transistor HFE 
Continuity, duty % 
Peak hold/Max 
Ruggerdized case 
Rubber holster $8.00 

Full line of MAW, 
economy, compact, 
ruggerdized, solar cell, 
automotive, heavy 
duty, industrial 
starts from $19.95 

Fluke Multimeter 
Fluke 12 $84.95 
Holster C -10$10 
Fluke 70 II $75.95 
Fluke 73 II $97.50 
Fluke 75 II $129 
Holster C -70$16 
Fluke 77 II $155 
Fluke 79 II $175 
Fluke 29 II $175 
Fluke 76 $175 
Fluke 87 $287 
Fluke 867 $1199 
Fluke 97 
Scope Meter$1785 
Fluke 105 
Scooe Meter52799 

n [I n r ]_lJ 

MP le 
PAL IOW 

LCR Meter 131D 
$229.95 

Most Advanced LCR 
Dual display:UO or C/D 
Inductance 0.10H -1000H ' 

Capacitance.0.1 pF- 10,000µF 
Impedance:l m0 -10M0 
0.7% basic accuracy 
Auto/manual range 
Dissipation factor & 0 factor 
Serial & parallel mode 
Relative mode for comparison 
and to remove parasitics 
Statistics, tolerance, 
Best for design, incoming 
testing & production 
SMD and chip component 
test probe $25.00 

DC Power Supply 
PS-303 $159.0l 
0-30 VDC , 0-3A output 
Constant voltage 8 constant current mode 
0.02% « 2mV Ins regulation 
0.02% + 3mV load regulation 
1 mVrr s noise and ripple 
Short droit and overload protected 
PS -8200 with ógtel voltmeter $179.00 
Also available: 30V/5A. 60V/3A, 60VI5A 

16V /10A. 30V /10A 

LCR Meter 814 
$189.95 

Best Resolution LCR 
Inductance: 0.1µH -200H 
Capacitance: 0.1 pF- 20,000pF 
Resistance: 1m0-20M0 
1% basic accuracy 
Dissipation factor indicates leakage 
in capacitor and Cl factor in inductor 
Zero adjustment to reduce parasitics 
Best for high frequency RF 
SMD and chip component test probe 
$25.00 

LIMITED QUANTITY SPECIAL 
DIGITAL LCR 680 $74.95 
0.1 pF, 1µH, 10mç) resolution 

Frequency Counter 
FC -1200 $129.95 
Frequency 0.1 Hz- 1.25GHz 
Display: 8 digit LCD 
Penod: 0.1µs -0.1 s 
Records Max/Min/Average 
Data hold, relative mode 
Telescoping antenna $8.00 
Deluxe case $5.00 
Also Available: 
AC/DC clamp meter,Light meter, 
Thermometer, pH meter High 
voltage probe, Digital caliper 
Anemometer Electronic scale, 
Force gauge,`rachometer, 
Stroboscope, Humidity & EMF 
adapter, Sound level meter, 
Frequency counter SWR/field 
strength /power meter, Dip meter 

20 MHz Oscilloscope with Delay 
Sweep PS -205 $429.95 
Dual Trace, Component test, 6" CRT, X -Y Operation, TV 

Sync, Z- Modulation, CH2 Output, Graticule Ilium, 2 probes 
each has x1,x10 switch. Best price with delay sweep. 
PS -200 20 MHz DUAL TRACE $339.95 
PS-400 40 MHz DUAL TRACE $494.95 
PS -405 40 MHz DELAY SWEEP $569.95 
PS -605 80 MHz DELAY SWEEP $769.95 
PS -1000 100 MHz DUAL TRACE $999.95 
Scope Probe:80MHz x1, x10 $15, 100MHz x1, x10 $22 

250MHz x1, x10 $29, 250MHz x100 $39 

lE1231 orza 

d 

Digital Storage Scope 
DS-303 30MHz, 20M Sample/sec $849.96 

DS -303P with RS-232 Interface $1,049.96 

Switchable between digital and analog modes 

2 K word per channel storage 

8 bit vertical resolution (25 Lerel/div) 

Expanded Timebase 10ms/div - 0.5 s/div 

Refresh, Roll, Save all , Save C142, Pre -Trig 

Plotter control 

DC Power Supply Triple Output 
PS -8202 $499.95 
Two 0-30 VDC . 0-3A outputs 
One fixed 5VDC, 3A output 
Capable of Independent or treddng operation 
Constant voltage and constant curent mode 
Fou digital meters for volt and curent display 
Excelent regulation and low ripple 
Short grail and overload protected 
Also available: 30V/5A triple output $549.95 
Duel tracking 30V/3A, 30V/5A. 60V/3A, 60V/5A 

.ope .e 

.91 ï 
E.00eat.an Vial`R1IMIK.aL`A1CS:ï,f!X+1.1 niM? 

raEOPEwC+' 

RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
SG-4160B $124.95 
100 kHz- 150MHz sinewave in 6 
ranges 
RF Output 100mVrms to 35 MHz 
Internal 1 kHz, External 50Hz -20kHz 
AM modulation 
Audio output 1 kHz, 1 Vrms 

RF SIGNAL 
GEN. /COUNTER 
SG -4162 AD $229.95 
Generates RF signal same as 
SG -41608 
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz - 150 

MHz for internal and external 
source Sensitivity <50mV 

AUDIO GENERATOR 
AG -2601A $124.95 
10Hz - 1 MHz in 5 ranges 
Output: 0-8Vrms sinewave 

0- 10Vp -p squarewave 
Synchronization: +3% of oscillation 

frequency per Vrms 
Output distortion: 

0.05% 500Hz - 50kHz 
0.5 % 50Hz - 500kHz 

Output impedance: 600 ohm 

AUDIO 
GEN. /COUNTER 
AG- 2603AD $229.95 
Generates audio signal same as 
AG-2601A 
6 digit frequency counter 1Hz- 
150MHz for internal and external 
sources Sensitivity <50mV 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 
FG -2100A $169.95 
0.2 Hz -2 MHz in 7 ranges 
Sine, square, triangle, pulse and ramp 
Output 5mV- 20Vp -p 
1% distortion, DC offset + 10V 
VCF: 0-10V control frequency to 1000:1 

FUNCTION GEN /COUNTER 
FG- 2102AD $229.95 
Generates signal same as FG -2100A 
Frequency counter 4 digits 
Feature TTL and CMOS output 

SWEEP FUNCTION 
GEN. /COUNTER $329.95 
0.5Hz to 5 MHz in 7 ranges 
Sweep: Linear 10:1/Log 10:1 20ms to 2s 
AM Modulation 
Gated Burst, Voltage Control Generator 
Generator Control Voltage & 8 digit counter 
1Hz-10MHz for internal & external sources 

ALFAELECTRONICS (800) 526- 2532/(609) 520 -2002 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

FAX:(609) 520 -2007 CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

741 Alexander Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540 Visa, Master Card, American Express, COD, Purchase Order Welcome 
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Serving the public since 1981 
Cj ECTIRE 

1270 E Broadway Rd. # 113 ` Tempe AZ 85282 

ELECTRONIC KITS! 
VOICE CHANGERS! 

AND MORE! 

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE: 1 -800- 336 -7389 
FAX LINE: 1- 602 -731.4748 

TECH SUPPORT NUMBER: 1- 602 -894 -0992 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM XANDI 
30 -DAY REFUND POLICY 

143.775 MHz CRYSTAL CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER KITS 

XTR300 
$79.95 

XTL3000 XTL1000 
$89.95 $69.95 

XTR300 
TRACKING TRANSMITTER KIT 
Transmits continuous beep- beep -beep 
Ideal for locating lost or stolen items 
Range up to 1/2 mile 

CRYSTAL TRANSMITTER KITS 
Ultra- miniature surface mount construction 

E -Z kit approach makes assembly a snap. 

Miniature battery and holder mounted 
directly to the circuit board. 

Transmit to any scanner type receiver 

XTL3000 
LONG RANGE TRANSMITTER KIT 
Sensitive built in microphone 
Range up to 1 mile 
Custom frequencies available 

XTL1 000 
TRANSMITTER KIT 
Sensitive built in microphone 
Range up to 1/2 mile 
Custom frequencies available 

88 -108 MHz 
FM RECEIVER 

XMR2000 
$29.95 

Worlds smallest 
FM radio. 

As small as a 
hearing aid. 

Weighs less than 
1/4 oz. 

Digital touch tuning. 

Ideal for use with our 88- 
108MHz FM transmitters 

BUG DETECTOR 

XBD500 
$149.95 

Professional quality. (, 

Not a kit, ready to use. 

Covers 1 to 2,000MHz. 
Uses new Microwave 
Integrated Circuit amplifier. 
Adjustable sensitivity. 
Audio jack for privacy ear phone. 

Any intercepted signal causes an audio 
tone that increases from a low pitched 
growl to a high pitched squeal as the sig- 
nal strength increases 

88-108 MHz FM TRANSMITTER KITS 

NN 

XST 500 
$44.95 

XSP 250 
$28.95 

XWB 1000 
$46.95 

XTR 100 
$29.95 

XST 500 Voice transmitter. Range up to 1 

mile. Supersensitive mic. Uses 9 volt battery. 
Uses surface mount components. 

1 XWB 1000 Voice transmitter. Range up to 
1/2 mile. Includes mic and battery on circuit 
board. Uses surface mount components. 

XFM 100 
$21.95 

10144/ 

*km- -1 
XTT 100 
$19.95 

XFM 100 Voice transmitter. Range up to 1 

mile. 9 v battery and leaded components. 

XSP 250 Super- miniature telephone 
transmitter. Range 1/4 mile. Powered by 
phone line. Uses surface mount component. 
XTR 100 Tracking transmitter. Range up to 
1 mile. Uses 9 volt battery. Transmits a BEEF 
- BEEP - BEEP tone 

XTT 100 Telephone transmitter. Range up 
to 1 mile. Uses 9 volt battery. 

XPC 400 
TV CAMERA 

400 LINES OF RES 
Use any TV or VCR with 
a video input connector. 

Includes power cube. 

About haft the size of a 
pack of cigarettes. 

See entire room through 
pin sized hole 

Assembled $269.95 

VS100 
TV TRANSMITTER 

Use with XPC400, VCR, 
Camcorder, etc. 

Power cube included. 

Uses the UHF TV band. 

Transmits video and 
audio. 

Up to 100 toot range. 

E -Z Kit $29.95 

. " 
XLB -9 $8.95 
9V LITHIUM 
BATTERY 

Worlds most powerful 
9V battery! Twice the life 
of alkaline batteries 

16 levels of digital voice changing. Sound 
t ougher, older or younger, female or male. 
Both use modular phone jacks. 

XLB -3 $3.95 
3V CAMERA 

BATTERY 

Small 3V Lithium 
battery. For use 
with XTL3000, 
XTL1000, XTR300, 
and XWB1000. 

PHONE VOICE CHANGERS 
Works with regular or 
multi -line phones. 
Connects between 

1 

handset and phone 
T -2001 
$59.95 T -2000 r 

$89.95 
Use as regular or voice . changing phone 

Vi J 

PROJECT BOX " $13.95 
Ideal project box to give your 

kits that professional look. Available custom 
drilled for the following kits: XFS108, 
XPS1000, and XLC900. - - - 

XANDI ADVANCED HOBBY KITS 

XPS 1000 
$55.95 

TELEPHONE SNOOP KIT 
Dial home from anywhere and hear in- 
side your home. 

TouchTone coded for secure operation. 
Stop burglars and intruders. 

Reliable 24 hour protection 

XLC 900 
$49.95 

800- 950MHZ 
SCANNER CONVERTER KIT 

Uninterrupted coverage of the 800 to 950 
MHz band!. 
Works with any 400- 550MHz scanner. 
Gain: 6 dB typical. 
Noise figure. 3 dB Apical_ 

XBD 200 
$39.95 

BUG DETECTOR KIT 

1 MHz thru 2000MHz frequency range. 

Uses super sensitive microwave tran- 
sistor amplifier stage. 
Includes miniature speaker for audio 
indication of detected signals. 
Use'' 9V Not i.'cludedl 

XFS 108 
$39.95 

88 -108 MHz - FM STEREO 
TRANSMITTER KIT 
Separate level control for both left and 
right channels. 
Output level circuit with test points for 
quick and easy tuning. 
Transmit from any stereo audio source 
to most any FM stereo rec.-' o 

WE ACCEPT CHECK, VISA, MC, MO, 
COD SHIPPING & HANDLING EXTRA VISA 

SEND $2.00 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG REFUNDABLE ON 
FIRST ORDER 

SEND MAIL ORDERS TO: 
XANDI ELECTRONICS 
BOX 25647 
TEMPE, AZ 85285 -5647 

CIRCLE 134 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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"HI -8" VIDEO 
CASSETTE (USED) 

ATTENTION CAMCORDER USERS! 

SONY Hi -8 

Top quality, metal 
particle 120 minute 
video cassettes. Used 
for a short time, then 
bulk- erased. Each 
cassette has its own 
plastic storage box. 
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. 

A T O N 

QUALITY 
PARTS 

FAST 
SHIPPING 

DISCOUNT 
PRICING 

Special Sale !! 

SUPER NINTENDO 
POWER SUPPLY 

$300 

CAT # VCU -8 

10 for $28.00 100 for $250.00 

RANGE 20 METERS (65.6 FEET) 

INDOOR /OUTDOOR 
PHOTOELECTRIC 

SWITCH 

SICK Optex # WS/WE260 -M230 
Invisible infrared beam 
and switch is useful 
for a variety of 
security, safety 
and sensing appli- 
cations such as 
perimeter alarms, 
electric gate or 
garage door con- 
trols or conveyor line sensing. Modulated beam 
covers a 20 meter distance even with poor visi- 
bility. IP -66 enclosure rating makes it dust proof 
and splash resistant, suitable for most outdoor 
conditions. Light/dark switching selector. 
Sensitivity adjustment control. LED power and 
sense indicators. Two position cable entry 
gland (90 deg. apart) accepts 1/2" threaded 
conduit and a variety of wire sizes. Glass fiber - 
reinforced plastic housings are 3.05" x 2.5" x 

1". Supply voltage: 22 -240 Vac. Solid State 
Output: 0.5 amp (must have load to operate). 
Includes mounting brackets and hardware. 
UL and CSA listed. 

CAT # PES -4 $4000 each 

Nintendo # SNS -002 
New, original wall 

transformer with 
9 foot cord and 
co -ax plug with 

center pin. Output: 10 vdc 

850 ma. UL and CSA listed. $4 each 

CAT # DCTX -1085 10 for $35.00 

MAGNETIC CARD READER 

Magtek# 21045002 
Credit card or ID card magnetic strip 

reader consists of break -resistant plas- 
tic card guide with decoder pc board 
and head. Head is mounted on spring 
steel strip which keeps it pressed 

rJ 

l 
t g against the card surface. Terminated 

with a socket connector at the end of 5 

color -coded leads. 
3.57" X 0.9" X0.95" $R00 
CAT# MCR -2 Noe each 

FLASH TUBE ASSEMBLY 
Complete, functioning 
flash assembly 
with horseshoe 
flash tube, original- 
ly designed to be part of 
a highway warning sign. 
Flashes at rate of 28 -30 flashes \; - 
per minute when connected to 3 vdc. 

3.32 "X1.17 "X0.7 "high. 75 
CAT# FSH -3 $ V each 

op 

Rohm 4 SLA- 580MT -E49 T -1 3/4 
GREEN, water clear in off state. 500+ mcd 

2.1 v, 16ma. 

CAT# LED -33 2 for $1 00 

ULTRA -BRIGHT LED 

100 for $40.00 1000 for $300.00 

CALL, WHITE FAX or E-MAIL For A Free 64 
CATALOG. 

Outside the U.S.A. send $2.00 postage. 

CANVAS CARRYING 
CASE 

Good -looking, well con- 
structed 7.5" X 6" X 1.95" \ canvas carrying case with 
zipper on three sides. 
Webbed nylon hand strap 
and ample foam padding 
inside. Probably originally 

designed for transporting 
memory storage media. 

The black foam padding inside can easily be 
reconfigured to accommodate photographic, 
audio or video components. The removal of 
one large chunk of foam gives you a well 
padded interior volume of 5.9" x 4.3" x 0.75 ". 
All black with red and white embroidered "K- 

stor" (tm) logo on front. CAT# CSE -3 

$375h 10 for $35.00 
60 for $180.00 

PHOTO RESISTOR 
Silonex # NSL 4582 
Cadmium Sulfide photoconductive cell. 
22 ohms in bright light. 2 meg ohms dark. 
Plastic encapsulated. CAT # 
0.29° x 0.26° x 0.07". 

PRE -12 1.5" long wire leads. 

10 for $6.00 100 for $50.00 

FAX/MODEM 
LINE PROTECTOR 

Ora Electronics # MP700 
Protects against data 
interruptions and 
eavesdropping ofd 
private conversations 
when fax machine, 
modem or phone shares a line with other simi- 
lar devices. Easy to install. Plugs inline 
between wall jack and telephone line. Requires 

one for each instrument sharing the same line. 

$300 per package CAT # - of 3 devices MP -700 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-826-5432 
MAIL ORDERS TO: FAX (818) 781 -2653 INFO (818) 904 -0524 

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. http: / /www.allcorp.com/ 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 91408 -0567 E -MAIL allcorp @allcorp.com 
NO MINIMUM ORDER All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail Orders 

Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax NO C.O.D Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United States - ALL 

OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, RR. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping Quantities Limited Prices Subject to change without notice. 
OIIVEtl 

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E -MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST I 
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Are Cable Companies 
Sucking You Dry? 

o 

Take a Bite out of High Rental Fees 
with your own 

Converters & Descramblers 

Everquest Panasonic Jerrold Zenith Pioneer Scientific Atlanta Oak Eagle Hamlin Tocom 
piiCWFR 

E,Co] T °; F;re 1800 624 -1150 

Member of 
National Consumer 
Cable Association 

Call today for a FREE catalog! 

MD 
875 S. 72 Street Omaha, NE 68114 

Member of 
National Consumer 
Cobh. Association 

® JERROLD, STARCOM, PANASONIC, ZENITH, PIONEER, OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, EAGLE, HAMLIN, and TOCOM are all registered trademarks. All 
references to the above mentioned equipment is for Identification purposes only. We are in no way implying that any of the 
products in this advertisement are original equipment. M.D. Electronics is in no way affiliated with the above mentioned companies or 
corporations. 
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MIDI KEYBOARD 
Designed for easy interface to your PCI 
Velocity sensitive keys. Plugs directly into 
your game /MIDI port with a 15 -pin M -F ex- 
tension cable. No adapter needed! These 
units also have MIDI -out and joystick ports. 
49 full -size keys. Sold as -is, with some 
hookup data and suggestions. 
96C003 $24.95 each 
CABLE FOR ABOVE 
DB15 M -F, 10 ft. long. All 15 pins are con- 
nected. Will serve as joystick extension cable, 
but has extra wires needed for MIDI. 
96W001 $6.95 each 

LIQUID CRYSTAL SHUTTER/ 
VARIABLE DENSITY FILTER 
0.5" x 1.625" active area. 0% to 23% trans- 
mission. Switching rate up to 4 KHz. Specs 
included. 
92L012 Only $9.95 each 

TV DEMODULATOR BOARD 
Takes channel 3, 4 or 5 signal and demodu- 
lates the audio. Comes with info and sche- 
matics, and additional schematics to build 
add -on video demodulator board. 
92A028 $14.95 each 

24 VDC ROTARY 
SOLENOID 
Rotates counterclockwise when viewed from 
the shaft end. Approximate rotation 45 °. 
1.125" diameter by 1.125" long. 
96B003 $8.95 each 

THE ROAR OF THE CROWD! 
It roars, it screams, it chants at the press of 
a button! Activated by a button or bump 
switch, these were once the goals in atable- 
top hockey game, providing sound effects 
and flashing lights when a goal was scored. 
Batteries included. One of the noisiest 
devices we've seen to date! 
961001 $2.95 each 

PHONE LINE 
MANAGER 
Better than Caller ID! This 
device detects an incoming 
call. If you subscribe to caller 
ID, the unit will automati- 
cally receive and display the 
caller's telephone number. 
If not, the unit will ask the 
caller to enter their telephone 
or personal ID number. The device will then 
display and compare this telephone or per- 
sonal ID number to a memory bank of num- 
bers that you've installed. If the system finds 
a match your phone will ring. If the system 
does NOT find a match, the caller will be 
directed to leave a message. All messages 
are digitally recorded. No tape or answering 
machine necessary. New, in factory car- 
tons, with documentation. 
96U001 $59.95 each 

MAGIC LIGHT 

LONGWAVE ULTRAVIOLET LAMP 
This pocket -sized longwave ultraviolet light 
may be used for detecting invisible inks, 
minerals in rocks, etc. It's the size of a pocket 
pager and even has a belt clip to keep it 
handy. Runs on two "AA" batteries (not in- 
cluded). 3.25 "W x 1.75 "H x 1 "D. 
95L007 $7.95 each 

STEPPER MOTOR 
DRIVER IC !fl 
UCN5804 -B. Drives a unipolar stepper in 
one of three operating modes: single phase, 
two phase or half step. Up to 1.25 Amps per 
phase. Step and direction input. Drive with a 
555 oscillator, parallel port, etc. Build your 
own robot turntable for model trains, any- 
thing that requires precision positioning. 
931002 $4.50 each 

Above, packaged with 5V stepper motor 
(92M010) and schematics. 
931003 $9.95 each 

BATTERIES INCLUDED! 
Wrist watches with fresh batteries to install. 
As pictured above. Our choice of colors and 
styles. 
92U029 Asst. of Five for $4.95 

CARVER FM- STEREO ENHANCER 
Installs between existing tuner- receiver and 
stereo amplifier to improve stereo reception 
of stations with weak signals and /or multipath 
distortion problems by as much as 20dB. 
New, in box. 
94V019 $49.95 each 

BATTERY 
CONNECTORS 41 
75 Amp capacity. Red and black. Muller 
brand. Used, includes boot. 
94J024 2 for $3.95 

BROW 
MOUNTED 
BINOCULAR 
MAGNIFIER 
Wear this handy magnifier with its velcro 
clasp. One size fits all so it's always 
comfotable. Magnifier assembly tilts up out 
of the way when not needed. Fixed lens 
gives 1.8X magnification for most close -up 
activity. For a closer look a second binocular 
lens tilts down from inside visor. For turbo 
peep mode, swivel the loupe in front of the 
right eye. Combinations are 1.8X, 2.3X, 3.7X 
and 4.8X. 
MP242 $23.95 each 

CONNER 
CP -3150 
50MB, SCSI, 3.5" 19mS. Used, tested good. 
96C004 $39.95 each 

SUPER BRIGHT LIGHT BAR 
Twenty very bright red LEDs mounted in a 
plastic reflector/lens housing. Measures 16.5" 
long by 1.2" wide. 12VDC @ 400mA. From 
auto brake light. 
96L001 $4.95 each 

BRAND "X" LENS 
Eyepiece -type magnifier. 
Focal length = 50mm, f3:2. 
Approx. dimensions: 
D =38mm, L =43mm. Excel- 
lent hand magnifier at 
approx. two power. 
93L009 $9.95 each 

VISA, MC, Amex cards accepted. O Prices good 60 days from date 

of publication. 
California residents add sales tax. 

Shipping additional on all orders. 
2300 Zanker Road - San Jose, CA 95131 

4111. "µ (408) 943 -9773 - Fax (408) 943 -9776 
CIRCLE 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

On -Line Ordering 
(408) 943 -0622 

14400 Baud N-8-1 24 Hrs. 

World Wide Web 
http://www.alltronics.com 
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(ELECTRONIC RAINBOW g) 

RRINßOW KITS 
Marty of our kits are available 

completely built FM STEREO 
TRANSMITTER 
Own your own FM radio 

station. Any stereo sig- 
nal you plug into the FMST -100 will be transmitted 
to any FM radio tuneable from 76 to 108MHz FM. 

Transmit a wireless link through an auditorium, 
from your car to your camper, listen to your CD's 
while mowing the lawn, Play music on one channel 
sing on the other. Clarity is excellent, aprox. 40dB 
stereo separation. Length of antenna determines 
the distance of transmission. Complete with stereo 
input level controls & crystal for stereo separation. 
9v battery operation. SIZE: 1.5' x 2.5" x 3" 

FMST -100 Cabinet $8.95 Krt $29.95 

PHONE 
TRANSMITTER 

Small but mighty,it fits 
anywhere. Phone line 
powered, never needs 
batteries. Transmits both 
sides of a phone conver- 

sation loud and clear, wireless, to any FM 
radio at great distances. Variable tunes from 
70MHz to 130MHz FM. You can also use it as 
a speaker phone. SIZE:1.25' x .6'. 

TEL -B1 BUILT$29.95 KIT $12.95 

SUPER SNOOPER 
BIG EAR 

Listen through walls, 
hear conversations 
across the room. Add 
a parabolic reflector 
and hear blocks away. 

The BIG EAR can be hidden about any- 
where. Makes an ultra sensitive intercom. 
Can be used as a 1.5W AMP. We supply 
a mini -electret mike in the kit. Power 
requirement 6 to12v DC. SIZE:1.75 'x 1' 

AA -1 BUILT $29.95 KIT $1 0.95 

"ZAPPER H" 
With it's new and improved design it will 

not only test your radar detector... BUT it's 
tuned to the amateur radio band . 

While your out on American highways personally test 
yours and your fellow travelers radar detectors. 

The `ZAPPER II" is a 10.450 GHz to 10.550 Transmitter 

$ 
BUILT 

4995 
KIT$39" 

This Manual contains schematics, 
parts lists & P.C. board layouts for 
many of the Rainbow Kits. Use your 
own parts to construct our kits. 

KIT BOOK $14.95 
$9.95 with the purchase 

of any kit. 

WIRELESS 
FM MICROPHONE 

Small but mighty this little jewel 
will out perform most units 
many times its price. It really 
stomps out a signal. The WM-2 kit 

Is a buttered wireless mike that 
operates from 80MHz to 120MHz FM, the frequency of any 

broadcast FM radio. Includes a mini- electret mike. 6 to 12v DC. 

SIZE: 1.25" x 1' WM-2 KIT $14.95 
MICRO-MINIATURE 

(ryllll << PHONE TRANSMITTER 
r ` We haven't seen a smaller phone 

transmitter than the MMPT2 kit. 
Powered by the phone, it requires no 
battery. Transmits both sides of a 

plane conversation to an FM radio up 

to a 1/4 mile away.Tunable from 88 to 108MHz FM. Attach It 

to one phone or add It to the line to pick up all incoming calls. 
The MMPT2 is undetectable if properly installed. Unit has sur- 

face mounted parts, you install the leaded parts. Size .45 k .6" 

MMPT2 KIT $29.95 
MICRO-MINIATURE 

WIRELESS MIKE 
So small you could hide this one on wane 
real bugs) It's the smallest we've ever 
seen. With It's super sensitive mike It 
transmits a whisper or a roan of conver- 
sation to an FM radio, tunable koala lo 
108MHz FM. With a proper antenna It 

transmits about 1/2 mile. The kit is made with surface mowed 
parts, we have already mounted these parts. You Instal the 
leaded parts. Power requirement 6 to 12v DC. Size .Z5c.r 
MMWM5 KIT $34.95 

INCLUDES 2 MA Batteries 
PEN SIZE: Aprox. 5.5" x .5" 10 times 

brighter than 
the 670nm model! 

COMPLETELY BUILT 

Complete with 
Professional headset 
Ultra sensative microphone 
12" parabolic reflector. 

Individual volume controls for each ear. 
Auto Safety Circuit shuts sound off at 
95 decibels for your ear protection. 
On /Off & master volume control 

The Bionic Ear increases sound by 
up to 30 decibel. 

Hear & pinpoint sounds of wild birds 
and animals, great for hunters, 
Search & Rescue teams, sports 
events and Law Enforcement. 

Hear mere whispers at 
incredible distances. 

Record those sounds with 
your own recorder. 

BE -1 BUILT $14995 

12' 
PARABOLIC 

REFLECTOR 

TV NOTCH FILTERS Our TV filters 

eliminate unwanted TV 

FOR CHANNELS channels or interference 

2 t h ru 22 that afters both sound and 
video with a beep beep 

ONIY 
I MI - ^. r beep. Works on cable 

channels 2 thru 22) oNy. I_ 
I ',:-.----- NOTE: All TV Filter IGts are sold for edunlárW r purposes only. You must obtain permission from 

your local cable company before using these alters on 
your cable system. 

DF -222 KIT $14.95 

Please add sufficient postage First /b $5.00 Canada $7.00 
Additional LB. Add $1.00 US FUNDS ONLY 

We will accept telephone orders for Visa or Mastercard 

MasterCard To Order Call 
317- 291 -7262 

grfanottum 
VISA. 

6227 Coffman Rd. Indianapolis, IN 46268 
FAX 317 -291 -7269 so 
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CALL TOLL FREE 
(800) 292 -7711 

Se Habla Espanol 

C &S SALES 
EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE 

WRITE FOR A 
FREE 60 PAGE 

CATALOG! 

M-6000 
Features: 

Computer Interface and 
Software with RS -232 Output 
Frequency to 4MHz 
Capacitance to 40nF 
Large 3 3/4 LCD display 
Temperature to 1999 °F 
TTL logic 
Data /Peak hold 

Audible contiuity 
Auto power off 
Unit indicator 

$99f.95 Diode Test 

t4*-4` 

2MHz Function Generator 
Model 4010 Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse and 

Ramp output 
Variable duty cycle $195.95 

Digital Multimeter 
Model EDM -83B 

$169 
18 Functions including freq to 

20MHz, cap to 40µF, inductance to 
40H, True RMS, Data 

Hold /min. /max. /avg., TTL logic. 

TK -3000 

$$9.95 
Tools Included: 

SR -2 - Deluxe Soldering Iron 
SH -1 - Soldering Iron Stand 
ST -1 - Diagonal Pliers 
ST -2 - Long Nose Pliera 
ST -30 - Deluxe Wire Stripper 
SE -1 - Solder Ease Kit 
ND-3 - 3 pc. Nut Driver Set 
TL-8 - Precision Screw Drivers 
ST -5 - Screw Driver Slotted 3/18" 
ST-8 - Screw Driver #1 Phillips 
ET -10 - IC Puller 
SP -2 - Solder Pump 
ST -20 - Safety Goggles 
ST -9 - Pocket Screw Driver 
ST-4 - Solder Tube 
SW -3 - Solder Wick 

A professional technician service tool kit in a 
metal reinforced tool case with heavy -duty 
handle and locks. A removable pallet han- 
dles most of the tools listed with more room 
for tools and parts in the lower half. 

MX -9300 Four Functions In One 
One instrument with four test and measuring systems: 

1.3GHz Frequency Counter 2MHz Sweep Function Generator 
Digital Muhimeter Digital Triple Power Supply 
(00.30V @ 3A, 15V @ 1A 5V @ 2A) 

$47995 

Digital Multimeter 
Model M -1700 

$42.95 
11 functions Including freq to 20MHz, 
cap to 201,F. Meets UL -1244 safety 
specs. 

Kit Corner 
over 100 kits available 

PT-223K 
515.95 

Phone kit 
with 
train- 
ing 
course. 

Fiber Optics Technology 
with training course 

Model FO -30K 
$19.96 

Model AM /FM -108K 
Transistor Radio Kit 

$29.95 

M -1005K 
Compact 

Multimeter 
Kit 

$19.95 
6 Functions 
8 Transistor 

Test 

Model XP -581 
4 Fully Regulated DC Power Supplies in One Unit 
4 DC voltages: 3 fixed - +5V @ 3A, +12V @ 1A, -12V @ lA 

1 Variable - 2.5 - 20V @ 2A 

'85 
Fluke Multimeters 

70 Series 
Model 7011.. . 

Model 7311... 
Model 7511... 
Model 7711 .. 
Model 7911... 

69.95 
97.50 
135.00 
154.95 
175.00 

80 Series 
Model 83 ... $235 
Model 85 ... $$269 
Model 87 ... 289 

B &K Precision Multimeters 
Model 391 ... $149 Model 388A ... $99 
Model 390 ... $139 Model 2707... $79 
Model 389...$109 Model 2860A..$85 

XK -550 Digital / Analog Trainer 
Elenco's advanced designed Digital / Analog Trainer is specially 
designed for school projects. It is built on a single PC board for maxi- 
mum reliability. It includes 5 built -in power supplies, a function gener- 
ator with continuously sine, triangular and square wave forms. 
1560 tie point breadboard area 

XK -550 
Assembled and Tested 

$169 95 

XK -550K - Kit 

$139.95 

Tools and meter 
shown optional 

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD C &S SALES, INC. 
UPS SHIPPING. 48 STATES 5 °° 

OTHERS CALL ($5 min $15 max ) 

IL RES 8 °° TAX 

150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 
WHEELING, IL 60090 

FAX: (847) 541 -9904 (847) 541 -0710 

15 DAY MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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FREE PROBES 
WITH ALL 
SCOPES 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
Lowest Prices of the Year! 

WRITE FOR A 
FREE 60 PAGE 

CATALOG! 
Japan Quality 

But not Japan Prices! 

Hitachi 
Laptop Color 

Digital Scopes 

4 

150MHz 60MS /s VC -5460 $3695 
50MHz 30MS /s VC -5430 $2695 
20MHz 15MS /s VC -5410 $1795 

1001M Hz 
VC -6145 - Storage 
4 Channel 100MS /s ...$4795 
VC -6155 - Storage 100MS /s $3995 
VC -6545 - Storage 4OMS /s $2995 
V -1585 - 4 Channel $2095 
V -1565 w/ Cursors $1795 
V -1560 $1595 

50 /60MHz 
VC -6525 - Storage 2OMS /s $2795 
VC -6524 - Storage 2OMS /s $2295 
V -695 - 60MHz w/ Cursors $1549 
V -555 - w/ Cursors $1095 
V -552 $949 
V -509 - Battery Operated . $1795 

20MHz 
VC -5025A - 2OMS /s 
DSO w/ DMM $1160 
VC -5025 - 2OMS /s 
DSO w/ DMM $935 
VC -6523 - Storage 2OMS /s $1995 
V -252 $449 
V -209 - Battery Operated . $1425 

Quality Scopes by Elenco 

60MHz 
DS -603 1350 
Analog / Digital Storage 
20MS /s Sampling Rate 

S -1365 $795 
Analog w/ Cursors 

S -1360 $759 
Analog with Delayed Sweep 

rntrttutrtrlrtrn - - 

40MHz 
S -1345 $569 

Analog with Delayed Sweep 

S -1340 $489 
Analog 

2 Year 
Warranty 

25/30M Hz 
DS -303 $1095 
Analog / Digital Storage 

S -1330 $439 
25MHz Analog 
Delayed Sweep 

S -1325 $335 
25MHz Analog 

OSCILLOSCOPE SELECTION CHART 

ANALOG 
Model Bandwidth 

MHz 
S- 1385 80 
S- 1380 80 
S -1345 40 
S -1340 40 
S -1330 25 
S -1325 25 

DIGITAL STORAGE 
Model Bandwidth 

MHz 
DS-303 30 
DS -603 60 

SenshlWty 
(max) 

1mV/div 
1mV/div 
1mV/div 
1mV/div 
1mV/div 
1mV/div 

Analog 
San (max) 

lmV /div 
1mV /div 

No. of 
Channels 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

No. of 
Channels 

2 
2 

Sweep Rats 
Max ns /div 

1 Ons /div 
1 One /div 
1 Ons /div 
1 One /div 
Ions /div 
Ions /div 

Sampling 
Rate 

20MS /S 
20MS /S 

Delayed 
Sweep 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

Video 
Sync 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Component 
Tester 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

Beam 
Find 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

Memory Internally PretrIgger Output 
Channel Backed Up 66 

2K Yes 0, 25, 50, 75 RS232 
2K Yes 0, 25, 50, 75 RS232 

B &K Precision at Discount Prices 
20MHz Analog 

2120 - $389.95 
2125 - $539.95 

Delayed Sweep 

. ;é 

Model 1541C 
40MHz 

$695 
Dual Trace 

Model 2160 
60MHz Dual Trace 

$949 

60MHz with 
Cursors readouts 

and Dual Time Base 

Model 2260 
$1225 

Time 
Base 

2 
2 
2 
1 

2 
1 

Fluke Scopemeters 

Dual Time Base Delayed Sweep j 

Model 2190A 
100MHz 3 Channel 

$1379 
Dual Time Base Delayed Sweep 

W WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD C &S SALES, INC. 
UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5 °o 150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 
OTHERS CALL ($5 min. ' $15 max.) WHEELING, IL 60090 
IL R S. 8% TAX FAX: (847) 541 -9904 (847) 541-0710 

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

15 DAY MONEY BACK 
t 

1 
GUARANTEE 01 

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY l 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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Robot Kits Kits Kits!!! 
Nou Lour Price.! 

Hyper Peppy Robot #3 -296 $29.95 
Bright red, white & blue, and clear 

dome. Runs forward until it bumps 

object or hears loud noise, reverses 

& turns 90 °, then resumes. With 
complete instructions. 14 cm W x 

13 L x 9 H. No soldering required 

A fun & frantic first robot! 
Two AA NiCads INCLUDED! 

Sonic Rover Robot #3 -174 $27.95 
A great, low -priced kit. "Bump & 

run" operation like Hyper Peppy 

above. Molded body, red/green 
LED, great 48 pg manual. 14 cm L 

x 12 W x 7 H. Requires soldering. 

A fast moving first robot! 
Two AA NiCads INCLUDED! 

Vol. Lour Pricer 

Spider Walking IR Avoider Robot 

#3 -186 $79.95 
Futuristic & maneuverable 6- legged 
walker with IR for object avoidance. 

Complete instructions, requires solde[ 

ing. 13 cm L x 13 W x 10 H. Two 
AA & one 9V NiCad INCLUDED! 

'km Tracker Robot #3-188 $69.95 
Easy -to- assemble. Front mounted sen- 

sors follow black line on white paper. 

Stylish molded gray & green, with 
complete instructions. 16 cm L x 14 

W x 10 H. Needs no soldering! Two 
AA and one 9V NiCad INCLUDED! 

Light Seising Robot #3-216 $68.95 
Clever sensors system lets this robot 
avoid objects & solve walled mazes! 

Dual motors, rubber tires, preassem- 

bled gear box & circuit board. 7 cm 

W x 16 H x 23 L. No Soldering! 

Three AA NiCads INCLUDED! 

Best seller:! 

Robot Builder's loam #3-114 $18.95 
l'ruur,ii, ready -to -use circuits, devices, mecha 

nisms, sources, tools, vision, grippers, naviga- 

tion & more! 336 pgs, illust. 

Gadgeteer's Goldmine #3-129 $21.95 
Unique high -tech projects & hard -to -find 
info. Robots, high voltage Tesla & Van de 

Graaff generators, Kirlian photos, lasers & 

much more! 400+ pgs, illust. 

Mobile Robots #3- 098 $39.95 
From MIT, a complete guide to designing & 
building robots: hardware, software, sen- 

sors, motors, "subsumption" software. 336 

pages, illust. A must for all roboticists. 

I Sensors for Mobile Robots #3-145 $59.95 
Whoa! Everything about sensors: tactile, prox- 
imity, range, acoustic, laser, radar, microwave, 

path following, dead reckoning, compasses, 

gyros & more. 550 pgs. Fun & intelligent! 

507 Mechanical Movements #3.173 $9.95 
Reprinted front 1893 - when steam was king! 

Discover 100's of cams, clutches, linkages, 

latches, ratchets & more! Don't reinvent the 

past - use it! 120 pg, illust. High powered! 

New Low Price! 
S -Cargo Sound Controlled Robot #3. 295 $34.95 

You control the action by clap or 

whistle. Rotate left, go forward or 
stop. Top mounted microphone & 
smooth design to glide through the 

environment. 11 cm dia. Requires sol- 

dering. Ideal for Robot Golf. 

Two AA & one 9V NiCad INCLUDED! 

Advanced Robots 
Neu Low Price' 

WAO II Programmable Robot 

#3 -280 $74.95 
A sophisticated, full function robot kit. 
2 motors, programmable 4 -bit micro, 
26 button keypad, sensor arms for 
collision or edge detection, Moves in 

all directions, performs if -then decisions based on sensor 
input, even do- loops! Requires soldering. Great intro to 

robot programming. Three AA & one 9V NiCad INCLUDED! 

lennerenor 

PC Interface for WAO II #3-195 $29.95 
Parallel cable & 5.25 D05 disk for easy program handling 

A Top Selling Kit! 

Mobile Robots Brains I.-Brawn Kit 

#3-148 $489.00 
A complete, serious research robot 
platform from MIT. With all hard- 

ware, C software, 68HC11 CPU, 

memory, sensors, wheels, motors, 

chassis, instructions & more. 18 cm 

dia, The ideal companion kit to the 

Mobile Robots book (#3-098). 

NO7E. Indicate PC or Mac version. 

Tie Rabot Zoo #3-149 $19.95 
A big, imaginative & fun book 

about animals that work like 

robots - or are they robots that 
work like animals??? 50 full color 

pages. For kids of all ages. 

IC Hobbyist's Hmnboek #3-164 $19.95 
Toss those old IC data books! This practical 

collection has 80 common ICs to make 100s 

of circuits! Amps, linear, logic, CMOS - with 
specs, pinouts, sample circuits - even compo- 
nent values (gasp!). 120 pgs. A basic resource! 

CoattaBig the World With Tow PC #3- 165 $35.00 
Convert ordinary serial & parallel 

pons into object- detecting, motor - 
spinning monsters! 42 circuits AND 

software in BASIC, C and Pascal! 256 

pages, illustrated, with DOS disk. 

Stamp One Starter Pack 

#3 -294 $149.95 
A complete starter set: Stamp 

Programming Package (#3 -199), a Stamp 1 ( #3 -201), a BS-I 
Carrier Board, & a 9V NiCad. $161.85 value. Upgradeable- 
add a Stamp 2 & Carrier Board 2 for fill Stamp 2 poupe! 

Stamp Two Starter Pack #3.219 $169.95 
Everything needed to move with the Stamp 2: Programming 
Package (#3-199), one Stamp 2 module (#3-198), one BS-2 

Carrier Board, a 9V NiCad. $180.90 value. Monstrous power! 

BASK Stapp Pregraarimg Pkg #3 -199 $99.00 
With cables, manuals, app notes & Stamp DOS program to 
edit, file, download & debug both type 1 & 2 Stamps. 

BASK Stump 1 #3.201 $34.95 
8 input/output lines, EEPROM for 100 instructions, 4 MHz. 

BASK Stamp 2 #3. 198 $49.00 
16 input/output lines, EEPROM for 600 instructions, 20 MHz 
clock (up to 38,400 baud), touch tones, X -10, more! 

Carrier Board, 1151 #1 -105 $19.95 

Carrier Board, BS2 #1.106 $24.95 

BEAM Manual 8, Bottoms #3-286 $19.95 
Learn the philosophy, practice & history of 
solar powered BEAM robotics. Shows 

robots, creators, events, winners from past 

games, tech references, more. 114 pages, 

illust. Informative & htn! 

BEAM Videotape, VHS #3 -281 $14.95 
Dave's exclusive "insider look" at the the world of BEAM 

robotics. Solar- powered gizmos fighting for survival, time - 
lapse footage, 1995 BEAM Games, more! 60 min, VHS. 

Dave's BEAM Sofa Engles Kit #3-119 $29.95 
Harness fusion power today! Circuit 

uses a tiny (I1 x 55 mm) solar cell to 
drive a motor up to 3 RPM! A com- 

plete power plant with all parts & 
instructions. Just add solder & sun! 

Forrest Mims Eagbeers Notebook 

#3-166 $19.95 
A classic from THE circuit master himself, 

100s of circuits, 156 pgs, 350 illust. Great 
starting point for the beginner - an ideal 

reference for the advanced! 

24 -hour Voice Order Line - VISA MasterCard 

800 -314 -516 
Request our FREE Robot Store Catalog! 

Mondo -troni 
n ase coo, ve. #!1 ! -1 

Sah Anselmo, CA 94960 

Questions: 415-455-9330 
Fax: 415 -455 -9333 

Email: info @mondo.com 
Web: www.RobotStore.com 

Dump Truck Kit #3- 212 $49.95 
Great full function wheeled hase - 
rugged rubber tires, 3 motors: steer 

left-right, drive forward- reverse, dump 
up -down. 22 cm L x 14 H x 12 W. 

Includes two D NiCads! 

Power Shovel/Dour Kit #3 -211 $39.95 
An excellent full function tank hase. 

Wire controlled left, right, forward, 
reverse, plus scoop up & down. 10 cm 

WX28Lx10H. Has extra track & 
wheels. Two D NiCads INCLUDED! 

Tracked Vehicle Parts Kit #3-293 $22.95 
Get on track! Track, wheels, sprockets, axles, hardware, as 

in Dozer above, plus fwd/rev only gearbox, 3V DC motor & 
battery holder. 10 cm W x 18 L. Tech Tip: Replace gearbox 
with 2 R/C Servos for full fwd- rev -left-right action! 

R/C Servo #3-278 $19.95 or Serve 6 -Pact #3. 263 $89.95 
Quality RCD HS-300 servo, 42 oz/in, 0/19 sec. With app notes. 

To Order: 
C S Send check, MO 

or credit card info. 
All orders add 
S5.00P8H 

Calif. orders also 
add sales tax 

International Orders We comet First Class P &H: $12.00 

Muscle Wires Project Book 8 

Deluxe Kit #3-168 $59.95 
Create direct linear action with 
Muscle Wires. They contract up 

to 5% when powered! Use them 

in robots, models and anything needing strong all -electric 

motion. 128 page book, full plans for BORIS, a motorless 
walking robot & 14 others. Includes one meter each 50, 100 

& 150 pm dia Muscle Wires. Get muting today! 
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CABLE TV 

ESCRAMBLER 
& CONVERTERS 

Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta, Zenith, Tocom, 
Panasonic, Oak, Stargate 

*13 1VIt?NTI NITY CN All PRODUCTS IN WRIZ'ING 

":"QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

rEßIENDIY SF.RVICE 

*0 DAY MONEY BACK 

CTRONICS 
14937 Industrial Road 
Omaha, NE 68144 

FOR A FREE CATALOG OR QUESTIONS CALL: 

1-800-729-1776 
89 
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EARN 
MORE 

MONEY! 
Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

Earn up to 
$60 an hour 
and more! 

1\ 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed! 

No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course prepares 
you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License." This valuable license is 
your professional "ticket" to thousands of 
exciting jobs in Communications, Radio - 
TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics 
and more...even start your own business! 
You don't need a college degree to qualify, 
but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 
This proven course is easy, fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

Or, Call 1- 800 -932 -4268 Ext. 240 

commanD PRODUCTIOfS 
I FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 240 
I P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126 

Please rush FREE details immediately! 

I NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

".1 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.1 

llr 
i 1 1 sr d A e 

Be ond PHONE COLOR BOXES 
Dozens phone color boxes described - many circuits. 
Plus Call Forwarding, Contarencing, Meek History, 
Glossary, Dlverlen, Extenders, Loops, REMOB 
Brldgln Head, & Cent. Optocom, 3rd Fury and 
m n ot r n- x h r 

How answering machines are ackedtoltotento - even 
erase - messages, and to convert them into minl -VMBs. 
And countermeasures - protect yourself tram snoops, t.' n 

CREDIT CARD SCAMS 
Cardholders, merchants, banks suffer Billions In 
losses annually because of credit card fraud . Describes 
every known means of credit card baud and scams. 

AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINES 

CONSUMERTRONICS 
2011 Creeeent Dr., P.O. Drawer 537 

Alamogordo, NM /35310 

--- -PleaseorderbyMailorFaxonly 
- - - 

(505)434.0234, 439.1776 (orders 
-only; If you get volee, enter 'a11a11 any time), 24 -hr 
Customer Service 3 Tech Support: 
(505)439.8551(8AM -6PM MST,Mon -Sat) 
R elates directly to your order or prospective order. 

Web Site: Visit our site (tell friends) popular your 
at: http:// use re.aol.com /wlzguru /hl- tech.html 
10% (HUB orders 8100+ 15% 011 over 5200+ 

ATM crimes, abuses, vulnerabilities and defeats es- 
poaedl 100+ methods detailed, Include: Physical. 
Reg. E. cipher, PIN compromise, card counterfeiting, 
magnetic stripe, false front, TEMPEST, Van Eck, tap - 
ping, spooling, Inside job, super -cool, vibration, pulse, 
high voltage others. Case histories law countermea- 
sures, detailed security checklist, labeled Internal ho- 
tos, Eures. ATMs contain up to $250,000 In cashi Re- 

- i I I I' ; , r a - r I I 

CONS SCAMS & SWINDLES 

Add 35 total SM (US Canada). All Items in stock. 
Postal M.O. Is fastest. VISA, MC CC OK. COO (549 
E999), add S8. New Catalog (200+ offers) $2 vV 
order, S5 w/o (no CC), S244oreign. NO dealers, 

Since 1971. As seen on CBS' 60 Minutes' Forbes. 
etc. Ely John Williams - former Lockheed Senior Engineer, 
NMSU CS Professor, DOD Electronic Weapons Engineer, 
NIH Health Physicist. Bold for educstlonal0aeoons enle. 

Wanted; 5 MAC PC486 (or better), peripherals, 
new surplus electronic Darts, test equipment - buy, trade. 
All eoleware u arts all IBM-PC a stems 

Cons & scams and related swindles fleece Americans 
of 5100+ Billion per year) The most comprehensive 
survival manual on cons & scams of ail kinds -from 
the classic to hl -tech. Details on 100s and many varia- 
lions. And countermeasures. Protect aurseul 39. 

INTERNET CONS & SCAMS 
Off- the -She If HARDWARE 

Van Eck Systems *Data Card ReadevWriters* 
ATM3 *Securit urvelllance *RF/EM/nWave4ìa- 
davUltrasonIcAFAIghVSound Detectors'ecelvers' 
Xmltters' Jammers/Blasters *Neurophooe/Aile/ 
Hieronymus4tesonant Crystal Radtonics* EM Lab' 
WeaponrwVountermeasures *ESS Infinity Devices 
*Voice DDisgulsers *Lineman's Hand -sets *Bud 
Tap DetectovBlasler *Phone Color Boxes *DT 
Decoders *Carjack4(Idnap Foller *Bumper BeepeV 
Child Finder *Panic Button *Shriek Module *TENS 
*Subliminal Mixer/Amp (Ultrasound & inlra5ound) 
*Electronic Dowsers *Hidden Presence Detectors 
*Hearing Assistor *Vortex Generator *6th Sense 
Communicator *Nolse Cancel. System *Levltator - 

man more! See our , . w , t . I 

nternel cons, scams and related frauds now rake in 
S2 +Billion annually) Most are done anonymously and 
with little fear of prosecution (difficult to prove and to 
find the perpetrators). Described In detall, Includes 
countermeasures. 29. 

Be and VAN ECK PHREAKING 
aves.ropp ng on ' an. computer v'co s gea s us- 

Ing an ordinary TV described In detail. Includes secu- 
rlty Industry reports. Range up to 1 KM. Plans Include 
both the Consomerlrontq and the original Top Secret 
Van Eck des! nsl $29, 

- 
ompi a ono s of e es a c es wr en n 

ASCII) by top hackers & phreakers. Covers every ma- 
or to.Ic In hackerdoml 3 HO Disks* 59. SPECIAL PROJECTS 

"e eslg .m , . al epa) or am ai on- 
suit on any devtce/systemrorocess/pro)ect - stet- 
troniVcomputeVmechanlcaVoptical (ex: phone' 
autatecuritivtadlonititab 'energy*IVA FAadaV 
ultrasonicr11LUV/commo/consumer) Ior business' 
personaNnvenlion needs. Describe & Include $30 
pre -engineering fee (no obligation). Time & cost 
estimates 7 -10 da s. Confidentlaiit .uaranteed, estimates 

CELLPHONE MOOS 
See our Catalog for our Infamous cellphone 
modification guide ($89)- detailed, compre- 
hensive, covers all makes - 10 times more 
Info than competitor's "guide"). (Do Special 
Protects above to get up -to -dale hardwaretotlware). 
Free Dala Search As a special BEE sense to our CUP 

STOPPING POWER METERS 
- s reporte. on ' mites : 'ow certa n e- 
vices can stow down even stop watthour melera 
- while loads draw full power' Device simply plugs 
Into one outlet and normal loads Into other outlets. Also 
describes meter creep, overload droop, etc. Plans $29. 
I G MANUAL, External magnetic ways (applied to 
lee meter 

drawing 
slow down 

Plans. 
s. $watthour me- 

while drawing lull loads. Plans. 526. 
METERS.' How watthour meters work, ca rat on, 
error modes (many), ANSI Standards, etc. Demand 
and Potyphese Meters. Experimental results to slow 
and std. meters b others. $25. An 2 47. All 3 69. 

UNDER ATTACK! 
tic romagne C n er erence an. tic ron c "upon 

Attacks cause: Cancer, birth detects, and profound psy- 
choiogical, neurological, cardiovascular and Immune 
system disorders! Destructive tr7 people, animals, [ants, 
equipment! Includes ACTUAL CASES OF EMS 

cuslomers. we will perform one MU search of our massive 
cellphone database it requested within 30 days or your pur- 
chase of Ca SP. Data now on celiphones Is so great, we can in 
In CaCP only That in greatest demand. Search results not guar. 
wired. Request by mall (don't far); include a #10 SASE 

(we Investigated)! Includes how to ve y an p npo nt 
EMI and electronic attack sources, and effective Counter- 
measures. $29. EM @RAUNBLA$T R: Tutorial - 

escn es m eat ow alters wor c, I eren pas an 
uses, frequencies, advantages over and uses with cell- 
phones, and tips and tricks. And how Pagers are hacked 
and countermeasures. Includes the plans for your own 
Personal Pocket Perlin System (transmitter and re- 

and plans for powerful ELECTROMAGNETIC WEAPONS 
and LAB DEVICES. Optimum circuits, begs, waveforms, 
du c t ies intensities. Thorou. h. $29. Both 519. 

MIND CONTROL 
oncem an. ear ncreases over ' an. u trason min. 

(and body) control technologies especially implants! 
Unfortunately, there Is much more misinformation and 
disinformation published than facts. Some victims are 
controlled and exploited by arm-chair 'experts' and so- 
called vlctlms' assistance groups - one even demands 
the ppollclny of the Internet to prevent and remove 

hall%Ou ere. oniteom /wlzaluru3 mindconrtsit html 

ceiver . 549. 

escrl es n eta ow ax mac nee are lac tie an 
countermeasures (hacking Faxes is much more tom- 

Plexthan 
lust connecting a third Fax to the phone line), 

Includes Fax protocols commo parameters, and 2:1 
and 4:1 compression. And insights into designing Fax 
Interception devices and modifying existing Faxes Into 
Stealth Faxes do the ob. 49. RADIONICS MANUAL 

citing eeclrica ,eectronic,rectromagnehcI erapeu- 
tic diagnostic 6 preventive devices (mostly experlmen- 
tat History, descriptions, plans (dozens), avallabllities 
of 
tali 

Devices from early to modem. While drugs 
cost $ electricity costs 

major 
re 

electronic 
REAL 

THc sla.. for 3 mall! el therapeutic 

VOICE MAIL HACKING 
How Voles Mai Boo (VMS) systems are used an. the 
specllic ways they are hacked. Includes ASPEN, MES- 
SAGE CENTER, six, GENESIS, EZ, SYDNEY, PHONE 
MAIL, AUDIX, CINDY, CENTAGRAM, SPERRY LINK. 
RSVP, etc. Absolutely required for all users, sysops 
and security personnel) $29. 

PBX HACKING 
r'rso "sore ac e. o e unto :l ton r 

Vdhlle'VOICE MAIL HACKING' details how V on are 
hacked for'phun and pretil - Including VMS methods 
for hacking PBXs themselves - PBX HACKING' ad- 
dresses ALL issues relating to PBX hacking, including 
countermeasures! Can your business er agency aftord 
a $90,000 phone fraud loss (the average loss due to 
hacked PBXs 7 As described in Forbes Ma ' mine. 829 

PHREAKING CALLER ID & ANI 

devices of .es `. roved b FGA. 519. Both 539. 
S19. 

Both 

HIGH VOLTAGE DEVICES 
e evicespans: un un, asar, 'ro', ant.: as- 
ter, Flasher, Zapper, AudialTH adarJammer, Fence 
Ladder, alan 

Counter, 

& Van de 
Ozone Gen., Ladder, Counter, Ozone Gen., Flnh Stunner, 

' 
lam Stlm. Klrllan mr I All .Ian fr nl 29. 

STEALTH TECHNOLOGY 
Police radar is fascinating? It also has error rates of 10- 
20 %1 Every known error made - stealth method and 
material used to minimize radar reflections - tactic and 
strategy to fight unjust radar tickets (that cost you 
S100s In Insurance and risk cancellation) - methods to 
detect and am sl.nals -lull described) 529. 

seta) s on ow t ey wor an owns o e ecl ve ways 
of defeating 

ow 
tier ID, ANT, ..0 ens and Call Block- w 

ways 

Ing and '67. Also describes Caller ID, Orange, Beige, 
Cheese and CF Boxes, ESS, SS7, E911, various 
CLASS services, CWA, NON PUB DA, CAMA, DNR, 
800 -ECR Divert.ra Eat odors Central - more. 29. 

COMPUTER PHREAKING 
Describes in detail how computers penetrate each 
other, and how VIRUSES, TROJAN HORSES, WORMS, 
etc are Implemented. Dozens of computer crime and 
abuse methods and countermeasures. Includes disk 
filled with hacker text files and utilities, and the legend- 
any FLUSHOT+ protection system (Ed. Choice, PC 
Magazlne). MIS advice, password defeats, glossary - 

much morel Manual + Disks' S39 

SECRET & SURVIVAL RADIO 
Iptimum survive an. security ra to equipment, met - 

ods, Ireq allocations and voica4fala scrambllnphncod- 
Ing. Includes small receivers1ransmitters, telemetry, 
antenna optimizations, remote monitoring and control, 
security, surveillance, and ultrasonic, fiber-optic and 
infrared commo. 70+ circuit tans tables. $29. 

CRYPTANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
rve owe u menu -.nven c pto programs n . a' en. 

.BASF source code) to analyze, decrypt secure' cl- 
hertexts. Worked -out examples. Recommended by ores- 

iiplous'Computers 8 Security.' Manual +Dist S29. 
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There's No Easier Way to 

TROUBLESHOOT AND REPAIR 

Your Electronics! 
It's easy, fast and rewarding to do it yourself with the Electronics Repair Manual! 

TVs VCR 

Hi -Fi Stereo 

Amplifiers 
Turntables 
Speakers 
Shortwave, 

Radios 
Camcorders 
Tape Decks 
CD Players- 

Walkmans 

AM & FM 

Receivers 
PC Systems 
Automobile 

Sound Systems ., 

PC Peripherals 

Telephone 

Systems 

Fax Machines 

Electronic Home 

Appliance 

Electronics 

Repair 

Manual 

Electronics Repair 
Manual 

Electronic Repair Basics 

Tools and Test Equipment 
d Maintenance 

Tro J bleshooting and 

Specific Repair Instructions 
Schematic Diagrams 

Component /Manufacturer 
Indices 

Keep Your Skills Up -to -Date! 
The Electronics Repair Manual will be a valuable reference for years 
to come. Supplements, each containing 140 pages, add new repair 
projects, valuable insights into new technologies, diagnostic and repair 
techniques, and more schematic diagrams into your manual. Just $35 
each plus shipping and handling. Supplements are sent 4 -5 times a 
year and are fully guaranteed. Return any supplements you don't want 
within 30 -days and owe nothing. Cancel anytime. 

900-PAGE, 
MODULAR FORMAT 

MANUAL 

TROUBLE ANALYSIS 
FLOWCHARTS 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 

HANDS-ON, DETAILED, 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
INSTRUCTIONS 

"HOW TO" PRIMER 

FOR TEST EQUIPMENT 

SUCH AS 

OSCILLOSCOPES, 
FREQUENCY 

COUNTERS, AND 

VIDEO ANALYZERS 

SAFETY PRECAUTION 

CHECKLISTS 

COMPREHENSIVE 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

LISTS 

PREVENTIVE 

MAINTENANCE 
TECHNIQUES 

DIRECTORY OF 
MANUFACTURERS 

30 Day Free Trial Order Form 
Yes, Please rush me my copy of Electronics Repair Manual for 

only $59.95 ( I may take $10 off the price when I enclose my check 
or credit card authorization with my order within the next 30 days. 
Plus, I get free shipping and handling!) I understand that If I am not 
satisfied I may return the book within 30 days for a full 100% refund of 

the purchase price. 

My payment of $59.95 is enclosed ($49.95 when ordering with- 
in the next 30 days.) 

VISA p Check enclosed. 

Optional express delivery (available in U.S. only). Enclose an addi- 

tional $10.00 and we'll guarantee delivery within 5 business days from 

receipt of your order (prepaid orders only). 

Credi cara no. 

( 
Expiration Date Daytime phone no. 

Signature 

Bill me later for $59.95 plus $6.50 shipping and handling, subject to 

credit approval. Signature and phone number required to process your 

order. P.O. Box addresses must be prepaid. 

Mr./Mrs/Ms. 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Shipping and handling to Canada. $10 (U.S. currency); Overseas. $15 (foregn orders must be prepaid); 

CT resdevo add 6% sales tax. Supplements will be sent 4 -5 anos a year on a fully-guaranteed, 30day 

tnal bans. They may be cancelled at any tlrne. 

MAIL TO: WEKA Publishing, Inc. 32590 
1077 Bridgeport Avenue, Shelton, Connecticut 06484 

1-800-222-WEKA FAX: 1-203-944-3663 91 
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Construction Tools for Audio & More! 

BUILD THAT 
AUDIO PROJECT 

WITH SESCOM 
AUDIO SIPS 

Hassle -free SIP circuits have 
9 pins on 0.1' centers. 

Appro, 11'Wr 1.0' HS 05'0 

Audio Sips 
DESCRIPTION MODEL A B 
DUAL GEN PURPOSE GAIN AMPS SIP -1 20.00 20.50 
DUAL ELECTRONIC MIC INPUT AMPS SIP -2 25.00 25.50 
DUAL ELECTRONIC LINE INPUT AMPS SIP-3 25.00 25.50 
DUAL ELECTRONIC UNE OUTPUT AMPS SIP-4 25.00 25.50 
UNE AMP WITH BUFFER STAGE SIP -S 21.00 21.50 
WAL SUMMING AMPS SIP-e 15.00 15.00 
DUAL HEADPHONE AMPS SIP -7 20.00 20.50 
ALC - LINE LEVEL SIP-8 25.00 25.50 
DUAL VCA SIP -9 20.00 20.50 
FOUR COMMON BUFFER AMPS SIP -10 19.00 19.50 
DUAL ELECTRONIC SWITCH SIP -11 21.00 21.50 
VIDEO DA -3 OUTPUTS SIP -12 35.00 35.50 
DUCKER SIP -13 20.00 20.50 
ELECTRONIC MC-UNE PAD SIP -14 22.00 22.50 
AUTO FEEDBACK CONTROLLER SIP -15 3000 30.50 
RNCTO (ORATOR - SNESOIME WAVE SIP -15 30.00 30.50 
AUDIO OSC / METER DRIVER SIP -17 22.00 22.50 
RUMBLE SCRATCH FILTER SIP -15 20.00 20.50 
MIC PRE -AMP / N WATT AMP SIP -19 18.00 18.50 
DC/DC CONVERTER SIP -20 18.00 18.50 
WAL GAN AMPS - SINGLE SUPPLY SIP -21 20.00 20.50 

DUAL SUMMING AMPS - INGLE SUPPLY SIP -22 20.00 20.50 
UMTER -FAST ATTACK /SLOW RELEASE SIP -23 2000 20.50 
DUAL UNITY GAIN BUFFERS SIP -24 20.00 20.50 
AC POWER SUPPLY :18V OUT SIP -PS 30.00 31.00 
AC TO tit GDLT REGULATOR cIRCUR SIP -18V 2000 20.50 
WE ALSO HAVE PC BOARDS TO MAKE 
CONSTRUCTION WITH SIPS EVEN EASIER! 

Aua io Tra rasforrw.ers 
NM167 1611171011 USE 6306111 KedlW 040flX CASE 
50E00 MPWO eMMS 6000 MOM S1110 

MODEL e 

Idß/751/100LO 
sa 0 

I2`5.15 10100 CO 
rs75/ß 15010a I,O 
i50 

410 
.10 
4a 
+a 

:;;SIS a 4 
10°8 

dB 

C 

0 

MI-15 37.15 
MIJO 76.l0 
Me3 . 
MFM 102.ÿO 

ea 
166 9 

0 
I t 

.N 

.1G 
NDNE 
30ae 

5 
N 

116119 23 06 
1.6110 27 

1.e0 106070 
MG 150,620 

50.ó]0 150600 
150.00 10/10 

.18 
16 
16 u 
.30 

.3aU 

..3U 

.10 a 
dB 

.20 ® 
-adB 
-10m iú® 
-30® 

M M472 0.25 
M n 1. 37.15 

C 1L12 .se 
0 Ye1 .s0 
9---- 3 
N 

M41i t31ÿ0 
D MF3Y 131.50 

1st .60 1000 

500 ® 160/30 
NO !p's20 
0.m 6 U. 
s0 00 600 LO 
5060 600 U. LO 
50/103l00 0 10 
i50i0Ö1W- Ú13--- 
0!10o S36 u LÓ 
iÒ/60 600 LO --- 
I0/00 000 LO 
I50_ ®0 600 LO 
SO 8C0 0q 
10/00 600 LO 
0 00 Sa úo 
10'670 S, I 

10'N0 9 MI 
10/670 9 MI 
110600 54 MI 
10/MC 5Y MI 

6Y 1s00 5Y MI 
1 '10 9 MI 

7150 607 MI 

l0 
50 

.1200 

NONE 
a08 
6068 

41068 

L 

I 

F 

Y41 4 
YF66 esse 
YLe 3s4 
Yut 4.50 

.16 
te 
.11 
.30 
.30 
.30 
20 
.10 
20 
.10 
.10 
16 
30 .a 

410® 
3D ® 
.1 ® 
20d6 
30 dB 

-10® 
20 00 
30® 

F Yee 6150 I_ Y40e 37.25 
O Ye7 l650 
M MI-74 72! 
C 1r+3 50 

0 1.100 11615 
N MU 46 16 
D Y446 13150 

NONE 
63 

00 OS 
410 dB 

1-61F111 21 
1.100 26 

B 16F101 30.42 
F MF106 4061 

.10® 

.10 43 
M 
C 

1111-112 1111-112 3125 
16-105 75 50 

1048 
-30 dB 

N NF113 47.20 
Y-1a13450 

53/® 15L U. LO 
106100 19 U. LO 
w00 ,Y 1.2 LO 
10/® tú u50 

n0 
.10 
.10 
.H0 
HI 
N 
.10 
n6 
.16 

NONE 
3068 4® 
40 ® 
m6e 

L 

B 
F 

I 

7 

1.64 2140 1 29.60 
Me 39.40 
1.25 4055 
MFa 3727 
M1-05 5451 

150'001 U.. 
10413319 U1.0 
15or60 1N U a-- 
10/MO 151t LL LO 
130r00 150 U.10 

1008 
.10 dB 
.30 dB 
10da 
.1 dB 
-30® 

M 
0 
C 3 
15 

O 

MHB 3725 
L0-56 5630 
YH 7652 

MRoma 66 71 
14E77 46 75 
YL16 13150 

LO i5060pi5i6 
u, 10 .17 00 LO 

150.670 550 2.1O 

.30 

.J5 

.30 
600 690 U 
600 ea 0 

0 

416 
.20 dB 
NONE 

8 
S 

M5117 2170 
M411e 217 5 

379/1919/60 U.L0 
379/1919.6xU.LO 

.16 

.16 
.10 de 
-00 46 

M 
C 

MF7a 3125 
131-16 76.50 

379/1915160LU.LO t 
379/1919/601UL0 1 

191 15L I 5 

.se 

.00 

.14 

-10 dB 
10 dB 
.30 dB 

N 
D 

A 

WM 44.75 
YF16134.11 

136116 27.70 
19 19/IN U 

19/19 U I 
12i 19/0, LI 
154 15k .6111, LI 

iv/mI ü --__ 
19 19/S9 

.1U 

.10 

.10 

.10 

NONE 
10 dB 
-20 °B 
460dB 
.30 dB 
60 dB 

B 

i 
F 

Mlae 2242 
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GREAT LITTLE BOXES 
FOR LOW COST 
CONSTRUCTION 
DESIGNED TO GET 
THE JOB DONE 
WITHOUT THE _ 
FRILLS! 
BOXES ARE 
SHIPPED 
FLAT 

47121:; r=ri 

New Boxes for '96 
BOX -IT ENCLOSURES 

çí% 

CODEO 

4 ] 
.-e 

0QUE 
PINS 

L 

We also stock over 75 small parts for audio construction' 
SESCOM has it all; with just one call! 

Large Project Boxes 
MODEL WxDxHo' A B 
LPB-1 4x6x2 10.50 12.50 
LPB-2 5 x 7 x 2 11.00 13.00 
LPB-3 5 49.5 6 2 12.75 15.25 
LPB-4 8 x 8 x 2 13.75 16.25 
LPB-5 74742 11.50 13.75 
LP84 7 x 9 x 2 13.75 16.25 
LPB-7 7x11 x2 15.50 18.50 
LPB4 7 x 13 x 2 17.75 21.00 
LPB-9 7 x 15 x 2 25.25 30.00 
LPB-10 10 x17 x 2 30.75 36.50 
LPB-11 13 x 17 x 2 36.50 43.25 
LPB-12 4 x 6 x 3 12.25 14.50 
LPB-13 5 x 7 x 3 13.25 15.75 
LPB-14 5 59.56 3 15.25 18.00 
LPB-15 7112 x 3 19.50 23.25 
LPB-16 7 x 15 x 3 25.50 30.25 
LPB-17 8x12x3 25.00 29.50 
LPB-18 8 x 17 x 3 27.50 32.50 
LPB-19 10 x 12 4 3 29.75 35.25 
LP8-20 10 x 14 4 3 30.00 35.50 
LPB-21 10x1793 31.50 37.50 
LPB-22 12 x 17 x 3 35.75 42.25 
LPB-23 14 x 174 3 44.00 52.00 
LPB-24 17X1733 45.00 53.25 
.050 ALUMINUM AND MINI EXTRUSION 

Mini Project Boxes 
MODEL W x D x H m. A B OPP- 
MPB-1 1 x 2 x 1 2.05 235 1.35 
MPB-2 1 x 4 x 1 2.55 2.65 1.90 
MPB-3 1 x 6 x 1 3.00 3.35 2.45 
MPB-4 1.5x2x1.5 2.15 2.35 1.60 
MPB-5 1Sx4x1.5 2.85 2.95 2.45 
MPB4 1.5x6x1.5 3.10 3.80 3.30 
MPB-7 1.5x2x3 2.35 2.65 2.05 
MPB-8 1.5x4x3 2.85 3.25 3.30 
MPB-9 1.5x6x3 4.15 4.65 4.55 
MPB-10 1.5 x 2 x 5 2.60 3.60 3.30 
MPB-11 1.5 x 4 x5 3.05 3.70 4.40 
MPB-12 15x6x5 4.40 5.20 8.25 
MPB-13 2 x 2 x 2 2.30 2.70 1.90 
MPB-14 2 x 4 x 2 2.75 3.25 3.00 
MPB-15 2x6x2 4.55 5.15 4.15 
MPB-16 2 x 8 x 2 6.85 7.60 5.25 
MPB-173x2x3 2.55 3.05 2.45 
MPB-18 3x4x3 3.00 3.85 4.15 
MPB-19 3 x 6 x 3 4.35 5.05 5.80 
MPB-20 3 x 8 x 3 4.80 5.65 7.50 
MPB-21 4 x 6 x 3 4.70 5.30 4.45 
MPB-22 4x10x3 5.65 6.10 10.55 
MPB-23 4 x 12 x 3 5.90 6.50 12.55 
MPB-24 4 x 14 x 3 6.30 7.00 14.50 
.040' ALUMINUM AND MICRO EXTRUSION 
-ADO /PE FOR PERFORATED ALUMINUM OR 
/PL FOR PLEXIGLASS (AVAILABLE ONLY WHEN 
ORDERING ABOX) 

WRITE OR FAX FOR CATALOGS 

CONSTRUCTOR'S HARDWARE, 
AUDIO SIPs & 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

Fax Orders 
Toll Free 

U.S. & Canada (Mexico dial 95 first) 
800- 551 -2749 

Australia 1800 -12 -8491 

5E5 
COM 

SESCOM, INC. ORDER TODAY 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING! 

2100 WARD DRIVE 'A IS USA, CANADA A MEXICO. 'B IS REST OF WORLD 

HENDERSON, NV UM 

HOURS 
Monday thru Friday 
8 am'til 4 pm (PST) 

ORDERS (800) 634 -3457 FAX (800) 551 -2749 
OFFICE (702) 565 -3400 FAX (702) 565 -4828 

TECH LINE (702) 565 -3993 M -Th 8 am to 4 pm (PST) 
SESCOM, INC. is not responsible for inadvertent typographical errors. 

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. 

CABLE TV 
Converters & Descramblers 

Compatible with 

Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta, 
Pioneer, Oak, & Hamlin 

Equipment 

BRAND NEW! 

6 -MONT1-1 GUARANTEE 

LOWEST PRICES 
Volume Control & Parental Lockout Available 

Greenleaf Electronics 
1- 800 -742 -2567 

NO ILLINOIS SALES 
h is not the intent of Greenleaf Electronics to defraud any pay television operator 

and we will not assist any company or individual in doing the same. 

* THE BEST * 
8085 MICROPROCESSOR 

TRAINING SYSTEM 
JUST GOT BETTER 

Are you interested in Single Board Computers and Microprocessor -based 

systems? If the answer is yes and you want to know more about these 
fascinating subjects the PRIMER Trainer is the place to start. The PRIMER 
teaches more and is easier to use than other comparably priced trainers. The 
over 100 page Self Instruction manual takes you from binary number 
systems to processing interrupts. At the end of the 

manual are working examples of 
using a photocell, a 
temperature sensor, 

making a waveform 

generator, a programmable 
timer with alarm, and a new 
motor speed control lab using 

back EMF. The PRIMER 

comes with everything you need 

to start programming in machine language. Continue on to program in 

Assembler, Forth or BASIC with optional upgrade and software. Upgrade 
includes: RS232 sedal port, a serial cable and, 32K of battery backed RAM. 
Picture shown with upgrade option and optional heavy -duty keypad installed. 

THE PRIMER IS ONLY $119.95 QUANTITY 1 IN KIT FORM. THE PRIMER 
ASSEMBLED & TESTED BY EMAC IS $169.95. ORDER NOW AND RECEIVE 
ONE FREE POWER SUPPLY WHEN YOU MENTION THIS AD. PLEASE ADD 
$5.00 FOR SHIPPING WITHIN THE U.S. 

moo C 1 L., inc. 
618- 529 -4525 FAX: 457 -0110 BBS: 529 -5708 
P.O.BOX 2042 CARBONDALE, IL 62902 
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PLEASE MENTION 
WHEN ORDERING 

Items are subject to availability. 
Prices are subject to change without 
any prior notice. 

FLYBACK 
TRANSFORMERS 

$20 MINIMUM ORDER 
CALL NOW FOR YOUR 

232 PAGE FREE CATALOG 

1- 800 -325 -2264 
HOT PRICES ON POPULAR SEMI'S 

Ordern Brand Min Price 

BU -208 TESLA 10 
BU -208/0 TOSHIBA 1 

2N -3055 TESLA 10 
2N -3773 TESLA 5 
2SD -1398 SANYO 10 
2SD -1850 SANYO 5 

STRD -1005 SANKEN 1 

STR- 30130 SANKEN 1 

STRS -5301 SANKEN 1 

TA -7777N TOSHIBA 1 

TDA -2005 SGS 5 

$1.49 
4.50 
0.60 
1.20 
1.49 
1.69 
4.15 
2.66 
8.50 
6.96 
1.49 

e 

COLOR CODED - 2 
LEADS HEAVY DUTY 
ORDER N4 56 -500 

11" Long Wire Lead 
Insulated 112" Alligator Clips 
20 Gauge Wire Size 10 Leads 
BLACK, GREEN, RED,YELLOW, WHITE 

SOLDER WICK 
Solder Remover 
Length 5 Feet 

ORDER N4 51 -1050 Min. 2 pcs. 

Replaces 
GOLDSTAR 154 -074R 

ORDER N° 63 -0189 

TUN -O -WASH® 
ORDER NQ 30 -0100 

(tFQ Fes) 
Fast drying electronics 
grade cleaner for tuners, 
controls and PC boards. 
TUN -O -WASH is excellent cleaner and 
degreaser for tuners, controllers and PC boards. 

Designed for cleaning and degreasing 
consumer electronics Cleans in one step, no 
rinsing required Contains no ozone depleting 
compounds CFC and HCFC free 

Not for use on energized equipment 
12.5 Oz aerosol (12 cans per case) 

UNIQUE REALTIME 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
BUILT -IN FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 

Order N°50-820 
.,. r 

alea o a.m o 

1 MHZ FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 

Features 
Wider than specified 

frequency response High deflection fac- 
tor of 1 mV /div. Wide dynamic range up to 30MHz without wave- 
form distortion Algebric sum of CH1 and CH2 Low drift with corn - 
pensation circuit Superb trigger sensitivity Maximum sweep rate of 
video signals with internal TV sync. separator Jittless trigger circuitry 

CH1 signal output terminal available Variable trigger hold -off High 
precision X -Y phase difference measurement up to 50kHz Built -in 
function generator with BNC output of 500 and TTL Three kinds of 
waveform are available with 500 output Flat output waveform fre- 
quency up to 1MHz 

Specifications: 
Vertical deflection: Bandwidth :DC coupled (DC to 20MHz normal), 
AC coupled :(10Hz to 20MHz normal) Deflection factor: 5mV /div to 5V/ 
div in 10 calibrated steps of 1 -2 -5 sequence Rise time: 17.5nS or less 
Horizantal deflection: Time Base A: 0.21.ts to 0.2S /div in 19 calibrated 
steps.1 -2 -5 sequence Uncalibrated continuous control between steps 
of at least 1: 2.5. 

o Manuf # OS-9020G 

20MHz DUAL TRACE 

: ®*i 
- ..-_. 
'4)e 4aop 

`$498.00 

VCR ALIGNMENTTOOL KIT 

ORDER # 50 -888 

T& .r...°,z 

VCR Head puller 
Retain,ng ring 

remover 
Spring hook 

Micro screwdriver 
Hex key set Fitted vinyl Soft zippered case 

Dimensions: 91/2 "(W) X 121/4 "(L) 
7 Assorted head & guide aligners 
3 Reverseable screwdrivers (Small -Flat- Philips) 

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED 
SOLDERING STATION 

Adjustable Temp.: 300 °F - 790 °F - 150 °C - 480 °C 
Grounded Tip for Soldering : 

Static Sensitive Devices, Heater Aid. 
Led Power Temperature Indicator 
Overheat Protection W/ Temperature Control 
Auxiliary Grounded Terminal 
Comes in digital LED display 
48 Watts soldering iron 

ORDER N° 51 -1035 

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS DALCO 
NEW! NS-44 

Overload protect 1000VDC or 
peak AC on all other ranges 

Input impedance 10M Ohm on 
all ranges Base accuracy range 
± 0.5 % to ± 1.0 % Resistance 
2000, 2K, 20K, 200K, 2M, 20M 

Audible continuity response 
lower than 500 DC Voltage 
200mV, 2V, 20V, 200V, 1000V 
AC Voltage 200mV, 2V, 20V, 
200V, 700V 

ORDER N° 50 -815 

LOGIC Probe 
ORDER NQ 51 -1015 

Length: 8 inches 
Range: 4.5 To 15 VDC 
Includes Test Leads Compatible With 
TTL,DTL,RTL,HTL,CMOS, NMOS Logic 

SOLDER ROLL 
1 LB Spool 
370 deg F melting point 
Fastest solder 
Alloy 60/40, tin lead, non 
corrosive flux, Diam. 1.2mm 

ORDER No 51 -1005 

Universal Audio /video Remote MAGNAVOX 
ORDER NQ' 82 -1055 Smart. Very smart 

Controls basic functions of TV, 

VCR, cable box, and CD or laser 
player Ergonomic design! Main 
buttons are in line with natural 
thumb motion Two- minute memory al- 
lows time to replasce batteries without re- 
programming Programming reminder sticker 
inside battery compartment Sleep time for 60, 
30, or 15 minutes(according to your TV) Set key 
recessed to prevent accidental deprogramming 
Spanish instruction included. Requires four AAA 
Batteries (not included) 

Cable (11 brands) 

VCR (68 brands) 

TV (77 brands) 
Compact disc and 

Laser Disc (94 brands) 

4225 N.W. 72nd AVE MIAMI, FLORIDA 33166 TEL : (305) 716 -1016 FAX : (305) 594 -6588 
CIRCLE 139 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Check Out 
What 

0 We 
Have 

To Offer: 
Fantastic DMM Offer!!! 
Don't let the price fool you. This meter is a 
digital multimeter designed for engineers 
and hobbyists. Equipped with 5 functions 
and 19 ranges. Each test position is quickly 
and easily selected with a simple turn of 
the FUNCTION /RANGE selector rotary 
switch. Rubber Boot Included 
Generai 
Display: 3 -1/2 Digit LCD, 21mm Figure Heigh 

with Automatic Polarity 
Overrange Indication: 3 Least Signlfican 

Digits Blank 
Temperature for GuaranteedAccuracy: 

23 °Cí5 °C RH<75% 
Temperature Ranges: 

Operating: 0°C to 40 °C (32 °F to 104 °F) 
Storage: -10 °C to 50 °C (14 °F to 122 °F) 

Power: 9V Alkaline or Carbon -Zinc Battery(NEDA1 
Low Battery Indication: BAT on Left of LCD Display 
Dimensions:188mm long x 87mm wide x 33mm thick 
Net Weight: 400g 

DC Voltage (DCV) 
Range: Resolution: Accuracy: 
200mV 100µV 
2000mV 1mV 
20V 10mV 
200V 100mV 
1000V 1V 
Maximum Allowable Input: 1000V DC 
or Pedk AC. 

DC Current (DCA) 
Range: Resolution: Accuracy: 
200µA 100nA 
2000µA 11LA 

±(1.2%rdg +2dgts) 20mA 10µA 
200mA 100µA Diode Test 
l0A IOmA ±(1.2%rdg+2dgts) Measures forward voltage drop of a 
OverloadProtecfion: mAlnput.2A1250V semiconductorJunction In mV test cur - 
fuse. rent of 1.5mA Max. 

AC Voltage (ACV) 
Range: Resolution: Accuracy: 
200V 100mV ±(12%rdgtl0dgis) 
750V 1V 
Frequency Ronge: 45Hz -450Hz 
Maximum Allowable Input: 750V rms 
Response: Average Responding. Cali- hFE Test 
brated in rms of a Sine Wave. Measures transistor hFE. 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION PRICE 
9300G Rugged High Quality DMM with Rubber Boot $19.00 

Our 
Best 

Offer 
Ever 
on a 

t(1 %rdg+2dgts) 

High 
Quality 

Full Sized 
DMM 

00 
any qty 

Resistance (53) 
Range: Resolution: Accuracy: 
20053 100mí1 
200053 10 
20KO 1051 ±(1.2%rdg+2dgts) 
200Ka 1000 
2000KO 1KO 
20MO 10K51 ±(2%rdg +l0dgts) 
Maximum Open Circuit Voltage: 2.8V 

Switchable Scope Probe Sets 
(SelectableXl /Ref/X10) These high 
quality scope probe sets are for oscil- 
loscopes upto60MHz (model HP9060) 
or 150MHz (model HP9150). Both sets 
include a handy storage pouch and 
include an IC test -hook adapter for 

the probe. The BNC connector rotates to avoid cable tangle 
or kink. Cable length is 1.4 meters. 

PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 100 
HP -9060 Scope Probe Set DC -60MHz $16.49 $14.49 $11.58 
HP -9150 Scope Probe Set DC- 150MHz 24.95 21.95 18.62 

Positive Photo Resist r Pe- 
C.Wztt"4° - Sensitized Printed 

\4 /These pre- sensitized printed cir- 
cuit boards are ideal for small 

production runs. They provide high 
resolution and excellent line width 

f_ control. High sensitive positive resist 
coated on 1 oz. copper foil allows you to go direct from your 
computer plot or art work layout. No need to reverse art. 
Single- Sided, 1 oz. Copper Foil on Paper Phenolic Substrate 

PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 50 
PP101 100mmx 150mm /3.91 "x5.91" $2.55 $1.90 $1.70 
PP114 114mm x 185mm/4.6" x 6.6" 2.98 2.45 1.98 
PP152 150mm x 250mm/5.91" x 9.84" 5.40 3.98 3.60 
PP153 150mmx300mm /5.91 "x11,81" 6.15 4.48 4.10 
Single -Sided, 1 oz. Copper Foil on Fiberglass Substrate 

PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 50 
GS101 100mmx 150mm/3.91" x 5.91" S 3.90 $2.98 $2.60 
GS114 114mm x 185mm/4.6" x 6.6" 4.80 3.49 3.20 
GS152 150mm x 250mm/5.91" x 9.84" 8.69 5.98 5.78 
GS153 150mmx300mm /5.91 "x11.81" 10.20 7.20 6.80 
Double -Sided, 1 oz. Copper Foil on Fiberglass Substrate 

PRICE EACH 
1 10 50 
5.07 $3.68 $3.38 
5.95 4.29 3.99 

10.47 7.39 6.98 
11.95 8.69 8.30 

'` Circliit Boards 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 
GD101 1 OOmm x 150mm/3.91"x 5.91" 
GD114 114mm x 185mm/4.6" x 6.6" 
GD152 150mm x 250mm/5.91 " x 9.84" 
GD153 150mmx300mm/5.91"x 11.81" 

Etching Chemicals /Ferric Chloride 
A dry concentrate that mixes with water to make 
1 pint of etchant, enough to etch 400 sq. inches 
of 1 oz board. PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
ER -3 Makes 1 pint $3.50 $2.75 1 

Developer This product is used as the 
developer on our positive photo- resist 
printed circuit boards. Includes instruc- 
tions. 50 gram package, mixes with water, 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 
PRICE EACH 

1 10 25 
POSDEV Positive Developer S .95 $ .80 S .50 

TimEtching Tank This handy etching sys- 
tem will handle PC boards up to 8"x 9 ", two 
at a time. Ideal for etching your PCB's! 
System includes an air pump for etchant 
agitation, a thermostatically controlled 
heater for keeping etchant at optimum 
temperature and a tank that holds 1.35 

gallons of etchant. A tight fitting lid is also supplied to prevent 
evaporation when system is not being used. Typical etching 
time is reduced to 4 minutes on 1 oz. copper board! 

REDUCES ETCHING TIME! 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION PRICE 
12 -700 Etch Tank System $37.95 

Desoldering Pumps 
These powerful plastic body 
desoldering pumps are designed for easy 
one hand operation for fast, efficient 
desoldering. Double O -ring piston seals for maximum suction. 

PRICE EACH 
DESCRIPTION 1 5 10 

Large Desoldering Pump $15.89 $13.49 $11.95 
Regular Desoldering Pump 10.89 8,59 7.39 
Replacement Tip 1.95 1.95 1.95 

CAT NO 
08 -3665 
08 -366E 
08- 366TIP 

1111111 SEE OUR ON-LINE CATALOG AT 1111111 
://www.cir.com 
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Electronic Soldering System Here's the ideal s 

when Temperature Control Is required. Easy to use 
slide control allows user to set system from 300 °F to 
840 °F. Voltage to iron from control unit is 24V iron 
heating power is 48W. Replaceable 5.3mm tip is 
standard. Replacement irons and tips are available. 

CAT NO 
S LOW ACRIgPTISO 

N 
PRICE EACH 

SL10 Temp Controlled $56.00 $50.00 
Soldering Iron 

SL24V Spare 24V Soldering 10.50 7.50 
Iron 

0 IP 

If 4: 

821 822 823 824 825 

e 
L. 

lution Electronic Soldering System with LED Displa 
Deluxe temperature controlled system with LED 
display for maximum accuracy. Temperature is 

adjustable from 160° -480°C (320 ° -900 °F). Iron heat- 
ing power is 48 Watts. Runs on 24V from controller 
unit. Replacement irons and tips are available. 
Tip size Is 5.3mm. PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
SL30 Deluxe Soldering $86.00 $75.00 

System w/LED AS LOW AS 875 
SL24V Spare 24V Soldering 10.50 7.50 

Iron for SLl O or SL30 

Replacement Tips for SL 1O/SL30 We now offer a variety of replacement 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 
821 1/3T Pencil Tip 
822 1/32" Pencil Tip 
823 1/64" Pencil Tip 
824 1/16' Chisel Tip 

826 827 

Ball Bearing 12V DC Fans 
,411_i 

Noy 

These High Quality Fans feature Ball Bearings and Brushless DC 
Motors. All of them are designed to meet UL CSA & VDE CAT NO 
Standards. Design these fans into power supplies, computers CSD 4010 -12 
or other equipment requiring additional air flows for heat CSD 6025 -12 
removal. These fans are regular Circuit Specialists stock items CSD 8025 -12 - they are not surplus. CSD 9225 -12 

INDUSTRY BEST PRICING! CSD 1225 -12 
Specifications RATED START INPUT 

DIMENSIONS VOLTAGE VOLTAGE CURRENT AIR FLOW 
CAT NO (MM) (V) (V) (A) (CFM) 
CSD 4010 -12 40x40x10mm 12 7 0.06 5.1 
CSD 6025 -12 60x60x25mm 12 5 0.13 13.7 
CSD 8025 -12 80x80x25mm 12 5 0.16 37.8 
CSD 9225 -12 92x92x25mm 12 5 0.32 42 
CSD 1225 -12 123120aEmrm 12 5 0.35 62 

PRICE EACH tips for the SL10 /SL30 soldering stations. 
1 

$1.39 
1.39 
1.39 
1.49 

SOLDER SOLDER ALDER 
SOLDER SOLDER 

We stock high quality 60 /40(Sn % /Pb %), .031 
and 63/37, .031" diameter. This is prime JIS 
certified solder that we maintain as 
regular stock Item (It is not "Left- overs, 
Rejects or Surplus') and you can buy It 
from us at a fraction of the price that 
you are used to. 

Tired of Paying Inflated 
Prices for Solder? PRICE EACH 

CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 10 25 
RH60 -1 1 -Ib, Spool, .031", 60/40 $ 6.90 $ 5.96 S 5.30 
RH63 -1 1 -lb. Spool, .031", 63/37 6.95 6.10 5.41 
RH60 -4 4.4 -Ib. Spool, .031", 60/40 24.00 21.90 17.92 
RH60 -TUBE 6 -oz. Tube, .031", 60/40 .99 .89 .79 

5 PRICE EACH 
$1.19 CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
1.19 825 1/8" Chisel Tlp $1.49 $1.29 
1.19 826 3/64" Chisel Tlp 1.49 1.29 
1.29 827 3/64" Pencil T p 1.59 1.39 

PRICE EACH 
1 100 

S 9.88 $ 6.38 $5.48 $4.87 
9.38 5.91 5.41 4,71 
8.88 5,85 5.19 4,49 
8.95 6.14 5.29 4.59 

11.45 8.96 7.82 6.85 
STATIC 

PRESSURE 
(INCH -HBO) 

SPEED 
(RPM) 

NOISE LEVEL 

(dB) WEIGHT (g) 
0.19 5,500 26 20 
0.165 4,500 28 65 
0.177 3,000 31 80 
0.18 2,800 37 95 
0.180 2,500 42 135 

CCD Camera - IR Responsive As Low As $1091! 
This black and white monochrome CCD Cam- 
era Is totally contained on a PCB (70mm 

. x 46mm). The lens is the tallest compo- 
nent on the board (27mm high from , . . 
the back of the PCB) and it works . 

1 
. < 

with light as low as 0.1 lux. It is IR 

Responsive for use in total dark- 
ness. It comes with six IR LED's on ooara. it connects to any 
standard monitor, AUX or video Input on a VCR or through a 
video modulator to a TV. Works with a REGULATED 12V power 
supply (11V-13V). Hooks up by connectiong three wires: red to 
12V, black to ground (power & video) and brown to video 
signal output. PRICE EACH 
CAT NO DESCRIPTION 1 5 
CA -H34Á PCB Mounted IRCCD Camera $125.00 $109.00 

11111 SEE OUR OEcAóG AT 1111111 
http://www.cir.com 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC. 
SINCE 1971 

800- 811 -5203 
602- 464 -2485 

602 -464- 5824(FAX) 
WE ACCEPT: == 

RECEIVE OUR LATEST 
132 PAGE CATALOG! 

Its chock full of all types of electronic equip- 
ment and supplies. We've got I.C.'s. capacitors, 
resistors, pots, inductors, test equipment, 
breadboarding supplies, PC supplies, in- 
dustrial computers, data acquisition 
products, personal computers and com- 
puter parts, plus much, much more. FAX us 
your name and address or call 800 -811- 
5203, ext. 5, to leave a message on our catalog request line. 

95 
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ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS 
CABLE VIEWERS.. .get back to your BASIC Cable Needs 

Call 800- 577 -8775 
For information regarding all of your BASIC cable needs. 

BAS C 
ELECTRICAL 
SUPPLY & 
WAREHOUSING 
CORPORATION 

5 GOOD REASONS TO BUY OUR FAR SUPERIOR PRODUCT 
: PRICE : EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE- 

WE SPECIALIZE IN 5, 10 LOT PRICING 

ALL FUNCTIONS (COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR BRANDS 

+ ANY SIZE ORDER FILLED WITH SAME DAY SHIPPING 

We handle NEW equipment ONLY - Don't trust last year's OBSOLETE and UNSOLD stock! 

COMPETITIVE PRICING- DEALERS WELCOME 

HOURS: Monday -Saturday 9 -5 C.S.T. 

It n not the intent of G.E. S.W. to defraud any pay television operator an we will not assist any ccmpany or individual in dorirg the same. 

Refer to sales personnel for specifications. 

P.O. Box 8180 Bartlett, IL 60103 800- 577 -8775 

Electronic 
Training Videos 

;. Learn electronics quickly and 
s,4 easily with UCANDO's computer- 

animated training videos. Students 
can learn at their own pace and 
professionals will find the 

UCANDO videos to be a valuable 
source of reference material. If 

these videos aren't the best 
learning tools you've ever seen, 
return them within 30 days for a 

complete refund. These videos are being used by Tech -Schools, CETs, 
Military Branches, Ham Operators, Industries, and more, across the 
United States and around the world. Order today and see how UCANDO 
is 

"Changing The Way The World Learns Electronics." 

VCR Maintenance& Repair ... $29:95 All others ... $44.95 each 
Intro to VCR Repair Direct Current Alternating Current 

Semiconductors Power Supplies Amplifiers Oscillators Digital 1 

Digital 2 Digital 3 Digital 4 Digital 5 Digital 6 AM Radio FM 
Radio Part 1 FM Radio Part 2 TV Part 1 intro to TV" TV Part 2 

The Front End" TV Part 3 "Audio' Fiber Optics Laser Technology 

SAVE!!! 6 videos for only $240 or 12 videos for only $450 

VISA 1- 800 -678 -6113 

MasterCard 

e 

or mail check or money order to `tä: 

UCANDO Videos 
P.O. Box 928 

Greenville, OH 45331 

f 

FREE Shipping ... FREE Catalog 
CIRCLE 136 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TEMPERATURE PRESSURE LIGHT LEVELS HUMIDITY 

SWITCH POSITIONS THERMOSTATS LIQUID LEVELS 

MODEL 30 $79 

PUBS INTO PC EUE 

24 LINES DIGITAL i/0 
S CHANNEL. 

S RIT A/O/ IN 

11 BIT COUNTER 

UP 10148 MP/MC 

MODEL 45 $189 

RS-222 INTERFACE 

B DNSITAL I/O 
S ANALOG INPUTS 

2 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

2 COUNTERS -14 BIT 

12 RIT iss RNI A/D 
4 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

3 TIMER COUNTERS 

24 DIGITAL I/O 

8 2 -AMP RELAYS 

16 DIGITAL I/O 
1 R lIT ANALOG INPUT 

MODEL 40 $99 

nf1AULl. 

RS-23I INTERFACE 

28 LINO DIGITAL I/O 
S ANALOG INPUTS 

PWM OUTPUT 

OPTIONAL 12 BIT A112 

MODEL 70 . ... $239 
RS.231 INTERFACE 

18 SIT A/D 
BS DIGIT 

- UP TO MI IMP /SEC 

NEE.> 
. ._..__ ...,..._ . 

NEE.> A CUSTOM 0241CB4 7 RY US.. 

PRAIRIE DIGITAL, INC. 
PHONE 608- 643 -8599 FAX 608 -643 -6754 
846 SEVENTEENTH STREET PRAIRIE DU SAC, WISCONSIN 53578 

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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DIGITAL is the Future 
Introducing.. 

"The New Kid on The Block" 
We've been hearing a lot lately about 
the new little dishes. The DISHSM 

Network System is the latest, and he 
arrived as a shining star. He is small, 
attractive and the latest in technology, 
but what really sets him apart is the pro- 
gramming he delivers to your Television screen. 
The DISHS^' Network is chock full of the most popular program- 
ming at prices much lower than the competiton. Call us now for 
more information. Digital just may be in your future. 

30 % -60% 
Savings! 

Compare to 
Other 18" Dish 
Programming! 

18" DIGITAL DISH 

The 
Dish is Small 

The 
Programming 

BIG 

N T E T W O R K 

Beat The Rush Call Now 

800 -500 -9264 
Special Digital Hotline 

If you have one of these.. . 

"Keep it Running Strong" 
With a Discount Buyer's Guide 

If you are the owner of a C /Ku -band Full View Satellite 
System, we know you'll want to keep it up and running 
strong. The Skyvision Discount Buyer's Guide will give 
you advice and products to get the job done right. 

You Will Find a Wide Selection of: 
Complete Systems 
Advanced Upgrades 
Parts & Accessories 
Tune -Up Tools & Advice 
Technical Tips Galore 
Discount Skypac5M Programming 

For Your Free Issue Call Now 

800- 334 -6455 
Need a repair item Fast ?? 

"We'll Get It Out Today" 

_ Sllh. J .. 1,1,1:,:;:.1,4 
ub4' 

in m gp.543. 25 
- 

The most complete 

Big Dish Satellite 

Discount Buyer's Guide! 

Get your FREE copy now 
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Toll Free, 24 Heurs! For orders, dial 800 445 7717. For 
Fax Facts Instant catalog sheet service, dial 317 849 

8683. Computer BBS 317- 579 -2045. Fax: 317 849 8794. 
Email: ACESCANS ©aol.com. Mastercard, Visa, 

Checks, Approved P.O.'s & COD (add $5.50) & AMEX, 
Discover. Prices, specs and availability subject to 

change. Ground shipping and handling charge $6.95. 
10707 E. 106th St. Fishers, IN 46038 

ACE COMMUNICATIONS 
CIRCLE 33 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DIRECT FREQUENCY READOUT 

SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER 
FULL COMMERCIAL FEATURES 

()(4)0*.) 
UravtlìsAL 

V 03 1410 PAN M 01 

SCPC 200 

UNIVERSAL SCPC -200 AUDIO RECEIVER 

SERVICES ON SCPC RADIO 

Al Sports News Networks AP - UPI Radio Nets Talk Shows Hometown 

Sports Music - Classical, Jazz, Rock Major Radio Stations Financial News 

Over 430 Channels and Growing. 

FEATURES OF THE SCPC -200 

Easy Direct Frequency and Transponder Tuning - 50 TO 90 MHz (LCD) 

50 Channel Memory Bank C and Ku Band Agile - 950 -1450 MHz Automatic 

LNB Drift Compensation (ADC) Automatic Companding Digital Frequency 

Lock -On (DFL) High Quality Audio Commercial Digital Synthesizer Full LCD 

Display Built in U.S.A. by the Leading SCPC Receiver Manufacturer 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $399 plus S & H - CALL: 1- 614 -866 -4605 

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Communications Specialists 

4555 GROVES RD., SUITE 12, COLUMBUS, OH 43232 
(614) 866 -4605 FAX (614) 866 -1201 

Don't rent own! 

Cable TV Descramblers 
We'll beat Any Price! 

Same Day Shipping! 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee! 

Credit Cards /C.O.D. 
Have make and model number of equipment used in your area 

REPLACEMENTS FOR MOST SYSTEMS 

CALL TOLL FREE 

CABLE DISCOUNT 
1-800-684-9135 

NO NEW JERSEY SALES! 

Anyone implying theft of service will be denied assistance. 

Cable I Test 
OtslersOnly Information 

1-800-615-9221 Aids 407.998-7883 

Test Chips that fully activate Jerrold, Tocom, Zenith, 
SA, Pioneer and more. Quick -Board installation! 
Prices from $5 to $49.95 ea. MC SPECIALTIES 
I Year Warranty! 
No FL Sales. Not for use in cable rammed equips. For test or repair only. 
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SURVEILLANCE 
FM TRANSMITTERS MINI (KITS) 

3 -VOLT FM XMTR, up to 300 ft. indoors, 1500 ft. outdoors 
PHONE XMTR, range to 500 ft., uses phone -line power 
Sound- Activated XMTR, range to 500 ft. 
2 -STAGE XMTR, 9 -Volt, very powerful 

All above require simple soldering at 2 to 4 places. 
529.95" ea. 

TELE FM WIRELESS MONITORING SYSTEM. 
(Kit) $99.00 
TELE CALL FORWARDER. Transfers incoming 
calls. $99.00' 

CALLER ID. Registers incoming number. 
$99.00* 

TEL REGISTER WITH PRINTER. Records dialed 
number, duration, and prints record. $139.00* 

12 -HOUR LONG -PLAY RECORDER. Modified 
Panasonic. Records 6 hrs. on each side of 120 
tar (supplied). Compatible with VOX and Tel 
Ret Adapter. $119.00* 

VOX VOICE -ACTIVATED SWITCH. Makes re- 
corder self- activating with voices or other 
sounds. $28.50** 

TELE RECORDING ADAPTER. Records 
incoming and outgoing calls. $28.50" 
TELEPHONE SCRAMBLERS. Over 4,000 
separate codes. $199.00* 

VOICE CHANGER. Changes man's voice to 
lady's and vice versa. $49.00* 
For Shipping & Handling add $5.00 and $2.00 per item. 
Colo. residents add sales tax. Mail Order. VISA, M /C. COD's 
o.k. Inquire for dealer prices. Free catalog. 

MUCH, MUCH MORE - OUR 25TH YEAR! 
TOLL FREE 1 -800- 926 -2488 

A.M.C. SALES, INC. 
193 Vaquero Dr., Boulder, CO 80303 

Tel: (303) 499 -5405, Fax: (303) 494 -4924 
Mon. -Fri. 8 a.m. -5 p.m. Mtn. Time 

CIRCLE 39 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SAVE Sl000's 

The Nationwide P urce 

tor cable TV eq 

' 

ern 

CALL NOW! 
Hobe ear as.ru Bonoi 

MEGA EIECTROAICI 

i -nNVSi:o 
r s 

1(® 
M.E.T. 

CD-Rom 

TRANSISTORS 
CD ° BOOltw 

E-MAIL METZA@INFOBOARD.COM 

MORE THAN 27,000 TRANSISTORS Only $33 
Reference Table - Comparison Table 
20 Technical data and drawings for each transistor. 

Cable TV 
Descramblers 
Converters * Filters * Accessories 

30 00y Free Trial - NO RISK! 

Unbeatable wholesale prices! 
Affordable extended warranty 

1 Year Warranty on all products 

rrf dle .G é pr-a e3Jiorar..r! 

Free 
Catalog a 

Credit Cards Welcome! 

1 -800- 379 -3976 
/ Prices starting 

E ron.cs as low as $99! 

Prototype it FAST! 
. with RoroOWCY 8051 of D 

[.ampere soye eory comp.,' 

°'gab' mSn-'nma -I, 
.+0.< rHOU. sowro code 

no, áa 4.5 005 ffoss 

RdoOulck IS and east 
J 

Aonh0e rOpnmaionr o, e.pe,mvm. vN,.are 
from sera non WITHOUT PROGRAWMGt 

$99.00 - 
® Is,155,-xósli 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS 

Equipment & Accessories 
Wholesalers Welcome 

Call VISION TIME PRODUCTS 
1- 800 -310 -1153 M -F 8a -8p 

NO TENN SALES 

Earn $1000 
A Week While You Learn High 

Paying VCR Repair. 
Earn While You Learn . . . 

Secrets Revealed . . . 

Train at Home 
If you are able to 
work with small 
hand tools and pos- 
sess average me- 
chanical ability, you 
could earn top dol- 
lar part time or full 

time. Our learn by doing method teaches you how 
to work on VCR's without boring unnecessary 
electronic basics. 
For Free Information Package Send Coupon to: 

Foley -Belsaw Institute, 6301 Equitable Road, 
Kansas City, MO 64120 

I -Check VCR (Chlck On. Bo, WO 
or another ['VCR Repair, Dept. 62523 

High Paying Computer Repair, Dept. 64420 
Career N /Satellite Dish, Dept. 31295 

Field 
Computer Programming, Dept. 35243 

Computer Specialist, Dept. 38094 

Networking Specialist, Dept. 39081 

Since 1916 Electrician, Dept. 95101 

Ì rO4E9 
BEtrSN W 

Name 

Address 

City 

Ltate 
Zip 

JENSEN® 
everything you need for servicing electronics 

Just a small sampling of the 
many thousands of new, 
unique or hard -to -find 

quality items you'll discover 
in every Jensen catalog. 

Call 800 416. 1194 today 

for your FREE catalog! 

4 JENSENTOOLS INC. 
7815 S. 46th St., Phoenix, AZ 85044 

Ph: 602 968 -6231 

FAX: 800 366 -9662 

http://www.jensentools.com 

CIRCLE 145 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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250KV Tesla Coil 
10.14" of Explosive 
Bolts of Lightning! 

Transmit Wireless Energy 

Ion Motors 

Anti- Gravity 

Strange and bizarre 

pyrotechnical effects 

Many other experiments shown in detail 

Award winning science project' 
BTC3 Plans $15.00 
BTC3K Kit/Plans with coil $299.50 
BTC30 Assbld Ready to Use $399.50 
BTC4 Plans, 500KV unit $20.00 

Gravity 
Generator 
Levitate an object! 

{ j I + 

Great science fair project 1 I 

GRA1 Plans $15.00 
GRA1K Power Supply Kit/Plans $99.50 
GRA10 Assbld Kit/Plans $149.50 

Includes text book on M6- Gravity theory! 

411141111ttttt10 

z 
Q 
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Tap into a World of... 

FREE ELECTRICITY 
Our 150+ page Self -Reliance Catalog 
IS JUST LOADED WITH DC to AC 
ENERGY INDEPENDENCE ... 
We offer: 
Solar, Wind & Hydroelectric 
energy systems. True Sine 
Wave DC to AC Inverters. 
Electric Boat & Car kits. 
Portable power packs. 
Solar Lighting & Cooling 
systems. Solar Pool Heaters. 
Solar Battery chargers. Solar 
Books & Toys. DC Appliances 
Active & Passive Solar Air & 
Water Heating Systems. 
Composting Toilets. Hydroponic, 
Fish -Farming, Solarium & Green- 
house Systems. Water Testing, 
Treatment, & Pumping Systems. 
Emergency Food & H2O Kits. High 
Efficiency AC /DC Refrigeration + More... 

A LOT OF INFORMTION FOR ONLY $6.75 ... 
SEND CHECK or MO TO: 

Self -Reliance Company Inc. 
.P.O. Box 306, Florisssant, MO 63032 

Forest ' Eectroni 
Inc 

Are you overpaying .. . 

... your cable company? 

Y o u are if .. . 

... you are leasing their 
equipment. 

Forest Electronics, Inc. offers a complete line of 
New Cable Decoders and Converters that 
are fully Compatible with your cable system. 

All systems come with: Remote Control, & 
Parental Guidance Feature. Volume Control 
is also available. 

All Equipment is fully guaranteed & comes 
with a 30 day money back option. 

For More Information Call Us 24 Hours a Day At: 

800-332-1996 
FAX: 708 -860 -9048 

AMAZING ELECTRONIC & SCIENTIFIC DEVICES 
Lasers, Tesla, Ions, Anti-Gravity, Magnetics & More! 

Laser 
Ray Gun 

Handheld, 
battery operated. 

roduces an intense 

burst of light capable of burning holes. 

LAGUN2 Plans $20.00 
LAGUN2K Kit / Plans Price on Req 

Visible Beam Gas Lasers 
Millions degree temp equiv. Illuminates low 

level clouds .......... 
Light Shows 

Window Listener 

Optical Projects 

12/115V 

l `° =--= Science Project 

LAS1KM 1 mw, low cost Kit $69.50 
LGU6K 2.3mw Kit $119.50 
HNE70 5-7mw, ready to use $299.50 

Ion Ray Gun 
Project Energy! 

Star Wars technologytiiemonstra 
weapons potential. IOG7K Kit/Plans$99.50 

4000 Volts 10ma High Voltage 
Module - Ready to use - for many projects 
from hoverboards to pyrotechnics. 

MINMAX4 While thgy last! $19.50 

"Talking" 
Plasma Globe 
Spectacular color. Pulsates to m c, 
sounds!. 8.9', with intensity and sound 

controls. PLASMAI Ready to Use .$79.50 

ATTENTION: Experimenters i Researche 
Anti -Gravity, Rail & Coil Guns, Mass Warping, 
Levitation Research, Exploding Water, Propulsion D 

Lattice Snapping, EMP etc. Loss -less Energy Charger 
with triggered spark switch. Adjustable 500 to 3KV out 

Charges up to 251(1 Programmable Output 
HEP1 Plans $15.00 
HEP1K Kit/Plans with 500J $399.50 
HEP10 Lab Assembled - to your spec's HEP10 > - 

Price on Req ...shown connected to potential rail gun system 

Solid State 
Tesla Coil 

Generate fiery electrical 

plasma discharge 
Powers light and `--- 

objects without contact 

Experiment with electrical and mechanical 
fields. TCL5 Plans $6.00 
TCLSK Kit/Plans 12VDC $59.50 

Electronic 
Hypnotiser r1 
Control their minds! Programmable 
audible and visual stimuli induces hypnotic 
trances. HYP2K Kit/Plans $29.95 
EH2 Hypnosis Book $14.95 

TI0N Dept PEM -1, Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031 
Phone: 603- 673 -4730 FAX: 603-672-5406 

UNLIMITED MC, VISA, COD, Checks accepted Please add $5.00 S a H 

Pioneer a Futuristic 
Weapon! 
Electric Gun - 

prototype designed 
in our lab - Join the research! 

Ballistic Velocities 

Handheld Battery Operated 
Labeled as DANGEROUS Product 

Experiment now before it is classified as a 

firearm! EGUN1 Plans $20.00 
Must be 21 for purchase of hardware) 

We can design and build high 
voltage systems- to your specs. 

Call or fax us with your requirements! 

VISIT US ON THE WEB! 
http: //www.amazingl.com 

CATALOG! 
FREE with Order or 

send $1 P &H 

24 Hour Phone 
800 -221 -1705 
Orders Only Please! 

Mar 
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Learn MICROCONTROLLERS 
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and 
PROGRAMMING... 
...with the AES learning system/ 
embedded control system. 
Extensive manuals guide you cliv 

through your development w ' . 
project. All programming and -tea, 

hardware details explained. `' 4' 4x4 
Complete schematics. Learn to - +a 
program the LCD, keypad digital, +' 
analog, and serial I /O. for your applications. ' 

THREE MODELS AVAILABLE. Choose from an 
Intel 8051, Intel 8088, or Motorola 68HC11 
based system. All models come with: 

32K Byte ROM, 32K Byte RAM 2 by 16 Liquid Crystal Display 4 
by 5 Keypad Digital, Analog, and Serial I/O Interrupts,timers. chip - 
selects 26 pin expansion connector Built -in Logic Probe Power 
S apply (can also be battery operated) Powerful ROM MONITOR to 
help you program Connects to your PC for programming or data 
lagging (cable included) Assembly,BASIC, and C 
programming(varies with módel) Program disks with Crass Assembler 
and many, well documented, program examples User's Manuals: 
cover all details(over 500 pages) Completely assembled and ready to 
use Source code for all drivers and MONITOR Optional Text Book 

Everything you need. From $279. Call for Free Info Pack, or see 

Mosey Back Guarantee WEB at httpJ /www.aesmicro.com 
714550- 8094,FAX 714550 -9941 

AES Call 1 -800 -730 -3232 
-.' \ I STREET. SANTA ANA, CA 92706. USA 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
from S169 !!! 

ATC 0-Scope uses printer port to turn PC -AT into 
Digital Storage Oscilloscope, Spectrum Analyzer, 

Freq. Counter, Logger, DVM. DC- 500KHz 

Print, log to disk, or export data 
Accepts standard scope probes 
Uses standard printer port 
Small and portable 
Works with laptops 
Same day shipping 
Made in U.S.A. 

BEE1111111i 
IIMVMMI/I/11 
IIEIll!kllHIIII11II!dN 
I1f ii1110r:11G1Q 
NI 111111!11111\ 
ILJl1llll111!J 

,,',AAA! ^Wh-viV'It/ 

Spectrum 

Single channel units from S169 
Dual channel units from $349 

Options: 
Probe sets 
Automotive probes 
Battery packs 

Order yours today. 

800 980 9806 MCNisa/Amex 
Allison Technology Corporation 

8343 Carve!, Houston, TX 77036 USA 
PH: 713 777 0401, FAX: 713 777 4746, BBS: 713 777 4746 

http://www.atcweb.com 

AMREL Offers Lowest Prices & Best Warranties on 
DC Power Supplies ANYWHERE! 

ARREL 

+ 

l_ 

AMREL Offers Superior Analog Power 
Supplies Starting as Low as $149.00 

Low Output noise rating less than 0.3mV. 
Line/load regulation rated at low 0.01% + lmV. 
Transient response time of 501i Sec. 
Overload protection, and Output enable /disable. 
Coarse and fine voltage/current adjustment. 
Auto series /h.irtllel operations for triple output supplies. 

AMREL Offers features And Prices on Digital 
Power Supplies That The Competition Can't Beat! 

Microprocessor controlled. 
User friendly keypad data entry. 
Low output noise rating less than 1 mV. 
Line/Load regulation rated less than 2mV. 
Output enable /disable and Power off memory. 
Optional RS-232 interface capability. 

Model LPS-101 LPS-102 LPS-103 1.1'S-104 LPS-105 LPS-106 LPS-301 LPS-302 LPS-303 us-304 LPS-305 
Itrling 30v/lA 30v/2A 30v/3A +30V/tA 

-30V/1A 
3-6.5v/3A 

+30V/3A 
-30V/3A 
3-0.5V/3A 

60V/1A 15V/2A(H) 
30V/1A(L) 

15V/4A(H) 
30V/2A(L) 

30V/3A +30V/IA 
-30V/1A 
5V/2A 

+30V/2.5A 
-30V/2.5A 
3.3-5V/3A 

i . , 4 Price $195 $225 5295 $395 5495 $245 $249 5200 536 9 
tirl 

5 i 9 9 
. 

$ 5 9 9 
hah, sale Price $149 $179 5199 5¡75 $469 $219 5í99 528R 

ro. 1 -RIM-C -20211 
00',) r»c 3 101 
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** *CABLE T.V. * ** 

DESCRAMBLERS 
Lowest prices, guaranteed! 

CFS Electronics 
(formerly C & C Electronics) 

(800) 995 -1749 
VISA, MC, AMEX, C.O.D. 

New Surveillance Devices ! 
Smoke mom Ultra miniature video cameras hidden in smoke 
and Table Clock alarm or alarm clock - pur choice. Wide field of view 
Vldeo CC n*Ç and super .1 klx low ken sensitivity! Undetectable! 

SC -000 TC -70 High quality BAN with 420 lines of 
resokllion for dira sharp images. 
Died output of 
video and audlo. $219.95 ea. 

Best price on surveillance cameras anywhere! 
Telephone Transmitter Kit hidden In dual modular adaptor 
Transmits both sides of conversation to any FM radio up to 1/4 
mile.-SnapNit" technology. Uses phone line for power and 
anterm ' Goes completely unnoticed. IW4100 $25.95 

r 

Huh quality cassette deck plugs 
directly into telephone jack! Records up to 
12 hours of conversations on a single cassette. 

THR -11 Rewording starts and stops automatically when 
12 Hour 

1 5used!Visa /MC (214)255 -7490 nlephan. $99.95 
Free stopping! Cher/Wormy am: aso a Recorder 

Seymor-Radix Inc. Box 166055 -E Irving,TX 75016 
Now you can visit us on the intemet at imp: //wdw.why.net/Iwme /sr/ 

Pocket CubeTH 
Wireless cable box tester 
for authorized technicians. 

Surface Mount Technology. 
Works on J models 

D *5,D`VS,D *7,D *V7,D *BB, 
C *T, W*R. 

Only $59,95 ! 

(plus $8 S &H) 

30 Day Warranty 
Pocket Cube with filter $69.95 +S &H 

Quantity discounts available. 
Dealers Welcome! 

NEW ! 

Pocket Cube Plus ' 
For testing of raw boxes. 
CALL for current price ! 

Test chips available for J and 
SA8600. 

Order 1- 800 -417 -6689 
Mon -Fri, 9AM -5PM EST 
If busy please keep trying. 

VISA, MC, MO or CASHIERS CHECK 
IEC., P O Box 52347,Knoxville, TN 37950 -2347 

Pocket Cube is a test generator ONLY 
Do not use these devices without authorization 

from your local cable company and local officials. 
Prices subject to change. No TN sales. 
This ad quotes cash discount pricing. 

Returns are subject to a restocking fee. 

`FULL VIEWING" CABLE BOXES 

LOWER YOUR CABLE 
BILL NOW! 

CHANNEL SURFERS 
1- 800 -447 -7634 

SURVEILLANCE 
The Latest High Tech 

Professional Electronic Devices 
Our latest catalog offers a HUGE selection 
of surveillance, privacy devices including: 
hidden video equipment, electronic kits, 
telephone recording systems, touch tone 

decoders, scanners, telephone tap 
detectors, bug detectors, voice disguisers, 
telephone scramblers,locksmithing tools, 

and more. Catalog $5.00. 
WY 01AM 

P.O. Box 337, Buffalo, NY 14226 
(716) 691- 34761(716) 695 -8660 

EQUIPMENT 
Al 6600 
PHONE TAP DETECTOR 
DETECTS: 

Radio Frequency Taps 
Series and Parallel Taps 
Line Impedance Taps 
Extension Phone Listeners 

yDOr.+xF 
îIECIpR 

PRONE -TAP 
DETECTOR 

$149.95 
Al 2100 
VIBRATING TRANSMITTER 

DETECTS: 
Body Wires 
FM Wireless Mics 
AM Transmitters 
UHF Transmitters 

Al 5500 
COMPLETE SAFETY SYSTEM 

DETECTS: 
All Phone Taps and Extension 
Phone Listeners 
All Body Wires, Wireless Mics, 
AM /FM and UHF Transmitters 

DEFEATS: 
All Body Wires, Transmitters and Distance Microphones 
with its built -in white noise generator $379.95 

DETECTOR 

$189.95 

We also sob audio C video transmitters. body armor. covert cameras. night vision 
products. recording devices, tape recorder E video detectors. and much, much more_ 

Request Our 36 -Page Catalog for $5.00, Receive $10.00 OFF First Order 
(FREE WITH ANY PURCHASE) 

AMERICAN INNOVATIONS, INC_ 
119 ROCKLAND CENTER - SUITE 315 NANUET. NY 10954 

Vole L9141 135 -6127 Est: (914) 135 -3560 

IITTP: / /WWW.SPYSITE.COM E-MAL WEBMASTER @SPYSITE.COM 

- 

CABLE TV 
Universal Descrambler 

NEW PRODUCT 
UNIVERSAL 5000 $199.95 

Our fully assembled product is factory tested and 

GUARANTEED to work on your system. 

MODEL 4000 KIT $ 84.95 
The 4000 HIT comes with all the electronic parts 

and our Cad designed PC board. We provide parts 

list, full schmatic, wiring diagram and tutorial. 

MODEL 4000A Enclosure $ 44.95 
The 4000A Enc. Package will provide the hobbyist, 

who has our 4000 Kit, a custom enclosure, AC 

adaptor and finish accessories to enclose their kit. 

MODEL 4000 And 5000 Features 
The latest in Video Amplification Technology. 
New clocking circuits to stabilize color and 
picture performance. 
The most advanced picture locking circuitry. 
Inverted Video Option is available. 
NO CONVERTER BOX is necessary. 

can THG Electronics 1- 800 -664 -6999 
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BUGGED ?? 
EAVESDROPPWG is unbelievably widespread! Electronic 
Devices with amazing capabilities can be monitoring your 
islephone and room conversations RIGHT NOW! Are yet 
sure you're safe? FREE CATALOG tells you fast! Includes 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 
Counter -Surveillance field. Exciting, immensely interesting 
and EXTREMELY profitable (up to $250 hrl full art-time 
income. Call Now! 

1 800 -732 -5000 

BUY BONDS 
$139* Laser s T 
LightShow 

Draw with a laser beam! Animation, text, L 
music & more! Includes galvos, mimons, 
servo amp. demo software disk. analog and 
digital computer interface. Use an inexpen- 
sive pen pointer or high power gas laser. 

r Computerized 

" 

Motors $39 
Includes: 2 Stepper motors.. 

2 DC motors. computer interface. training 
manual. & demo software disk. Expandable! 
Up to 12 motors. up to 3 amps per phase. 

Now with 4 Axis Linear Interpolation 
Add 56 fur shipping. f'ortepuler with parallel printer poet 

& cable. assonhl). pow. supph. & law an required 

FREE FLYER 
v;t 510 -582-6602 l-aa 510 -582 -6603 

svs I 

1273 Industrial Pk west Rag. 460 
PO Boa 551:5 Flpward l'.A 44545 -0125 

CABLE T.V. EQUIPMENT 
Friendly, Knowledgeable Service 

ORDERS CALL 
1- 800 -361 -4586 

11111111M 
All Equipment New 

Convertors & Descramblers 
30 Day Money Back Guarentee 

6 Month Warranty 
Visa, MC, C.O.D. Welcome 

KDE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1494 

Addison, IL 60101 
Info. 708 -889 -0281 HRS: Mon -Fri, 9 -6 CST 
Fax 708 -889 -0283 Sat, 9 -3 CST 

How would you like to 
work from your home 
in your underwear? 

You could if you 
were one of the 25 
million Americans 
who are now 
working out of 
their homes. Get 
the real scoop on 
the work -at -home 
market from two 
FREE cassettes 
recorded by 
George and Jeanie 
Douglass. 
They started a $50 
million -a -year busi- 
ness from the base- 
ment of their home 
and they have 
already helped 
couples and indi- 
viduals of all ages 
start their own 
home -based busi- 
nesses. Find out 
how they can help 
you too! 

To receive FREE explanation 
cassettes and color literature: 

Call toll free: 

1-800-343-8014, ext. 3215 
Computer Business Services, Inc. 

CBSI Plaza, Ste. 3215, Sheridan, IN 46069 

SW e.. 
"vb c. WO, y, 

c.*ú. v sot 
Ym .tl , . 

If you are not getting 
this catalog you are 
missing out on some 
of the best deals in 

electronics today! We have thousands of 
items ranging from unique, hard -to -find 
parts to standard production components. 
Call, write, or fax today to start your free 
subscription to the most unique catalog in 
the industry, filled with super values on 
surplus electronic and hobbyist type 
items. If you have a friend who would 
like to receive our catalog, send us their . 

name and address and we will gladly 
forward them a complementary 100 page 
catalog. 

Why pay more? Call today. 

340 East First Street Fax Order Line 

Payton, Ohio 45402 1 -800 -344 -6324 

Order Toll -Free 
1- 800 -344 -4465 
CIRCLE 48 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Man Electronics Inc 
RFT.FTG.PIO- Supers. 
Filters.FTG KIT's 
800- 716 -3561 9 -7est 

104 

Converters & Descramblers 

Call 1- 800 -715 -6789 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

mum 
ENTERPRISES 

...its Full of Stars 
Panasonic° 

Jerrold° 
Pioneer® 

Zenith 
Scientific 
Atlanta 

AU. MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

I. 

tttttl 

CABLE CONVERTER 
DIAGNOSTIC TEST CHIP 
LOAD FULL ACTIVATION OF CABLE CONVERTER 
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OF CHIPS,TOOLS, 
WIRELESS QUICK INSTALL TEST BOARDS AND 
DIAGNOSTIC CUBES FOR ALL CONVERTERS! 

** *ANYONE IMPLYING ILLEGAL USE WILL BE*** 
DENIED SALE.WE SELL PRODUCTS ONLY!! TO 
TECHNICIANS OR CABLE REPAIR FACILITIES!! 
#1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT! 

*ALL ORDERS SHIP WITHIN 24HRS, UPS/ FED -X. 
*PRIORITY NEXT DAY SHIPPING AVAILABLE! 
*SALE= BUY S BOARDS GET 1 FREE TILL MAY96. 
*LOWEST PRICE & SUPERIOR PRODUCT GUAR!! 
*FRIENDLY COURTEOUS SERVICE. WERE PRO'S 

f 
VISUAL @. -[ 

COMMUNICATIONS INC. 
FOR ORDERS 1- 800 -GO -CABLE 

CATALOG & TECH. SUPPORT 717 -620 -4363 EST. 1977 

PROGRAMMERS 
1249 Advantech Labtool -48 

695 EETools Allmax Plus 
449 EETools Promax 
539 EETools Megamax 4 
429 Xeltek Superpro II 
159 Xeltek Rommaster I 

189 Xeltek Rommaster II 
429 Needham EMP -20 
689 Needham SA -20 
589 MOD- MCT -EMUPA 
350 M0D- MCT -EMUP -R 

99 8Meg 1 Gang Eprom Programmer 
140 8Meg 4 Gang Eprom Programmer 
299 8Meg 8 Gang Eprom Programmer 

39 Erasser 4 Chip - Add $10 for Timer 
79 Erasser 9 Chip With Timmer 

GENERAL DEVICE INSTRUMENT 
Sales 408 -241 -7376 Email icdevice @best.com 

Fax 408 -241 -6375 BBS 408 -983 -1234 

WEB PAGE www.generaldevice.com 

BE 
Home study. 

AN ELECTRICIAN! 

FREE LITERATURE: 800-223-45421 800 -223 4542 
-e Age 

,ire,. a e ' C,ty/State Lp 
The Electrician School, PCDI, DEPT TEJ341 

L6065 Roswell Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30328 

18" Dish System 
the MORE Programming Choices! 

Save 311fi0%on Programming. Compare 
to (-Awe and otter 18" Dishes! 

800-500-9264 
1'SkPrision InC71Q1NFmröaDc Faq,. FeF:SI\ SEEM 

See full pat e act to The Market Center 

MCM ELECTR NICS® 

Pinhole CCD Camera 
#82 -1010 

$ 2900 
Measures only 2" x 2" x W'! 

The MCM Pinhole CCD camera offers the utmost in discrete closed 
circuit television (CCTV) monitoring. Requiring only W" depth and 
.05" opening, this camera can be used virtually anywhere. For 
surveillance, video inspection and many other applications, MCM 
Electronics stocks a variety of products for all of your security needs 
including cameras, switchers and many other CCTV accessories. 

For 20 Years MCM Electronics has been a leading supplier to 
electronics hobbyists and the service industry. Our offering of 
over 25,000 items, includes test equipment, tools, repair parts, 
semiconductors, computer products and more, all stocked and 
ready to ship. 

MCM IS AN 

RCA IEI 
PREMIER 

DISTRIBUTOR 

Authorized Original Parts Distributor 

Panasonic 
Quásar I Technics 

Call MCM today for your 
FREE CATALOG... 

1- 800.543.4$30 

Price effective August 1 through September 7, 1996 

Hours: M -F 7a.m.- 9p.m., Sat. 9a.m.- 6p.m. EST 

MCM ELECTRONICS`' 
650 CONGRESS PARK DR. 
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459 -4072 

A PREMIER Company 

CODE: POP31 

CIRCLE 165 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CABLE 
D /RECT 

CONVERTERS 
OESCRAMBLERS war- Man 

FREE Cable TV Catalog. =Ole 
Now you can tune -in your favorite 

cable TV programming and 
SAVE $1001 - EVEN $10001 

on premium CABLE TV EQUIPMENT. 

IVrQD EEt1V 
ELECTRONICS 
1- 800 -906 -6664 

2125 S. 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA. NE 68130 

CABLE TV 
DES CRAMB LERS 

Best Wholesale Prices in the U.S.A.! 

10-19 20 -49 50+ 
For Jerrold Systems 

FX TB 89 59 50 
Stealth 79 59 50 

For Scientific Atlanta Systems 

M80 85 65 55 

For Pioneer Systems 

PIO Plus 89 79 69 
Everquest Converters 

Stargate Elite Non -Parental 72 63 54 
Stargate Elite Parental 76 69 59 

1- 800 -818 -9688 
MD Electronics 

875 S. 72nd St. Omaha, NE 68114 

lellce is a 10t Builders Paradise 
Meerre tm - now - Pins -teren - beau= lids 

Call Debco today for 
your FREE copy of 

The Electronic Experimenter's Journal 

1- 

1 800 423 -4499 
Debco Electronics 4025 Edwards Rd. Cincinnati, OH 45209 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS 
Never rent again! Save 5100's on premium Cable TV 
Descramblers & Converters compatible with Jerrold. 
Scientific Atlanta. Zenith. Pioneer. Tocom and More 
Get your best prices and call us last! Please have 
the MAKE & MODEL s of your area's cable box ready. 
GUARANTEED TO WORK IN YOUR AREA! 

1 year warranty and 30 day money back guarantee! 
Allstar Electronics 1- 800 -782 -7214 

Remote Automotive Engine Starters 
Warm up your car in the winter. Cool It on In the summer. 

Smart.Sbrt 
- Real Time clock based. Programs like a 

MCSf00 VCR. The engine starts at the times you 
set, up to 4 start times per day. Also set 
the run Ume, day and time. 

Touchstart' Start and stop the engine, and honk the 
A4cs- horn with e 2 channel key chain transmitter 

up to 300 ft. away. 
Plans ana parts bel only 914 OD each . $3 5 &11 . 

sens] check or NI to. Modern Cncua solutions Co,po,ation 
P 0 Hon 212 Cedarburg. WI 5 501 2 -21 2 

The Pocket Pro rammer 
a > :', ., 129.95 

' The portable 
programmer 

': that uses the 
aruwL 5 printer port of --........c.. 

' your PC 
THE POCKET PROGRAMMER 2 instead of a 

:. internal card. 
Easy to use software that programs 

ElElprom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 271C1/ 
281C11FI/29(C11F1/25 series from 16K to 8 
Megabit with a 32 pin socket. Adapters 

available for MCU's 874X, 875X, Pic, 40- 
Pin X 16 & Serial Eprom's, PLCC, 5 -Gang 

and Eprom Emulator to 32K X 8. 

Same Name, Address & Phone # for 
13 Years.... Isn't it Amazing T 

Intronics, Inc. 
Box 13723 / 612 Newton St. 
Edwardsville, KS 66113 Add $4.75 COD 

Tel. (913) 422 -2094 Add $4.00 Shipping 

Fax (913) 441 -1623 Visa I Master Charge 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS 

Equipment & Accessories 
Wholesalers Welcome 

Call VISION TIME PRODUCTS 
1- 800 -310 -1153 M -F 8a -8p 

NO TENN SALES 

BE A LOCKSMITH! I 
Home study. Learn locksmlthing for a great 

tä career, or to start your own at -home business. 
F FREE LITERATURE: 800- 223 -4542 " 

Name 

L 
Address Phone 

Cay State LP 
The School of Lockemlthing, Dept. LKJ341 
PCDI, 6065 Roswell Rd., Atlanta, GA 30328 - - m in mom ems imm 

Parts 
EXP/'eSS" 

arts Express is dedicated to becoming your 

source for TV and VCR service related parts. We 

have taken this commitment to +f-ß^ - 
heart and added over 1,000 

new original Japanese ';. 

semiconductors and literally 

hundreds of new VCR parts 

including original Zenith, Sanyo, 

Fisher, Goldstar, Hitachi, Panasonic, 

JVC, RCA and much much morel 

Call now 

for a FREE 228 page 

catalog packed with 

oae. over 2,600 new items. 

Source Code: POM 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1 -800- 338 -0531 
L I:t -i : 

Phone 513-222-0173 Fax 513 222 4644 

CIRCLE 150 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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800-SMART-HOME 
24 Hours 800 -762 -7846 

E-mail: catalog@smarthome.com 
http://www.smarthome.com/smarthome_i 

106 

HOME AUTOMATION 

Computer 
Control of 

Your Home! 

Neatin9/CO(00D 

HOME AUTOMAT %ON 

SySTEMS, INC. 
151 Kalmus Dr., Ste. L4 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Questions: 714 -708 -0610 
FAX: 714- 708 -0614 

EPROM+ 
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 

USES PARALLEL PORT 
EPROMS (24,28,32 & 40 PIN *) +27C AND 25XX 
1702 *, 2708, I 'MS2716 *,32,32A,64,64A,12R,128A 
256,512,513,011,010,101,1001,1000,1024,210,020 
2001,220,2048,4001 /2,040,080,240,4096,68764 /66 
FLASH EPROMS 28E256, 28F512, 28F010 
28 F020, 290257 ,29C010,29C040,29F010,29F040 
EEPROMS & NVRAMS (18,24 & 2R PIN +CXX) 
2210, 2212, 2804, 2816, 2816A, 2817, 2864, 2865 
28256, 28C010, DS 1220, DS 1225, DS 1230 
SERIAL EEPROMS* (8 & 14 PIN PLUS CXX) 
ERI400,M58657, 2401,02,04,08,16,32,65, 2444 
59C I 1,8001 1 A,9306,46,56,66,8572,82,92,168/9 XX 
DIPOLAR PROMS* (16 THROUGH 24 PINS) 
74SXXX AND 82SXXX FAMILY 
MICROCONTROLLERS* 8741, 42, 48, 49, 8751 
C51, 52, C52, 87C5XXX, 87C75X, 89C5X, 68705 
68HC705, 68HC71 I E9, PIC I6CXX, TMS7742 
`ADAPTER REQUIRED DIAGRAMS INCLUDED 

SOFTWARE READ,VERIFY,PROGRAM,COPY 
DISK FILE LOAD /SAVE, CHECKSUM, FULL 
SCREEN BUFFER EDITOR W/20 COMMANDS 
READS HEX, S- RECORD AND BINARY FILES 
FAST -DEVICES PROGRAM IN UNDER 20 SEC 
RUGGED (9 "X6"X3 ")ENCLOSURE W /HANDLE 
MADE IN USA - I YEAR WARRANTY 

SYSTEM INCLUDES: 
PROGRAMMING UNIT 
PRINTER PORT CABLE 

POWER PACK, MANUAL 
AND SOFTWARE. 

289 
ADD S5.00 SHIPPING 

S5.00 C.O.D. 
VISA/MASTERCARD 

ANDROMEDA RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 222, MILFORD, OH 45150 
(513) 831 -9708 FAX (513) 831 -7562 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER KITS 
Universal -New Product 
This Product includes all the Parts, 
PC Board, Complete Schematic 
with Functional Guide. Generates 
Sync for most Video Applications. 

$84.95 

Tri -Mode Descrambler 
This product includes all the parts 
PC Board and AC Adaptor. 
NO Enclosure included. 

$59.95 

SB -3 Descrambler 
This Product includes all 

the Parts, PC Board and 
AC Adaptor. Enclosure 
is not included. 

$44.95 

Call Toll Free 1- 800 -886 -8699 
M & G Electronics, P.O. Box 3310, No. Attleboro Mass. 02761 

Anyone implying theft of Cable service will be denied assistance. NO MASSACHUSETTS SALES! 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS 
To replace all TRI -MODE SYSTEMS 

(Stealth 1000, TNT, Appollo, TVT): 

SYNTAX J Descrambler $65.00 EA. 

Box of 10 $42.00 EA. 

PROTOCOL J Combo $190.00 EA. 

Box of 10 $139.00 EA. 

85 Channel Cable TV Converters 
(w /Remote, Parental Control, STD /HRC): 

TPI 550 -PC Converter $75.00 EA. 

Box of 10 $60.00 EA: 

SSA -TV86 Combo Call 
To replace all SA8500 -8580 and PIO 5xxx -61 xx 
systems. 

ORDERS CALL: 1 -800- 598 -2364 (M -F 12 -6 EST) 
IT IS NOT OUR INTENT TO DEFRAUD OR TO ASSIST ANY OTHER PERSON(s) AND /OR COMPANY(s) TO DEFRAUD 
ANY PAY TV OPERATOR(s). CUSTOMERS ARE OBLIGATED TO STRICTLY LIMIT USAGE OF PRODUCTS AND /OR 
INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM US TO WITHIN COMPLIANCE OF STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS. 

AII Orders Shipped COD 

UPS Ground 

Shipping & Handling 
add $10.00 
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Low Cost CAD Software 
for the IBM PC and Compatibles 

Now In WindowsTM 

o 

PCB 
Layout 

* Design & 
Simulation 

:71 

]Ir 

Easy to use schematic entry program (SuperCAD) for circuit diagrams, only 
$149. Includes netlisting, bill of materials, extensive parts libraries, More 
parts, and automatic wiring available in enhanced CAD package 
(SuperCAD +) for only $249. 
Powerful, event -driven digital simulator (SuperSIM) allows you to check logic 
circuitry quickly before actually wiring it up. Works directly within the 
SuperCAD editor from a pulldown menu and displays results in "logic 
analyzer" display window. Starting at $149 this is the lowest cost simulator on 
the market. Support for PALs, a larger library, and a separate interactive logic 
viewer are available in full- featured SuperSlM+ for only $399. Library parts 
include TTL, CMOS and ECL devices. 
Circuit board artwork editor and autorouter programs (SuperPCB), starting at 
$149. Produce high quality artwork directly on dot matrix or laser printers. You 
can do boards up to 16 layers including surface mount. Includes Gerber and 
Excellon file output. Autorouter accepts netlists and placement data directly 
from the SuperCAD schematic editor. 
Low cost combination packages with schematics and PCB design: 2 -layer for 
$399, 16 -layer for $649. 
DOS version available. 

Write or call for free demo disks: \111 

MENTAL AUTOMATION ,. 
5415 - 136th Place S.E. 
BBelleue, WA 98006 

(206) 641 -2141 BBS (206) 641 -2846 
h tt p J /www. m e n ta la.com 

#HW TIAC 
!/l1LL 4ni" 

',/t214:4 

The Best in 
Cable 
CONVERTERS 

DESCRAMBLERS 
Take a LOOK at the exciting new 

Prelude 

weak 4474 Co Ge tee Zoe, erm, 
!eaderfSeoft .fe teat, tees eaet 

cut to case/um. ?(Je 
yacc. a[a ateea aeftataicle pat ea.e 

6eat awe. 

COD Master Card Visa Amex Discover 
Show Time Cable 5727 F Street Omaha, NE 68117 

Your Low Price Leader! 
Order By Phone, Fax, or Mail 

800- 643 -4258 

CLASSIFIED 
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 

VIDEOCYPHER II descrambling manual. Sche- 
matics, video and audio. Explains DES, EPROM, 
CloneMaster, Pay -per -view (HBO, Cinemax, 
Showtime, Adult, etc.) $16.95, $2.00 postage. 
Schematics for Videocypher Plus, $20.00. Sche- 
matics for Videocypher 032, $15.00. Collection of 
Software to copy and alter EPROM codes, 
$25.00. VCII Plus EPROM, binary and source 
code, $30.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, 
Bethesda, MD 20824. 

SATELLITE Radio Book and Guide. New book 
covers all audio services, SCPC, subcarriers, FM 
squared, facsimile, press services, weather ser- 
vices. Simple how -to- receive instructions. $16.95 
plus $3.00 Priority Mail. UNIVERSAL ELEC- 
TRONICS, 4555 Groves Road, #12, Columbus, 
OH 43232. (614) 866 -4605. 

IMPROVE Satellite Picture Quality. Focus Max- 
imizer is a diagnostic tool that quickly optimizes 
dish to feedhorn spacings. Works with Chaparral 
feedhorns. $29.50 delivered. Brochure on re- 
quest. EMAIL:Water Elec @aol.com. WATER- 
SHED ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT, Visa/MC 
orders: (800) 756 -78M. 

OBTAINING Sound for your VCII and VCII Plus is 
easy. No codes needed. Details: 1 (800) 211 -5635. 

SECURITY 
ELECTRONIC sales of security systems for 
home, apartment, or business, will send informa- 
tion, call (812) 295 -4240. 

FREE wireless security system /Protect your fam- 
ily and possessions /Save by installing yourself/ 
Pay only for monitoring and S &H. Free details: 
FORT KNOX SECURITY, (800) 388 -5669 or at 
W W W. FO RTKNOX. COM. 

ELECTRONIC surveillance & privacy assurance 
devices/ wire & bug detectors, hidden camera's 
(nannywatch). Cell /home & business phone 
scramblers & other spy merchandise. Send $5.00 
check /money order to:I -SPY, INC. P.O. Box 
1707PE /EN, Amherst, NY 14226. (716) 874 -1707 
for catalog. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
WAVEFORM Generator, 1Hz to 20MHz installs in 
PC ISA slot, DOS and Windows Control Software. 
Free information. ASTROSOFT, 15006 La Mesa, 
St. Sylmar, CA 91342. 

TEST Equipment: HP 3437A voltmeter $150.00; 
HP 5005A signature multimeter $275.00; HP 
6260B -g10V, 0 -10A power supply $300.00. Re- 
quest 

6157 Fax: (908) 
other equipment. Phone: (908) 

AUDIO -VIDEO -LASERS 
VIDEO STABILIZER. Eliminates all copy guards 
on rented videotapes. Enhances any video signal 
giving optimum color and clarity. 30 day 
moneyback, 1yr. warranty. $34.95 + $6.00 S &H. 
STAR DEVELOPMENT, Box 92457, Milwaukee, 
WI 53202. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START your own technical venture! Don Lan- 
caster's newly updated Incredible Secret Money 
Machine II tells how. We now have autographed 
copies of the Guru's underground classic for 
$18.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809 -C, 
Thatcher, AZ 85552. (520) 428 -4073. Visa/MC. 

FREE invention package: DAVISON & ASSO- 
CIATES offers customized development, pat- 
enting, and licensing of new product and 
ideas. Proven results: 1 (800) 677 -6382. 

SELL Mini -Dish Satellites. Generous commis- 
sions. No inventory required. No territory restric- 
tions. For Info -pak send $2.00 SATELLITE 
DEPOT, PO Box 214934, Dallas, TX 75221. 

UNBELIEVABLE opportunity! Marketing the 
most advanced digital minidish satellite home en- 
tertainment system. 100+ channels now, many 
more soon. Easy to sell. Low cost for you and your 
customers. $200.00 upfront commissions and 
ongoing residuals. 1 (800) 899 -9707, 8am -10pm 
Pacific. ISA approval #183 -1961. 

GET paid $268.20/ roll taking easy snapshots! No 
experience. Film supplied. PHOTOTEK, Box 
3706 -PE, Idyllwild, CA 92549. (909) 659 -9757 
Ext. 122. 

OFFSHORE banking. A complete guide to ser- 
vices offered in the Cayman Islands. One of the 
worlds leading Offshore centers. Includes: How to 
protect your assets from taxes, electronic bank- 
ing, sample account forms and a directory of 
banking institutions. $15.00. TRI INVESTMENTS, 
LTD., PO Box 35H, Cayman Islands, BWI. 107 
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CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 

.. 

"+ 

WE CARRY A FULL UNE OF PREMIUM 
CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS 

Scientific Atlantan" 
Compatible 
JerroldTM Compatible 
Tocom T14 Compatible 
Zenith "" Compatible 
Pioneer "" Compatible 
Oak"' Compatible 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 
BEST PRICES FREE CATALOG 
Please have the MAKE & MODEL N of your full 
premium service cable box ready when you call! 

ALLSTAR ELECTRONICS 

800 -782 -7214 
HOURS: 9 -6 M -F 10 -3 Sat EST 

lt in not the intent of Alister Elecbonld to defraud sny pry TV 
operator. Anyone Implying Melt of service will be denied 
asalstencs. All brand names are registered trademarks olden. 
respective owners & are used for reference only. 11044 
Owens Blvd., 11465, Forest HMI, NY 11375. NO NYS SALES! 

Radiotelephone - Radiotelegraph 

FCC Commercial 
License 

r 

I Send for FREE DETAILS or call 

Why Take Chances? 
Discover how easy it is to 

pass the exams. Study with the 
most current materials available. Ou 
Homestudy Guides, Audio, Video 
or PC "Q &A" pools make it so fast, 
easy and inexpensive. No college or 

experience needed. The new 
commercial FCC exams have been 

revised, covering updated Aviation, 
Marine, Radar, Microwave, New 

Rules & Regs, Digital Circuitry & 

more.We feature the Popular 
"Complete Electronic Career Guide" 

1000's of satisfied customers 
Guarantee to pass or money back. 

"1 

I 

I 
Our 

L 1 -800- 800 -7588 J 
W'PT Publications 

4701 N.E. 47th Street 
Vancouver. WA 98661 

Name 

Address 

City 

L 
St. Zip 

1- 800 -800 -7588 

CABLE TV 
"BULLET Buster." Protect your cable box 
against the infamous cable "bullet." The "Bullet" 
Buster acts as an electronic shield. Installs in -line 
in seconds. Don't wait until it's too late! $19.95 
+ $3.00 S &H. Visa/MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, 
Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 
482 -3017. 

CABLE -safe. Guarantee cable privacy. The 
one way valve for your cable TV signal. Cable 
signals come in, but they don't go out! $29.95, + 
$3.00 S &H. Visa/MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 
24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

CABLE unscrambled. Everything you want to 
know about cable, but are afraid to ask. $10.00. 
Visa /MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, 
New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

"DESCRAMBLER Schematics Revealed." A 
powerful guide to descrambling schemes. $10.00. 
Visa /MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, 
New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

UNIVERSAL descrambler. Unscramble signals 
using your VCR as the tuner. Works with virtually 
any system, this is the only one you need. Declare 
cable box independence! $129.95 + $5.00 S &H. 
Visa /MC /Amex. ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, 
New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482 -3017. 

"BASEBAND Video Explained ". Discover what 
a Baseband Signal is and how it constructed. 
Learn the advantages of doing things the "Base - 
band" Way. $10.00. Visa /MC /Amex. ELEC- 
TROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. 
(504) 482 -3017. 

ATTN. CABLE box owners! Order your ID signal 
stopper now. Send $23.00 to R.R. ENTERPRISE, 
Box 3532, Easton, PA 18043. 

CABLE descrambling, new secret manual. Build 
your own descramblers for cable and subscrip- 
tion TV. Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, gated 
sync, sinewave, some free methods (HBO, Cin- 
emax, Showtime, UHF, Adult) $12.95, $2.00 
postage. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, Beth- 
esda. MD 20824. 

SECRET cable descramblers! Build your own 
descrambler for less than $12.00 in seven easy 
steps! Radio Shack parts list and free descram- 
bling methods that cost nothing to try, included. 
Send $10.00 to: INFORMATION FACTORY, PO 
Box 669, Seabrook, Texas 77586. For Visa/MC, 
CODs, (713) 922 -3512 Anytime! 

CABLE TV equipment & accessories. Whole- 
salers welcome! 30 day moneyback guarantee! 
Free catalog! PERFORMANCE ELECTRONICS, 
INC., 1 (800) 815 -1512. 

CABLE descrambler! Build for $12.00 with 7 Ra- 
dio Shack parts. Instructions $8.00. F.A.S.T., Box 
369 -PE8, Pt. Salerno, FL 34992 -0369. 

CABLE Descrambler!! Anyone can build in 
seven steps with Radio Shack parts. Plans 
$5.00. 1 (800) 818 -9103. 

DESCRAMBLE cable using simple circuit. E -Z 
to follow instructions $10.00. Complete kit 
with free "Bullet Terminator," $20.00. 1 (800) 
522 -8053. 

CABLE TV Test Chips for Jerrold, Tocom, Pi- 
oneer, Scientific Atlanta, etc... Ouick Installa- 
tion! New Multi -Mode modules available. Prices 
from $5.00 each. 1 (800) 786 -9025. 

CABLE bullet terminator and I.D. Blocker, Elec- 
tronically shields yourself and your box. Factory 
direct. Lifetime guarantee. $14.95. 1 (800) 
820 -9024. 

CABLE TV notch filters. Tunable from 50 to 300 
Mhz (channels 0 thru 36). Eight different models 
available so specify frequency or channel number 
needed when ordering. $30.00 each plus $3.50 S/ 
H per order. Hugh quantity discounts. STAR CIR- 
CUITS, PO Box 94917, Las Vegas, NV 89193, 1 

(800) 433 -6319. 

CABLE Filter, build your own - Plans, parts, PC 
Board, case, $11.00. VIDEO MEDIA, Box 
97 -0408, Coconut Creek, FL 33097. 1 (954) 
752 -9202. 

DESCRAMBLE Cable with simple circuit added 
to Radio Shack RF modulator and using VCR as 
tuner, instructions $10.00. TELCOM, PO Box 832 
P8, Brusly, LA 70719. 

WHOLESALE cable descramblers and convert- 
ers. Zenith ST1600 special. 10 lot price $175.00 
each with remote. D &M, 1 (800) 550 -8815. 

CABLE TV descramblers. One piece units. Pi- 
oneer 6310's, Scientific Atlanta 8580's, DPV7's 
and others. Lowest prices. Money back guaran- 
tee. Houston, TX (713) 691 -4610. 

HAVE a beeping or chirping sound with 
scrambled video on channels. We can help. Pro- 
fessional quality positive notch filters. $22.00 ea. 
Discounts on 5 or more. Fast courteous service. 
All credit cards. Call 1 (800) 684 -0539. 

CABLE descramblers. Bargain headquarters, 
below wholesale prices. Absolutely the lowest 
prices! Money -Back guarantee. Nobody beats 
us! RP ELECTRONICS, 1 (800) 304 -3604. 

CABLE descramblers. Buy direct. Rock bottom 
prices. #1 in customer service and low prices. All 
brands...THE CABLE CONNECTION 1 (800) 
411 -2662. 

DESCRAMBLERS. Descramblers four different 
designs. Plans $6.00 MO to CEW, PO Box 3026, 
Manchester, GA 31816. 

CABLE TV descramblers, converters. Save 
money. Don't rent. Call for our best prices. 1 (800) 
732 -2863 Ext. 4552. 

EDUCATION 
LEARN IBM PC Assembly Language. Disk 
$5.00, Book $18.00. ZIPFAST, Box 12238, Lex- 
ington, KY 40581 -2238. 

WINDOWS 95 Kickoff - Staring at Windows 95 
and not knowing what to do? Then get your per- 
sonal copy of "Windows 95 -One Step at a Time" 
(BP399). Only $9.95 (price includes shipping) 
from ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY, 
INC., PO Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 
11762 -0240. USA and Canada only. US funds. 

FCC /CET software. General Radiotelephone, 
CET preparation. Five 3.5 inch diskettes. O/A for- 
mat: interactive, comprehensive. EGA /VGA. 
Complete program, $35.00. TUTOR -TECH, 170 
Locksunart Way, #2, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. (408) 
481 -9543. 

AM RADIO 
RG Radio Booster $29.95 plus $3.00 S &H. RG 
MFG., CO., HC72, Box 912, Tok, AK 99780. COD 
(800) 379-3309 message. 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
ZSORT. Sort huge files fast. Disk $5.00. Manual 
$10.00. Box 12238, Lexington, KY 40581 -2238. 

SHAREWARE Overload. 30 disks for $30.00. 
Get our five page catalog today free. Depend- 
able honest company. SASE to: STARLITE 
SYSTEMS, 5632 Van Nuys BI., #388, Van Nuys, 
CA 91401. 

COMPONENTS 
RESISTORS 20 for $1.00. LEDS 4 for $1.00. Cata- 
log $1.00. ZIPFAST, Box 12238, Lexington, KY 
40581 -2238. 

CRYSTALS: 2Way /pager /scanner /micro- 
processor, delivery /performance guaranteed. 
Prototype /productions runs welcome. VELCO 
ELECTRONICS, (716) 924 -2073. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ELECTRONICS FOR SALE 

THE Case Against Patents. Thoroughly tested 
and proven alternatives that work in the real world. 
$28.50. SYNERGETICS PRESS, Box 809 -C, 
Thatcher, AZ 85552. (520) 428 -4073. Visa/MC. 

57 Electronic Journals. How to get free subscrip- 
tions. $5.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, 
Bethesda, MD 20824. 
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POOR reception on your A.M. radio? Our signal 
booster will help. Guaranteed! Send $2.00 for de- 
tails (refundable with order). FALA ELEC- 
TRONICS, PO Box 1376, Dept. 4, Milwaukee, WI 
53201. 

PLANS - KITS -SCHEMATICS 
MINIATURE FM transmitters. Sensitive! Power- 
ful! SASE for catalog. 1764 N. Sycamore #215, 
Dept. PE, LA, CA 90028. 

BEST BY MAIL 
Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230 

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES 

$200 WEEKLY MAILING CIRCULARS. Wysinger, Box 10110 - 
(PE), Cleveland, OH 44110. 
EARN EXTRA INCOME for Financial Security in just an Hour 
a Day! $7.00: B &B Innovations, Box 2897 -(PE), Lake Placid, 
FL 33862. 
START YOUR OWN KEY CUTTING BUSINESS!! Friends, 
neighbors, customers all pay cash, right in your pocket. Easy, 
fun. Write: Liberty, 16701 Main, #252 -(PE), Hesperia, CA 
92345. 
LAUNCH GLOBAL NETWORK from your home 24 hrs. Low 
investment. No selling - inventory, GLOBLE, 103 -827 East 
Pender Street, Vancouver, BC V6A -1V9. 

OF INTEREST TO ALL 

WIN INSTANT SBIG BuckS. Beat The Slots Secrets. Free In- 
side Info. Send Self- Addressed, Stamped Envelope: BD PAY- 
OLA, Box 881161 -(PE), San Francisco, CA 94188. 
SAVE BIG SSS on cable TV rentals call 800- 820 -1727 Now! 
Major credit cards and COD's accepted. 
FEVERBLISTER HOME REMEDY discovered accidentally, im- 
mediate results and may not return to same spot. $15 to: PPG, 
RR20606PE, El Prado, NM 87529. 
COPY OF JOHN LENNON'S Death Certificate $5.00 Plus Self 
Addressed Stamped Envelope. E. Danielle, Post Office 3141, 
Jersey City, NJ 07303 -3141. 
OLYMPIC GAMES QUARTZ Watches. Any sports. $30.00 
postpaid. Labampa, 2006 Fallon Circle, Suite -F, Alameda, CA 
94501. 

.W 

NINTENDO, Super, NES, Gameboy, Sega, sche- 
matics, parts, information, $5.00 SASE: 
RODGERS, Dept. PE, PO Box 270786, Corpus 
Christi, TX 78427. 

SILENT Sam turn signal reminder. (Patented). 
Keeps you from going down the road flashing, 
inadvertently. $30.00 postpaid, Visa/MC 30 day 
money back guar. Literature available. Toll free 1 

(800) 398 -5605. 

TRANSISTOR Data Tables-Given are the basic 
electronic parameters for the worlds popular tran- 
sistors in one volume. A must for servicemen, 
hobbyists and engineers. Order "Transistor Data 
Tables" (BP401) for only $9.95 (price includes 
shipping) from ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
TODAY, Inc., PO Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 
11762 -0240. USA and Canda only. US funds. 

FIBER optic educational experiments kit. In- 
cludes Tutorial, w /experiments, 40ft fiber assort- 
ment, + cutting tool. $19.95 + S/H 1 (800) 
373 -7078. 

CRYSTAL Set Handbook - Visit antiquity by 
building the radios your grandfather built. Assem- 
ble a "Quaker Oats" rig, wind coils that work and 
make it look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 plus 
$4.00 for shipping and handling. CLAGGK INC., 
PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. US funds 
only! USA and Canada - no foreign orders. 

HEATH COMPANY is selling photocopies of most 
Heathkit manuals. Only authorized source for 
copyright manuals. Phone: (616) 925 -5899, 8 -4 

T. 

EXPERIMENTAL magnetic pattern /field en- 
hancer-EM shield devices. Detailed plans $25.00. 
B. MORRIS, Box 106, Hubbard Lake, MI 49747. 

NEURAL Network. Study and build this fascinat- 
ing learning synthetic brain. Details: THINK -2, 
2 -89 Emma, Guelph, ON, N1E -1 V1. 

IMPROVE 
YOUR 

JIMa15E_ 
WITH 01.1 

" ;. ;'< i; ; :> ,, 
k 
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BEFORE AFTER 

SUPEF 
VHS 

NIDDEL 

AV AIL ABLEt 

The clearest picture possib e 
playing back movies. 

GUARANTE 
to eliminate copy protection. 

No Rolls /Jitters/Flickers /Fading 
Works on all TV's, VCR's Beta & Cable 
Gold Video Connectors & Cables Included 
2 Year Warranty 
Money Back 

i 
Guarantee 

VUSUOMI 
ELECTRONICS 
1- 800 -562 -2252 

2125 S. 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA, NE 68130 

MORE for LESS... Always! 

Best Values for Performance, Features and Dependability 

DM5050C, 42 Range 
DMM + CAPACITANCE METER 

Digital Multimeter 
Resistance - Up to 2,000 MS2 

Capacitance Meter, Extended Range 
Up to 20,000pF (9 Range) 
Zero Adjust Knob 
Test Leads and Buklt -in Socket 
Check Motor Starting & 
Running Capacitance 

Triggering Lamp 

DM5100, 45 Range 
WIDE RANGE, ELEVEN FUNCTION 

Auto Power Off. Data & Peak Hold 
Measures Wider Range 

Frequency - Up to 20 MHz 
Capacitance - Up to 200 pF 
Resistance - Up to 200 Mil 
Current - Up to 20 A AC/DC 

Logic - TTL 
TRhFE 

± 0.25 %, Basic DCV Accuracy 

1.5" Big LCD Display 
3 1/2 Digit Manual 

AC/DC Bolt & Amp 
Resistance, Diode 

Continuity Beeper 

Alligator Clip Test Leads 

Double Insulated Jack 

Deluxe Holster 
Lead Holders 

Velcro Hanger 
Tilt Stand 

$89 

Prices start at $44.95, measuring AC/DC 10 Amp. & Volt, 
Resistance, more and including protective Holster 
Lots more High Standard Test Instruments available 
All in One Instrument. Oscilloscope, Power Supply, Function Generator, Freq. Counter. 
Multimeter, Capacitance, Engine Analyzer. Clamp -On. Electrical Tester and More. 

See your local distributors or Call for Catalog 

Bel MERIT 26242 Dimension Dr., Suite 110 

Lake Forest, CA 92630 

SOLUTIONS FOR THE TEST INSTRUMENT (714) 586 -3700 FAX (714) 586 -3399 

CIRCLE 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS magazine does not assume any responsibility for errors that 

may appear in the index below. 

Free Information No. Page Free Information No. 

33 Ace Communications 98 145 

AES 101 

26 Alfa Electronics 80 

28 All Electronics 82 165 

Allison Technology 101 

Allstar Electronics 108 

27 Alltronics 84 

39 AMC Sales 99 48 

American Innovations 102 

Andromeda Research 106 157 

Basic Electrical Supply 96 

30 Bel Merit 109 

Black Feather 78 

32 C &S Sales 86 

Cable Discount 98 43 

CLAGGK, Inc. 26, 58 156 

Circuit Specialists 94 150 

Cleveland Inst. of Electronics 37 47 

Command Productions 90 46 

Computer Business Services .... 103 45 

Comtrad Industries 11, 15, 23 

Consumertronics 90 

Cook's Institute 10 14 

139 Dalbani 93 

137 Electronic Rainbow 85 

Electronic Technology Today . 67, 69 

EMAC 92 

Foley- Belsaw 99 

- Forest Electronics 100 

Fotronic Corporation 79 

General Device Instruments .... 104 136 

Grantham College of Engineering . 4 

Greenleaf Electronics Inc. 92 

Halcyon Group 

Page 

Jensen Tools 99 

KDE Electronics 103 

Learn, Inc 27 

MCM Electronics 104 

M &G Electronics 106 

MD Electronics 83, 105 

Mega Electronics 99 

Mendelson's 103 

Mental Automation 107 

MicroCode Engineering 5 

Millennium Enterprises 104 

Modern Electronics 105 

Mondo- tronics 88 

NRI Schools 17 

Optoelectronics CV4 

Parallax CV3 

Parts Express 105 

Prairie Digital Inc. 96 

Print 101 

Print 78 

Protocol Electronics 106 

Quality Entertainment 103 

Radio Shack 3 

Self- Reliance Co. Inc. 

Sescom 

Show Time 

Silicon Valley Surplus 

Skyvision Inc 

Tab Books 

TKA Electronics Inc 

100 

92 

107 

97 

55 

89 

UCANDO Videos 96 

Universal Electronics Inc 98 

US Cyberlab 77 

109 

Visual Communications 104 

Weeder Technologies 77 

Weka Publishing 91 

- World College (Div. of C.I.E.) .... 7 

WPT Publications 108 

134 Xandi Electronics 81 

102 - Vision Electronics 

Home Automation Systems 106 

158 Home Controls Inc 14 

I.E.C. 102 

Information Unlimited 100 

13 Interactive Image Technologies. CV2 

- Intronics 105 

110 - ISCET/NESDA 22 

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICE 

Gernsback Publications, Inc. 
500 Bi- County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 -3931 
1 -(516) 293 -3000 
Fax 14516) 293 -3115 

Larry Steckler, EHF /CET 
President (ext. 201) 

Christina Estrada 
Assistant to the President (ext. 209) 

For Advertising ONLY 
1 -516- 293.3000 
Fax 1-516-293-3115 

Larry Steckler 
publisher 

Arline Fishman 
advertising director (ext. 206) 

Michele Torrillo 
advertising assistant (ext. 211) 

Adria Goren 
credit manager (ext. 208) 

Subscription/ 
Customer Service/ 
Order Entry 
1- 800 -827 -0383 
7:30 AM - 8:30 PM EST 

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES 

EAST /SOUTHEAST 

Stanley Levitan 
Eastern Sales 

1 Overlook Ave. 
Great Neck, NY 11021 -3750 
1- 516- 487 -9357, 1- 516 -293 -3000 
Fax 1- 516- 487 -8402 

MIDWEST/Texas /Arkansas/ 
Oklahoma, Colorado, Arizona 

Ralph Bergen 
Midwest Sales 

One Northfield Plaza, Suite 300 
Northfield, IL 60093 -1214 
1- 847 -559 -0555 
Fax 1- 847- 559 -0562 

PACIFIC COAST /Mountain States 

Anita Bartman 
Hutch Looney & Assoc., Inc. 
6310 San Vicente Blvd. 
Suite 360 
Los Angeles, CA 90048 -5426 
1- 213 -931 -3444 (ext. 227) 
Fax 1- 213 -931 -7309 
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BASIC STAMP®COMPUTERS 
Tiny computers run BASIC programs 

BASIC Stamps are component -sized computers that run BASIC pro- 
grams. They have 8 or 16 I/O lines, which can he used for a 

variety of digital and analog purposes. And their BASIC language 
is both familiar and extensive; the language includes FOR...NEXT, 

IF...THEN, and GOTO, as well as XOUT, SHIFTOUT, DTMFOUT, 

and other special commands. 

We've been making BASIC Stamps for several years, and we've 
accumulated some interesting photos along the way. In this ad, we 

thought it might be fun to show some of these photos. 

BS1 -IC Module $34 
8 I/O lines 
80 instructions max. 

2000 instructions /sec. 
2400 baud serial 1/0 

14 -pin SIP module 
I/O instructions for pushbuttons, 
potentiometers, pulse measure- 
ment, PWM, serial I /O, sound, etc. 

Programming Package $99 
Contains programming materials 
needed to program BASIC Stamps; 
includes cables, PC software, 
manuals, and free tech. support. 

Carrier Boards $15 -$20 
Provide small prototyping area, 9- 
volt battery clips, and program- 
ming connector. Not absolutely 
necessary, but recommended to 
make programming easy. 

FaxBack 

#6002 

BS2 -IC Module 
16 I/O lines 
500 instructions max. 

4000 instructions /sec. 
50k baud serial 1/0 

24 -pin DIP module 
Saine I/O instructions as BS1, 

phis touch -tones, frequency 
generation, pulse counting, 
serial shift registers, X -10 
powerline control, etc. I/O 
functions common to both 
modules have a higher reso- 
lution on the BS2 -IC, due to 
its faster clock speed. 

$49 

Data Collection Board $179 
This nifty board from Scott Edwards 
Electronics provides everything you 
need to use the BS2 -IC as a data log- 
ger. Includes ample prototyping area, 
two 12 -hit analog inputs, a real -time 
clock, and 32K bytes of EEPROM 

storage. BS2 -IC module not included. 

PAR,1LLA 

h1arriu Green and bis students in Hillsboro, 
Oregon, use BASIC; Stamps to nuI/s small robots. 

John McLean lues BASIC Stamps to gather data 
in Lechu'nilla Care (Americas deepest cale. lo- 

cated in Carlsbad Caverns ,Aaliotull Park). 

Charles Walsh and his students in Great Falla. 

Montana. use BASIL, Stamps in robotics projects. 

BarrylonesO 'sec- RÆnrior buc. /Lanham. Main- 

land) uses llASIC'Stamps to add auto-repeal. LCD 

readouts. and other /iaJhnesto hispaintball rifles. 

\/ Z 3805 Atherton Road, #102 Rocklin, CA 95765 USA (916) 624 -8333 Fax: 624 -8003 FaxBack: 624 -1869 BBS: 624 -7101 /\ n E -mail: info @parallaxinc.com Ftp: ftp.parallaxinc.com World- wide -web: http: / /www.parallaxinc.com 

BS1 -IC B 8S2 -IC are trademarks and BASIC Stamp 8 the Parallax logo are registered trademarks of Parallax. Inc. 

Prices do not include shipping and applicable sales tax Features and prices subject to chonge ,thout notice P ,cr. 3re U. S. Prices only: prices in other countries may vary 

CIRCLE 156 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Using the optional SAC8000 is a snap -Just 
plug and play. SAC8000 includes cable, back 
panel with slot, and velcro attachments. 

Scout ®Reaction Tune ® 
brings you all the action. Whether it is police, 

fire, commercial or just everyday communica- 
tions monitoring, the Scout will brirog you closer to 

the action. The Scout will not only capture the fre- 
quency, but it automatically tunes the receiver to that 

frequency at the same time; (see receivers appl. 
below). Let the Scout Reaction Tune your way unto the 

world of communications. 
FEATURES 

Records up to 400 unique frequencies in memory. 
Records up to 255 hits on each frequency in memory. 

10MHz - 1.4GHz single frequency range. 
Records frequencies automatically with Patented Digital 
Auto Filter & Digital Auto Capture. 

Reaction Tune the AOR AR8000, AR2700, ICOM R7000, R7100, R9000, Radio Shack Pro 
2005/2006 with 0S456 installed, and the Radio Shack Pro 2035/2042 with 0S535 installed., 

All frequencies are automatically saved until deleted. 
Interface to a PC with the optional OPTOLINX of CX12AR for data download. 
Custom 10 digit LCD display with automatic EL backlighting. 
16 segment RF signal strength bargraph. 
Pager style vibrator for discreet recording. Distinctive beeper indicates frequency detection. 
Rapid charge NiCads with AC charger supplied; 2 hour recharge and 8 -10 hour battery discharge. 

Frequency Range: 10MHz - 1.4GHz 
Input Amplifier: 50 Ohm vswr <2:1 
Sensitivity: lmV 30MHz - 900MHz 
Maximum Input: +I5dBM, 50 milliwatts 
Display: 10 digit LCD with backlight 

Factory Direct Order Line: 
MADE 

IN 
USA 

Operating Time: 8 - 10 hours 
Power: 2VDC 1 Amp wall plug adapter for rapid 
charging. 6VDC 130mA minimum operating pow- 
er required. AC90 adapter supplied. m 

o z 

1-800_327_5912 
m 

Olik!!'*,""/ !"/'7"!"/% 
V1 4r/`4...\.. %1V/ r ̀ ,i 

5821 NE 14th Avenue Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334 
Visa, MasterCard, C.O.D. Prices and Specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation 

All specials are subject to change without notice or obligation. 
Internet: http: / /www.optoelectronics.com 

Tel: 954.771.2050 Fax: 954.771.2052 
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